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Preface 

When asked about my research, I usually respond with something to the effects of applying textual 
analytics or natural language processing (NLP) in civil engineering. This is often met with raised 
eyebrows, followed by "but why?". There appears a feeling among the general public about 
construction field being rather unlikely bed-fellows with advanced digital technology, not the least, 
relating to something reminiscent of artificial intelligence (AI). 

The research motivation that I try to convey is rather straight forward. The success of the 
architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry is heavily dependent on 
understanding human behaviour, perhaps arguably more so than in many other engineering 
industries. The modelling of human behaviour and decision-making requires looking beyond 
deterministic techniques that we are typically used to in engineering. In parallel with this, text, 
being as old as time, is likely the most versatile, abundant and ubiquitous format of codification 
that captures AEC expert knowledge and behaviour. This makes the inductive textual analyses 
(typically associated with AI) an obvious topic of interest, especially given the breadth and social 
diversity of the AEC industry. 

The seeds of such ideas had begun already some time ago, I dare say, almost a decade prior during 
my early university days. I had undertaken the task of manually studying the documentation of 
more than thirty notable bridges around the world, their architectural and structural design 
rationale, parametric specifications, construction techniques, as well as the myriad difficulties and 
risks in each case. Little did I know, I had been effectively doing factor analysis, attempting to find 
links between the multi-dimensional aspects of the whole bridge building process, hoping to 
identify root causes and distil causal patterns that may be used as general guidelines for early risk 
detection during conceptual design. Despite the limited sample set and primitive manual 
technique employed, some clear patterns were evident, for instance, some structural 
configurations have been consistently chosen given specific environments, or that certain 
problems were often recurring for specific bridge construction techniques prescribed. 

That experience set my thoughts in motion about how it may be possible to automatically mine 
texts from documentation, parse and process them so that patterns can be identified, but of course 
at a scale way above manually scouring and reading vast amounts of texts. This train of thought 
naturally led down the path towards the nexus between knowledge management and natural 
language processing, and eventually to all the multi-dimensional intertwining topics underpinning 
my doctoral research. 
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I’m very humbled to have had the privilege during my doctoral candidature to explore and 
negotiate these topics and questions that have meandered about in my mind over the years. Now, 
at the final curtain of my doctoral candidature, I feel ever compelled to share with you the spirit of 
this work, driven by the numerous individuals and disciplines that have made it all possible. 

I owe the utmost to my supervisor, Prof Juha Paavola, whose academic integrity, as well as fatherly 
benevolence, have kept me from losing my way countless times throughout my doctoral journey. 
Prof Paavola has shown me perspectives beyond academic decorum and provided consolation 
when I needed most, all of which has forged the soul of this research. 

Honorary mention must be given to Prof Pentti Kujala of the Department of Marine Technology, 
which posed the initial context for developing the algorithmic aspects of my research. It is through 
the “Cruise and Ferry” experiences, related to the activities in Meyer Turku Shipyard, that my basis 
for the core latent semantic analysis (LSA) technique was established. Unfortunately, the results 
of the investigations in the marine context did not make it into this thesis, given its preliminary 
nature, but must nevertheless be acknowledged as an indispensable prelude to the story. In 
tandem, I’d like to thank Jarno Soinila, then executive board member of Meyer Turku, whose 
feedback during steering group meetings were enormously valuable. I’d also like to express 
gratitude to the staff of “Meridiem”, the Machine Technology Center Turku, for their ideas, 
guidance and congeniality as fellow co-occupants of our office at that time. 

My return from Turku back to Helsinki set forth my applying LSA in the various contexts captured 
in this thesis, for which I had immense support in each case. I’d like to acknowledge the 
respondents and information providers, named and unnamed, in all their respective disciplines of 
civil engineering, that made my eventual research investigations possible. 

I’d like to thank Prof Jussi Leveinen, for introducing me to the competence development aspects 
of expert knowledge management, through the nuclear waste disposal context. My experience 
garnered through PETRUS (Programme for Education, Training and Research on Underground 
Storage), has been a pivotal part of my development, including the lenient financial support. On 
that note, I’m grateful towards Tekniikan Edistämissäätiö (TES), Finnish Foundation for 
Technology Promotion, for the pecuniary oil in my lamp during dark times. Accordingly, I’d like 
to thank Prof Asko Sarja, whose thought-provoking discussions with us have manifested in the 
granted cases of TES. 

I owe deep gratitude, as well as a great deal of inspiration, to Prof Erkki Ormala and Prof Yrjö 
Neuvo, whose leadership in the “Bit Bang” doctoral programme created a momentous episode 
along my doctoral path over two years. Similarly, the people of the European Institute of 
Innovation and Technology (EIT) have played a vital role in shaping my doctoral growth. My grace 
goes to, among others, Prof Markko Turpeinen and Dr Sami Jokela for the nurture and care under 
the EIT Digital doctoral programme. 

I’d like to acknowledge the support from the partners at our company, VXT Research Ltd, 
particularly during my strenuous periods of manuscript writing. Concurrently, my gratitude 
extends to Tuomo Suortti from Business Finland (previously Tekes, the Finnish Funding Agency 
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of Technology and Innovation) for the most heartfelt comradeship during VXT’s parallel software 
co-developments under his auspices. These activities were not formally related to my doctorate, 
however, to have been part of actualizing theoretical concepts in real-world governmental software 
was a magical experience that has added depth of flavour to research. 

Words cannot describe my gratefulness towards my parents, James and Linda, who continue to 
surprise me with their wisdom and empathy despite being half a world away, as well as my younger 
brother, Reagan, whose strength amid adversity remains ever inspiring. I’d also like to express 
gratitude to my dearly beloved Hanna, whose appreciation for the virtue and beauty of others 
testifies all the more to her own. 

 

Espoo, Finland, 22 February 2019 

Vincent Kuo 
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 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

Many problems in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry can be 
attributed to sub-optimal management of knowledge and information. The purpose of this 
research is to develop and evaluate a semantic computational approach, as an intelligent system, 
to improve Knowledge Management (KM) within the context of real-world AEC problems. 

We have identified Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to be a pertinent technique to enhancing KM, 
given its roots in pattern recognition and artificial intelligence (AI). LSA can infer conceptual links 
amid large amounts of natural language texts, comparable to human cognitive intuition (Landauer 
et al., 2007). This research investigates whether (and if so, how) unstructured textual 
documentation in AEC operations can be computationally processed in such manner to infer 
insights comparable to engineering expert knowledge.  

Although KM bears the overarching theoretical framework, our investigation cases are taken from 
various AEC problem contexts. We connect seemingly unrelated AEC problems by articulating 
them as symptoms of underlying phenomena rooted in KM theory. We then align the semantic 
capabilities of LSA to address challenges of expert tacit knowledge and cognition, that have 
traditionally been based on intuition accumulated through professional experience. 

The research is thus brought together under three broad principal disciplines: knowledge 
management, AEC knowledge management systems, and latent semantic analysis. 

1.2 Problem overview 

As in most industries in modern times, AEC is knowledge-driven and characterized by unique 
work settings and modus operandi involving virtual organizations (Rezgui, Hopfe and 
Vorakulpipat, 2010). The AEC sector is fragmented, and the major consequence is the difficulty to 
communicate effectively and efficiently among stakeholders. This has often resulted in 
information and knowledge inconsistencies, which can attribute to a variety of problems 
strategically and operationally, over the lifecycle of buildings.  

The application of knowledge management (KM) in AEC context has reflected the evolution of KM 
literature as well as information technology (IT) adoption in the sector. Up to the early 1980s, the 
main concern of KM in AEC industry was project information management (Rezgui, Cooper and 
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Brandon, 1998). As larger construction projects eventually resulted in the production of tens of 
thousands of documents, the concern of the industry was to provide easy and quick means to find 
the appropriate document (Löwnertz, 1998). This approach to KM relied mainly on managing 
project documentation either on an ad hoc basis or, at best, using traditional library archival 
methods. The publication of Nonaka and Takeuchi’s seminal book “The Knowledge-Creating 
Company” (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) marked a turning point in KM development. Knowledge 
took on a dynamic model as it constantly transforms within the organization, through a process 
known as the Knowledge Creation Cycle (also known as the SECI model), substantially influential 
in KM and AEC practices. Along with technology adoption in AEC, there has been a migration 
from document- to semantic-based systems, reflected in Building Information Models (BIM), with 
a strong drive for integration across disciplines. This current trend is characterized by the 
development of intelligent digital systems, leveraging the human, intellectual and social capital of 
an organization with a strong total lifecycle orientation. While there are many new KM tools and 
practices, collective learning is still hampered by an inability to identify, capture, manage and 
reuse the large amount of potential knowledge generated by individuals across organizations and 
projects (Rezgui, Hopfe and Vorakulpipat, 2010). Technological developments have also led to 
additional problems like information overload, data interoperability, negligence of social 
dimensions of technology implementation, which are all related to the challenges of pragmatic 
management of tacit knowledge. Additionally, on a higher level of abstraction, there are many 
definitions and interpretations of knowledge itself, making it difficult to utilize philosophical or 
theoretical research outputs in practice within the AEC context – described as the theory-practice 
gap in KM (Ragab and Arisha, 2013). 

The megatrend of digitalization has resulted in the exponentially increasing computational 
capacity and amount of accumulated available data. This testifies to the growing ubiquity of 
advanced AI functions across different sectors. This research sets out to investigate the 
possibilities of reformulating a variety of AEC problems in terms of KM theory, and aligning data-
driven techniques to address them. An LSA-based method is employed in our research for this 
purpose. LSA is an unsupervised, inductive, statistical approach for analysing unstructured data 
such as natural language or textual documentation. It uses no humanly constructed dictionaries, 
knowledge bases, semantic networks, grammars, syntactic parsers, or morphologies and takes 
input from raw text (Landauer et al., 2007). It is important to distinguish this aspect of LSA from 
techniques of the ontological paradigm (e.g. as with Semantic Web technologies). LSA poses a 
novel inductive approach to linking and organizing data or information, which would have relied 
on manual processes based on human tacit knowledge. In this research, we choose three AEC 
problem contexts, in which to investigate how LSA may be applied, involving the respective data 
available in each context and use-case, to address challenges rooted in poor KM. These problem 
contexts constitute 1) the mapping of professional communities of practices through the analysis 
of personnel knowledge skills and competences, 2) inference of insights from textual 
documentation describing constructability problems, and 3) extraction of textual change requests 
from a BIM file of a renovation project and inference of patterns amid the text that can assist future 
decision-making in term of change management. 
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1.3 Research questions 

This research is driven by four principle research questions (RQ) in succession: 

RQ1: Can Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) be used as an Intelligent System to address problems 
of Knowledge Management and Knowledge Creation theory? If so, how? 

RQ2: Can various perspectives of AEC problems (i.e. communities of practice, design, 
construction, and operation) be formulated from the perspectives of Knowledge Management and 
Knowledge Creation theory? If so, how? 

RQ3: Can existing, abundant data and/or documentation from AEC industry be utilized for the 
LSA approach? If so, how and with what limitations/opportunities in terms of data? 

RQ4: Can valuable insights, comparable to tacit knowledge, be inferred automatically from 
abundant unstructured AEC documentation and/or data through LSA? If so, how and with what 
limitations/opportunities in terms of insights? 

Given these research questions, it’s important to note that this research does not contribute to 
algorithmically improving LSA, nor the underlying mathematics of Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVD). Rather, we aim to understand KM and related topics, how problems in the AEC context 
can be articulated to have KM as a root cause, and how LSA can improve KM in the domain 
problem contexts. Even though the investigation uses real-world textual data from AEC problem 
contexts, the point is not to distil knowledge from the data as ground truth, but rather to use the 
LSA output to test its capability in producing insights comparable to domain knowledge and/or 
what a professional practitioner would be able to learn or discover given the same data. 

1.4 Methodology 

The research includes the following methods: 

 Literature analysis and mediating theoretical frameworks 

 Collection of unstructured qualitative textual data and archival analysis 

 Computational and quantitative modelling using LSA and related methods 

Our methodological framework involves the sequence of steps and decisions shown in Figure 1-1, 
with the chapter that addresses each step.  
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Figure 1-1 Methodological framework and decisions addressed in each step with corresponding chapters. 

The methodological framework is closely integrated with the chapter structure of the thesis. The 
initial part of the methodology consists of extensive literature study and identification of elements 
from different frameworks and perspectives that are relevant to KM practices in AEC context 
(Chapters 2 to 4). These enable us to reach a complete problem definition and argumentation, 
combining aspects of the three principle disciplines of KM, AEC KM systems, and LSA.  
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It is worthy to note that the aim of the literature study is not to exhaustively review all related 
research efforts, but rather to justify, and enable the reader to completely understand and 
appreciate, the research problems. Given the multidisciplinary nature of this thesis, an exhaustive 
review of all related research unfortunately proves to be too lengthy. We acknowledge that there 
may be non-trivial research efforts related to our topics, well deserving due academic credit, but 
that we have not discussed in this thesis, as they do not directly support or oppose the rationale of 
defining our problematics. The result of the literature analysis is an in-depth discussion of how all 
the elements relate to one another (Chapter 5). These literature study chapters address primarily 
RQ1, leading us to formulate an experimental design accordingly (Chapter 6). The experimental 
design consists of the AEC problem contexts selected, the detailed quantitative steps involving 
LSA, post-processing and extended methods, as well as how the rest of our research questions 
(RQ2 - RQ4) are validated. 

It’s important to note that the three AEC problem contexts of our investigations (Chapters 7 to 9) 
represent the real-world scenarios in practice. As such, the datasets available for processing are 
also expectedly small, as in the realistic situations. This is an important aspect that defines our 
methodology and how the validation is done, which is rather to determine whether LSA outputs 
can give intuitive results that compare well with what a human with domain knowledge would 
consider sensible, based on internalizing the same dataset. Therefore, the size of the datasets (and 
whether they represent the scenarios in the whole industry at large) do not attribute to the validity 
of the results arising from the analyses, as we do not consider them to be ground truth. It’s 
important in our research to address the lack of large datasets typically needed for machine 
learning techniques, and test whether LSA is able to produce intuitive results, even given small 
datasets. The obvious limitation of our methodology is that the results of the LSA outputs should 
not be regarded representative of the whole industry, granted this is not the aim of our research. 
Rather, we test if LSA, with relatively small domain datasets available in different AEC problem 
contexts, can give intuitive outputs. 

Each of investigations within the AEC problem context (Chapters 7 to 9) include the problem 
definition of each case within the context of AEC and how they are aligned to KM perspectives, the 
textual data collection rationale and procedures, and the subsequent computational analyses 
respectively. The analyses entail quantitative modelling of domain knowledge in each AEC 
problem context, based on LSA methods and principles, the details of which are explained in the 
experimental design (Chapter 6) and respective investigation chapters. For now, it suffices to 
stress again that we do not consider the results of the knowledge modelling as distilled wisdom in 
the respective AEC problem contexts that would be applied as generic doctrines in each case. 
Instead, our validation of whether insights can be inferred is based on testing whether we can 
computationally obtain intuitive associations between domain-specific topics, that are well-known 
or even self-evident, but would have been considered to require human reasoning to achieve. As 
such, the size of the datasets, and how well they represent the nature of all the cases in each 
domain, are irrelevant to the validity of the investigation. These results, and their relevance within 
each AEC problem context, are motivated and discussed in detail at the end of each of the AEC 
context investigation chapters.  
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Thereafter, another separate chapter (Chapter 10) is dedicated to discussing extended 
implications of the investigation findings, with relation to all the relevant topics of KM at large 
(relating to the synthesis in Chapter 5). Finally, the concluding chapter (Chapter 11) closes the 
research enquiry, summarizes the scope and limitations, contributions, and further 
recommendations of this research. 

1.5 Chapters outline and relations to research questions 

Below, we highlight the research questions addressed in each part of our logical enquiry, so as to 
clarify the goals and relevance of each chapter towards the broader purpose of the research. 

Chapter 2 Knowledge management literature 
Research question addressed: RQ1 
Goals: Understand knowledge creation and related concepts like organizational KM theory, tacit 
vs explicit knowledge, past failure factors of KM initiatives, relationship between CoPs and KM, 
subjectivity of knowledge, and the knowledge creation cycle. 

Chapter 3 AEC knowledge management systems literature 
Research question addressed: RQ1 
Goals: Understand how KM is used in AEC domain, augmented by digitalization and intelligent 
systems, covering topics such as data models, interoperability, document management, case-
based reasoning systems, AEC knowledge sharing, and natural language processing. 

Chapter 4 Latent semantic analysis literature 
Research question addressed: RQ1 
Goals:  Understand LSA, how it works and why it’s suitable for our research enquiry.  

Chapter 5 Synthesis of literature  
Research question addressed: RQ1 
Goals: Internalize, combine and make sense of issues from multiple literature disciplines, in 
order to appreciate how LSA is relevant for KM in AEC with respect to the various elements of 
different fields. 

Chapter 6 Experimental design 
Research question addressed: RQ2 
Goals: Formulate how the quantitative analysis is done, what AEC problem contexts can be 
addressed using LSA with reference to KM underpinnings, and how the rest of the research 
problems are validated through the following three investigations. 

Chapter 7 Problem context investigation: Communities of Practice mapping 
through analysis of Knowledge, Skills and Competences (KSCs) 
Research questions addressed: RQ3, RQ4 
Goals: Investigate how small textual dataset of personnel KSCs can be codified automatically and 
mapped to show a landscape of CoPs, while capturing aspects of semantics from text that is 
considered domain tacit knowledge. 
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Chapter 8 Problem context investigation: Constructability semantic knowledge  
Research questions addressed: RQ3, RQ4 
Goals: Investigate how larger dataset of textual descriptions of constructability knowledge can be 
used as input to LSA, to infer relationships between topics and concepts of constructability 
computationally. 

Chapter 9 Problem context investigation: BIM-based change management insights 
Research questions addressed: RQ3, RQ4 
Goals: Investigate whether textual annotations about change requests, in a renovation project, 
can be extracted automatically from BIM (as embedded BIM Collaboration Format data) and 
processed semantically using LSA. Furthermore, we gauge LSA’s capability to handle Finnish 
texts natively, as well as cross-language capabilities, facilitating interoperability between English 
and Finnish data. 

Chapter 10 Implications of results and discussions  
Research questions addressed: RQ3, RQ4 
Goals: Summarize all results and motivate their relevance to different aspects of the combined 
literature, with reference to aspects mentioned in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 11 Conclusion 
Research questions addressed: RQ1, RQ2, RQ3, RQ4 (All) 
Goals: Discuss all research questions, summarize results, highlight contributions and novelty, 
and allude to limitations and opportunities of this and/or future research respectively. 
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 Knowledge Management 

 

2.1 Historical timeline overview of knowledge management 

Literature and other reviews reveal three distinct stages of knowledge management (KM) 
advancements through its developmental history (Bratianu and Orzea, 2010a; Tzortzaki and 
Mihiotis, 2014). Looking broadly at the overview of the development of KM can help us orientate 
ourselves with regards to where KM is headed, before we continue into more details of KM in later 
subsequent sections of this chapter. Figure 2-1 summarizes the features of KM in each stage of its 
development. 

 

Figure 2-1 Three stages of KM developmental history, from content- to people-orientated approach.  
Adapted from Bratianu & Orzea (2010a); Hoegl & Schulze (2005); Tzortzaki & Mihiotis (2014). 

 1st Stage of KM | pre-1990s 

First instances of KM appeared in 1975 (Serenko and Bontis, 2004). McAdam and McCreedy 
(1999) located one of the early knowledge category models in 1987 in Max Boisot’s book 
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“Information and Organisations: The Manager as Anthropologist”. Boisot categorizes knowledge 
as either being codified or uncodified, and as either being diffused or undiffused, within an 
organization. Boisot uses the term codified to refer to knowledge that can be readily transmitted, 
such as financial data, and the term uncodified to refer to knowledge such as experience that 
cannot be easily transmitted. Diffused is knowledge that is easily shared, whereas undiffused is 
knowledge that is shared with difficulty. According to Serenko and Bontis (2004) in a review of 
research literature surrounding the area of KM, most of the literary activity initially originates in 
the USA and UK. Early KM tools are described as information portals, a period dominated by 
explicit representation of information necessary to support back and front office integration 
(European Commision, 2003). In these early stages, managers focused on data capture and 
processing, and on information systems management. The goal was to observe, gather, store in 
databases, and manage existing knowledge in information systems as any other asset (Bratianu 
and Orzea, 2010a). 

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, a variety of business improvement methodologies and concepts 
emerged, such as business re-engineering, benchmarking, downsizing and outsourcing, 
management information systems, customer satisfaction and organizational learning, to name a 
few. This is the stage of a heavily industrialized economy, with researchers focusing on new 
disciplines such as marketing, organizational behaviour and the management of information 
technology (Levitt, 1983; Bontis, 2001; Serenko and Bontis, 2004; Tzortzaki and Mihiotis, 2014). 
The advent of the information age marked the beginning of the 2nd stage of KM development. 

 2nd Stage of KM | 1990s 

In 1993, management guru Peter Drucker developed the idea of the knowledge worker and the 
knowledge-intensive firm, highlighting the importance of knowledge in all matters of commercial 
activities (Drucker, 1993). The publishing of Nonaka and Takeuchi’s seminal book “The 
Knowledge-Creating Company” (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995), posed a landmark contribution to 
the field of KM and distinguished explicit and tacit knowledge, extending Boisot’s theories of 
codified vs uncodified. Within Nonaka and Takeuchi’s work, knowledge takes on dynamic 
properties, as it is constantly moving within the organization between four processes: 
socialization, externalization, combination and internalization (SECI). This transition of 
knowledge from one process to another, back and forth between tacit and explicit knowledge, is 
known as the SECI Model, and is an important cornerstone of knowledge creation theory, hence 
is also known as the knowledge creation cycle. 

During this second stage, the OECD produced the renowned study, “The Knowledge-Based 
Economy” (OECD, 1996), in which it is stated that: 

Knowledge, as embodied in human beings (as “human capital”) and in technology, has always 
been central to economic development. But only over the last few years has its relative importance 
been recognized, just as that importance is growing. The OECD economies are more strongly 
dependent on the production, distribution and use of knowledge than ever before. 
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Evidently, the general interest in KM grew substantially during this time. There emerged 
tendencies towards knowledge processes and collaborative innovation spaces designed to 
transition organizations into knowledge-based communities (Edvinsson and Malone, 1997). 
However, the second stage was yet characterized by structured and rigid organizational knowledge 
sharing processes (Bratianu and Orzea, 2010a), with conservative assessment, measurement and 
benchmarking of KM practices (European Commision, 2003). Such over-engineered and 
mechanistic approaches towards KM have been criticized by a number of scholars, for instance, 
Snowden (2002) amongst others. 

The late 1990s marked the introduction of the Internet as an accessible tool (Roberts and Zahay, 
2012) and brought a revolution to the way business was conducted. Along with the advent of 
networked computing, knowledge transfer started to take place in the context of a network rather 
than one single independent organization. The network can be made up of brokers, suppliers, 
intermediaries, clients, strategic alliances etc., and operates under principals that encourage the 
externalization of work and the use of inter-organizational information systems. Examples exist 
in almost all industries (e.g. car manufacturing, retail, electronics and insurance etc.) and the 
connectivity to a knowledge network, as well as the competences in managing knowledge 
networks, have become the key drivers of business logic (Seufert, von Krogh and Bach, 1999). 

Along with the changing patterns of interpersonal activities, the new and much heralded network 
society has arrived, and increasingly more attention is given towards the development of KM as 
human-centred tools and approaches. 

 3rd Stage | 2000s onwards 

Leading KM thinkers identify the need for a third stage of KM (Sveiby, 1997; Tsoukas and 
Vladimirou, 2001; Snowden, 2002; Spender and Marr, 2005; Bratianu and Orzea, 2010a). This 
stage describes the current state-of-the-art of KM, which is closer to the democratization and 
personalization of work and focuses more on heuristics, or else known as tacit knowledge. KM is 
viewed more and more as a social process – bringing to mind the concepts of the Community of 
Practice (CoP) (Wenger, McDermott and Snyder, 2002), which will be covered in more detail later 
in the chapter. It is already well known that KM – involving humans, technologies and processes 
– is by no means a discrete system, but is dynamic, fuzzy and somewhat self-organizing. It is 
therefore well-established that the ideal management of knowledge creation and innovation 
activities cannot be approached as a “factory-shop” model, where units of a discrete system are 
placed into boxes and assessed as such. Indeed, the third stage of KM is characterized by a focus 
on stimulating factors of knowledge creation (Bratianu and Orzea, 2010a). 

Nevertheless, real-world KM practices, being intertwined with considerations of labour efficiency, 
productivity, financial auditing etc. cannot help but succumb to rigid management approaches 
and often antiquated performance indicators. Such approaches are seen to stifle innovation and 
creativity, which is the principal determinant of competitiveness in our speed-driven and 
changeable economies. This has created some dilemma regarding how knowledge management 
factors and consequences should be measured, and if KM cannot be objectively measured at all, 
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whether it can be qualitatively assessed and to what extent, so as to provide compelling scientific 
arguments of its mechanics. This is a key question that will be address from different perspectives 
as we deepen our discussion about knowledge management systems (KMS) and the nature of 
knowledge in the coming sections. 

2.2 What constitutes a knowledge management system? 

Early KM aspirations were fuelled vastly by the massive growth of the Internet and developments 
in Information Technology (IT), namely as knowledge management systems (KMS). A KMS is 
described to be a managerial, technical and organisational system structured to support the 
implementation of KM within an organisation (Massa and Testa, 2009). The existing and ongoing 
advancements of KMSs, have been a testament and indicator of a clear continuing trend in KM 
initiatives, as opposed to a temporary hype (Tzortzaki and Mihiotis, 2014). As such, the KMS 
embodies demonstrable KM value, and thus has contributed greatly to conveying real-world 
understanding of what value KM could bring. It is thus an important point of departure for our 
discussion. 

The literature has identified three principal approaches to designing a KMS: 1) codification, 2) 
personalisation, and 3) people-finder, in addition to hybrid combinations (Ragab and Arisha, 
2013): 

1) The codification (“hard”) approach focuses on the capturing and storage of knowledge in 
electronic repositories, making it available for retrieval and, due to its nature, tends to 
pursue explicit knowledge (Shin, 2004). This approach adopts a “people-to-documents” 
strategy, seeking to reuse knowledge by investing in building robust databases and 
rewarding employees who contribute to the IT-based KMS (Hansen, Nohria and Tierney, 
1999). 

2) In contrast, the personalisation (“soft”) approach focuses on the transfer of knowledge 
through face-to-face social interaction activities such as communities of practice and story-
telling (Shin, 2004). This approach adopts a “person-to-person” strategy aimed at sharing 
knowledge and nurturing innovation, and so is seen as more suitable for the dissemination 
of tacit knowledge (Massa and Testa, 2009). In this approach, moderate investment is 
made in IT as its function is only to connect people, and more investment is made in 
recruiting highly qualified human resources and rewarding them for sharing their 
knowledge (Hansen, Nohria and Tierney, 1999). 

3) Conceding that not all knowledge can be articulated, and not wanting to neglect valuable 
tacit knowledge, the “people-finder” approach does not attempt to capture knowledge itself 
but instead aims to map the location of this knowledge within the organisation (Becerra-
Fernandez, 2000). This approach tries to create a sort of “knowledge Yellow Pages” to 
direct those seeking certain expertise towards those within the organisation who hold it, 
and to ensure they are accessible for consultation or knowledge sharing (Begõa Lloria, 
2008). To trace where knowledge is located within the organisation more accurately, some 
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studies have analysed the flow of knowledge and the roles of different members in 
knowledge acquisition and sharing (Whelan, Collings and Donnellan, 2010).  

Naturally, these KMS approaches are not mutually exclusive and have been implemented with 
different levels of combination. These approaches help to describe principal activities of KM, 
which we will still revisit with different angles many times in later discussions. For now, a notable 
challenge to acknowledge, is the grey area between KM and IT or computer science literature. 
Management literature covers extensively the design and implementation of IT-based solutions 
and their role in KM. On the other hand, computer science research in this area has investigated 
the development of new algorithms to improve the performance and ease of use of current KM 
solutions, using such programming techniques as data mining, artificial intelligence (AI), expert 
systems, database technologies, search techniques, and modelling. As such, a universally accepted 
KMS framework does not exist (Metaxiotis, Ergazakis and Psarras, 2005), and authors still 
disagree conceptually about KMS processes and terminology (Ragab and Arisha, 2013). This is 
despite the efforts to develop KM standards towards a consensus – such as the European Guide to 
Good Practice in Knowledge Management (European committee for standardization, 2004) or the 
Australian Knowledge Management Standard (Standards Australia, 2005), covering multi-
disciplinary KM theory and practice. 

2.3 Why is it difficult to measure a knowledge management initiative? 

Although a number of researchers affirm that knowledge is measurable by developing appropriate 
frameworks, others adopt the view that it cannot be measured by arguing that its intangible and 
multi-faceted nature would thwart any measurement technique (Liebowitz and Wright, 1999; 
Huang, Chen and Yieh, 2007; Ragab and Arisha, 2013). Instead, they recommend that efforts 
should be directed towards measuring the impact of knowledge when applied (Carrillo et al., 
2003). They note that the bulk of KM literature hypothesizes a causal link between KM and 
improved performance, despite the fact that very little research has made an explicit correlation 
between them (Kalling, 2003; Andreeva and Kianto, 2012). Even those who conclude empirically 
that KM does create value, are unable to quantify that value (Ibrahim and Reid, 2009). In the 
domain of measuring effects of KM, frameworks are designed to measure the performance of 
either 1) KM processes or 2) their outcomes (Goldoni and Oliveira, 2010). Furthermore, the in 
light of the taxonomy suggested by Huang, Chen and Yieh (2007), all KM performance measures 
can be considered either 3) qualitative or 4) quantitative. The sub-sections below discuss these 
four distinctions separately: 

1) Process performance are a type of “leading” measures that monitor the performance of 
a KM initiative and provide immediate feedback on KM implementation allowing 
management to take actions in real-time (Vestal, 2002). Examples of process metrics 
include statistics on KMS usage and the number of communities of practice (CoPs) 
emerging as a result. Usage metrics are more oriented towards IT-based KMSs, and 
assume that the more people use a KMS, the more knowledgeable they become, which in 
turn improves organisational performance. However, significant KMS failure rates 
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indicate that such simplistic assumptions may be highly misleading (Khalifa, Yan Yu and 
Ning Shen, 2008). Process measures are only useful in providing an insight into the 
engagement of employees in a KM initiative, but do not establish any tangible linkage 
between KM activities and corporate performance. 

2) Output performance measures, as opposed to “leading” process performance 
measures, are “lagging” indicators that demonstrate the results of KMS implementation in 
retrospect (Vestal, 2002). Their underlying logic is the comparison of performance before 
and after the implementation of a KM initiative to examine its effect on the organisation. 
Research in this area links Performance Management to KM, because the main emphasis 
is not on the KMS, but rather on determining how performance should be evaluated.  

3) Classic methods measure performance using quantitative indicators, such as stock price, 
profitability, or return on investment from data taken from financial statements and 
annual reports. For example, Feng, Chen and Liou (2004) compared historical financial 
data of KMS adopters and non-adopters and established a link between KM and stability 
of financial performance, while Lee, Lee and Kang (2005) reported an empirical 
correlation between KM processes and stock prices. Andries and Wastyn (2012) used the 
financial data of 705 Belgian firms to demonstrate that KM has an “indirect positive 
impact” on financial performance that exceeds the costs associated with KM on the long 
term. Quantitative methods have also been used to measure non-financial indicators such 
as reductions in cycle time or complaint numbers. These numerical methods have the 
advantage of minimising subjectivity, as no human opinion is involved. Nevertheless, the 
causal links they construct have still been criticised for obscurity. Claiming that positive 
effects, such as sales increases, could be attributed particularly to KM is an assumption 
that is viewed as untenable, because it overlooks the array of exogenous factors that may 
affect an organisation simultaneously with KM (Yu, Kim and Kim, 2007). 

4) A number of KM studies use qualitative methods, such as surveys, questionnaires and 
interviews to measure performance improvements. KM performance is evaluated based on 
respondents’ opinions and relies to a large extent on their perceptions of the improvements 
KM has made to their organisations. The influences of various KM factors and processes 
on performance suggested by such qualitative studies are quantified using analysis 
techniques including Analytic Hierarchy Process, Analytic Network Process (Wen, 2009), 
Partial Least Squares (Lee, Kim and Kim, 2012) and Structured Equation Modelling 
(Fugate, Stank and Mentzer, 2009). Zack (1999), for example, surveyed 88 executives and 
established a relationship between KM and both organisational and financial performance 
from the results using similar techniques. More recently, Mills and Smith (2011) surveyed 
189 managers and assessed the links between specific KM resources and performance. 
Despite being perceptual, qualitative methods are widely accepted in this type of research, 
as they provide stronger indications of causality between KM and corporate performance 
than quantitative methods (Yu, Kim and Kim, 2007). Nevertheless, they have been 
criticised for their dependence on individual judgements, with the associated dangers of 
subjectivity and bias (Gopika and Wilfried, 2004). 
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These examples demonstrate that a convincing KM performance measurement method has yet to 
be developed, leaving a gap in the literature that needs to be filled with a clear technique (Zack, 
McKeen and Singh, 2009). This gap is felt in industry, as a study has shown that only 4% of 
executives rate their company’s capability in measuring the impact of KM as “good” (Harlow, 
2008). There is still a need for effective quantification of KMSs that can, to one extent or another, 
enable easy and promising measurement of KM initiatives. However, the plot thickens with 
ensuing questions of what exactly to measure and whether measuring wrong things can cause 
more harm than good. Let’s shed some light on this in the next section by discussing some causes 
of KM failures. 

2.4 How do KM initiatives fail? 

Even though the exponential technological developments in IT show promising potential to 
augment KM practices, disappointments have been common in industry, leading to considerable 
scepticism towards KM initiatives. In the sections below, we discuss principle views from the 
literature that contribute to the failure of KM initiatives or KMS implementation, and the possible 
actions to overcome KM failures. 

 Over-dependence on IT for success of KM 

The scepticism towards KM initiatives has been described to be a result of unrealistic expectations 
of what IT could offer to the management of knowledge, as well as exaggerated predictions of 
technological capabilities. This has led some organisations to adopt entirely IT-based approaches 
to KM, leading to failures that attribute specifically to two main reasons:  

1) KM relies on cognitive processes exercised by the human brain and involves socio-cultural 
interactions that IT remains unable to capture. Further reading, e.g. Kahneman, (2011), 
about an in-depth account of human cognitive processes can be done. When technologies 
involved did not come as close to being comparable with the human brain as its proponents 
had hoped, it became evident that there is a limit to what technology could do for KM 
(Davenport and Prusak, 1998). In the same time, IT systems that focused only on 
knowledge that could be codified (i.e. explicit knowledge), ignored people’s valuable tacit 
knowledge resources (Storey and Barnett, 2000).  

2) In taking an IT-based approach, some organisations overlooked the complexities of human 
behaviour by assuming people would be willing to share their knowledge, which in many 
contexts was not the case (Garcia-Perez and Ayres, 2010). 

The reporting of numerous cases of failure of IT-based KM approaches over time led to the general 
understanding that KM is “not an IT issue”. It became evident that depending solely on 
technological solutions would never lead KM initiatives to success, because of the cultural barriers 
and organisational change issues that technology alone cannot solve (Fahey and Prusak, 1998; 
Syed, 1998; Cleveland Jr, 1999; Lang, 2001; Call, 2005; Zeleny, 2005; Beesley and Cooper, 2008). 
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This gave rise to a new, more moderate, attitude towards IT use in KM, where IT is viewed only as 
an important “catalyst” (Tsui, 2005) to support KM initiatives.  

Our research is essentially KM research with a focus on computational modelling. As such, our 
pro-IT research premise may seem contradictory to the general scepticism of IT in KM. We 
address this in more detail later (Section 5.3) to justify why KM failure being “not an IT issue” is 
in fact not contradictory to our research. On the contrary, it reveals an important consideration in 
KM regarding the cyclic argumentations of human vs computer, on the long road of mutual 
development between the social and the technical. 

 Conceptual inconsistencies and the theory-practice gap 

There is a lack of consensus on elementary issues in KM. While disagreements on theoretical and 
philosophical concepts are present in every domain, the KM community has failed to agree on the 
core concepts that could act as foundations for the field’s further development. Authors disagree 
on KMS approaches, on terminology and even on the main elements and processes of a KMS. 
Hazlett (2005) once stated that KM is stuck in a state of “pre-science”, because of the 
disagreements about fundamental issues within KM that hamper the progress of the field. It is 
noted, however, that there appears to be more agreement on secondary issues, such as the role of 
IT in KM and the factors that contribute to the success of organisational KM (Ragab and Arisha, 
2013). 

Furthermore, the KM domain seems to be currently challenged by a theory-practice gap. This gap 
has several indicators, one of which is that the vast majority of KMS frameworks are presented in 
conceptual form, and do not offer action plans for actual implementation (Ragab and Arisha, 
2013). The fact that they are characterised by a high degree of theoretical abstraction creates a gap 
between the proposed concept and its pragmatic application in the real world, which could be 
attributed to the minimal engagement of business professionals in KM research. An extensive 
study by Serenko et al. (2010) of 2,175 journal articles revealed a significant drop in practitioners’ 
contributions to KM literature, from 33% in 1998 to only 10% in 2008, and only 0.33% of KM 
research involves field studies. As a consequence of this disconnect, KM practitioners face 
difficulties in using academic KM findings in their organisations, and perceive a significant portion 
of KM research as “irrelevant” (Booker, Bontis and Serenko, 2008). This puts KM at risk of being 
seen as a purely theoretical field with limited practical applicability. 

 Overcoming KM failure 

Overcoming principle causes of KM failure calls for efforts in a few parallel directions.  

The first is in the building of the KM theoretical foundation in a manner that accommodates the 
current diversity of KM paradigms. A number of authors, such as McIver et al. (2012), have 
proposed conceptual models that integrate the “divergent streams” of KM research. Agreement on 
core theoretical concepts should be coupled by a degree of standardisation in KMS parameters 
that could act as a foundation, on which authors could build universal frameworks. A general 
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opinion is that efforts to form a single-approach KMS have proven futile. Therefore, future KMS 
designs should adopt a holistic approach that amalgamates technology-based and people-oriented 
practices (Ragab and Arisha, 2013). 

The second is that more practical work is needed to address an existing gap between KM theory 
and practice. The practitioner contributions and field study research should succumb to more 
engagement with industry in the KM domain. Furthermore, the scope of new KM models should 
be extended to incorporate detailed guidance to practical implementation. New models should be 
comprehensive yet straightforward enough to be understood by all those who will apply them, 
many of whom may not be KM experts. 

The third, by no means mutually exclusive to the first two, involves more clarity about trade-offs 
between generalisability and adaptability of KM approaches. Standardised frameworks that are 
designed to be generic (e.g. to allow sector wide benchmarking) have been criticised for not being 
adaptable to the circumstances of certain industries, markets or organisations. On the other hand, 
models that offer innate methods, by which they can be tailored to the nature of a particular 
organisation, domain, or operation, are criticised for lacking generalisability, since cross-firm 
comparisons may become impossible. Since the value of knowledge is subjective, certain 
knowledge that is valuable in one context may be irrelevant in another. As such, the narrow, less 
generalisable, domain/organization-specific KM approaches are still viewed as more effective, 
because it considers the highly contextual nature of knowledge (Iske and Boekhoff, 2002). 
However, this could worsen knowledge silos, making KM measures impossible to compare with 
other domains/organizations for benchmarking on a larger scale. The ability for such comparison 
may be extremely important, for instance, in engineering fields, where cross-domain and inter-
organizational knowledge-transfer hold much operational value. Furthermore, it is an important 
aspect to enable compelling arguments for the positive impact of KMS adoption overall. These 
issues relate to broad concepts of ontologies and interoperability, which we’ll discuss in more 
detail in Chapter 3. 

2.5 What knowledge is (and is not)? 

We’ve by now discussed the difficulties of assessing KM initiatives or KMSs and alluded to the 
idealistic vision of establishing an all-encompassing KM framework that can both be adaptable for 
specific contexts, as well as generalizable for bridging silos. Whether this can be achieved is 
perhaps more of a philosophical question for KM related research in general. One way or another, 
the famous anecdote by Peter Drucker still rings true that “what gets measured, gets managed”. 
To even begin to ponder how knowledge should be measured, we need to first peruse what 
knowledge is in all its multitude of guises and facets. 

In this section, we introduce some fundamental theoretical concepts in KM, through which the 
misalignment between KM theoretical frameworks can be better understood. Furthermore, 
awareness of the philosophical epistemology of knowledge enables richer understanding of how 
IT-driven efforts, for instance, towards interoperability in the following chapter, relate to the 
underpinnings of knowledge theory. Given that there has been for centuries, and still to this day, 
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constant disagreements about the clear boundaries of knowledge, presumably little can be 
achieved with the goal of finding the be-all and end-all unifying framework of knowledge. It would 
inevitably involve endless “ethnographic” research into different subjective definitions, merging 
and mediating them under one paradigm, likely to be faced with more other paradigms to tackle. 
Therefore, although there are many terms, references and definitions of knowledge, the intention 
of this section is not to exhaustively define all the different interpretations and how they relate to 
one another. Rather, it is important in our scientific discourse that the ambiguities and 
multifaceted nature of knowledge merely be appreciated. This can give a glimpse into the 
fundamental logic that has been problematic for KM, and therefore KMSs, in practice. 

 General views of knowledge 

There is controversy about the nature of knowledge that has remained unresolved since the age of 
the philosophers of Ancient Greece. A complex debate about the definition of knowledge is the 
subject of a dedicated branch of philosophy called epistemology (Zelic, 2005; Jakubik, 2007).  

The most common conceptualization of knowledge is differentiating it against data and 
information. “Data” (i.e. raw facts), when processed, yields “information” (Moteleb and 
Woodman, 2007), which, when combined with experience and judgement and used in decision-
making becomes “knowledge” (Kidwell, Van der Linde and Johnson, 2000). This hierarchical 
perspective of knowledge is discussed in more detail in the next section. Although this classical 
hierarchy is widely accepted in the literature, some authors still question the relationship between 
information and knowledge, pointing out that the distinction between them is vague in many 
contexts (Hicks, Dattero and Galup, 2006; Faucher, Everett and Lawson, 2008). Aside from the 
view of the relational hierarchy (i.e. data-information-knowledge), other authors define it as a 
state of mind (Schubert, Lincke and Schmid, 1998), a process, an object (Zack, 1999), a condition 
of access (McQueen, 1998), or a capability (Carlsson et al., 1996), among other definitions  (Lee, 
Lee and Kang, 2005; Ragab and Arisha, 2013). 

There is similar debate about the “types” of knowledge, but the most widely used is the tacit-
explicit dichotomy (Polanyi, 1967). Explicit knowledge is that which can be codified and stored in 
various formats – such as printed manuals or electronic databases – and so can be transferred 
without losses (Stevens, Millage and Clark, 2010). Tacit knowledge, on the other hand, lies in an 
individual’s judgement and experiences and cannot be articulated or stored (Grant, 2007). It is 
what Polanyi describes as “we know more than we can tell”. Despite being personal, embedded, 
and contextually-bounded, tacit knowledge can still be managed using appropriate methods 
(Johnson, 2007), though unsurprisingly some authors still question the consistency of the 
dichotomy of tacit and explicit knowledge and their inter-relationship (Oğuz and Elif Şengün, 
2011). The seminal SECI conversion model, formulated by Nonaka and Takeuchi (Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995), based on the same dichotomy, proposes that valuable tacit knowledge resides 
within individuals and can add value only if converted to explicit knowledge, and vice versa, 
through one of four conversion modes/processes: socialisation, externalization, combination and 
internalization (Diakoulakis et al., 2004; Mouritsen and Larsen, 2005). Despite having its 
challengers (Wilson, 2002), this model is still widely used in the literature as a foundation for 
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discussing KM today (Ragab and Arisha, 2013). Likewise, our research has strong references to 
this model of knowledge creation. 

Other than the tacit vs explicit dichotomy, there have been numerous other taxonomies identified 
in the literature of this area. For example, Heisig (2009) identified 28 other knowledge 
dichotomies, including: individual vs organisational, internal vs external, used vs unused, 
undocumented vs documented, structured vs unstructured, relevant vs irrelevant, and objective 
vs subjective knowledge. Other taxonomies include embrained, embodied, encultured, embedded, 
and encoded knowledge (Blackler, 1995); catalogue, explanatory, process, social, and experiential 
knowledge (Millar, Demaid and Quintas, 1997); and the simple yet comprehensive know-what, 
know-why, know-how, know-who taxonomy (Lundvall, 1997). Debates about the nature and types 
of knowledge have been unresolved for decades, and are likely to remain so, due to the 
philosophical nature of this area and its dependence on subjective views. 

Following the myriad perspective of what knowledge is, it’s not difficult to imagine how the 
management of knowledge befalls the same fate of multifaceted definitions. Literature is rich with 
various definitions of KM, from which we may lend one of the most simple and comprehensive 
definitions by O’Dell, Grayson and Essaides (1998):  

“A conscious strategy of getting the right knowledge to the right people at the right time and 
helping people share and put information into action in ways that strive to improve 
organisational performance” 

Organisations have always attempted to manage “knowledge” through documentation or 
archiving activities, but these initiatives were mostly fragmented and tended not to be managed 
under an organisation-wide KM framework (Carlsson, 2003). KM, as such, has been developed 
and slightly formalized to be a conscious and systematic approach to the capture, retention and 
transfer of knowledge (Bergeron, 2003). Notions of the “right knowledge”, the “right people” and 
the “right time” demonstrate the need to identify the required knowledge among the large amount 
of information an organisation creates every day (Duffy, 2000) – who holds it, and when and how 
it should be transferred. KM also contributes to the formulation of the organizational strategy due 
to its key role in decision-making, which is a knowledge-intensive managerial process (Holsapple, 
2001). Nicolas (2004) identifies three phases of decision-making in complex situations: 1) 
intelligence, 2) conception and 3) selection – all of which rely on KM processes, namely knowledge 
acquisition, knowledge sharing and knowledge utilisation. This perspective also resonates 
somewhat with the SECI model conversion processes. Conclusively, the epistemological viewpoint 
of knowledge and its management in the modern day, on all accounts, deals with the codification 
of human activities and the use of technology to generate company-specific procedures (Tzortzaki 
and Mihiotis, 2014). 

 More on the data-information-knowledge hierarchy 

It is useful to understand knowledge in terms of what it is not, by distinguishing data, information 
and knowledge, referred to as the knowledge hierarchy. Nonaka's and Peltokorpi's (2006) review 
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of the 20 top articles in KM indicates that scholars have, to a great extent, similar views of what 
data and information mean, whereas views on knowledge differ vastly. Simply put, unlike 
information, knowledge is about beliefs, commitments, perspectives, intentions and action. In the 
organizational perspective, Nonaka (1994) connects knowledge directly to company values and 
employees’ commitment. Davenport and Prusak (1998) blur Nonaka’s clear boundaries between 
knowledge and information by defining it as a mixture of experiences, values and information 
within a context (contextual information) and experts’ opinions (expert insight). Similarly, Zeleny 
(2005) elaborates on the interlinkage of these definitions by expressing KM’s aims to transform 
information (description-based) to knowledge (action-based). These are consistent with the 
combined working definition of these terms provided by Standards Australia (2001) in the 
knowledge management framework, which states that KM’s goal is to move upwards in the 
knowledge hierarchy, from low levels towards high levels of abstraction, eventually towards 
wisdom. Figure 2-2 gives a good summary of the data, information and knowledge hierarchy, the 
associated processes involved in each and the role of KM in increasing the abstraction upwards. 

 

Figure 2-2 The Knowledge Hierarchy. Adapted from Standards Australia (2001); Kuo (2012). 

Data are sets of discrete objective facts presented without judgement or context. Data become 
information when they are categorised, analysed, summarised and placed in context, becoming 
intelligible to the recipient. Information is data endowed with relevance and purpose, that is, data 
in context that can be used for decision-making, with meaning to the observer – thus can be 
interpreted as the sensible classification of data. Information develops into knowledge when it is 
used to make comparisons, assess consequences, establish connections and engage in dialogue. 
As such, knowledge can be seen as information that comes with insight, framed experience, 
intuition, judgement, and values. In some sense knowledge represents “truth” and therefore offers 
a reliable basis for action. Knowledge is increased through interaction with information, forming 
a body of understanding and skills that is mentally constructed by people. Therefore, some 
synthesis and analysis of data or information is required to create knowledge, arising from 
intelligent reasoning. On the most abstract level, wisdom could be described as the best use of 
knowledge. Knowledge processes can always be improved, but wisdom is necessary to determine 
which processes to focus on in order to achieve organisational objectives. As data and information 
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are processed and interpreted, and become invested with meaning through analytical thought 
processes, they increase in utility and value. (Standards Australia, 2001; Kuo, 2012) 

2.6 How to deal with the endless dichotomies of knowledge? 

The understanding of knowledge as a “justified true belief”, goes as far back as Ancient Greece. 
The philosopher Plato, in his examination of the development of objective thought, insisted that 
unless we purify ourselves from bodily senses, we cannot come close to the true knowledge (Gibbs, 
2005). On the other hand, Plato’s apprentice, Aristotle, considered subjectivity to be an important 
aspect of knowing. In the famous fresco by the Italian Renaissance artist Raphael, “The School of 
Athens”, Plato and Aristotle are seen in the centre (Figure 2-3). Plato is pointing towards the sky, 
representing his deductive idealism. This indicates that universal quality resides in the ultimate 
“forms” that exist above us. By contrast, Aristotle holds his hand over the earth, representing his 
inductive pragmatism that universal qualities lie here on earth, and our five senses are compulsory 
vessels that allow us to perceive such universal qualities.  

 

Figure 2-3 Plato and Aristotle in Raphael’s “The School of Athens” with contradicting views of “truth”.  
Licenced under Wikimedia Commons (Raphael, 1511). 

Nonaka and Hirose Nishihara (2017) use this to illustrate the difference between Western and 
Eastern thinking, the former being particularly emphatic on the connotation of Platonic “truth” 
with respect to knowledge. While much of Western thinking has largely been rooted in Platonic 
ideas and passed down to contemporary scientific analytical approaches, Eastern thinking is 
considered to lie closer to that of Aristotle, who emphasized the importance of “belief” in what 
defines knowledge. This approach is predominantly analogous to that described by Polanyi (1967), 
a Hungarian-British polymath who made substantial contributions to physical chemistry, 
economics, and philosophy. 

Polanyi’s most notable contributions to the theory of knowledge are his insights into tacit 
knowledge as a process, expressing it with the use of the term “tacit knowing”. Polanyi’s framework 
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implies the creation of knowledge, but without a clear model that explains its process. Knowledge 
creation theory, on the other hand, provides the stimulus for an expanded model of knowledge 
creation processes by incorporating insights from the humanities and social sciences, on top of 
Polanyi’s ideas on tacit knowledge and tacit knowing (Nonaka and Hirose Nishihara, 2017). 
Accordingly, knowledge creation theory discerns tacit and explicit knowledge in the following way: 

1) Tacit: subjective experiential knowledge that cannot be expressed in words, sentences, 
numbers, or formulas. It is context-specific in that there are cognitive and technical skills 
embedded in individuals.  

2) Explicit: Context-free, like concepts, logic, theories, problem-solving methods, manuals, 
and databases. 

Although both types of knowledge present different characteristics, rather than being opposites, 
they coexist on a continuum (Nonaka and Hirose Nishihara, 2017). Similar fundamental 
dichotomies with respect to the tacit-explicit view have been brought up. For instance, the 
positivist vs subjectivist, objectivist vs interpretive etc. (Rezgui, Hopfe and Vorakulpipat, 2010; 
Tzortzaki and Mihiotis, 2014). A positivist or objectivist approach views knowledge as objects to 
be discovered (Hedlund, 1994). In identifying the existence of knowledge in various forms and 
locations, technology is employed in the codification of such knowledge objects (Hansen, Nohria 
and Tierney, 1999). In contrast, a subjectivist approach suggests that knowledge is inherently 
identified and linked to human experience and the social practice of knowing, as seen for example 
in the work of Tenkasi and Boland (1996), and Brown and Duguid (1998). This subjectivist 
research paradigm assumes that researchers understand and interpret artefacts from their own 
frame of reference as they interact with the world around them (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991). 
Contrary to positivism, interpretivism (akin to subjectivism) views reality as socially constructed 
rather than objectively determined. In the interpretivist paradigm, researchers are not neutral – 
their own assumptions, beliefs, values and actions will inevitably shape the research process and 
affect the situation (Oates, 2005). Choi and Lee (2003) group knowledge approaches into the 
systemic approach and the human-oriented approach. The systemic approach views knowledge as 
an entity, whereas the human-oriented approach identifies knowledge as an organizational asset, 
that is, the people. Tsoukas and Vladimirou (2001) argue that even though propositional 
knowledge (codified procedures) amounts for the larger proportion of organizational knowledge, 
the less appreciated aspect of organizational knowledge, that is, heuristic knowledge, is harder to 
manage as it contains “soft” information and needs to be captured through socialization and not 
mere digitalization. In other words, heuristic knowledge is generated while employees are doing 
the job and is enriched when employees are encouraged to improvise and use their perceptual 
skills and prior personal experience (Tzortzaki and Mihiotis, 2014). 

As can be seen, the literature abundantly offers such dichotomic pairs of opposing concepts 
describing knowledge, with reference to different contexts of organizational work. Furthermore, 
there has been a tendency for researchers to propose a stance favouring one side of the dichotomy 
over another. In Nonaka’s model, for instance, the importance of tacit knowledge over explicit 
knowledge is emphasized, through an understanding that tacit knowledge is the foundation of all 
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knowledge. This resonates with arguments made by Polanyi (1967), who articulated that all 
knowledge is either tacit or rooted in tacit knowledge. It also concurs with Augustine of Hippo (an 
important early Christian theologian and philosopher during the 3rd and 4th century AD) that 
“belief precedes knowing”. Our beliefs and commitments are sources of our knowledge, which is 
founded in tacit knowing. This means that knowledge is not something out there to be discovered 
or captured, but something we create insides ourselves. Because human interactions are the source 
of knowledge creation, knowledge is subjective, process-relational, aesthetic, and creative in 
practice. Nonaka views knowledge and the knowledge creation process as people-centred, action-
orientated, and rooted in philosophy (Nonaka, Toyama and Hirata, 2008). 

Inevitably, through endless reasoning and dichotomic discourse, the conclusion towards practical 
knowledge management boils down to honouring both sides, towards a holistic view. This is the 
case with the well-accepted SECI model, in which constant tacit-explicit conversions enable the 
creation of knowledge. Nevertheless, the question arises whether a dichotomy is indeed 
appropriate and/or useful to improve our understanding of knowledge, in turn, to improve KM. 
In a sense, this can create some contradictions, for instance, the need to measure and quantify 
knowledge (to address the burden of proof of the promised KM value), requires the focus on 
explicit knowledge, as tacit knowledge cannot be measured. On the other hand, theoretical and 
philosophical discourse favours the tacit, while both views are equally valid. This brings to mind a 
compelling anecdote by David Ehrenfeld in his book “The Arrogance of Humanism” (Ehrenfeld, 
1978): 

“Dichotomies are most mischievous when they arbitrarily separate parts of a highly interrelated 
and complex system.” 

Such philosophical points of discomfort (and opportunity) are fundamental to the discourse in 
this research, which we’ll revisit. For now, let’s look in more detail at the existing theories of 
organizational knowledge creation and its relation to the influential concept of Community of 
Practice (CoP). 

2.7 How is Community of Practice related to the knowledge-based view? 

Knowledge creation theory is closely linked with the knowledge-based view of the firm, which has 
become very well established in organizational literature. In contrast to the resource-based theory 
of the firm, the knowledge-based view highlights the importance of dynamic processes of 
coordination shaped by the firm’s knowledge assets and their inter-dependencies. 
Complementarily, organizational knowledge creation is the process of making available and 
amplifying knowledge created by individuals, as well as crystallizing and connecting it to an 
organization’s knowledge system (Nonaka and von Krogh, 2009). This supports the knowledge-
based view of the firm and the theory of dynamic capabilities by explaining the dynamic processes 
of knowledge creation and management (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka and Peltokorpi, 2006), and that 
knowing requires commitment from each individual in the organization. Knowledge creation is 
described as “a dynamic human process of justifying a personal belief toward the truth and/or 
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embodying a technical skill through practice” (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka, Umemoto 
and Senoo, 1996). 

The notion that knowledge, as an organizational capital, is embodied within its people resonates 
with the concept of Communities of Practice (CoP), described as a “group of employees who share 
a common interest for a defined subject, and who exchange information and knowledge across 
and beyond organizational boundaries, with a motivation to develop new knowledge or best 
practices” (Wenger, McDermott and Snyder, 2002). This concept was originally developed in a 
study of situated learning in the context of apprenticeships, where learning is regarded as an 
outcome of the generative phenomenon of master-apprentice relationships. The CoP approach 
focuses on the social, interactive dimensions of situated learning, a subject that has received 
attention from a variety of other organizational researchers (Blackler, 1995; Boland and Tenkasi, 
1995; Barley and Orr, 1997; Gherardi, Nicolini and Odella, 1998; Carlile, 2002). 

The synergies are obvious between the CoP approach to learning and tacit aspects of KM. Indeed, 
the relationships between CoPs, KM and IT have been covered extensively in literature. For 
instance, Järvenpää and Staples (2000), and Wasko and Faraj (2000) have studied perceptions 
and behaviours of knowledge sharing and the use of IT in its facilitation, thereby bridging different 
CoPs. Von Krogh (2002) investigated the role of information systems in linking CoPs, and 
motivated the need for a wide range of research in the respective areas of examining how IT 
enables communal resources through opportunities of communication, learning and knowledge 
sharing. Pan and Leidner (2003) empirically analysed KMSs in supporting the development of 
CoPs on a global scale, and demonstrated the importance for a knowledge intensive organization 
to develop a systemic capability to leverage tacit knowledge from ongoing practice and to share 
this knowledge within its organizational boundary. More recently, Bell et al. (2012) empirically 
investigated internet-enabled inter-firm communication on a more strategic level, and Kietzmann 
et al. (2013) examined how CoPs have been shaped by mobile technology.  

Discourse on CoPs naturally involves the knowledge-based view of the firm and organizational 
knowledge creation, which underpin the social practices without neglecting the significance of the 
explicit knowledge involved in social processes. The role of IT is reflected strongly in CoPs, just as 
how KMSs have been attributed to KM practices. Zammuto et al. (2007) emphasized the 
importance of recognizing that IT is part of the organizational fabric, alluding specifically to the 
changes of organizational phenomena due to the pervasive adoption of IT.  

Although knowledge creation theory doesn’t formally include CoP as an aspect of the framework, 
it is nonetheless important to appreciate their connection. As such, our research also alludes to 
the theoretical elements of CoPs hand-in-hand with the knowledge-based view of the firm and 
knowledge creation. On that note, let’s explore the specific mechanisms of the knowledge creation 
process in the following section. 
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2.8 How is knowledge created? 

The best-known knowledge dynamics model has been originated in Nonaka’s research (Nonaka, 
1994), and then it has been continuously developed through incremental contributions from his 
co-workers (Nonaka et al., 1994; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka and Konno, 1998; Nonaka 
and Toyama, 2007). Their principle contribution is the integration of: 1) the knowledge creation 
process (also known as the SECI model) with 2) the place/environment (the concept of Ba as a 
space for knowledge creation). This theory emphasizes the importance of knowledge context and 
stimulating conditions within an organization. Knowledge is generated in a given social context 
and as a consequence, knowledge is contextual. It is created in a specific context, and it has a 
meaning relevant to that context (Jakubik, 2008). Knowledge creation therefore does not have an 
absolute result, but only a relative one, measured with respect to the respective contextual 
organizational purpose. The organization purpose or vision “also gives the firm direction with 
respect to the knowledge to be created beyond the firms’ existing capabilities, and therefore 
determines how the firm evolves in the long run” (Nonaka and Toyama, 2007). 

 Four processes of the SECI model 

Based on the tacit-explicit epistemological foundation of knowledge, the SECI model describes the 
organizational knowledge creation process. New knowledge is created in continuous conversions 
between the tacit and explicit types of knowledge through their dialectic interactions (Nonaka and 
Hirose Nishihara, 2017).  

The SECI model consists of four processes in a continuous cycle, each representing a cornerstone 
of knowledge dynamics: 

1. Socialization: empathizing reality through actual experiences 

2. Externalization: articulating the essence of awareness into concepts 

3. Combination: relating and systemizing concepts 

4. Internalization: creating value and embodying knowledge 

Dynamic interactions stimulate emergence of new knowledge within the organization, markets, 
and the environment. As a result of the continuous spiralling of the SECI model, a community, 
organization or government can synthesize diverse knowledge that fosters organizational 
creativity and efficiency. Contradictions and confrontations are also synthesized, and favoured, as 
part of the SECI model. Therefore, homogeneity of people and knowledge hinders the dynamic 
interactions. This is also complementary to philosophies of CoPs and boundary-spanning, that 
homogeneity within knowledge silos must be bridged. Indeed, diversity matters substantially in 
the SECI model: the more diverse the organization, the broader and deeper the new knowledge 
(Nonaka and Hirose Nishihara, 2017). The four processes of the SECI model are discussed in more 
detail in Figure 2-4 and following sections. 
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Figure 2-4 The SECI Model of knowledge creation. Adapted from Nonaka & Hirose Nishihara (2017). 

 Socialization  

Socialization is considered by Nonaka and his co-workers as the most important knowledge 
transfer activity since it involves the hidden and sticky part of all knowledge created at individual 
level. This is how participating individuals share their experiences and learn through a direct 
exchange of tacit knowledge with others. The way apprentices learn from their masters through 
continuous observation and imitations is driven through socialization. In practice, these activities 
are conceived not only for workers from the same team or department but also for meetings of 
firm employees with their customers and suppliers. 

The challenge with socialization is that it must go beyond the everyday dialogues and exchange of 
neutral phrases. It must stimulate deeper experiences and stored knowledge. In practice, this is 
addressed through promoting the identification and transfer of best practices, but the difficulty of 
exchanging tacit knowledge makes these efforts challenging (Szulanski, 1996; Szulanski and 
Jensen, 2004). There are also individual and organizational factors that inhibit knowledge 
transfer during socialization (Bratianu and Orzea, 2010b), such as tendencies of resistance to 
change, inability to imitate, and slowness to adjust. 

 Externalization 

Externalization is an individual process through which the tacit knowledge is transformed into 
explicit knowledge. Once the knowledge becomes explicit it can be shared, disseminated and 
transferred to others through verbal and nonverbal languages. Bratianu and Orzea (2010a) claims 
that “externalization is the key to knowledge creation, because it creates new, explicit concepts 
from tacit knowledge”. 

However, externalization efforts require much education and motivation of the personnel to 
effectively explicate and codify what they know. The success of knowledge externalization depends 
on the ability to represent often abstract and deep concepts or messages, thus relating also to the 
capacity of efficiently utilizing metaphors, analogies, cognitive models, or other practical 
techniques and media. (Bratianu and Orzea, 2010a) 
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 Combination 

Combination is a process of creating new network structures of explicit knowledge by integrating 
pieces of explicit knowledge into new integral structures. It entails three sub-processes in practice. 
First, explicit knowledge is collected from inside or outside the organization and then combined. 
Second, the new explicit knowledge is disseminated among the organizational members. Third, 
the explicit knowledge is edited or processed in the organization in order to make it more usable 
(Nonaka and Toyama, 2003; Bratianu and Orzea, 2010a). This process deals with explicit 
knowledge and therefore is closely related to earlier traditional applications of IT in KM. 

 Internalization 

Internalization is the process of embodying explicit knowledge as tacit knowledge. Knowledge that 
is created is shared throughout an organization and consumed by people. Internalized knowledge 
broadens, extends, and reframes the people’s existing tacit knowledge. This implies that the new 
knowledge is integrated, merged, and where contradictions arise, mediated with the existing 
knowledge. The new internalized knowledge increases the level of individual understanding and 
the absorptive capacity. It closes the circle of knowledge creation and encourages individual 
participation in a socialization process and, in sharing the tacit knowledge, contributing to the 
upward development of the knowledge spiral continuously. (Nonaka and Hirose Nishihara, 2017) 

 Concept of “Ba”  

 “Ba” is a key concept in knowledge creation theory. The word roughly means “place” in Japanese 
(namely  in Kanji script), but it is hard to be translated into other languages, and could also have 
a connotation related to “space” or “field”. According to Nonaka and Toyama (2007), “the essence 
of Ba is the contexts and the meanings that are shared and created through interactions, which 
occur at a specific time and in a specific space, rather than a space itself. Ba also means the 
relationships of those who are at the specific time and the specific space”. This implies that Ba 
connects and relates people and their knowledge, by which the SECI process spirals up and new 
knowledge is created (Nonaka and Hirose Nishihara, 2017).  

The SECI processes of socialization, externalization, combination, and internalization, all need a 
specific context of meanings, and thus a framework of the same thinking patterns, in order to be 
operational. This context is considered to be Ba. Thus, Ba constitutes both physical and non-
physical spaces where knowledge interchange can take place. Ba is described as “shared context 
in motion”, as it is constantly changing and evolving. Within a specific Ba, subjective individual 
views meet with that of the others sharing the Ba through social interaction, thereby creating 
knowledge. Using Ba, Nonaka and his co-workers developed a model for knowledge 
transformation facilitated by the cyclic SECI model processes, which spiral continuously over 
many levels – from individuals to groups, to organizations, and eventually inter-organizational 
interactions (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). 

In the knowledge-based theory of the firm, the whole organization is interpreted as an organic 
configuration of multi-layered Ba (Nonaka and Toyama, 2007), from the individual all the way 
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across formal organizational boundaries. Ba can emerge organically and is also described to be 
self-organizing. Therefore, those who take part in multiple Bas can connect one Ba with another 
Ba dynamically. By connecting, linking and relating multiple Bas, new and diverse knowledge can 
be created. This perspective is obviously reminiscent of the CoP principles. 

It may be easier to understand Ba through real-world examples in addition to the philosophical 
descriptions. In practice, Ba can simply be interpreted as the means, channels and platforms 
through which human learning occurs. It could thus be as simple as meeting rooms, co-working 
spaces, or even facilitating artefacts, like a whiteboard. On a different level, a market place is 
effectively also a Ba, where interactions and transactions (of knowledge or otherwise) occur within 
a shared rationality. In addition, IT tools, virtual environments, and effectively KMSs, upon which 
exchanges of knowledge are done, can be considered Bas. As such, the concept of Ba could still 
evolve, along with the emergence and development of new ways of human interactions, augmented 
by technology. 

In the next chapter, we focus our attention on the KM practices within AEC industry, which are 
predominantly technology-driven. 
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 AEC knowledge management systems 

3.1 Historical timeline overview of AEC knowledge management systems 

Knowledge Management (KM) in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry, 
has evolved along a similar trajectory as with KM in general (Section 2.1), although trailing slightly 
behind with little development before the 1990s. Let’s go through the broad historical timeline of 
the development of KM and corresponding technologies in AEC to get a better idea of its trajectory. 
The evolution of KM in AEC has reflected the evolution of IT adoption in the sector, and can be 
summarized roughly in three generations of sequential developments as shown in Figure 3-1. The 
vertical axis illustrates the evolution of management philosophies in the AEC sector. The 
horizontal axis provides an account of the evolution of IT solutions in the sector. It is worth noting 
that these technology solutions may overlap chronologically, and their sequence of adoption may 
vary from one organization to another. 

 

Figure 3-1 Three Generations of KM in AEC sector and relevant philosophies and IT solutions. 

 1st Generation | EDMS and CAD adoption 

The first KM generation in AEC focused on document-based knowledge sharing initiatives using 
proprietary or commercial electronic document management systems (EDMS). Up to the early 
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1980s, the main concern of the industry was project information management (Rezgui, Cooper 
and Brandon, 1998). As larger construction projects eventually resulted in the production of tens 
of thousands of documents, the concern of the industry was to provide easy and quick means to 
find the appropriate document (Löwnertz, 1998). This relied mainly on managing project 
documentation either on an ad hoc basis or, at best, using traditional library archival methods. In 
this first generation of KM in AEC, documents were perceived as “black boxes” where the 
knowledge contents require human interpretation. Documents were archived using techniques 
drawn from library sciences, mainly based on keywords (Rezgui, Hopfe and Vorakulpipat, 2010). 
Project documents have remained unchanged for decades. Drawings (plans, sections, elevations, 
etc.) and text-based documents (bills of quantities, specifications, etc.) still look much the same in 
terms of contents and form. However, the processes involved in producing, distributing/sharing, 
approving, and updating these documents have evolved as a result of the introduction of IT 
(Löwnertz, 1998). 

The production of electronic documents has been facilitated by the wide spread adoption of office 
automation tools, and the introduction of computer aided design (CAD). In parallel with, and 
related to, document management efforts, it was the increasing use of CAD in design offices from 
the early 1980s, that prompted the first efforts in electronic integration and sharing of building 
information and data. In these early efforts, sharing and integration efforts were mainly limited to 
geometrical information. Nevertheless, the use of CAD files was evolving towards communicating 
information about a building in ways that manually drafted or plotted drawings could not (Björk, 
1989; Eastman and Siabiris, 1995). 

This early generation of KM in AEC can be characterized as technology-driven, and mainly focused 
on business process automation through IT. Its general aim was to promote intra-company 
capability developments through information sharing (Rezgui, Hopfe and Vorakulpipat, 2010). 
Despite the tendency to emphasize the role of IT in KM, there was already during this first 
generation of KM an increase of arguments for a more holistic view, which recognizes the interplay 
between social and technical factors (Pan and Scarbrough, 1998), signalling the start of the second 
generation of KM in AEC.  

 2nd Generation | BIM and ontologies 

The second generation of KM in AEC involved knowledge codification, and conceptualization of 
buildings through product data modelling initiatives. These efforts were widely promoted with the 
advent of data model technologies (Rezgui et al., 2011). KM development then involved smarter 
means to manage documents, including content indexing, classification (clustering), and retrieval, 
with an increasing social and process awareness about IT adoption. In a nutshell, there was a shift 
from intra- to inter-company capability development, with a focus on projects. In relation to this, 
several library management led efforts were carried out with a view of standardizing and 
developing a shared terminology and language (Ekholm, 1996). This involved the development of 
a variety of semantic resources ranging from domain dictionaries, classification systems, and 
specialized taxonomies (Rezgui, 2007b). 
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The introduction of object-oriented CAD in the early 1990s by companies such as AutoDesk, 
GraphiSoft and Bentley Systems provided new insights into KM. Data “objects” in these systems 
(doors, walls, windows, roofs, plant and equipment etc.) also contained non-graphical data about 
a building, as well as third-party components, in a logical structure together with the graphical 
representation of the building (Anumba and Evbuomwan, 1999; Cerovsek and Katranuschkov, 
2005; Wetherill et al., 2007). Combined with networked computing and the Internet, it allowed 
many companies to collaborate and share building information and data, which in turn led to new 
ways of communicating and working (Cerovsek and Katranuschkov, 2005; Hopfe et al., 2006).  

With CAD and object/product model integration, there was a need for more coordinated 
standards, which would simplify and encourage its uptake (Eastman and Siabiris, 1995). Efforts 
to define standards came in the form of the application protocols for construction. This work, 
inspired by previous work primarily in aerospace and automotive fields, formed part of ISO 10303, 
the International Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP). Later, the 
International Alliance for Interoperability defined the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), a set of 
model constructs for the description of building elements. 

In the mid 2000’s researchers and commercial application developers in the AEC domain have 
started to develop tools to manipulate complex building models. By storing and managing building 
information as databases, Building Information Modelling (BIM) solutions can capture, manage, 
and present data in ways that are appropriate for the user of that data. Because the information is 
stored in a logically centralized database, any changes in building information data can be logically 
propagated and managed by software throughout the project life cycle (Howard and Björk, 2008). 
BIM solutions add the management of relationships between building components beyond the 
object-level information in object-oriented CAD solutions. BIMs contain not only a list of building 
components and locations but also the relationships that are intended between those objects 
(Boddy et al., 2007). 

While a great deal of effort has been invested in the conceptualization and formal description of 
buildings, the capture of tacit knowledge (or conversion from tacit to explicit) has remained 
problematic. Tacit knowledge is implicit and difficult to share as it is acquired through experience, 
learning-by-doing, and apprenticeship (Nonaka, Toyama and Konno, 2000). Practitioners have 
started realizing that to succeed in sharing tacit knowledge, it is necessary to share knowledge 
through know-how involving face-to-face or virtual interaction. This is where the concept of 
communities of practice (Wenger, McDermott and Snyder, 2002) also started gaining popularity 
in construction circles, reflected by the emergence of discussion forums initiated within and across 
organizations. 

This second generation of KM in AEC has also seen the emergence of the ontology, which is simply 
“a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” (Gruber, 1995). Various definitions 
of what constitutes an ontology have been formulated and have evolved over time. A good 
description of these definitions can be found in, for instance, Corcho, Fernández-López and 
Gómez-Pérez (2003). Users in AEC often find it difficult to see clearly how an “ontology” differs 
from what they already recognize as a “data model”, focusing on the formal nature and structuring 
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mechanisms that seem to be characteristic of both (Boddy et al., 2007). Data modelling efforts 
provide a single and explicit conceptualization of a building, while an ontology provides multiple 
interpretations of a building that factor in the experiences and perspectives of a group of users, an 
organization, or a community of practice. Nevertheless, we’ve seen that these terms are used 
almost interchangeably in practice, as we will also do in our research discourse. 

The second generation ended with an increased awareness about the “soft” dimensions of KM, and 
the importance of the human and organizational factors. This paved the way to a new generation 
of KM, that is, knowledge value creation through mutual social and technical efforts. 

 3rd Generation | Social capital and technology 

Third generation of KM in the AEC sector adopts a capability perspective to knowledge with a view 
of creating value. This phase is characterized by the development of IT systems, centred on BIM 
and ontologies, and managing knowledge as an asset (leveraging the human, intellectual and social 
capital of an organization). It is argued that for the future of KM, it is necessary to explore and 
emphasize the impact of KM related initiatives on people, organizations, and society in terms of 
value creation (Rezgui, 2007a; Rezgui, Hopfe and Vorakulpipat, 2010). 

Several authors have argued that the quest for value creation and innovation has given a new 
impetus to KM research (Arias Aranda and Molina‐Fernández, 2002). Davenport and Prusak 
(1998) argued that value creation takes place and is facilitated by (a) creating knowledge 
repositories, (b) improving knowledge access, (c) enhancing cultural support for knowledge use, 
and (d) managing knowledge as an asset. In this context, KM is perceived as a framework for 
designing an organization’s goals, structures, and processes so that the organization can use what 
it knows to learn and create value for its customers and community (Choo, 2003). Value creation 
is grounded in the appropriate combination of human networks, social capital (Huysman and 
Wulf, 2006), intellectual capital (Liebowitz and Suen, 2000), and technology assets (Alavi and 
Leidner, 2001), facilitated by a culture of change (McAdam and McCreedy, 1999). 

The concept of communities of practice (Wenger, McDermott and Snyder, 2002) is growing as an 
effective method to share tacit knowledge. Indeed, the nurturing of human knowledge networks, 
leveraging the intellectual and social capital of AEC organizations, are important topics of the 
latest KM efforts towards value creation. This includes the corresponding technological enablers 
(e.g. as virtual spaces for interaction), providing the context and history of interaction, and 
offering a motivational elements to encourage people to share knowledge with each other 
(Huysman and Wulf, 2006). Looking ahead, KM in AEC strives for more of a total lifecycle 
orientation, together with fostering intimacy between people, processes and technology. 

3.2 How is AEC industry moving from a data- to knowledge-centric view? 

AEC is a knowledge intensive industry characterized by its unique work settings and virtual-
organization-like modus operandi (Turk, 2006; Boddy et al., 2007). In that respect, the AEC sector 
is fragmented, and the major consequence is the difficulty to communicate effectively and 
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efficiently among partners. This has often resulted in information inconsistencies and regulatory 
compliance problems (Rezgui, Hopfe and Vorakulpipat, 2010). IT has played a part in addressing 
these broad challenges over the course of the technological advances and, even though the 
construction world has suffered important technological changes in the last few decades (Fan, Xue 
and Li, 2015), information systems play a determining role in day to day AEC operations. For an 
information system to successfully deliver its value, a few criteria must be fulfilled (Martínez-
Rojas, Marín and Vila, 2015):  

 Development of good data acquisition methods  

 Use of proper models to represent information  

 Presence of integrated repositories to facilitate data storage and retrieval 

 Use of suitable data analysis techniques to support decision-making  

Considering these idealistic goals, many challenges are evident in the data and information needs 
of the AEC industry. We cover these in the sections below and discuss the need for a knowledge-
centric view. 

 Can there be too much information? 

The data-driven AEC industry exchanges and produces vast amounts of relevant data during the 
project life cycle (Al Qady and Kandil, 2013). This data ranges from documents, structured data in 
relational databases to semi-structured or unstructured data. With vast volumes of information 
becoming available, the problem of “information overload” is increasingly documented (Edmunds 
and Morris, 2000; Demian and Balatsoukas, 2012) and the sheer quantity of heterogenous content 
in AEC applications is a well-known challenge (Hicks et al., 2008). Already by the start of the 21st 
century, one computer-aided design (CAD) document is produced for every nine square metres of 
building floor space in the UK construction industry (Gray and Hughes, 2001). These quantities 
have certainly risen over the last decades, presumably at the same rate prescribed by Moore’s law, 
not to mention the emergence of building information modelling (BIM) adding to the diversity of 
data exchanges (Demian and Balatsoukas, 2012).  

With the remarkable improvements in scalable computing and processing power, the quantities 
of data/information can be address. However, the “overload” now implies more the challenge of 
separating the signal from the noise, that is, identifying the most relevant data/information from 
the ever-growing potentially irrelevant masses. Herein lies the significance of information 
retrieval. It is essential that AEC operations and decision-making are facilitated by the access to 
accurate and up-to-date information (Cho, Russell and Choi, 2013) and with a reach that can 
address the myriad complex AEC problems. This means that IT systems need to be able to 
integrate and manipulate multiple sources of data in a variety of different formats. Unfortunately, 
the reality remains that there is a lack of commonly accepted standards for construction data, 
which is a severe obstacle to integration for many information systems in AEC (Shen et al., 2010). 
Such challenges like the accuracy of data retrieval, interoperability between different systems, and 
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the reusability of information (Al Qady and Kandil, 2013) are prominent concerns in the AEC 
sector. 

 How do AEC practitioners share knowledge and information? 

It has been commonly argued that the use of IT in various socio-organizational settings affects the 
success of AEC projects (El-Saboni, Aouad and Sabouni, 2009). Indeed, various information 
systems have been developed and deployed to different AEC contexts to improve the integration 
of processes, business systems, and information (Shen et al., 2010). However, the AEC industry 
has been slow in turning the potential of IT into greater efficiency and productivity (Moum, Koch 
and Haugen, 2009). The literature provides plenty of discourse to explain this from a variety of 
angles, many of which allude to the “misuse” of IT, specifically the misalignment between the value 
of IT and that of the overall organization, the latter being a complicated, heterogenous entity. 
While such discussions are usually not explicit on how to address these issues, all of it points to 
the need to apply IT within the behavioural paradigms of knowledge and information seeking and 
sharing. 

The social and human-orientated nature of AEC practitioners in seeking and sharing knowledge 
is well established. Hertzum and Pejtersen (2000) find that that engineers rely predominantly on 
colleagues and oral communication to provide relevant information. This is because engineers feel 
that interpersonal contact provides information about the background and contexts related to the 
information needed. Such context is not always provided by data repositories. Other barriers to 
using written information sources include cost, time, the availability of information, the usability 
of tools, and the amount of cognitive effort needed in searching and navigating (Hertzum and 
Pejtersen, 2000). In addition to the inadequacy of IT systems, this alludes quite directly to the 
need for a focus on tacit knowledge. Encouraging organizational processes that foster tacit 
knowledge is reminiscent of knowledge creation theory principles. Rather unsurprisingly, similar 
social preferences are observed regarding knowledge sharing practices among clients, contractors 
and consultants (Kuo and Wium, 2013). Modes like informal chatting and storytelling, project 
briefing/review sessions, meetings, training and mentorship programmes are popular among 
everyone. 

In an ethnographic study by Demian and Fruchter (2006), the information-seeking behaviour of 
engineers and construction managers highlight the critical role of “understanding”. This rhetoric 
implies not only the access to relevant information in good time, but in a form most conducive to 
internalization by the practitioner, i.e. so that the information can be most easily understood, 
shared and applied. The effective acquisition and reuse of information can only be achieved 
through deep understanding of its contexts (Demian and Fruchter, 2006). The link to principles 
of the knowledge creation cycle (SECI model) is quite clear – information “acquisition” being 
underpinned by the process of externalization, and “understanding” by internalization.  All these 
complement the doctrines of communities of practice and the knowledge-based view of the firm, 
in which information is merely an artefact of knowledge creation, while the “real” knowledge 
creation process is dynamic, inconsistent, multidimensional, and only possible when there is a 
transformation between the tacit and explicit dimensions of knowledge. 
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 Should AEC focus more on a social vs technical approach to KM? 

In literature, there have been arguments about whether AEC problems and failures of IT systems 
are attributed to technical vs human factors. Often the distinction is made perhaps too strongly, 
just as dichotomies of knowledge in the previous chapter, between the technical and the human 
factors, as if they are mutually exclusive. Rhetoric that promotes the focus of one side appears to 
demote the other. For instance, after reporting of numerous cases of failure in KM, Ragab and 
Arisha (2013) observe that there is a general understanding that KM is “not an IT issue”.  Such 
claims could create a tug of war between different schools of thought that are not actually mutually 
exclusive. Indeed, KM as an overarching theoretical framework strongly promotes the co-
existence and interplay of the social and technical, between the tacit and explicit. 

It’s clear from inspecting the historical timeline of KM efforts and IT developments in AEC, that 
the industry also exhibits a natural trend of moving up the knowledge pyramid, namely, going 
from data, to information, to knowledge – increasing in abstraction and subjectivity. By now, it is 
well accepted that a holistic approach, based on value creation, is the way of the future. Alavi and 
Leidner (2001) suggest that technology, including knowledge management systems, is an essential 
asset to sustain value creation. The challenge is to determine how to bring about so-called holistic 
approaches of KM in AEC practice. The majority of KM initiatives in the AEC sector involve IT 
(Rezgui, 2007a). It’s also clear that IT and KM efforts have been, and need to be even more, 
integrated and intertwined. Despite the supposed failures, numerous initiatives in the KM domain 
have been successful in raising awareness about the potential in improving organizational learning 
and innovation in the AEC sector (Rezgui, Hopfe and Vorakulpipat, 2010).  

The choice of social “vs” technical perhaps requires a simple adjustment, to include both social 
“and” technical. Our stance in this research is that IT tools in AEC – however explicit or abstract, 
objective or subjective – involve social and behavioural aspects inherently. All IT efforts are for 
the purpose of creating value that somehow attributes eventually to the human end-user. 
Therefore, all IT systems should be considered socio-technical systems, be it a simple calculator, 
or an intelligent system, not the least a so-called knowledge management system. Rezgui, Hopfe 
and Vorakulpipat (2010) show that despite criticisms from the subjectivist KM community, 
technology can still facilitate and accelerate knowledge sharing and nurturing, provided that it 
does not overlook the socio-organizational aspects that underpin KM.  

We are wary of downplaying the significance of the objectivist technical side. Innovations in 
information/data management fields are needed to help close the gaps to address failures of KM 
initiatives in AEC. It is clear that there is too much information to access, with increasing amounts 
of noise and irrelevance, from which relevant data needs to be found quickly and in a form that 
can be easily understood by the user with semantic richness. At the same time, there are 
overwhelming difficulties to link and connect data from different segregated sources meaningfully. 
These fundamental problems are of socio-technical nature and are moving towards the 
knowledge-driven philosophy, which is quite logical and perhaps even inevitable. For the rest of 
the chapter we contextualize these fundamental issues in practice within the use-cases that they 
occur. 
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3.3 What makes construction documents difficult to manage? 

Large amounts of documents are produced in construction projects, in the magnitude of 
thousands as reported by several studies (Pekericli, Akinci and Karaesmen, 2004; Hjelt and Björk, 
2006). One case study by Craig and Sommerville (2006) reports a total number of 7,200 
documents resulting only from change orders in the project. Numerous types of construction 
documents are generated in AEC operations. From the literature, we combine and categorize items 
in AEC project archives (Rubin, Fairweather and Guy, 1999; Zhu, Mao and Ahmad, 2007; Kuo, 
2012; Al Qady and Kandil, 2015) representing the diversity of typical documentation available, as 
shown in Table 3-1. One aspect to note is that despite the digitalization of AEC practices and the 
adoption of intelligent systems, AEC documentation has not changed much over the last 20 years. 
It may lead one to suspect that it is unlikely to change much neither over the next decades. New 
technologies should thus be able to take into account the resistance to change and not depend on 
forgoing the old ways of working in order for new solutions to work. 

Table 3-1 Diversity of items in AEC documentation. 

Categories Items in project archives of AEC documentation 

Project information 

Construction start date, end date 
Extensions of time, delays 
Progress reports 
Contractor and consultant details 
Project programmes 
Change orders 
Employee time cards 
Project close out reports 
Lessons learnt reports 

Technical details 

Design drawings and specifications 
As-built drawings and specifications 
Construction specifications 
Material test results and equipment 
Design reports 
Quality control reports 
Current condition of infrastructure 

Contractual details 

Contract documentation 
Tender documentation 
Claim documents 
Completion certificates 

Financial and procurement 

Project Budgets and cash flow 
Procurement documentation for contractors and consultants 
Payment files and requisitions 
Purchase orders 
Costs and payment certificates for all vendors 
Retentions and amounts outstanding 
Subcontractor final payments 

Site records 

Site instructions 
Health and safety records 
Accident records 
Weather records 
Training records 

Correspondences 
 

Contractual information flow 
Letters and emails 
Minutes of meetings 
Variation orders 
All project related correspondences between key project participants 
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Construction documents are characterized by several important features that challenges 
document management efforts: 

 Documents are produced in large quantities in construction projects, estimated by some 
researchers in the order of tens of thousands (Hjelt and Björk, 2006). Since documents are 
carriers of information generated in projects, the task of information retrieval becomes 
more difficult as the size of the document corpus increases.  

 The majority of the documents are text documents stored in an unstructured format 
(Caldas, Soibelman and Han, 2002; Meziane and Rezgui, 2004). This produces several 
problems for document management, such as increasing the difficulty in information 
retrieval, interoperability issues between different document management systems, and 
making it harder to apply information reuse (Forcada et al., 2007), compounded by the 
uniqueness of construction projects (Chassiakos and Sakellaropoulos, 2008). 

 The document corpus is progressively built up and documents are generated over the 
project duration. Project information is recorded, disputed, revised, and reiterated, with 
latent links between scattered documents. It is understanding the relationship between 
documents, and not just the contents contained in separate documents, that can create 
semantic richness. Such semantic relations between documents are important for ensuring 
the retrieval of relevant items. (Al Qady and Kandil, 2013) 

Such characteristics have often been overlooked by electronic document management systems 
(EDMS) developed for the construction industry. Various research studies have focused on 
managing only specific document types; for example, construction drawings, requests for 
information (Zhu, Mao and Ahmad, 2007), and claim documents (Al-Sabah, Fereig and Hoare, 
2003). Furthermore, many EDMSs disregard the meaning of the documents’ textual contents and 
fail to utilize the semantic connections between the documents (Al Qady and Kandil, 2013). 

3.4 What approaches are used to store and organize documents? 

Different techniques of storage, organization, or indexing of documents attribute to how they can 
be respectively retrieved. The retrieval process constitutes the matching between an input query 
and the contents of the database corpus. This involves, in one way or another, some similarity 
measure or function - we cover more of this later in this chapter in the context of case-based 
reasoning systems (Section 3.8). For now, let’s look at the typical approaches for document storage 
and structuring, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. 

 Textual classification 

The large amounts of textual, unstructured documents warrant the use of a text classifier to 
automate the storage and organizing of the documents, essentially creating clusters or categories. 
The performance of various text classifiers (e.g. Rocchio algorithm, naïve Bayes, k-nearest 
neighbours, and support vector machine) has been evaluated extensively in literature (Caldas, 
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Soibelman and Han, 2002; Caldas and Soibelman, 2003; Al Qady and Kandil, 2013). Furthermore, 
text analysis techniques employing the vector space model have been evaluated for the task of 
identifying similar building components from an archive of product models, based on their short 
textual labels. This evaluation includes applications of latent semantic analysis (LSA) as a 
refinement to the standard vector space model. The objective was to analyse the textual 
annotations of product models in order to identify similar models from the past, upon query and 
retrieval (Demian and Fruchter, 2005). 

 Hierarchical structuring 

This approach focusses on the document properties rather than on the content in the document. 
Documents are treated as black-box items, and the EDMS uses the document properties to 
organize the documents in a hierarchical structure. The structuring is based on some existing 
consistent logic, for instance, the work breakdown structure of activities performed (Wu and Yao, 
2007). The advantage of using a hierarchical folder structure is its relative ease since it resembles 
the storage of files in computer operating systems. However, its main drawback is the rigidity of 
the folder structure, which forces the user to view the documents from a predefined perspective. 
To overcome this, some systems allow multiple structures of documents, based on various 
different ways of classification (Al Qady and Kandil, 2013). 

 Metadata enrichment 

This approach allows organizing the documents into various categories depending on the 
metadata extracted for each individual document (Forcada et al., 2007; Al Qady and Kandil, 2013). 
Some researchers support the use of metadata for document filing to facilitate searching in the 
future (Van Wormer and Larkin, 2008). Others emphasize the added value when markup is 
applied to documents (Liu, McMahon and Culley, 2008). By structuring a document using 
markup, accessibility to specific elements in the document is made possible. As such, keywords, 
tags, and/or other annotations enable similar functions and can also be considered a metadata 
approach. While metadata (e.g., document subject, author, date, type) is relatively easy to assign, 
it has been criticized for the efforts required from practitioners to carry out the input/labelling 
(Hjelt and Björk, 2006). Additionally, since such enrichment of the metadata is done manually, 
there is inherent bias. This means that the metadata assigned by one person, for a specific use-
case, may not contain the needed information to fulfil another use-case (Chassiakos and 
Sakellaropoulos, 2008). The model/template-based approach (up next) solves this problem, but 
brings other concerns of its own. 

 Model/Template-based Approach 

One could consider a model as a highly organized set of metadata, therefore the model-based 
approach can be viewed as a structured form of extensive metadata application (Al Qady and 
Kandil, 2013). Essentially, it involves using templates to provide a standard structure for the 
information within documents to facilitate information retrieval. Several model-based systems 
have been developed to represent project documents. Some require substantial human 
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administration and input of data/information into the specified template fields. For instance, Al-
Sabah et al. (2003) presents a system for project claims, where detailed information is entered 
into the system manually for each claim case. These include general project information (e.g. 
contract value, contract duration, and actual completion date), a summary of the claim, the cause 
of the claim, related contract clauses, the claimed amount, and the awarded amount. The system 
is thus able to aggregate the different cases and present breakdowns/summaries of the claims 
organized according to template fields (i.e. the claim causes, claim categories, claims under a 
certain contract clause etc.), as tables or charts. Others, for instance Chassiakos and 
Sakellaropoulos (2008), exclusively use tables as the documentation format. This also requires the 
user to gradually update the data as the project progresses. Beside the issue of the effort required 
to input data, the major drawback of model-based systems is that unless all project participants 
use the same model, documents from one model is not compatible with another and thus nullifies 
the value of the model. In other words, the widespread implementation of model-based systems 
by the industry requires an agreement on adopting a specific modelling standard. While there are 
several ongoing attempts to provide such standards, a unified standardization of model elements 
in AEC has yet to be achieved (Chassiakos and Sakellaropoulos, 2008). This is a very fundamental 
point and an excellent segue leading us into more detailed discussions in the following sections 
regarding interoperability and integration in the advent of Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
and ontologies. 

3.5 How to achieve interoperability in the age of Building Information Models? 

Data interoperability is the ability that data generated by any one party can be properly interpreted 
by all other parties. It is the first step towards systems integration and collaboration. The enabling 
technology for data interoperability is data modelling. Data models can be classified as either 
proprietary, developed and controlled by individual vendors, or neutral (open), developed by a 
consortium and available to all. (Shen et al., 2010) 

In the AEC industry, data models are predominantly discussed with reference to Building 
Information Models (BIMs). BIM is now a global digital technology and philosophy, which is 
widely believed to revolutionise the construction industry (Abanda et al., 2015). BIM combines 
geometric and object orientated computing to produce models of various building sub-systems: 
architecture, structures, plumbing, heating, air-conditioning, and so on (Eastman et al., 2011). 
Therefore, during the design phase, in the start of the building lifecycle, multiple interrelated 
models are produced in individual design tasks by different disciplines/parties. In principle, these 
models are extensible to usage in construction phase and facility management operations down 
the line. 

As a building project typically involves a number of software tools from different vendors to carry 
out specific tasks by individual parties (e.g., design, structural analysis, project management and 
control), the demand to share data/information among the project parties during the project 
lifecycle has increased. Sharing data in such a heterogeneous environment requires all parties to 
have a common data model so that each party knows how to generate and interpret the data within 
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the community. A common neutral model is the most feasible solution in AEC or facilities 
management to enable data sharing and integration amidst heterogeneous applications. With a 
common neutral standard data model, it is possible for building information to be created once, 
reused and enriched over the building lifecycle. This reduces project duration by eliminating the 
need to recreate data models repeatedly and increases project quality by eliminating errors, 
redundancies and inconsistencies introduced during the data recreation process (Shen et al., 
2010).  

In the past two decades, the AEC industry has been actively developing such neutral data models 
as international and industrial standards. Some of the standards developed are for the design and 
specification of buildings, others for interoperability within a specific sub-industry, such as the 
structural steel industry and the pre-cast concrete industry. Many of these standards share a 
common technology base with the international standard ISO 10303, known as Standard for the 
Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP). Today, the International Foundation Classes (IFC) is 
one of the most well-known standards in AEC driven by BuilidngSMART (previously IAI – 
International Alliance for Interoperability) since 1994 (BuildingSMART, 2017). In some countries, 
a standard exists for providing a common framework for document organization and management 
among project organizations e.g. Master-Format (Construction Specifications Institute, 2017a) 
and Uniformat (Construction Specifications Institute, 2017b). 

The pursuit of true interoperability remains an ongoing endeavour. Nevertheless, BIM adoption 
is rising consistently with the promise of enabling a virtual collaborative environment, where all 
project participants can create, modify and implement design/construction configurations 
codified by IFC across platforms. This has been mainly a result of worldwide government 
initiatives promoting BIM uptake to improve efficiency and quality in delivering construction 
projects. This push has been accompanied by the release of numerous BIM software systems now 
available on the market (Abanda et al., 2015). 

3.6 What lies between and beyond data models and ontologies? 

Implementation of IFC has been reported in various IT system integration projects for design and 
construction (Halfawy and Froese, 2005, 2007; Bletzinger and Lähr, 2006; Plume and Mitchell, 
2007; Song, Hamilton and Wang, 2007) and for facilities management (Yu, Froese and Grobler, 
2000; Schevers et al., 2007; Vanlande, Nicolle and Cruz, 2008). Although such standards hold the 
promise of facilitating AEC data exchange, they can only be expected to be established in the long 
run and, in any case, the standards arrive late to be applied to data already generated and included 
for current documents (Martínez-Rojas, Marín and Vila, 2015). The development of IFC have also 
come under criticism for being under-resourced and too dependent on a small number of experts 
(Howard and Björk, 2008), alluding to the proverbial ivory tower circumstances, under which 
developments of the standard may have been made. 

The major problem still facing today’s data interoperation solutions is the existence of different 
exchange “flavours”. A flavour of a standard is evidenced when two different vendors interpret the 
same standard in two different ways in encoding the same piece of information. The problem was 
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especially serious in early data models and remains an issue in many new standards. Since BIMs 
are highly complex, it is unavoidable. Standards need good user feedback, vigorous pre-release 
cross-platform testing and time-to-mature to weed out these different, even contradicting, 
“flavours” (Shen et al., 2010). As this metaphor very well illustrates, the interpretation of data 
models, and thus what each data entity means, within itself, and with relation to another, is 
subjective to each vendor. This subjectivity is therefore also inherent within the ways that these 
data models are used in real-world settings by AEC practitioners. 

This subjective “flavour” phenomenon is underlined clearly by the classical problem of ontologies. 
An ontology is a way of understanding the state of being, so to say, a world-view. On a less 
philosophical note, it’s essentially a set of concepts and categories in a subject area or domain that 
shows their properties and the relations between them. A data model can be regarded as the 
positivistic/explicit manifestation of an inherently subjective ontology. In order to understand and 
formalize the shared world-views of different communities to support the integration of diverse 
human activities, it is important to consider approaches that derive from an interpretive 
philosophical standpoint, rather than from a positivist, scientific/engineering one (Deetz, 1996). 
Such an interpretive approach supports consideration of the model users’ viewpoints, experiences 
(including, domain jargon) from a variety of perspectives that factor in human, process and 
technology considerations, rather than trying to objectively develop a single model (Rezgui, Hopfe 
and Vorakulpipat, 2010). The latter will inevitably result in different ontologies for different 
communities. Nevertheless, the ensuing (perhaps more significant) challenge to address is how to 
allow those communities to collaborate effectively with one another whilst maintaining their 
existing, inevitably separate, world-views. 

We should direct our emphasis away from developing a standard representation of a single 
“reality” that must be adopted by the masses for it to work. This is akin to prescribing a single 
language that must be adopted by all cultures. We should strive for exploring mechanisms of 
facilitating communication between different perspectives, concentrating on the boundaries 
between them and the specific conceptualizations that are required for such communication to 
happen (Rezgui, Hopfe and Vorakulpipat, 2010). An important consequence of this shift is that it 
becomes possible to adopt a more incremental approach to the integration of processes across 
disciplines. The single data model approach can tend to result in an “all-or-nothing” mindset to 
implementation. Indeed, numerous practical issues have already been noted regarding 
manageability of huge, complicated IFC models (Howard and Björk, 2008). Even with the 
existence of numerous product model servers, both commercial and in research, the practical 
implementation of single-model-based integration seems fraught with difficulty. 

As with KM literature, we also observe a similar pattern from discussions about data models, 
standards and interoperability. The dichotomy now is in whether rigid structures should be agreed 
and followed, or should the data model be given the freedom to evolve dynamically and 
organically, almost as natural language. No doubt, the latter appears to be the long-term, logically 
scalable solution for sustainable interoperability. However, it may be impossible to achieve given 
the fuzziness, inconsistency or noise inherently involved in organically evolving communities of 
different data models, or even simply different “flavours” of the same model. The pursuit of the 
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shift towards facilitating boundary interactions between different communities implies the 
mapping from one ontology to another. While merging or mapping of data structures is common 
practice in database management activities, it requires substantial human cognitive labour, which 
again creates the problem of subjectivity embedded in the resulting merged data model.  

These perspectives lead our discourse naturally to the developments in intelligent systems 
involving fuzzy, semantic characteristics, as a technical analogy for the interoperability problem. 
Technologies dedicated to the codification of semantics and expert knowledge can hold answers 
for the AEC data model interoperability. 

3.7 What do “intelligent systems” bring to the table? 

An early definition by Barr, Feigenbaum, and Cohen, (1982) described an intelligent system as “an 
intelligent program that, in order to resolve a difficult problem necessitating a considerable 
human experience, uses special knowledge and deduction procedures”. This definition indicates 
that intelligent systems are software programs that syndicate the knowledge of experts and 
attempt to resolve distinct problems by imitating the reasoning processes of experts (Matsatsinis 
and Siskos, 2003). Research on applying intelligent systems to the management of construction 
industry projects started in the 1980s (Hua, 2008). These techniques were, in some instances, 
compared to traditional simulation and statistical regression approaches to evaluate 
enhancements in areas of labour productivity, litigation, forecasting demands, cost estimations, 
optimising construction site layout, cash flow prediction, and bidding in construction projects. An 
early review of the use of intelligent systems solutions in the field of construction management by 
Boussabaine (1996), cited the benefits of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques in situations where 
the process to be modelled is complex. AI also shines where traditional models lack the ability to 
learn by themselves, generate solutions and respond adequately to highly correlated, incomplete 
or previously unknown data. 

As most proclaimed technological novelties in AEC, the idea of a machine that handles 
uncertainty, fuzziness and reasoning or decision-making is nothing new. In recent years, 
intelligent systems have expanded remarkably in terms of the range of techniques and AEC sub-
contexts, where they provide a competitive advantage compared with other conventional 
approaches (Uraikul, Chan and Tontiwachwuthikul, 2007). Irani and Kamal (2014) suggest that 
the use of intelligent systems will most likely be the most important application for construction 
over the next decade. They assessed research published on intelligent systems in the construction 
industry by employing a profiling approach and highlighted the most frequently used intelligent 
systems in the construction industry between 1990 and 2012. More than 500 research papers are 
profiled and among the top 14 types of intelligent systems are: knowledge-based systems, expert 
systems, artificial intelligence, case-based reasoning, and decision-support systems. 
Correspondingly, they also identified that one of the main contexts of IT application in AEC is “KM 
in construction projects”, of which 3.50% of the topics are about intelligent systems, and include 
other sub-topics like knowledge acquisition, evaluation, planning, and knowledge networks (Irani 
and Kamal, 2014). 
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Knowledge management systems therefore overlap considerably with intelligent systems, 
especially with regards to the need of fuzzy and semantic functions to address the caveat of data 
models and interoperability, going from data-driven to knowledge-driven mindsets. The 
technological developments enabling the handling of more dynamic and inconsistent data entities 
hold great potential for computationally connecting data with less rigid structures. In the following 
section, we look at the logic of case-based reasoning (CBR) systems, which can be augmented by 
natural language processing technologies, hand-in-hand with information retrieval advances. 

3.8 What does case-based reasoning have to do with interoperability? 

Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its origin can be traced 
back to the work of Roger Schank and his students in the early 1980s (Schank, 1983). The core 
philosophy behind CBR is that previous knowledge and experience can be recalled and reused as 
a starting point to solve new problems in many fields. In the project management domain, CBR 
has been recognised as an important technique for risk identification and analysis (Forbes, Smith 
and Horner, 2008) and a number of applications have been developed, e.g. construction hazard 
identification (Goh and Chua, 2009a, 2009b) , safety risk analysis in subway operations (Lu, Li 
and Xiao, 2013), and construction supply chain risk management (Kumar and Viswanadham, 
2007). All CBR systems involve capturing documentation as cases describing a certain operation 
or activity, which can then be organized and reused in future, akin to accumulating and reusing 
institutional memory, to improve decision-making. The classical model of a CBR system is shown 
in Figure 3-2. 

Basically the implementation cycle of CBR contains four main processes: RETRIEVE, REUSE, 
REVISE, and RETAIN (known as “the four REs”), where RETRIEVE is the most important process 
in any CBR system (Lu, Li and Xiao, 2013). RETRIEVE is the process of searching and determining 
the most similar and relevant case or cases (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994; Lu, Li and Xiao, 2013), and 
its importance can be viewed from the following three main aspects:  

1. It acts as the only medium for helping individuals extract information from a case-base. 

2. As a case-base often contains a large number of natural language textual documents, the 
performance of case retrieval has direct influence on the quality and accuracy of retrieved 
cases. 

3. The inefficiency of case retrieval seriously affects the user experience, which may lead to 
previous knowledge and experience being overlooked. 
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Figure 3-2 Classical model of a case-based reasoning system (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994) 

Currently, scoring the similarity through allocating weights to factors is the most common method 
in case retrieval. For example, Lu, Li and Xiao (2013) employed a semantic network approach to 
calculate the similarity value between two accident precursors. Karim and Adeli (2003) collected 
risk data into Excel tables and developed an attribute-based schema for calculating the similarity 
between two cases. Goh and Chua (2009b) proposed a sub-concept approach based on a semantic 
network. Other efforts include, for example, evaluation of attributes, taxonomy tree approach 
(Cunningham, 2009), ontology-based method (Zhao et al., 2009). These embody the links 
between CBR and previously covered challenges of construction document management 
techniques. Zou, Kiviniemi and Jones (2017) covered a range of CBR techniques in literature and 
summarized principle problems that CBR systems face in the AEC domain: 

1. Existing studies are very limited in scope. For example, the CBR system developed by Lu 
et al. (2013) predefined the potential accidents in subway operations, and the similarity 
calculation is based on attributes that are to some extent subjective. Similarly, the 
prototype proposed by Karim and Adeli (2003) calculated the similarity index based on 
different weights of attributes and is only designed for highway work zone traffic 
management. 

2. A large amount of pre-processing and preparation work is needed. For instance, the sub-
concept approach by Goh and Chua (2009b) needs to establish a semantic network map of 
variables and each semantic network is constructed based on analysis of cases and 
allocation of weights. They acknowledged that organisations implementing the system 
need to consider the cost for establishing and maintaining the semantic networks and 
cases. 
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3. Very few studies have been found that address the challenge of semantic similarity in case 
retrieval. Semantic similarity is defined as “a metric defined over a set of terms or 
documents, where the idea of distance between them is based on the likeness of their 
meaning or semantic content, as opposed to syntactic similarity” (Harispe et al., 2015). 
Semantic similarity problems can be observed in, for example, synonyms (e.g. “building” 
and “house”), hyponyms (e.g. “structure” and “bridge”), or simply related words (e.g. “car” 
and “bus”).  

CBR systems suffer from similar interoperability issues as construction document management, 
in the sense that cases from different CBR systems are unlikely to work effectively across different 
databases, if at all. Cases captured or codified on one system, pertaining to a certain data 
model/structure, may not be searchable and retrievable using a different system. The semantic 
network techniques require substantial pre-processing for the semantic structure/model to be 
established in order for retrievals to work according to that logic. Therefore, the CBR, albeit 
“intelligent”, faces similar challenges of handling unstructured data, different ontologies, and thus 
general interoperability. The interoperability issue is related to whether the information retrieval 
technique relies heavily on a predefined data model, semantic network or some structured 
metadata. 

Nevertheless, CBR holds deeper interest for us in the potential advances in information retrieval 
employed during the RETRIEVAL step, that is, the similarity function that links data entities 
together. De Mantaras et al. (2005) pointed out that improving the performance through more 
effective approaches to similarity assessment has been an important research focus in CBR. 
Because cases are mostly written in everyday human natural language and in different ways of 
expressing meaning by different individuals or organisations, the outcomes of case retrieval will 
be incomplete if a CBR system fails to consider semantic similarity (Zou, Kiviniemi and Jones, 
2017). Indeed, deepening the investigation into a retrieval logic, that considers the meaning of 
texts within cases, is a pertinent consequence of this discussion, and one which bestows potential 
upon the CBR and related systems. This also leads our attention to the field of natural language 
processing (NLP) and related topics. 

3.9 Can we find the Babel Fish in natural language processing? 

The following, albeit a science fiction gimmick, lends itself to illustrate an important application 
of (and a strong motivation for) natural language processing (NLP): 

"The Babel fish is small, yellow, leech-like, and probably the oddest thing in the universe. It feeds 
on brain wave energy, absorbing all unconscious frequencies and then excreting telepathically a 
matrix formed from the conscious frequencies and nerve signals picked up from the speech centres 
of the brain, the practical upshot of which is that if you stick one in your ear, you can instantly 
understand anything said to you in any form of language" 

In case it is not apparent, the Babel Fish is a fictitious creation by Douglas Adams (1979), in his 
well-known novel, the Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy. The Babel Fish concept brings an 
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interesting perspective to the implications of a universal translator – a data model converter, if 
you must – converging and mediating all language ontologies without barrier. This core idea, 
albeit fantastical, underpins the criterium for interoperability, in particular, to make sense of the 
unstructured semantic textual contents of documentation. Natural language processing addresses 
this in the core. 

Natural language processing is an interdisciplinary topic overlapping in computational linguistics, 
artificial intelligence, and computer science that deals with the interactions between computer and 
human languages (Chowdhury, 2003; Zou, Kiviniemi and Jones, 2017). NLP started its early work 
in the 1950s in exploring the fully automatic translation between different languages (Bar-Hillel, 
1960), and it has seen a rapid increase in use and development in computer science. The 
application areas of NLP are very wide, including, for example, machine translation, question 
answering, speech recognition and information retrieval (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). 

Information retrieval has been covered previously as part of a CBR step. Generally, information 
retrieval refers to the process and activity of extracting useful information from a collection of 
information resources (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011). Due to the needs of managing and 
using the fast-growing volumes of information, many information retrieval systems have been 
developed and the best examples include web search engines (e.g. Google and Yahoo), and library 
resource retrieval systems (Zou, Kiviniemi and Jones, 2017). Indeed, capacity to manage 
construction documentation is inextricably linked with information retrieval developments, for 
instance, for retrieving reusable designs (Demian and Fruchter, 2005), cost estimation based on 
past contextual information (Kiziltas and Akinci, 2010), and automatic retrieval of answers to 
construction related questions (Kovacevic, Nie and Davidson, 2008). 

To improve the use and management of natural language AEC documents, a recent research trend 
is to take advantage of NLP. For example, Yu and Hsu (2013) made use of the classical vector space 
model and developed a content-based CAD document retrieval system for assisting the 
management of CAD drawings and quick retrieval of documents according to given queries. By 
taking the advantage of keywords extraction of NLP, Tixier, Hallowell, Rajagopalan, and Bowman 
(2016) developed a tool for automatically extracting precursors and outcomes from unstructured 
injury reports. Al Qady and Kandil (2014) proposed a method for automatic clustering of 
construction project documents based on textual similarity. Another study took the advantage of 
text mining and proposed an ontology-based text classification method for job hazard analysis 
(Chi, Lin and Hsieh, 2014). In addition, Pereira, Rodrigues, and Ben-Akiva (2013) presented a 
solution to extract valuable information from incident reports in real time to assist incident 
duration prediction. From existing applications of NLP of textual document management in AEC, 
there are two main needs, yet unfulfilled, that require development (Zou, Kiviniemi and Jones, 
2017): 

1) Need for capability to handle small datasets. Most state-of-the-art studies of NLP still lie 
in the computer science discipline and most modern applications are often used to treat 
extremely large volumes of data e.g. extracting online information (Khribi, Jemni and 
Nasraoui, 2009) and library management (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011). In 
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contrast, the sizes of electronic data in any construction project and risk cases in any 
database are relatively small compared to the likes of so-called Big Data. Hence, there is a 
need to utilize small amounts of data for domain specific purposes. Tixier et al.  (2016) 
pointed out one difficulty in implementing machine learning for automatic safety keywords 
extraction is that small number of injury reports was not satisfactory as a training dataset 
and therefore they developed an NLP system based on hand-coded rules. 

2) Need of domain specific semantics. Unlike the open internet containing vast amount of 
general information, construction project data and cases are relatively restricted to certain 
topics and in smaller amounts. Thus, there is a need to establish the context or rules in 
processing domain specific content (Zou, Kiviniemi and Jones, 2017). When applying 
ontology and text mining in job hazard analysis, Yu and Hsu (2013) emphasised the 
importance of defining the knowledge and resource scope within the construction safety 
domain.  

Indeed, new investigations are still needed, given that very few studies exist in this field (Zou, 
Kiviniemi and Jones, 2017). Existing NLP topics in AEC should also extend to the philosophical 
implications in scientific discourse regarding the nature of knowledge. After all, it is remarkable 
how natural language can be as versatile as to codify engineering knowledge just as well as 
humanistic knowledge, and everything in between. 

Adams’ nonsensical renderings of the Babel fish mechanics may be philosophically meaningful 
after all. The inability to understand an “alien” language is nothing more than an ontology 
problem, where the human, embodying one ontology, cannot make sense of the language syntax 
codified in an “alien” ontology. Interestingly, then, the tendency of the Babel fish ingesting 
“subconscious brainwaves” and producing “conscious frequencies” is conceptually equivalent to 
the transformation from tacit to explicit dimensions of knowledge. In other words, the Babel fish 
transforms free-form universal semantics to a language syntax that is understandable by the 
person in his/her own subjective world-view.  

Back to the real world. The questions of interoperability, related thus with fostering communities 
of practices, require enabling technologies to help span boundaries and link unstructured data, 
underpinned by their diverse communities and domains. An almost comparable achievement has 
been made in automatic translation between different unintelligible languages, albeit still far from 
perfect. Following this train of thought, it begs the question: are we eventually able to bypass the 
explicit structural syntaxes of single ontologies that limit the interoperability with another? 
Perhaps more specifically: can we manage to find a quantitative representation of semantics, so 
that limitations of syntax can be overcome? The following chapters will address these questions in 
more detail. 
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 Latent Semantic Analysis 

4.1 Brief history and overview of LSA 

LSA is a collection of theoretical and computational approaches that emerged in the late 1980s to 
early 1990s (Deerwester et al., 1990) as an information retrieval and natural language processing 
technique designed to improve library indexing and search engine query performance (Dumais, 
2004; Han and Kamber, 2006; Dumais and Way, 2007; Manning, Raghavan and Schutze, 2008). 
LSA is a statistical method for estimating the meaning in words and passages as linear 
combinations of underlying concepts. These underlying concepts are extracted through matrix 
operations of observed patterns of word usage. The fundamental idea behind LSA is that the 
meaning of each passage of text (a “document”) is modelled as the weighted sum of meanings of 
the individual words (a “term”) in it, whereas a collection of documents (a “corpus”) is modelled 
as a system of simultaneous equations that can determine the similarity in meaning of words and 
documents to each other (Evangelopoulos, 2013).  

The initial information retrieval context was subsequently followed by psychological work in 
discourse processing. In interdisciplinary fashion, LSA is a theory of meaning as well as a method 
for extracting that meaning by statistically analysing word use patterns. LSA brings together 
researchers from computer science, psychology, linguistics, cognitive science, information 
systems, and education. The main premise of LSA as a theory of meaning, pioneered by psychology 
professor Thomas Landauer, is that meaning is constructed through experience with language 
(Landauer, 2007). This is a sociolinguistic perspective of the construction of meaning that is 
compatible with Wenger’s idea of communities of practice, where meaning is negotiated through 
active, give-and-take participation (Wenger, 1999).  

Throughout the 1990s and into the 2000s, LSA was demonstrated to be able to model various 
cognitive functions, including: learning and understanding of word meaning (Landauer, Foltz and 
Laham, 1998; Kintsch and Mangalath, 2011) by students (Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Landauer, 
Kireyev and Panaccione, 2011), episodic memory (Howard and Kahana, 2002; Manning and 
Kahana, 2012), semantic memory (Denhière et al., 2007), discourse coherence (Elvevåg et al., 
2007), and the comprehension of metaphors (Utsumi, 2011). On the basis of these abilities, the 
implementation of LSA as a methodological enhancement in the quantification of textual data 
resulted in improvements in document comparisons, document categorization and quantification 
of textual data as a pre-processing step in predictive analytics. Practical applications of LSA 
outside cognitive science include information retrieval in electronic libraries (Dumais, 2004; 
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Kumar and Srinivas, 2009), intelligent tutoring systems (Franzke et al., 2005; VanLehn et al., 
2007), automatic essay grading (Kakkonen et al., 2008), automatic document summarization 
(Steinberger and Ježek, 2004), listening to the voice of the people in e-government 
(Evangelopoulos and Visinescu, 2012), and the extraction of core topics of research studies 
(Sidorova et al., 2008; Indulska, Hovorka and Recker, 2012). 

Since the early 2000s, LSA has demonstrated its ability to model various psycho-linguistic 
phenomena and proven its value as a useful statistical technique for the extraction of meaning 
from text. Martin and Berry (2007) provide an introduction to the mathematics of LSA and 
illustrate why the analysis works. Valle-Lisboa and Mizraji (2007) provide a rigorous discussion 
on how LSA detects the underlying topical structure of a document corpus and why LSA’s 
capability for discovering hidden topics allows it to successfully model synonyms (different words 
with similar meaning) and human memory. 

Publication activity related to LSA continues at an ever-increasing pace, resulting in an expanding 
interdisciplinary coverage of LSA’s application domains, and level of sophistication and 
methodological rigor at which it is used in research studies (Evangelopoulos, 2013). A query for 
LSA related research between 1989 and 2009 on multiple electronic library databases yielded a 
total of 259 research journal articles (Evangelopoulos, Zhang and Prybutok, 2012) of which the 
growth is shown in Figure 4-1. The increasing trend after 2009 is speculated using the projected 
linear trendline, simply to paint a picture. 

 
Figure 4-1 Published journal articles on LSA until 2009 and speculated trend thereafter.  
Adapted from Evangelopoulos, Zhang and Prybutok (2012) 

4.2 Why is LSA’s link to cognitive science important? 

The cognitive psychology theory behind LSA is intimately linked to the acquisition, induction, and 
representation of knowledge (Evangelopoulos, 2013). A simple mechanism of induction, based on 
a high-dimensional linear associative model, provides an explanation of why people know more 
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than they should, simply based on the individual pieces of information to which they have been 
exposed (Landauer and Dumais, 1997). LSA provides a mathematical model for this induction 
mechanism, which is a significant motivation for integrating LSA into the inquiry of knowledge, 
learning, and the nature of meaning. 

Meaning, in terms of LSA, is a relationship among words (Kintsch and Mangalath, 2011). In its 
daily processing of large volumes of utterances that provide context for various words, the human 
mind builds a mental model of latent semantic dimensions and keeps updating itself, dynamically 
representing words as vectors in that space. The meaning of a predicate in a predication sentence 
of the argument-predicate form (e.g. noun–verb) is then produced by selectively combining 
appropriate features of the argument. This mechanism has been demonstrated to be able to model 
metaphor interpretation, causal inference, similarity judgments, and homonym disambiguation 
(Kintsch, 2001), semantic priming and textual coherence (Dumais, 2004). LSA as a theory of 
meaning is rooted in the distributional hypothesis in linguistics, which means that the more 
similar the contexts in which two words appear, the more similar their meanings (Baroni, Bernardi 
and Zamparelli, 2014). 

Looking at word meaning from a higher, more philosophical point of view goes back to Plato’s 
paradox: why do humans know much more than what appears to be present in the information to 
which they have been exposed? At an early stage of LSA’s introduction to the scientific literature, 
a solution to Plato’s paradox was proposed: humans learn the meaning of words through a 
complex multi-dimensional system of word similarities, built from their exposure to contexts of 
language use, and calibrated for its optimal dimensionality through a mechanism of induction 
(Landauer and Dumais, 1997). This idea alludes to an expert’s vast and deep experiences that may 
be difficult to consciously articulable. Expert intuition, accumulated through combined theory- 
and practice-driven experiences, is the tacit knowledge that many KM initiatives have struggled to 
capture. LSA’s developments in modelling human memory suggest a promising way to look at tacit 
knowledge. For instance, it is observed that, where subjects are presented with lists of random 
nouns and asked to perform free recall, the similarity of two words as measured by LSA has a 
positive correlation with the probability that the words will be recalled one after another by the 
study subjects (Howard and Kahana, 2002). This quantitative model of a seemingly tacit human 
trait raises questions of how far cognitive behavioural traits related to human knowledge can 
indeed be captured or modelled, and within expert domains as the AEC. 

The role of LSA in cognitive sciences poses very strong motivation for adopting this perspective 
for investigating knowledge creation and management in AEC. LSA seems to be able to build 
explicit/quantitative representations of the fuzzy, subjective, tacit aspects of knowledge. This may 
help to deepen our understanding on the nature of domain expert learning, experience, memory 
and intuition, all of which have been great challenges in KM in AEC. 

4.3 Stages of the LSA process 

The mathematical foundation of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is the Vector Space Model 
(Salton, Wong and Yang, 1975; Evangelopoulos, 2013), an algebraic model for representing texts 
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in quantified vector space. In practice, LSA begins with collection of a corpus of documents for 
analysis. 

The LSA process can be broken down into three main functional stages (Figure 4-2). The first stage 
consists of pre-processing, that is, parsing, filtering of raw text of the input corpus into separate 
text passages, referred to as “documents”, consisting of the words in those passages, referred to as 
“terms”. This stage codifies/quantifies term occurrence distributions amid the corpus of 
documents and constructs a term-by-document matrix (TDM), which undergoes weighting. The 
second stage, the heart of LSA, involves the application of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), a 
linear algebra matrix factorization technique that is used to identify the patterns from the 
quantified textual representation from the first stage. Essentially the output matrices of SVD are 
semantic vector representations of the terms and documents from the original explicit 
representation. Now, dimensionality reduction can be done, whereby the length of the semantic 
vectors can be reduced by retaining just the most important dimensions. The practical 
consequence of this is noise reduction. Noise reduction removes small, erratic inconsistencies 
inherent in term distributions and co-occurrences across the corpus, which can cause interference 
to the accuracy of the semantic vector space used for retrievals. Now that the semantic vectors for 
terms and documents are effectively computed, the third and last stage involves post-processing 
and further analyses. We can use cosine similarity function to measure the similarity between 
vectors representing terms and documents (Evangelopoulos, Zhang and Prybutok, 2012). This 
means that we can effectively quantify the semantic similarity between any two terms and/or 
documents. With the semantic vector space, additional testing can also be done, such as allowing 
a query-retrieval function (where a pseudo-document vector can be constructed based on an ad 
hoc input of combination of terms), or clustering and classification analyses to see how semantic 
vectors relate to one another, which can be visualized in different ways. 

 

Figure 4-2 General stages of the of LSA process 

The following sections discuss each step of the LSA to give the reader a deep understanding of the 
modules of the LSA process from first principles. More details of the LSA-based method of our 
experimental setup for this research is covered in the following chapter, which also addresses the 
numerous theoretical issues that has arisen from the literature. 

4.4 Textual parsing and filtering 

There are a number of features of text in human language that can make them difficult to process 
automatically. Some pre-processing or filtering needs to be done to allow the automatic 
compilation of an effective term-by-document matrix. The considerations taken are briefly 
described below: 
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 Uppercase and lowercase 

Questions should be raised about how to treat capitalization, in particular, if we have two words 
that are identical except that one has certain letters in uppercase. For many cases, one would like 
to treat, for instance, “THE” and “The” as the same. However, in some circumstances, there may 
be proper nouns (known as “Named Entities”), which would need to be distinguished from the 
totally lowercase counter-part, e.g. “Brown” as a name and “brown” as a colour. Different heuristic 
methods can be applied e.g. by converting the whole corpus into lowercase, lowering cases that 
only appear in the beginning of sentences, or comparing terms to an existing predefined index of 
named entities. 

 Tokenization 

This early step of processing is to divide the input text into units called “tokens”, which are 
typically words, but can also be a number or punctuation mark, which are typically then removed 
through filtering. These tokens ultimately form the terms in the term-document matrix. There are 
many linguistic dilemmas as to what constitutes a word or token, especially when alphanumerical 
characters are involved or in cases of “graphical words” (e.g. M1cr0$0ft). Nevertheless, the 
predominant method used in English is merely the occurrence of whitespace – a space or tab – as 
a separator of tokens.  

 Morphological stemming 

Similar to the discussion regarding capitalization the question here is whether to distinguish 
between word forms such as “sit”, “sits”, and “sat”. Stemming is referred to in the literature as the 
removal of the suffixes and to preserve the root of the word. That way, many morphological 
variants of the same word (i.e. inflections, conjugations etc.) will not be indexed as separate unique 
terms, which creates more variance (noise) within the data. 

 Stop-words removal 

Stop-words are considered words of high occurrence that do not contribute semantically to the 
meaning of documents or passages. They are functional/auxiliary words that can be ignored in 
information retrieval without significant effect on retrieval accuracy.  For instance, prepositions, 
conjunctions, certain pronouns, adverbs etc. As an example, a stop list includes words like: also, 
an, and, as, can, could, for, from, he, her, those, these, this, until, while, obviously, only etc. 

 Other 

There are many more additional pre-processing considerations in statistical natural language 
processing that can be taken – e.g. getting rid of typographical errors, differences in stop-word 
lists, tagging of proper nouns or parts of speech, removal of numbers, single letters, handling of 
special diacritical or punctuation marks. It may also include more advanced parsing such as 
named entity recognition – where essentially proper nouns like names of people, companies, 
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locations, or events, are detected, which could be done algorithmically or using a predefined 
dictionary. These may be handled separately to the semantic analysis, depending on the needs of 
problem case in which LSA is applied. There have been many focused studies on such pre-
processing methods, for instance, in natural language processing, computational linguistics and 
other related fields, which will not be covered in detail in our research. 

4.5 Construction of term-by-document matrix 

Now that the vocabulary of terms is parsed and cleaned, the corpus is converted into a term-by-
document matrix (TDM), where the rows represent terms, and columns represent documents. The 
entries of the matrix are the occurrences of each term i in the respective document j. Thus, the 
matrix can be regarded as an occurrence matrix of all the terms in all the documents of the corpus, 
as depicted in Figure 4-3. 

 

Figure 4-3 An example of a term-document matrix (TDM). The entries are occurrences of term i in document j.   

This is the first step, and a very typical technique in textual processing, to quantify/vectorize terms 
and documents. Already now, one can intuitively see that in an example where two terms co-occur 
consistently in the same documents, over the whole corpus, suggesting their semantic relatedness, 
their rows in the TDM will be very similar. On the other hand, if there are two documents with 
exactly the same terms in their contents (identical columns in the TDM), they can be intuitively 
assumed to be at least semantically similar (notwithstanding the order of terms in those 
documents). Therefore, even at this point, the explicit occurrence vectors of rows or columns 
(terms and documents respectively) can quantitatively represent some aspects of their semantics, 
albeit still very limited. The biggest drawback currently is that a term vector cannot be 
quantitatively compared to a document vector since they are of different dimensionalities – in the 
example in Figure 4-3, term vectors (rows) have a dimensionality of five, while document vectors 
(columns) have a dimensionality of eight. In addition, the inherent noise and inconsistencies of 
natural language usage, reflected by variations of how terms co-occur that are now in this 
codification, hampers the accuracy of semantic comparison via the vectors. 
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4.6 Term weighting using TF-iDF 

One of the traits of natural language is that very common words occurring very often across a 
corpus typically are not as semantically significant as rare or unique words. As an example, one 
can imagine a corpus of text, in which a term occurs in every single document, this would 
intuitively reduce the contribution of that term as a defining feature of a document. Imagine a 
real-world corpus of general AEC documentation, it’s very likely that words like “project”, 
“construction”, “building”, “engineering” etc. may occur in all documents, while more specific 
terms like “excavation”, “roof”, “beam” etc. may occur in a sub-set of documents. Indeed, the latter 
set of terms would describe the topic of one single document more specifically than the terms of 
the first set that occurs in all documents. We start to see the interesting relationship between 
syntax and semantics, that the quantitative distribution of terms over the corpus has some 
intuitive implications with the semantic interpretation of the contents of the documents. This is of 
course also relative. For instance, perhaps a corpus is of the nature that “excavation” occurs in 
every document, then “excavation” would not be a strong contributor to the feature of a single 
particular document. Given this, the principle of term weighting is that very common terms need 
to be demoted, while unique terms should be promoted. 

From the previous step, the entries in the term-document matrix, that is, the frequency counts of 
occurrence of term i in document j, are subjected to transformations that aim at discounting the 
occurrence of frequent terms and promoting the occurrence of less frequent ones. Commonly used 
frequency transformations (term weighting), is the “term frequency–inverse document frequency” 
(TF-iDF) transformation (Han and Kamber, 2006). The entries (of row i, column j) in the original 
matrix of the TDM, are replaced by  as follows: 

         (4.1) 

where  is the normalized term occurrence in each document, that is, the term frequency of 
term i in document j, and  is the weighting factor known as the inverse document frequency, 
as follows: 

         (4.2) 

where  is the total number of documents in the whole corpus, and  is the number of documents 
in which term i occurs, in the entire collection of documents. 

Again, this weighting serves as a way to discount the weight of high-occurrence non-stop-words 
and promote semantic weights of the rarer terms, (over a logarithmic scale). Term frequency 
transformation typically also includes normalization, so that the sum of squared transformed 
frequencies of all term occurrences within each document is equal to one (Salton, 1989). 

TF-iDF weighting implies that a term i is an important indexing term for document j if it occurs 
frequently in it (i.e. the term frequency  is high within that document). On the other hand, if a 
term i occurs in many documents throughout the corpus (i.e.  is high), it is considered a less 
important indexing term. In that case,  then tends towards one and  tends towards zero. 
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A number of variants of transformation formulas have been used in the literature of various fields 
(Manning, Raghavan and Schutze, 2008), however, they will not be covered here. 

After TF-iDF weighting, the vector representations of terms and documents in the TDM are 
improved a little, and is now ready to undergo Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). 

4.7 Singular value decomposition 

At the heart of LSA is the linear algebra operation Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which 
has been used in many different applications of pattern recognition. For instance, in digital image 
processing (Kalman, 1996; Strang, 2003) SVD was used as a mathematical tool to identify pattern 
redundancy in image data for compression of images, and image recognition. The same has been 
applied in digital signal processing for noise reduction and compression (De Lathauwer, De Moor 
and Vandewalle, 2000). SVD is closely related to principle component analysis and factor analysis 
used commonly in bioinformatics and micro-array analysis of gene data (Wall, Rechtsteiner and 
Rocha, 2003). These are non-exhaustive examples of SVD applications and show its capabilities 
in pattern recognition, inferring latent semantic correlations from unstructured data. 

SVD is carried out on the term-document matrix after the TF-IDF weighting. In essence, SVD takes 
any general rectangular matrix A with m rows and n columns and decomposes it into a product of 
three matrices, so that: 

A = USVT          (4.3) 

where U (mxm) and VT (nxn) are the left and right orthonormal matrices respectively. The 
columns of U are eigenvectors of AAT, and the columns of V are eigenvectors of ATA. The S (mxn) 
matrix is a rectangular diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-th entry are all non-negative singular values 
si.i in decreasing order of magnitude with all other entries zero. A rectangular diagonal matrix 
(examples in Figure 4-4) is a matrix with all the entries not of the form si,i being zero. 

 

Figure 4-4 Examples of a rectangular diagonal matrix. 

The mathematical derivation and proof of SVD is well established and covered thoroughly in 
literature e.g. by Strang (2003), therefore it is not reproduced here. For the purposes of this 
research, it is important to note that considering matrix A as a term-document matrix, the 
columns of matrices U and V describe the patterns/concepts (of the term and document spaces 
respectively) governing/explaining the contents of the matrix A.  

Any rectangular matrix that captures a relationship between two concepts or entities in a domain 
field (data representable as entries in a matrix) can be subjected to SVD. The result is that the 
original matrix can be re-represented as a set of independent concept vectors (columns of U and 
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V), which can be linearly combined using S to produce the original data, or approximations of it 
at a lower dimensionality. Figure 4-5 (a) shows a graphical depiction of SVD of matrix A into 
matrices U, S and V.  

4.8 Dimensionality reduction 

Consequently, dimensionality reduction is performed, as shown in Figure 4-5 (b), by keeping the 
first k singular values of S and produce a k-reduced approximation of A (as A’) as follows: 

A ≈ A’ = U’S’V’T         (4.4) 

where S’ is reduced to k x k, and thus U’ (m x k) and V’T (k x n) are also reduced accordingly. 
Figure 4-5 (b) depicts dimensionality reduction to obtain a truncated matrix A’. The reduction of 
the dimensionality (choosing a k smaller than n) essentially implies the removal of least important 
patterns, which can be considered as noise, and preserving the most significant patterns, thereby 
reconstructing an approximate truncated matrix A’ where the more significant patterns of A are 
more clearly reflected. The grey areas in Figure 4-5 depict the dimensions retained, by choosing k 
number of singular values to keep. Multiplying the k-reduced or truncated matrices U’, S’ and V’T 
yields an approximate matrix A’ with less noise. 

 

Figure 4-5 (a) Singular Value Decomposition and (b) dimensionality reduction  

It’s worth noting that the sum of the squares of the singular values (si.i) of the S matrix is equivalent 
to the total variance in A. As such, the cumulative percentage of the squared singular values of S 
matrix describes how much of the total variance is accounted for by the chosen k number of 
dimensions to keep. The truncated matrix A’ is based on the most important latent semantic 
structures within the original matrix A, since dimensionality reduction removes the noise or 
variability (least important structures) in natural language usage. 

The number of k dimensions to keep is not self-evident as it depends on how much of the original 
variance is desired to be kept without loss of relevant data. In linguistic terms, it is difficult to 
interpret intuitively. However, a very common technique in natural language processing is to plot 
the squares of the singular values of the S matrix against the number of dimensions (Sidorova et 
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al., 2008). One may then choose the number of dimensions to keep, corresponding to where the 
respective squared singular values (describing the variance) decrease substantially (elbow of the 
graph, example Figure 4-6) indicating the point where the patterns likely become insignificant. 
Generally, the more noise is removed (dimensions reduced), the clearer are the semantic 
relationships revealed in the reconstructed approximate matrix. 

 

Figure 4-6 Example of the elbow of a graph of squared singular values of S matrix per dimension. 

4.9 Cosine similarity  

From SVD and dimensionality reduction, we obtain the k-reduced U’ and V’ matrices in the same 
semantic space (i.e. with the same dimensionality). Essentially, the row vectors of U’ and V’, are 
semantic representations of the terms and documents respectively. This allows for term- and 
document-vectors in the semantic space to be compared to one another using a similarity function. 
The cosine similarity function is widely used for vector matching in many applications and works 
well for LSA (Landauer et al., 2007). Cosine similarity is denoted by the cosine of the angle 
between two vectors, suppose vectors a and b, as follows:  

         (4.5) 

where a and b are two vectors of the same dimensionality, and θ is the angle between them. The 
cosine is acquired by dividing the dot product of a and b, by the product of their magnitudes. 

Thus, if the two vectors are identical, the angle between them is zero and the cosine similarity 
would yield the value of 1.00 (one). Likewise, vectors that are totally uncorrelated has a cosine 
similarity of zero, as they are orientated perpendicularly with respect to each other (angle 90°). 
Theoretically, if the cosine similarity is -1.00 (negative one), then the two vectors are semantic 
opposites of each other (angle 180°) or inversely proportional intuitively. Using cosine similarity, 
the semantic associations between terms and terms, terms and documents, and documents and 
documents are obtainable explicitly. Therefore, for each term or document, the similarities to all 
the other terms and documents in the corpus can be computed. With respect to any one term or 
document, a threshold can therefore be chosen, below which the other terms and documents in 
the corpus can be considered non-relevant. The selection of a threshold value is not deterministic 
and is typically done through empirical testing or knowledge engineering to assess different 
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performances of the threshold in retrieving the most relevant items, while limiting the number of 
false positives (retrieved irrelevant items), and false negatives (relevant items that are not 
retrieved). 

The cosine similarity measure may go through more post processing itself (e.g. scaled or factored 
differently), depending on the problem case. Nevertheless, the cosine similarity measure is the 
basis of information retrieval and ranking of the results. 

4.10 Query vector 

It is now convenient to be able to use the similarity function to retrieve semantically related terms 
and/or documents upon an open query input by the user. It is obvious that a user may want to 
construct a custom query, consisting of multiple terms, not just one term. This custom query is 
used to calculate cosine similarities with the other existing terms and documents. A query is done 
as a collection of terms, forming a pseudo-document vector in the explicit space, which undergoes 
TF-iDF weighting, then is transformed to the semantic space, so that its similarity can be 
calculated with the existing semantic term and document vectors, that is, row vectors of the 
matrices U’ and V’ respectively.  

The semantic query vector qs can be obtained using the following: 

qs = qTU’S’-1           (4.6) 

where q is the TF-iDF weighted explicit pseudo-document vector, U’ is the k-reduced matrix of 
the left orthonormal matrix from SVD, and S’-1 is the inverse of the k-reduced matrix of singular 
values (Berry, Dumais and O’Brien, 1995; Landauer et al., 2007). The rationale behind equation 
4.6 is simply an algebraic manipulation of the SVD formula (equation 4.3) A = USVT, to be 
V = ATUS-1. The pseudo-document query vector qT is equivalent to a column of A (an explicit 
document vector), and qs is equivalent to a row of V (semantic document vector). 

Equation 4.6 constitutes the transformation of the explicit query vector q to the semantic space as 
qs, which is now a vector representing the query pseudo-document vector in the semantic space. 
Therefore, qs can be aptly interpreted as a semantic projection of the explicit vector q. The 
semantic query vector qs can now be compared, using cosine similarity, to all the row vectors in 
U’ and V’ (term and document semantic vectors respectively), and the retrieval is done by virtue 
of term/document vectors having the highest cosine similarities with respect to the query. 

4.11 Updating an existing latent semantic vector space 

Suppose that an LSA generated semantic vector space already exists, that is, a textual corpus has 
been parsed into a term-document matrix and the SVD of the term-document matrix has been 
computed to yield U, S and V matrices. This specific semantic space reflects the 
patterns/structures of the corpus used in the analysis. In machine learning terms, the corpus is 
considered to be the dataset used for “training” the LSA space, of which the logic is used to make 
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semantic retrievals. Updating is required if more documents are to be added. There are two ways 
that the LSA space can be updated, each with its own considerations. 

The first way is through the process of “folding-in”. This can be described by the process of parsing 
each new document and weighing them with TF-iDF as if handling a query vector. Thus, new 
explicit document vectors are transformed to the existing latent semantic space. This enables the 
new documents’ semantic vectors to have the same dimensionality as the existing semantic term 
and document vectors, thus susceptible to comparisons using cosine similarity. This technique is 
simpler and less computationally demanding to add new documents to the corpus.  

To fold in a new document into an existing LSA space the following equation can be used 
(algebraically identical to equation 4.6):  

ds = dTU’S’-1          (4.7) 

where d is the new explicit document vector that needs to be folded in, and ds is its semantic 
projection. 

A drawback to computing vectors in this way, when adding new searchable documents, is that new 
terms, that were not known during the SVD for the original corpus, are ignored. New terms that 
do not exist in the old/original corpus will have no impact on the TF-iDF weighting, nor on the 
semantic structure derived from the original corpus. In practice, this means that the new terms, 
in the additional folded-in documents, cannot be used as query terms. Although the folding-in 
process does not account for the new semantic content of the new documents, adding a substantial 
number of documents in this way will still provide good results for queries, as long as the terms 
and semantic structures they contain are well represented by the original LSA space. Simply put, 
if the new documents, that are folded in, are similar to the old/original documents, the retrievals 
will still be effective. 

When the terms and semantic structure of a new set of documents need to be included (to enable 
queries with new terms), a new term-document matrix and SVD must be recomputed. 
Recomputing the new latent semantic structure implies creating a new combined corpus, 
including existing and new documents, and repeating the whole process. Doing this for larger 
term-document matrices is computationally costly, requires more time, and for enormous 
document sets, may even be impossible due to computer memory constraints. Furthermore, the 
processing time for a query-retrieval cycle of excessively large corpus may become unreasonably 
long. Slow query-retrieval cycles (e.g. some tens of seconds) create a poor user experience, if the 
expectation is the ability to do many iterative queries in quick succession, for instance, in the case 
of explorative queries. Nevertheless, documents in the order of millions are readily manageable 
with today’s computational resources, which continue to improve in terms of performance 
capability. 
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4.12 What does LSA imply for AEC knowledge management? 

By now, the numerous links between knowledge management, intelligent systems, natural 
language processing and latent semantic analysis have been described. In this chapter, we’ve 
covered in detail the LSA process and what each technical step implies intuitively. It is evident that 
LSA is a quantitative technique that has, to one extent or another, managed to codify aspects of 
knowledge that is fuzzy, subjective and semantic. This property will be exploited in this research 
as a means to understand the nature of expert tacit knowledge, as well as its interplay with the 
explicit. Furthermore, we investigate whether it can be harnessed in a few real-world problem 
contexts in AEC. In the next chapter, we create an in-depth synthesis to bring together and make 
sense of all the topics and issues from the previous few chapters, and develop the argumentation 
to motivate our experimental design to address the research questions. 
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 Synthesis of literature 

5.1 Summary 

In this chapter we provide summaries, in-depth synthesis of the literature, and related discussions 
of the assertions in the previous chapters. Given the significance of the philosophical component 
in our research, this synthesis forms an important part of the analysis that answers the first of the 
four principal research questions: 

RQ 1: Can Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) be used as an Intelligent System to address problems 
of Knowledge Management and Knowledge Creation theory? If so, how? 

Addressing this first research question further justifies our definition of the research problems 
and methodology, through making sense of the literature and developing the arguments.  We 
highlight specific issues and problems from the literature, and how our research addresses each of 
them. Furthermore, we analyse the philosophical elements that connect KM, the SECI model, 
CoPs, intelligent systems, information retrieval, LSA, Ba, and tacit/explicit dimensions of 
knowledge. 

Let us remind here again that the literature study constituting the previous three chapters are 
aimed primarily at building the definition of the research problems and enabling the reader to 
understand the rationale of the problematics. It is not meant to be an exhaustive literature review 
of all related topics, which would unfortunately be too lengthy in the context of this 
multidisciplinary thesis. As such, we have not discussed research efforts that do not have direct 
implications on supporting or opposing our problem definitions and argumentations, upon which 
we elaborate in detail in this chapter. Nevertheless, we would like to acknowledge those with 
valuable research contributions to related topics, but that have not been covered in our literature 
study. 

5.2 KM measurement and Interoperability challenges are complimentary 

The literature emphasizes the fundamental challenge of measuring KM efforts, exacerbated by the 
fact that people don’t agree on what to measure, nor what other performance metrics KM should 
entail. Even KMSs, as the most concrete manifestation of KM efforts, do not yet have a universally 
accepted framework and there is still conceptual disagreement about KMS processes and 
terminology. 
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We see that there is a contradiction in the stance towards KM measurement. On the one hand, 
quantitative methods are desirable, as they are consistent and objective in the sense that no human 
emotions are involved. However, what can be measured is limited by the current techniques 
available (or known) and thus typically involve native numerical performance data such as figures 
of financial accounting and stock prices. These must somehow be correlated with KM process 
metrics, like statistics on KMS usage and digital engagement, in order to argue causality. These 
practices are still criticised for obscurity, because they overlook the array of exogenous factors that 
may be affecting an organisation at the same time. On the other hand, qualitative methods are 
widely accepted in this type of research, as results show more compelling causality, promoting the 
positive effects of KM, though they have been criticised for subjectivity and bias. 

To get the best of both worlds, we in principle need better quantitative techniques to capture 
beyond obvious numerical data and include perceptual aspects of people in the analysis, with the 
assumption that people hold rich knowledge and reasoning that consider myriad exogenous 
factors. At the same time, we need to be able to reduce the bias involve in qualitative techniques 
(that is, predominantly interviews and multiple-choice questionnaires) and extend the scale of the 
data capture and reasoning to address more exogenous factors, which have been excluded in 
current quantitative measurements.  

Since a complete measurement framework of KM (or KMSs) does not yet exist, not even a 
consistently accepted methodology to establish such a framework, the focus should be directed 
away from developing more detailed, human-constructed frameworks and models of KM 
assessment/measurement. Even if, as the literature aspires to, an overarching theoretical 
foundation accommodating many KM paradigms would be achieved, it is unlikely to be generically 
applicable and, at the same time, to be also specific enough to aid the measurement of KM for 
individual organizations. Furthermore, the amount unknown exogenous factors and the 
limitations of human subjective reasoning make it very difficult to manually establish compelling 
universal models of the “dynamics” of knowledge on all levels of abstraction. The discussions 
about adaptability vs generalizability of KMSs (Section 2.4.3) tie into this point. Having KMSs that 
are generically applicable across many environments can enable industry-wide benchmarking, but 
are also criticised for not being adaptable enough to allow assessment of specific operational 
benefits of KM by the immediate adoptee. 

The pro-quantitative stance of our research, encouraging KM measurement, seems to alienate the 
people-orientated view of KM, which appears to be strongly advocated in the literature. However, 
it is contradicting that the people-orientated approaches to KM inherently bring difficulties of KM 
measurement. There is an evident gap, or rather, an opportunity for quantitative innovations, 
given the advent of big data and machine learning algorithms. These have shown unprecedented 
capabilities in modelling of fuzzy non-physical systems and pose a guiding light for how social 
aspects of KM could become more and more quantified. 

The issues with KM measurement and generalizability vs adaptability are reminiscent of the 
challenge of interoperability, which is an ongoing controversy among AEC systems. Integration 
between systems must be enabled through data modelling, in one form or another, be it for BIM 
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or general document management systems. Because AEC operations consists of long lifecycles and 
numerous players collaborating on the same building artefacts, it is essential to reuse and share 
data amidst heterogeneous operational environments. Data model standards, such as IFC, have 
been established to enable the overall interoperability of data entities across all organizations and 
domains that adopt the same standard. The idea is very much akin to proponents of an all-
inclusive KM measurement framework. Thus, a similar dilemma that exists for a KM framework 
also exists for data standards: the trade-off between 1) a detailed enough data schema or ontology 
that allows project participants to utilize within their own operational needs, and 2) at the same 
time, one that is general enough to allow all the different project participants to adopt the same 
standard, in order to achieve interoperability. A greater uncertainty exists, that even if the same 
data standard were to be adopted, it could still be interpreted in different ways by different 
software vendors and corresponding domain experts. Therefore, the same data standard could be 
used differently by different parties, creating ambiguity and confusion. This is a problem of 
semantics, where different labels are used to describe similar things, and same labels may be used 
to describe different things. Such interoperability issues are commonplace in IT applications in 
AEC. When it comes to defining a standard or framework for KM/KMSs measurement, the same 
principle challenges are evident with regards to adaptability vs generalizability, as well as the 
inherent biases of how the standard would be interpreted by different parties.  

To address interoperability, we need to have mechanisms of facilitating the data exchange between 
different parties, so that we can consistently identify data entities that are, in fact, equivalent to 
one another, regardless of their labels. Explicit numerical data are typically easy and straight-
forward, but the same numerical data point may also have very different implications for different 
parties and their needs. Therefore, thus far in practice, vast amounts of human expert knowledge 
are used to manually build up ontologies and frameworks. This suffers from the subjectivity 
problem of the small number of experts involved, leading to a set of parameters operationally 
useful only in limited domains of operation. Additionally, the practical constraints related to the 
time/effort required to build, merge and split ontologies and frameworks are huge limitations to 
achieving interoperability. To have interoperability that supports “total best value” decisions, new 
approaches are needed that can consistently define and codify data entities, while maintaining 
some human expert reasoning with limited bias. 

The underpinning issues in enabling KM measurement and interoperability can be considered 
complimentary and therefore be approached in a similar way, that is, using mechanisms driven by 
advanced quantitative techniques that emulate qualitative reasoning capabilities required to 
interpret ontologies and frameworks. Our research therefore proposes LSA, a quantitative 
technique with established cognitive and psychological dimensions, to address problems 
underpinning KM quantification – a pivotal aspect of the future development of KM. In doing so, 
we also consider how addressing KM measurement, that is, the gap between the philosophical and 
quantitative KM processes, can aid with systems interoperability on a concrete and practical level. 
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5.3 The claim “KM is not an IT issue” could be problematic 

One of the major causes of KM failure is described to be the overwhelming lack of consensus on 
defining or conceptualizing KM in practice. Another is that the IT-driven focus of KM has created 
unrealistic expectations of KMSs, while the human dimensions have been overlooked. In the 
literature, it is advocated that “KM is not an IT issue”. This has been articulated as more than an 
anecdote and implies that the focus on IT improvements will not address KM failures. This makes 
sense given the current understanding of IT capabilities in KMSs and the role they play. The 
discouragement from focusing on IT is due to the possibility that, as was in the past, too much 
effort is invested to formalize processes, mandate standard reporting from personnel, and identify 
performance metrics of KMSs (both qualitative and quantitative), only to arrive at the conclusion 
that they do not improve KM due to the masses of additional human factors that are not taken into 
consideration by IT systems. 

However, we argue that the claim “KM is not an IT issue” must depend on how an “IT issue” is 
interpreted or defined. IT is vast and, just as science/mathematics is not static, IT is also in a 
constant state of flux. Our research is based on the premise that IT is constantly evolving, and 
computational innovations may capture and measure KM activities that would not have been 
possible before. Case in point, the use of data mining and inductive techniques have been shown 
to computationally handle fuzziness and social or behavioural aspects of knowledge activities. The 
advances in intelligent systems, e.g. utilizing artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning, are 
expanding the role that IT plays in society. Indeed, it’s well known in many different contexts how 
new capabilities of IT has increased its adoption to address unprecedented use-cases. Whether 
something “is an IT issue” is thus not absolute, and following that, focusing on improving IT-based 
KM is not mutually exclusive to adopting a social, people-orientated approach towards KM, as is 
prescribed in literature.  

Despite the promise of AI, which in itself succumbs to fair amount of hype, we are still not immune 
to the risk of unrealistic expectations of the role of IT in KM, which has been described as a 
principle cause of KM failures. In our research, the view is that unrealistic expectations have been 
principally due to the misunderstanding of capabilities of technology in practice by its adopters. 
KMS vendors and their marketing initiatives may have created the over-endowment of IT 
capabilities as a silver bullet for many issues, compounded by the lack of deep understanding 
amongst practitioners regarding the technologies. With this reasoning, it is ever so important in 
research to focus more on IT approaches, especially in the contexts of AI and machine learning, to 
increase understanding about the opportunities and limitations in practical KM. This can help to 
avoid shallow understanding by industry practitioners, prone to erroneous analogies and 
assumptions, and thus, the over- or under-expectation of the value that IT can create in the scope 
of practical KM.  

The lack of common consensus of KM is more difficult to address directly. The lack of both 
theoretical and practical consensus is a typical issue expressed in the KM literature. So much so, 
that one may question whether it is indeed a problem worth considering directly at all. One may 
alternatively consider it to be the nature of the field (knowledge being a multi-dimensional entity) 
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that has ethnographic characteristics with inherently many viewpoints – as opposed to fields like 
traditional mathematics, science and engineering. Therefore, we propose to steer away from the 
unwavering desire to promote or adopt one viewpoint of KM over another and set our priority on 
understanding the reasoning and rationale between all views and on different levels of abstraction. 
In this way, incremental steps towards the vision of a holistic theoretical framework could occur, 
with lower risk of cyclic back-and-forth discourse over long periods of time. 

In any case, despite the lack of consensus about the theory and practice, the literature indicates 
that KM must strive to be holistic. This resonates strongly with our view, that is, it is not 
constructive to attribute failures of KM initiatives to lacking either IT or human dimensions. In 
this respect, the holistic essence of KM is well reflected by Mohamed, Murray and Mohamed 
(2010): “IT as a utopian panacea will fail. Equally, the KM initiative that undervalues IT will follow 
suit.”, as well as Petrides and Nodine (2003) who describe KM to be enabled by people, processes, 
and technologies. Of course, these abstract philosophical views have limited practical value to 
address past KM failures, relating to the theory-practice gap relating to the lack of consensus on 
KM. There is a need to close the gap so that theoretical and practical implications of KM can be 
congruent, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Therefore, the alignment between the 
quantifiable, practical aspects of KM and the philosophical theoretical definitions, are embodied 
by the need for research that utilizes real-world elements. All this suggests that the matter is not 
whether KM should be more technology vs people focused, that is, whether KM success depends 
more on IT vs social factors. Rather, it is pertinent to probe the interplay of the different 
dimensions of KM, that is, how the gap between IT and human value can, or should, be negotiated 
optimally to be complementary. 

On a philosophical basis, the IT-vs-human focus applies to other matters of technology adoption 
issues in AEC. For instance, one of the more topical issues is whether BIM success is (or isn’t) an 
“IT issue”, around which the to-and-fro discussions between different schools of thought exhibit a 
similar veneer as that of KM. The success of technology/innovation adoption does not only rely 
solely on the perceptions and behaviour of adopters, but also the technology itself, its capabilities, 
as well as other factors of adoption, such as cost, effort, usability, learning curve etc. Since the 
technology adoption scope implies socio-technical systems, it is pertinent that research in the field 
is in harmony with a vision, in which both factors can evolve together over the long term. In this 
respect, the ever so familiar rhetoric of whether “a technology is too difficult to use” vs “users of 
the technology do not use it correctly”, is of secondary significance as both are true in some sense, 
and equally convenient as a singular scapegoat for failures. Such argumentation has been 
prevalent in recent literature of BIM, amongst other technology adoption topics. In terms of KM, 
the successful adoption of the KMS should therefore be approached in a way that addresses both 
1) changing social or qualitative approaches to yield more measurable and comparable results, 
while 2) pushing the boundaries of quantitative techniques to capture and augment the human 
aspects. As such, considering the existing achievements of LSA, great potential exists in the 
improvement of IT to create value in KM, and in a way that improves the objectivity of humanistic 
social behavioural modelling. 
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5.4 Tacit-explicit relationship is more than a dichotomy 

Hints of a dichotomy are evident in the existing discussions about KM measurement and the role 
of IT (i.e. quantitative vs qualitative, or technology vs human), of which the argumentations are 
akin to those of tacit and explicit dimensions of knowledge covered in the literature. There is no 
clear consensus on their definitions. Let’s put aside the many differences in literature in this 
discussion and regard the generally accepted tacit and explicit interpretations of knowledge within 
the context of Nonaka’s knowledge creation perspectives as a point of departure. 

There has been wide criticism that KM efforts have been too much focused on explicit knowledge, 
with reference to data and information as artefacts of KM, through documentation or archiving 
activities within organizations. This is what has been referred to as the Western style of thinking 
akin to that of traditional management theories. Nonaka, however, views knowledge and the 
knowledge creation process as people-centred, action-orientated, and rooted in philosophy 
(Nonaka, Toyama and Hirata, 2008). This social, fuzzy and human-orientated definition of 
knowledge has been described to be the Eastern thinking and positioned as an antithesis to that 
of the Western. Furthermore, the importance of the tacit dimensions of knowledge over the 
explicit is strongly emphasized in literature, creating an adversarial scenario for the tacit-explicit 
relationship. Likewise, other similar dichotomies to tacit vs explicit is abundant, such as the 
philosophies of Plato vs Aristotle, deductive vs inductive reasoning, objective vs subjective logic, 
and many more. Naturally, the discourse in literature has led to advocating some high-level agreed 
conceptualization as a holistic way to prevent the “Plato vs Aristotle” situation, as a solution to the 
endless dichotomies. This is evident with the SECI model of knowledge creation, where the 
conversions between tacit and explicit knowledge are the core drivers for knowledge creation, 
bringing together both tacit and explicit aspects and making them essential. 

The purpose of deepening our understanding of the nature of knowledge is to ultimately improve 
KM efforts in organizations and enhance knowledge creation practices. This means there should 
be theoretically intuitive and practically compelling outcomes arising from interventions. 
Following a pragmatic mindset, the question remains whether distinguishing between tacit and 
explicit knowledge is the best and/or the most useful way to understand knowledge for the 
purposes of improving KM practices. Our research supports the premise that knowledge is neither 
tacit nor explicit exclusively, and has a sense of both “tacitness” as well as “explicitness”. 
Furthermore, we regarding the tacitness and explicitness of knowledge, by their definitions, 
relative to each other, as well as to other additional dimensions, such as capabilities of technology 
enabling codification of new knowledge. To explain this, let’s regard tacitness, for instance, as a 
logical thought experiment starting in the prehistoric context. All knowledge must have been once 
tacit, when simply no medium for knowledge representation existed. All knowledge at that point 
in time must have had high tacitness and no explicitness at all. As time passed, the emergence of 
drawings, symbolism and eventually text have enabled the explication of some tacit knowledge. 
The dimension of time – including all other factors that had led to the development of the 
knowledge representation techniques – were determinants of the tacitness and explicitness of 
knowledge. After the renaissance, many aspects of life were still totally tacit, such as moving visual 
imagery, sound, and touch, to name a few. Invention of the photographic camera made images 
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explicitly codifiable, just as the phonograph or gramophone did for sound, and more recent haptic 
technology for some sensations of touch through vibrations. There are myriad examples of the 
emergence and expansion of explicitness of previously tacit knowledge, relative to advances in 
science and technology. The advent of AI and inductive technologies have brought applications of 
statistical computing to new heights, enabling the explication of tacit knowledge and capabilities 
that were regarded to be embodied within the human, such as speech recognition, object detection 
in images, machine translation, autonomous vehicles and the list goes on. 

We see that the “tacitness” and “explicitness” of knowledge, or human experiences at large, highly 
depend on the knowledge representation techniques available, which attribute to technological 
developments in addition to all other related factors and complex interactions. The tacit-explicit 
relationship could be described as more than a dichotomy, which appears to be a rationalization 
of a more complex construct, at least according to the reasoning described above. The explicit-
tacit relationship is dynamic and affected by factors that are external and possibly even undefined. 
Therefore, the discourse about whether a tacit- or explicit-centric approach is preferred over the 
other in KM practices may not be persistently interesting. A more interesting endeavour is to 
explore how the tacit-explicit division is affected by the relentless development of technology, in 
particular, how new knowledge codification and representation techniques make tacit knowledge 
“more explicit”. What aspects of tacitness can be explicated and how? What are the boundaries of 
human experiences, beliefs, intuition, capabilities and judgement that can be explicitly 
represented? These questions can prompt new perspectives to the theoretical conjectures of the 
nature of knowledge, and therefore knowledge creation and KM, both in theory and practice. 

5.5 CBR and EDMS are both underpinned by data-linking challenges 

Let’s relate the rather philosophical discussions in this chapter thus far to more concrete practical 
challenges of IT systems in AEC, with reference to the ordinary electronic document data 
management system (EDMS) and the more advanced case-based reasoning (CBR) systems. Both 
can be regarded as intelligent systems, depending on the extent of cognitive capabilities exhibited 
in context. 

The fundamental challenge with all IT systems is the overload of unstructured information and 
heterogeneity of the content. The nature of the AEC industry makes it especially difficult to move 
up levels of the knowledge hierarchy, that is, to manage and utilize data and information so that 
knowledge and decision-making capabilities can be enhanced. The human-orientated behaviour 
in seeking and sharing information by practitioners in AEC makes general information retrieval 
applications inadequate. IT systems need to accommodate the heuristic and social grounds for 
linking information, as practitioners must understand documentation contents in their rich 
contexts, thereby distilling knowledge from data and information.  

We’ve covered the principle approaches identified in the literature for linking and organising data 
or information (i.e. textual classification, hierarchical structuring, metadata, model/template-
based). However, many of these suffer from the problem of rigidity. For instance, the hierarchical 
structuring method involves a predefined structure of folders akin to a data model or ontology. 
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Documents would be placed into a location on this predefined structure based on some existing 
consistent logic. This is easy to implement but hold inherent problems of the rigid folder structure. 
The model/template-based approaches, which are not mutually exclusive to the hierarchical 
methods, succumb to a similar limitation. The model/template-based approach is where a 
structured schema of labels or data fields is defined, under which data is inputted. This predefined 
data model/template, just as a hierarchical folder structure, is also rigid and makes 
interoperability impossible unless the same data model standard would be adopted between 
systems. However, data model standards, even if well-adopted, have their own setbacks of being 
too general and, as alluded to earlier, potentially interpreted in different ways by different parties 
to the extent that the data contents of the same data field become ambiguous for different parties. 
For these reasons, domain-specific data models have been described to be a sound compromise. 
Despite being limited in scope, they create inherent value for the adopters as the data structure 
can directly address the respective operational needs of the use-cases. However, this also means 
that such a data model/template/hierarchy needs to be predefined through cognitively demanding 
manual work. This greatly limits the scalability of these structures. In a related situation, when 
databases with different structures need to be merged or harmonized to enable interoperability, it 
could become extremely difficult, or even impossible, depending on the scale of the needed human 
resources or the complexity that must be made sense of. On the other hand, the so-called metadata 
methods, employing freely assigned keyword metadata tags, give the flexibility that rigid 
structures don’t have, but are still demanding due to the need for human cognition in the tagging 
or labelling processes, and the rectification of errors that arise naturally from these processes. In 
addition, the inconsistent ad hoc labelling/tagging creates challenges for organizing the data 
retrospectively, to enable effective retrievals. This brings the discussion back again to the 
interoperability question in an incessant loop. 

Our research suggests that the bottleneck of EDMS and interoperability is the need for cognitive 
reasoning and interpretation for data linking, i.e. the need for human input to create connected 
structures of data. It is a bottleneck, because it is an aspect that has been difficult to automate. 
While the human touch is still necessary to reach a level of quality of any data schema/model to 
create practical operational value, the problem is that humans are inherently subjective. 
Furthermore, the manual cognitive tasks are limited in scalability, leaving a trail of fragmented 
data, information, and knowledge in its wake. 

The advent of intelligent systems holds great potential to address knowledge fragmentation 
challenges. We covered the CBR system that adds a level of intelligence through an iterative 
retrieve, reuse, revise and retain cycle. Essentially, this implies the capture and storage of past 
cases, so that they can be accurately retrieved and reused in a new context. The storage and 
retrieval aspects of the CBR succumb to the same issues as that of the EDMS, both essentially 
being a database, be it of cases or documents. The structure of a case/document (i.e. the rigid data 
schema/model), also limits the domains in which a CBR is applicable, because large amount of 
manual labelling and pre-processing of data is required to enable interoperability between 
different case-bases of different systems. The CBR system is in practice an EDMS implemented 
within a continuous information-capturing and -seeking process. The retrieval step is considered 
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central to the CBR, because of the potential of intelligent reasoning in retrieving similar cases with 
respect to a query. This feature could be a simple search function based on keywords, or more 
advanced similarity function involving other methods of matching. The literature advocates the 
need to devote more attention to semantic similarity in case retrieval, which still leaves much to 
be desired in practice. There is a need for semantic capabilities that can effectively handle domain-
specific and jargon-rich content. Some semantic techniques, such as the semantic web akin to a 
thesaurus, are too general to be useful for inferring semantic links in very specific operational 
contexts of AEC. This, in turn, has forced practitioners to manually define domain-specific 
ontologies, thus resorting to the same interoperability challenges yet again. 

The texts classification efforts in EDMS resonate with the need to consider the meaning of textual 
content through semantic techniques. There have been proposals that attempted to automatically 
create an organizational document structure from unstructured data over an existing classification 
structure (Soibelman et al., 2008) or based on semantic similarities (Al Qady and Kandil, 2013, 
2015). However, understanding contexts and extracting semantic concepts and relationships from 
a collection of text documents are still major challenges for computers, particularly those in 
domain specific applications like in AEC (Fan, Xue and Li, 2015). Furthermore, despite efforts in 
natural language processing to improve data and information management, there has been little 
attention given to its relation to the theoretical foundations of knowledge creation. Our research 
addresses this by relating the data-linking of CBR systems and EDMSs to implications on theories 
of knowledge, with the aim of approaching KM holistically from many angles. 

Both the CBR system and EDMS struggle with an overload of unstructured, noisy information in 
AEC operations. The fuzziness of data can often only be meaningfully processed through expert 
reasoning and tacit knowledge, thus limited in scalability. At the same time, due to the limitations 
of current data-linking techniques, it’s difficult to connect information from different segregated 
sources and phases of the building lifecycle to be accessible in one place. This is bottlenecked by 
the data schema/interoperability problem, despite the existence of numerous data model 
standards. It is pertinent to explore the extent that the human aspects of data-linking can be 
computationally emulated. In our study, the approach is to utilize LSA and natural language 
processing in practice to investigate the extent that jargon-rich documentation in unique 
operational circumstances of AEC can be meaningfully processed in the context of EDMS and CBR 
applications. Furthermore, we can attribute their implications to philosophical elements of 
knowledge creation theory. 

5.6 Keyword-based retrieval is not adequate to handle inherent subjectivity 

Document markup and keyword tagging facilitate document indexing, ranking and classification, 
as well as querying of the document repository or corpus. This has been the de facto technique for 
CBR systems and EDMSs to facilitate retrieval of relevant cases or documents. The most common 
use-case of tagging and/or metadata approaches is keyword search, in which documents in the 
corpus are returned that contain the specified search term(s), in essence, splitting the corpus into 
two clusters based on the criterion whether there is an explicit match (Al Qady and Kandil, 2015). 
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For explicit keyword-based retrieval to be effective, the document tagging process needs to be 
sound. In other words, the accurate understanding of the content and allocation of the appropriate 
keywords, or metadata, to a document is essential for keyword-based retrieval. In this respect, the 
tagging depends strongly on the cognitive processes of the expert’s knowledge and interpretation, 
to include possible keywords that do not explicitly occur in the document, that a subsequent user 
may search for. 

In addition to the barriers for scalability and inherent fuzziness of manual tagging, many 
drawbacks of keyword-based search are well-known and have been described already in early 
studies, such as Blair and Maron (1985). User-defined queries over large datasets gave very poor 
results, with many relevant documents not retrieved. This is described as poor recall – an 
abundance of false negatives (documents that are not retrieved but are indeed relevant). This is 
attributed to the basic assumption that users can easily generate query keywords related to the 
topics in all relevant documents – meaning that the user must know all the different combinations 
of terms and phrasings that would occur within documents with topics that are relevant. In 
practice, this is an assumption that is impossible to achieve, as the user cannot exhaustively know 
all the different ways a concept or topic can be represented textually in the corpus.  

This can be illustrated with a simple example of domain-specific terms in construction 
documentation. Suppose the user wants to retrieve all reports, in which topics of in situ concrete 
are implicated. Phrases such as “cast in situ”, “cast in place”, “poured concrete” etc. are all valid 
variants. Furthermore, it may be that obvious synonyms of “in situ concrete” may not even appear 
at all, for instance, the occurrence of a concrete mixer, pump or truck, or usage of formwork and 
falsework, can imply relevance of the documents to retrieve with respect to the topic of “in situ 
concrete”. We start to see that the complexity increases exponentially as each one of these 
additional relevant terms and phrases could have its own synonyms and alternative phrasing, e.g. 
“shuttering” vs “formwork”, “falsework” vs “scaffolding”. What’s more complicated is that some 
terms/phrases may not exclusively imply the evidence of in situ concrete directly, but may be 
conditional to unique circumstances of co-occurrence with other terms or objects. For instance, 
evidence of “gravel” and “sand” in one case alone is not as strong an indicator for in situ concrete, 
as a case where “water”, “mixer”, “vibration equipment” is also evident, along with other terms 
that qualify the topic in question. These simple examples give a glimpse into the nature of domain-
specific semantics, which are fuzzy and potentially inconsistent between countries, regions, 
organizations, or even teams. The effectiveness of the retrieval thus succumbs to a complex web 
of interconnected terms and weights, a sort of semantic structure, at different levels of abstraction. 
However, such a semantic structure or ontology would not be possible to define manually, 
considering all the rules and conditions that must be specified. Keyword-based explicit matching 
is further compounded by the existence of different syntactic variants (such as spacing, diacritical 
marks, abbreviations etc.), in natural usage of text, e.g. “on site” vs “on-site” vs “onsite” vs “at site”; 
“in situ” vs “insitu”, “prefab” vs “pre-fab” vs “pre-fabricated” vs “precast” vs “pre-cast”; “RC” vs 
“R.C.” vs “RC.” vs “reinforced concrete” etc. notwithstanding spelling errors, which are common 
in AEC documentation. 
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Aside the poor recall (i.e. abundance of false negatives) there are also issues of false positives, that 
is, documents that are retrieved or ranked high upon the desired query, that are actually not 
relevant. This is described by precision – a measure of how many retrieved documents are 
relevant. Poor precision is usually due to cases, in which terms appear in the document that are 
explicit keyword matches to a query term, but the context in which these terms appear is not the 
relevant topic. Such cases are also typical when query terms are of ambiguous nature, possessing 
different meanings and connotations – referred to as polysemy in the field of semantics. It is easy 
to understand that a “slab” in the context of construction is not related to a slab of chocolate. 
Surprisingly many terms that have specific connotations within a domain context, also possess 
colloquial meanings, and even metaphorical elements in natural language texts e.g. “bridge” over 
troubled water, “columns” in a data table, “beam” of light, to name a few illustrative, albeit far-
fetched, examples. Nevertheless, when retrievals are made with a keyword-based explicit 
matching logic, especially in large heterogenous datasets of textual formats, the retrieved set of 
documents could be overwhelmed with irrelevant results. At the same time many relevant 
documents may not be retrieved. Real-world documentation is filled with inconsistencies and 
noise, much of which could be cultural (e.g. different standards of English), discipline-related (e.g. 
pillar vs column, girder vs beam), or ad hoc differences (e.g. overhang vs cantilever) in a variety of 
unique, often “cross-contaminated” contexts without clear boundaries. 

The philosophical conjectures of knowledge can be given a new perspective with respect to 
practical challenges of keyword-based query and retrieval. In particular, literature in line with the 
views of Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) strongly asserts the importance of subjectivity and 
contextuality of knowledge, hence the emphatic tacitness, defining knowledge as a “dynamic social 
process of justifying personal belief towards truth, goodness, and beauty”. Subjectivity is 
important as it determines one’s believes, judgements, and commitments, as well as it affects 
intuition and reasoning in expert domains. Relating this to the examples mentioned before, the 
conceptual links between the words/terms, phrases describing topics, events, circumstances etc. 
are inherently subjective and contextual. The subjectivity could be on many different levels, be it 
inter-personal, inter-domain, or simply ad hoc. These difficulties are inherent within the 
document content when using a keyword-based search paradigm for information retrieval. 

Naturally it is intuitively sensible to address this by manually expanding the vocabulary of an 
existing document by tagging additional keywords and labelling or classifying according to an 
ontology. The subjectivity of knowledge still is the core determinant of how concepts are (or are 
not) related. For instance, whether a documented case involving honeycombing problems should 
be labelled with “in situ concrete”, could be dependent on other occurring topics of the context – 
honeycombing is more likely to occur with in situ concrete, as opposed to precast, but is not an 
absolute certainty. It also depends on the expert’s inherent subjective expectation of the use-cases 
of the retrieval, in order to tag or classify appropriately, to be aligned with those use-cases and 
purposes. For example, if the use-case needs labelling to differentiate between documents 
concerning the types of materials (e.g. “concrete”, “steel”, or “timber”), this makes the “precast” or 
“in situ concrete” type labels or classification irrelevant to start off with. Therefore, it’s difficult for 
the allocation of additional keywords to a document to yield substantial value, given the vast 
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variety of uses and purposes that a search/retrieval function provides. In addition, mandating 
manual keyword tagging or expansion brings additional cognitive load for the practitioner, and 
typically results in many inconsistent tags and labels between different people. For instance, some 
documents may have more tags than others, which again prompts the need for 
guidelines/standards for tagging. This easily becomes a cyclic affair of one remedial action after 
another. 

The challenges of information retrieval provide a concrete way of looking at the very abstract and 
philosophical significance of the subjectivity of tacit knowledge. Keyword-based paradigms fail to 
facilitate effective retrievals, because whether a retrieval is relevant may depend on its 
interpretation, especially within the respective domain context. There needs to be computational 
techniques capable of handling the subjective semantics embedded in jargon-rich domain-specific 
documentation. Current AEC systems typically disregard the semantic relations between topics in 
textual documentation, while existing text classification efforts, e.g. used in EDMSs, do not offer 
contribution to the theoretical foundations of knowledge and knowledge creation. In our research, 
we have identified and proposed LSA to address the quantification of subjective semantics, as well 
as theories of knowledge. We investigate the use of LSA and natural language processing to infer 
semantic links between concepts in domain-specific documentation. This can help to transcend 
the keyword-based paradigm of information retrieval. As such, we also test whether such 
capabilities could be used for unsupervised “auto-tagging/labelling”, so as to index documents 
intelligently and semantically well enough for a wide variety of retrieval use-cases. Such method 
of retrieval, based on semantic indexing and similarity function, is also related to automatic 
translation applications. As alluded to earlier in Section 3.9, machine translation is an appropriate 
way to understand the linking of texts that are syntactically totally different, but that are 
semantically similar. As such, the processes of linking elements of different languages, with 
inherent cultural and linguistic subjectivities, are conceptually related to the linking of data points 
from different ontologies. This probes into the validity of the ideal scenario mentioned in the 
literature, where many ontologies may coexist at the same time and interact effectively enough to 
create operational value for practitioners. 

5.7 “Ba” viewed through many different lenses 

The concept of Ba is well established in knowledge creation theory (Nonaka and Hirose Nishihara, 
2017) and can be roughly translated to mean “place”, “space” or “field”, implying a context or 
framework in which people can interact through the same thinking patterns enabling 
understanding and empathy. Ba dynamically evolves beyond time and space as the people who 
gather at the Ba bring and share their knowledge and experiences. One of the conditions of a good 
Ba is that it is self-organizing. Those who take part in multiple Bas can connect one Ba with another 
Ba. By connecting, linking and relating multiple Bas, new and diverse knowledge is created. A 
formal organizational structure does not automatically create Ba; instead a Ba can transcend 
formal organizational structures. A good Ba needs people who are committed to the Ba and it’s not 
necessary that it is a physical and real space; it can be a virtual space. 
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The description of Ba has uncanny similarities with that of the community of practice (CoP). Ba is 
akin to a proverbial “ether” in which CoPs are formed and facilitated to create knowledge. Perhaps 
it’s useful to metaphorically illustrate Ba as a chemical solution, in which reactants (people) are 
dissolved, and reactions occur (SECI model), encouraged further by catalysts (CoPs, processes, 
technologies, strategies etc.) to form products (knowledge). In the real world, Ba can therefore be 
used to described platforms, channels or artefacts, through which knowledge reactions can be 
facilitated, be it IT-driven or otherwise. 

Since Ba implies a frame of reference, or a shared rationality, it relates to a world-view constructed 
by some set of rules of reality contained within the people of the Ba. As such, subjectivity and 
contextuality is also tantamount to Ba. Given the description of Ba, it relates closely to the concept 
of an ontology, in the sense that an ontology, or even data-model, represents a certain shared 
viewpoint within a context or operational domain. Connecting different Bas as described before is 
congruent to interoperability between different ontologies, thus, data-models and systems, each 
having its own logic or rationality. Our view is that all these concepts are complementary and, 
regardless of whether Ba is composed of technical (explicit) or human (tacit) aspects, they can all 
be considered to be embodied by Ba, merely viewed through slightly different lenses.  

A central point in our research is to explore the role of computations in closing the theory-practice 
gap in knowledge creation and KM, in this case, understanding the philosophical entity of Ba via 
something more concrete. We’ve previously discussed the role of LSA in data linking and, in turn, 
the implications for interoperability. LSA as a vector space model provides an interesting angle to 
understand Ba from a totally quantitative perspective. 

To appreciate the relevance of LSA interpretations with respect to Ba, let’s touch on the cognitive 
psychological underpinnings of LSA, which is well established in the literature. LSA is intimately 
linked with the induction and representation of knowledge, thus dealing with meaning and 
semantics. Since knowledge is tacit and contextual, LSA quantifies and represents semantics by 
identifying its latent patterns embedded within the context. The semantic aspects of the data, 
related to the association of concepts implicit in the input dataset/corpus, is induced to create a 
latent semantic structure, as codified by the U and V matrices (refer to Section 4.7). Indeed, if the 
input data or corpus is different, the latent semantic structure, i.e. U and V matrices, will look 
different, and so will the computed semantic associations (cosine similarity) between the term and 
document vectors. Therefore, the U and V matrices represent a framework or schema, by which 
the corpus of document can be semantically interpreted within the same latent semantic space. 
The latent semantic space resulting from LSA can thus be considered an explicit representation of 
a particular “thinking pattern” by which the semantic relationships between words and documents 
can be determined. In linear algebra terms, the U and V matrices codify the word and document 
vectors in such a way that their semantic proximity can be gauged through cosine similarity. The 
latent semantic space induced by LSA is thus analogous to the concept of Ba – a shared space 
knowledge and meaning can “interact” or be compared to one another under the same rationality. 
If given different inputs, it will result in a different Ba, as with Nonaka’s definition, there could be 
different Bas, by which knowledge transfer, interaction and creation occur. This characterization 
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of LSA embodies the subjective nature of knowledge being created and understood within context 
of the specific Ba. 

The process and logic of folding-in has some significance with regards to Ba. Folding in new textual 
material involves creating a text vector and adhering it to an existing semantic space. This means 
effectively transforming the new textual material as a vector to the existing semantic space, so that 
they are of the same dimensionality as the existing semantic term and document vectors. The 
process of folding-in thus imposes the rationality/logic of the existing semantic space onto the new 
text vector, thereby allowing the new text to be interpreted in the existing semantic rationality. 
This is philosophically comparable to Ba, in the sense that new knowledge, embedded in people 
or otherwise, is added to an existing Ba, and is interpreted accordingly with respect to the logic of 
that Ba.  

While folding-in doesn’t change the logic of the existing semantic space, a re-computation of the 
semantic space does. Re-computing the semantic space based on a new corpus, or an addition to 
the existing corpus, changes the semantic space so that the logic of the additional documents is 
also taken into consideration. This is akin to the process of expanding a world view, or altering an 
existing rationality based on additional input. As such the re-computation of a semantic space is 
comparable to how Bas can expand and evolve its subjective rationality as people join or leave the 
Ba dynamically over time. 

LSA is interesting as a potential quantitative model for dynamic Ba, where one Ba could merge 
with another, or expand its scope based on the additional knowledge that is involved. LSA is able 
to take in growing datasets, which also expands the scope of the latent semantic space, e.g. 
expanding data from an individual, to a team, to an organization, or even domain. This process is 
also reminiscent to how CoPs evolve over time as a social phenomenon, bridging silos of people 
and knowledge, even across organizations, merging and splitting existing CoPs dynamically. 
Furthermore, the updating and re-computation of new latent semantic spaces is unsupervised and 
is therefore “self-organizing”, as is described for both Ba and CoPs. 

The LSA process takes subjectivity into consideration, with respect to the input corpus, and ability 
to induce semantic patterns from the natural language text. The latent semantic patterns can then 
be used to interpret other additional terms or documents (i.e. as query vectors or by folding in new 
terms or documents). Since digitalization in AEC is creating an increasing overload of data, there 
are interesting prospects of mining masses of texts that are humanly impossible to read in practice, 
and that may embody some knowledge related to the Bas and the CoPs they represent.  Ba relates 
to a latent semantic space as a shared context whereby meaning can be interpreted. As such, LSA 
exhibits an interesting relation to Ba, as well as the mechanics of knowledge described in the 
literature, and can advance the theoretical foundations of knowledge, while closing the gap 
between the philosophical models (theory) and the tangible or measurable (practice). 
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5.8 Combined understanding of knowledge creation 

In the literature, we’ve traversed a variety of related topics starting with the theoretical 
foundations of knowledge management and creation, followed by IT-driven discussions about 
KMS, interoperability, CBR, NLP, and eventually LSA related topics. The goal of this section to 
discuss the knowledge creation process, that is, the SECI model, and interpret how it underpins 
the other topics consistently. This helps us to understand knowledge creation as a truly multi-
dimensional concept and realize how LSA could potentially embody quantitative perspectives to 
characterize knowledge creation. 

The literature presents sundry views regarding processes that KMSs should incorporate. While 
different authors have identified between four and ten processes, all of them can be grouped under 
four core KM processes: 1) knowledge creation and acquisition, 2) knowledge storage and 
retrieval, 3) knowledge transfer and sharing, and 4) knowledge application (Alavi and Leidner, 
2001). This self-evidently has significant similarity with the processes of a CBR system i.e. 
retrieve, reuse, revise, retain, each to a different extent. Indeed, these show evident congruency 
with the processes of the SECI model (i.e. socialization, externalization, combination, and 
internalization). The relevance of information retrieval and LSA to many of the related topics were 
covered. Let’s discuss the rest with knowledge creation and the SECI model as a focal point. 

 Socialization and related concepts 

This process describes interactions of tacit knowledge with itself and involves only human related 
aspects of knowledge, communication and learning. Tacit knowledge is generated by direct 
experience of each individual and it goes to the non-rational mind (Polanyi, 1967). As Nonaka and 
Takeuchi emphasize, “Tacit knowledge is highly personal and hard to formalize, making it difficult 
to communicate or to share with others. Subjective insights, intuitions, and hunches fall into this 
category of knowledge” (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Since tacit knowledge is deeply rooted in an 
individual’s action and experience, as well as in the ideals, values, or emotions he or she embraces, 
socialization is also regarded the most challenging, but at the same time most important process 
to manage. 

Factors that inhibit socialization are difficult to improve, because they are behavioural and 
perceptual, and succumb to the habits and tendencies of people, like resistance to change, 
slowness to adjust, and other attitude related issues. It has been argued that IT provides limited 
value in this step of the SECI model. In practical terms, IT for socialization refers to “people finder” 
applications. In indexing people’s knowledge, skills and competences (KSCs), it can enable people 
to be found by others that can stimulate socialization. However, the challenge then is the need to 
accurately capture and profile people’s KSCs in such a way that the relevant people can indeed be 
found by sound information retrieval. This is where IT advances in data mining and semantic 
technology are playing an increasingly bigger role. With respect to KMS processes, the acquisition, 
storage and retrieval of knowledge is an increasingly important contributor for socialization. 
While socialization must be inherently undertaken by human consciousness and interaction, IT 
can still play a role in facilitating and stimulating socialization. Same analogy can be observed in 
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social media and/or matchmaking applications in civil society, where software assists people to 
connect and communicate.  

The augmentation of the socialization process through IT is also related to the broader issue of 
quantifying KM. The measurability of KM practices has been difficult for the same reason that 
tacit knowledge is typically not codified well enough for proper quantification and thus validation. 
In this sense, the digitalization of traditionally tacit activities such as socialization are incremental 
stepping stones towards a long-term vision enabling measurability. Unfortunately, this cannot 
occur over-night, however, given that many sectors are taking on characteristics of Moore’s law 
(high/exponential rate of development) as a result of general digitalization, the outlook is positive. 

Another issue during socialization is the significance of subjectivity and contextuality. Bias, be it 
cultural, disciplinary, or personal, is difficult even for humans to handle, not to mention 
computations. Nevertheless, we’ve discussed in the previous sections how LSA could emulate 
aspects of subjectivity, to the extent that is represented by the input corpus/dataset. This implies 
that if LSA is implemented upon data arising from some social interaction (e.g. communication 
threads, email contents, short text messages or in chat applications etc.), it can capture the bias 
that is implicit in the data, when semantically characterizing associations between words and 
groups of words. Of course, similar can be achieved with formal documentation (e.g. reports, 
requests for information (RFIs), schedules, task lists etc.). Furthermore, if those documentation 
can be linked to an individual or group/team, it’s possible to semantically profile them based on 
the associated documentation topics, which are representative of their KSCs within the subjective 
rationale of the individual or group. 

 Externalization and related concepts 

This is the process, by which tacit knowledge is externalized (from the mind) to become explicit 
representations, implying that thoughts, ideas, concepts, lessons, or any mental knowledge are 
written down or captured in a consistent, explicit format. Inherently, everything that has been 
written down is considered explicit knowledge and set in stone. However, there are also latent 
semantic patterns within texts that constitute the associations between concepts and topics, which 
are building blocks of meaning. These are “hidden” and thus imply that there is further processing 
that can be done still, on top of the existing explicit knowledge as we know it, to distil more 
meaning. According to LSA theory, such patterns are latent in the textual syntax that can be further 
extracted (or externalized) using appropriate techniques, forming semantics that would have been 
traditionally considered tacit knowledge and thus not inferable from the traditional explicit 
artefact. 

Considering the process of externalization in practice, it constitutes the manual documentation of 
certain knowledge for specific use-cases (e.g. expressing events in a report, lessons learnt in a 
message, queries in an RFI, documenting a hazard in a safety CBR system). Externalizing 
something also requires making sense of what one has learnt or knows, that are embedded in one’s 
mind and consolidating them into a consistent well-defined artefact that can be evaluated. 
Therefore, how a person codifies or externalizes his/her views and perspectives may also be 
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different from another, recalling the presence of subjectivity in this context, resulting in 
interoperability challenges of the explicit knowledge (as data) that has been externalized by 
different people, teams or organizations. 

Externalization also involve the cognitive process of summarization – crystalizing the fuzzy tacit 
knowledge into something specific and then representing it explicitly according to the intention of 
how it should be reused. As such, it is typically a cognitively demanding and time-consuming task, 
and for good reason, because thorough reasoning may help to enable better reusability of the 
knowledge. Motivation is thus really important in fuelling the necessary externalization efforts to 
be done (Bratianu and Orzea, 2010a). In addition, the literature promotes educating or 
communicating the importance of externalization so that the value for the individuals who are 
required to do the documentation is clear to them. In that way, more ownership and motivation 
can also be garnered among individuals that must undertake the documentation, thereby also 
yielding higher quality of the externalized content. Nevertheless, motivation may be the 
overwhelming challenge for externalization, that people are reluctant to invest the necessary 
efforts to codify knowledge. The growing amount of paperwork, documentation and reporting 
employees must do in knowledge-driven organizations today raise questions whether such efforts 
merely create additional load on busy workers without the trade-off of benefits. The reusability of 
the externalized content is hampered by limitations in current KM initiatives or associated IT 
solutions. Complaints about administration and bureaucracy are indeed commonplace in 
knowledge-driven organizations today. 

Data mining and automated reasoning processes can address the challenges of motivating people 
to make the necessary documentation. Machine learning techniques such as LSA can process 
masses amounts of data, capturing deep associations from the abundant passively generated data 
in day-to-day operations, that would have required active documentation to achieve. This does not 
imply that there would not still be human cognitive work in externalization, but that it would 
require less effort in structuring the codified knowledge compared to before. Given the amount of 
automation in cognitive tasks through AI applications, it seems promising that effective 
externalization would get progressively easier in future. Ideally, the goals and outcomes of 
externalization today, would eventually be met via processing only passively generated data, such 
as emails, client correspondences, work requests, plans, schedules, media publications, without 
the need for active additional documentation. 

 Combination and related concepts 

Traditionally, this entails collecting and combining explicit knowledge artefacts and 
consolidating/summarizing the concepts, usually over multiple revisions. Given the 
predominantly explicit knowledge that is involved in this process, IT driven techniques self-
evidently have had great contributions here. In terms of the KMS processes, combination has to 
do with the information storage and transfer activities. Document management and traditional 
IT systems handle this well. However, given that the consolidation of the explicit knowledge 
requires interpretation, it still involves tacit knowledge and human work. Analysing large amounts 
of data and information to create the ontology or schema is part of the combination process of 
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coming up with a framework to represent the unstructured explicit knowledge. In this respect, the 
CBR steps of revise and retain are underpinned by the combination process, where documented 
cases are interpreted, edited, and placed back into the case-base for storage. 

It is becoming evident that there is an intersection between the SECI processes of externalization 
and combination, especially from perspectives of data mining and machine learning. In practice, 
the externalization process constitutes documenting what is in the minds of individuals, which 
may naturally also include some consolidation, summarizing or even indexing. However, the latter 
is pushing into the combination process describing the handling of already explicit knowledge. 
Regardless of the delineation between externalization and combination, the result of the two 
processes is explicit knowledge that is concise and reusable for a predefined purpose, followed by 
the dissemination, sharing and transfer of the explicit knowledge. Advanced computations 
(handling exclusively explicit knowledge by definition) can alleviate the amount of human effort 
required for both externalization and combination processes. Therefore, the lines between 
externalization and combination may become more and more blurred, compared to the traditional 
situation where manual (tacit) vs automated (explicit) activities are clearly distinguishable.  

Applying AI and cognitive computing capabilities in the combination process can also mitigate 
issues regarding interoperability of the explicit knowledge, through automatic linking of 
associated concepts and topics, which would have required human intuition to carry out 
previously. Interoperability has traditionally been the core challenge in the combination process, 
where substantial manual work is required to make sense of the heterogenous explicit knowledge 
and structure it in a meaningful way. If indeed technology can help reduce the need for human 
cognitive labour and achieve comparable quality of reusable explicit knowledge artefacts, many of 
the fundamental challenges beyond interoperability, such as the measurability of KMSs and the 
theory-practice gap of KM, can be addressed at the same time. 

 Internalization and related concepts 

This is the process where learning is facilitated by reading and studying documentation. The 
practitioner interprets and makes sense of explicit knowledge in documentation, so that he/she 
empathizes with its perspectives, allowing it eventually to become embedded in the tacit mind. 
This implies that an individual actively pursues the understanding of existing documentation so 
that it becomes ingrained in the existing tacit world-view of that person, thus advancing, 
developing, and modifying existing beliefs, thoughts, and ideas. In this way, explicit knowledge in 
documentation becomes tacit once again and enables it to be put into action through the 
individual’s behaviours, skills, capabilities, and judgements. The human becomes the vehicle for 
knowledge and the SECI cycle repeats. 

In terms of KMSs, internalization is represented by processes of retrieval and application of 
knowledge. Likewise, from CBR literature, internalization is evident in the retrieve and reuse steps 
– involving the user’s interpretation and understanding of a retrieved past case and reusing it 
appropriately. In this case, the role of IT is thus a learning aid – a tool for individuals to find the 
most relevant information efficiently for internalization. As such, the integrity of information 
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retrieval, which also relies on sound capture and codification of knowledge, is of cardinal 
importance as a socio-technical learning tool. Internalization is inherently a cognitive process and 
is addressed centrally by disciplines such as human computer interaction, software usability, user 
experience assessment, and others exploring the effects of technology on human behaviour. 

From a data-centric perspective, consolidated and structured data in interoperable systems are 
certainly easier to retrieve and internalize than, for instance, segregated, heterogenous data. 
Therefore, interoperability of the explicit knowledge contributes strongly to the internalization 
potential, by making it easier for the user to reach and find the relevant explicit knowledge quickly. 
Furthermore, improved internalization – where explicit knowledge is effectively interpreted, 
learnt and integrated to allow the individual to utilize the new knowledge – therefore improves 
decision-making capabilities. 

What makes internalization a very philosophical concept is that different people may have 
different approaches and rationale for searching and interpret explicit knowledge, because of 
inherent subjectivity. For instance, even though a book is a consistent, explicit piece of knowledge, 
it may garner a variety of different thoughts, inspirations, behaviours, and actions from different 
individuals or groups. For this reason, it is important to consider the sense-making process, 
involving inherent contextuality, during the internalization process. LSA’s capability of inductive 
reasoning, as a model for sense-making, therefore, also resonates strongly with respect to 
internalization. It allows the codification of the subjective rationale within a corpus, so that the 
conceptual associations in the respective contexts can be more consistently represented for 
retrieval and linking, reducing the risk of ambiguity by human interpretation. 

5.9 “Sense-making” underpins knowledge creation  

At the point, it’s good to take a step back to look at where we departed with these discussions:  

RQ 1: Can Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) be used as an Intelligent System to address problems 
of Knowledge Management and Knowledge Creation theory? If so, how?  

The short answer is affirmative. From mediating and synthesizing the literature, it is quite clear 
that LSA can be used as an intelligent system, given its semantic inductive capabilities. LSA is able 
to address many KM practical challenges, with philosophical congruency to the theoretical aspects 
of KM. We’ve also discussed how LSA creates value from different perspectives through topics like 
interoperability, KM quantification, nature of tacit and explicit knowledge, concept of Ba, CoPs, 
KMSs like EDMSs and CBR systems, different search paradigms and information retrieval. We 
bring all these topics together by illustrating their links to knowledge creation, specifically under 
the SECI model. 

In our discourse, a recurring theme is the importance of sense-making as a cognitive process in 
knowledge creation, evident in all SECI processes and related topics. Sense-making capabilities 
appear to be a significant determinant of the SECI activities in practice. In other words, what each 
SECI process entails can change with time and technology, the latter of which directly influences 
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how sense-making occurs, as new computational techniques are adopted. Old bottlenecks may be 
relieved while new challenges may arise, and one SECI process may be critical at one 
time/circumstance, while another aspect may become a bottleneck in another time/circumstance. 
In all scenarios, the amount of required manual cognitive involvement by a human is the central 
point, being both the limitation and opportunity for innovation. Indeed, each of the SECI process 
involves sense-making needs. The only difference is the purpose of the specific SECI process, and 
whether tacit and/or explicit knowledge is involved. Let’s illustrate explicitly: 

Socialization: making sense of who knows what and engaging with individuals actively to share 
and challenge ideas, thoughts, behaviours, perspectives, and beliefs. 

Externalization: making sense of what is in one’s mind and thereby documenting it in a consistent 
form, with best assumptions on how it can be reused in future. 

Combination: making sense of existing documentation and organizing them into clear structured 
frameworks for reuse. 

Internalization: making sense of (learning from) documentation, so that the knowledge can be 
understood and engrained into thoughts, behaviours, even intuition, allowing it to be actively 
usable in practice. 

Sense-making is a fundamental part of knowledge creation. The role of LSA in augmenting 
knowledge creation is clear, as it is an apt embodiment of sense-making – given that LSA is a 
theory of meaning, as well as a set of practical computational techniques.  

In the following chapter, we describe the experimental design involving investigations in a three 
specific AEC problem contexts using LSA, to address the rest of the research questions.  
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 Experimental design 

6.1 Recap of research questions 

The last chapter provides in-depth discussion and reasoning of related topics. It develops our 
definition of the research problems and primarily addresses the first of four principal research 
questions. In this chapter, we describe how we go about testing the rest of the research questions 
through analyses in several investigation cases as AEC problem contexts. The rationale and steps 
of the investigations for the following few chapters are explained here. 

Let’s discuss the remaining research questions briefly to plot the path forward: 

RQ2: Can various perspectives of AEC problems (i.e. communities of practice, design, 
construction, operation) be formulated from the perspectives of Knowledge Management and 
Knowledge Creation theory? If so, how?  

RQ3: Can existing, abundant data and/or documentation from AEC industry be utilized for the 
LSA approach? If so, how and with what limitations/opportunities in terms of data? 

RQ4: Can valuable insights, comparable to tacit knowledge, be inferred automatically from 
abundant unstructured AEC documentation and/or data through LSA? If so, how and with what 
limitations/opportunities in terms of insights? 

Thus far in the thesis, we haven’t yet covered aspects of RQ2, which underlines whether the diverse 
nature of problems in AEC, with varying degrees of overlap between disciplines and stages of the 
lifecycle, can all be consistently related to the KM philosophies. The focus of RQ2 is thus to take 
various specific real-world problem contexts in different stages or circumstances in AEC, and test 
whether they can be conceptually formulated to be a KM problem. We begin this probe in this 
chapter and then proceed to test in the following investigation chapters whether available data in 
the specific AEC problem contexts can be utilized considering capabilities of LSA (RQ3), leading 
to how KM and knowledge creation can thus be improved respectively. 

What we know thus far is that there is an abundance of data and documentation (as discussed in 
Section 3.3), thus RQ3 is partially addressed. In each of the upcoming investigation chapters, we 
find out the nature of the data that can be acquired in practice with respect to each problem 
context, and to what extent are such data useful without substantial manual cleaning or 
organizing. RQ3 leads to RQ4 in terms of what resulting insights can be obtained that are of value. 
More specifically, RQ3 addresses whether the data can be usable in LSA with expected results, 
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while RQ4 addresses a step beyond – whether and how the outputs of LSA are valuable in terms 
of KM in AEC.  

6.2 AEC problem contexts for investigation 

Three different AEC problem contexts are chosen to be the concrete premises of the investigations. 
The details of how each relates to KM and subsequent data analysis will be covered later in each 
subsequent chapter respectively. Here, we give an overview of the different contexts and describe 
briefly their relevance by discussing the definition of the problem within the context, how it can 
conceptually relate to KM, and how the available data can be tested in the investigation. 

 Problem context 1: CoP Mapping in Nuclear Field 

The nuclear field poses an apt analogy to the AEC industry, given its heterogenous nature. Most 
practitioners in the nuclear field are from other disciplines, resulting in very diverse working 
circumstances. The nuclear environment is arguably more diverse and chaotic than that of AEC 
given the number of disciplines involved in the long lifecycles of nuclear facilities and the drawn-
out decommissioning and disposal phases, all of which are compounded by the heavy regulatory 
frameworks that govern all operations. 

This makes it challenging from KM perspective, in particular with respect to the development of 
knowledge and competences, and the identification of transferable knowledge across sub-
domains, as well as between academia, research and industry. The European Qualifications 
Framework categorizes three qualifiers “knowledge”, “skills”, and “competences” (KSCs) to help 
improve the comparability between students, trainees, and practitioners from different fields and 
disciplines (Bologna Working Group on Qualifications Frameworks, 2005), both in academia and 
industry. There are great challenges in managing nuclear KSCs, given their semantic fuzziness. 
Similar texts may describe different concepts and different texts may describe similar concepts 
among different domains involved in nuclear operations. This is difficult for the indexing, 
searching and matching of semantically similar KSCs within an information system, to facilitate 
transfer and mobility of KSCs, in practice, as a “people-search” KMS.  

The management of KSCs relates directly to the mapping of communities of practice (CoPs) within 
and across organizations, which is significant for improving the understanding of Ba, as channels 
and networks for knowledge sharing. Mapping the typology of CoPs in nuclear field is difficult 
given the diverse nature of the operations, involving many perspectives and language usage 
patterns. Therefore, similar challenges of subjectivity exist for the identification of CoP typologies, 
which typically require expert tacit knowledge (specifically of cross-domain experts) to make the 
connections between related interdisciplinary concepts and topics. 

In this investigation, we initiate a simple probe to test how CoPs within the nuclear field, may be 
inferred computationally from existing documentation. As input data, we take examples from 
textual KSC descriptions of nuclear practitioners and test if CoPs can be mapped and visualized 
using LSA and clustering techniques, inducing non-obvious conceptual links that would have 
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required domain-specific tacit knowledge to achieve. From perspectives of KMS, this is related to 
the mapping of people and knowledge, that is, mapping location of knowledge within and across 
organizations. Compared to the other investigations, this one focusses more on underlining the 
logic of LSA transparently, with a small dataset in this case, paving the way for more detailed 
analyses in subsequent chapters using larger datasets, which are more difficult to clearly 
demonstrate the LSA mechanisms. These mechanisms are directly transferable to any CoP 
mapping efforts within AEC contexts, provided domain textual documentation. 

 Problem context 2: Constructability issues and their conceptual associations 

Constructability problems are common on the construction site, due to the lack of construction 
experience in the design team and absence of tools to address constructability. It is well known 
that closer collaboration between practitioners from different phases of the lifecycle can lead to 
better designs, higher production efficiency, and improved customer or user experience. Such 
human collaboration allows complex knowledge from subsequent phases of the lifecycle to be 
integrated early in the design phase, towards further optimization of the design beyond merely 
technical parameters.  

The challenge of disseminating constructability knowledge lies in its abstract and subjective 
nature. Because of this, it requires expert tacit understandings before improvements can be 
realized (Wong et al., 2007). Consequently, this limits the capacity of explicated or codified 
constructability guidelines as they are often unable to cover the myriad unique factors in each 
design and/or construction case. This is related to the philosophical KM trade-off of 
generalizability vs adaptability discussed earlier. On the other hand, the prediction of specific 
constructability problems upon design review is readily achievable through high-level human 
cognition and tacit knowledge embodied in so-called engineering intuition (Kuo and Wium, 2014), 
especially by experienced professionals. 

In this investigation we test how tacit semantic constructability knowledge/experience can be 
induced using LSA from typical project documentation. We test whether the relationships between 
different structural/mechanical/electrical elements, their qualities, and further associated 
problems, can be inferred from available authentic textual data on constructability. We also 
investigate whether this type of insight can be meaningful and made dynamically accessible for 
gauging future designs. In practice, this relates closely to the processes of a CBR system. However, 
as opposed to keyword-based information retrieval, this investigation focuses on the semantics of 
the input documentation contents, capturing the topical associations between concepts of 
constructability, to induce deeper links between data entities. Part of this investigation is also to 
gauge whether the size of the available collected documentation suffices in achieving these 
intuitive semantic inferences. The automatic linking of concepts contributes to the interoperability 
questions regarding inter-linking and combining cases from different CBR systems. 
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 Problem context 3: BIM-based cross-language change management 

Design changes are very common in the building industry, where dynamic feedback, due to 
iterative cycles, are ubiquitous (Lyneis, Cooper and Els, 2001). The one-off nature of construction 
projects has often been used to justify unpredictable changes, however, even in such contexts 
many repetitive issues occur from project to project. Many of such potential change issues could 
well have been anticipated in advance and thus avoided given the tacit knowledge of experienced 
designers, and close collaboration between different design parties. In the advent and increasing 
adoption of BIM, the design reviews and change issue predictions often occur in a BIM-based 
working environment, in which multiple interrelated models are produced in individual design 
tasks by different disciplines/parties. This creates great a challenge for the management of change 
across different models, in sight of change prompts and requests for information (RFIs) from both 
designers and contractors on site. 

In recent years, the introduction of the BIM Collaboration Format (BCF) into the BIM ecosystem 
has enabled an additional layer of semantically rich communication between different project 
participants. It introduces a workflow communication capability connected to IFC models. The 
idea is to separate the “communication” aspects from the actual model. In particular, it was 
envisioned to enable the conveyance of RFIs, proposals, change prompts, or other 
queries/requests related to the model, collectively referred to as issues. The BCF is an Open BIM 
standard format developed by BIM companies Solibri and Tekla in 2010 as “bcfXML v1”, and later 
“bcfXML v2” was released in October 2014 and adopted by BuildingSMART (2018). The BCF 
presents a repository of semantically rich issues of change-related knowledge. Alluding to KM 
concepts of Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995), the BCF presents a codified form of otherwise tacit 
knowledge, which can then be appropriately internalized by the designers to be applied in value 
creating work, as part of the knowledge creation cycle. 

In this investigation, we mine/extract textual natural language descriptions in BCF issues from a 
BIM-based renovation project in Finland. We process the data using LSA to test the matching of 
texts on a semantic/conceptual level rather than explicit string matching used in keyword-based 
systems. We also test whether relationships between issues – the nature of the problem and the 
elements/assets that it entails – can be computationally inferred, thereby presenting a predictive 
capability that can recommend potential related change issues beyond the most obvious. 
Furthermore, since the problem context is from a project in Finland, and the BCF issues are in 
Finnish language, we use the opportunity to explore whether LSA can be done natively in Finnish. 
Additionally, we also test whether cross-language semantic inference can be done – in which the 
query can be in one language and the retrieval results in the other. This helps us to assess whether 
the algorithm can be trained to “understand” both English and Finnish (inferring topical and 
conceptual relationships amid each language and across languages) given input data in both 
languages. 

We investigate whether the LSA-based technique can enable issues, as change cases, to be 
automatically captured from BCF in BIM, then processed and stored in such a way that future 
designers are able to effectively query for past similar and related issues, or even be automatically 
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recommended potential issues based on the inductive logic.  This is geared to enhance the 
designers’ capacity to learn or internalize historical change-related knowledge and improve future 
design decisions in avoiding change, in a BIM-based environment. Furthermore, we also explore 
whether language barriers may be broken down using LSA, as a matter of ontological linking 
across languages. We determine if similar entities between two ontologies that are syntactically 
independent (languages) can be linked consistently and intuitively by LSA, thus contributing as a 
potential approach to address fundamental interoperability challenges. 

6.3 Analyses approach for each AEC problem context 

For the following three chapters (Chapters 7–9), each of the three different problem contexts is 
investigated and the rest of the research questions (RQ2–RQ4) are tested and validated. Each 
chapter’s investigation follows a series of general analysis steps with only slight variations, 
dependant on the AEC problem context. Nevertheless, the redundancies are minimized from one 
investigation to the next and different aspects of the LSA enquiries are extended each time. Below, 
the analysis steps for each investigation are described. This also describes the general structure of 
each of the following three chapters. 

 Introduction of AEC problem context in KM view 

 Give a background of the problem context and motivate relevance 

 Discuss problem context with reference to underpinning KM issues 

The introduction addresses mainly RQ2 by clarifying how the concrete AEC problem context can 
be considered a KM problem. This gives depth to the theoretical implications of solving the 
information retrieval problem in each case. 

 Data collection and preliminary study 

 Explain the rationale for data collection in each case 

 Describe survey process and nature of the collected data 

 Present the data formatting and preparations for LSA 

The data collection step addresses RQ3 primarily and indicates the types of authentic domain 
data/documentation that can be acquired and that are readily available in the real-world. We then 
demonstrate that the data requires minimal manual preparation to be usable for LSA. 

 Primary LSA Process 

 Text parsing and filtering  

 Construction of term-by-document matrix (TDM) 
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 Term weighting TF-iDF 

 Singular value decomposition of the TDM 

 Dimensionality reduction 

 Cosine similarity calculations 

 Query and retrieval 

The results arising from the primary LSA process (as described in detail in Chapter 4) contributes 
to validate RQ3 – whether the abundant data can be utilized as input for the LSA approach. 

 Post-processing and analyses 

 Semantic vector manipulations, sorting and ranking 

 Hierarchical clustering 

 Further visualizations (such as cosine similarity matrix and dendrogram) 

The post-processing further deepens the enquiry to address RQ3 and onwards to RQ4. Here, we 
see if additional analyses and methods based on the outputs of the core LSA process can further 
infer semantic insights, as a testament to the sense-making capabilities of LSA.  

Hierarchical clustering is a common method used in data mining and statistics to induce a 
hierarchy of clusters, of which the results are usually presented as a dendrogram, similar to a tree 
diagram. An example of a dendrogram is shown in Figure 6-1 (a). The dendrogram indicates how 
the lowest level entities, known as leaf nodes, join with other similar leaf nodes as the clusters are 
merged with increasing level of abstraction upwards on the hierarchy. The longer the vertical lines, 
the further the bottom two nodes/clusters are semantically related. We test how hierarchical 
clustering and related visualizations can help to deepen the insights inferred from LSA. We apply 
the bottom-up agglomerative hierarchical clustering technique in all our investigations to do 
simple cluster analysis on the semantic terms and documents. 

 

Figure 6-1 Example of an arbitrary (a) dendrogram and (b) cosine similarity matrix. 

The cosine similarity matrix (distance matrix) visualization is a square symmetrical matrix 
containing the cosine similarity values, taken pairwise, between the i-th and j-th element of the 
matrix. Therefore, the diagonals of the cosine similarity matrix all have the value of one (i and j 
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are identical). We use this method to visualize the pairwise term-term and term-document 
similarities on one diagram and discuss further implications. An example of the cosine similarity 
matrix is shown in Figure 6-1 (b), shaded according to the cosine similarity values. The diagonals 
of the matrix are highest i.e. values of one. 

Since it is not the goal of our research specifically investigate hierarchical clustering techniques 
nor distance matrices, we do not go into detail about their respective mechanics. We simply apply 
them to the outputs of LSA as semantic term- and document-vectors for further insights within 
each AEC problem context. These functions are widely available in commercial software, such as 
MATLAB. 

The post-processing methods explained above are applied within all three AEC problem context 
investigations. However, due to the nature of the different problem contexts, additional analyses 
methods are also used specifically for each AEC context. These additional methods are explained 
in the respective chapter’s sections on post-processing methods, as well as the results and 
discussion. New methods of post-processing and analyses are typically extensions of the previous 
methods to deepen the analysis progressively from one problem context to the next.  

Additional methods, that are specific to a problem context, include: 

 Inspection of TF-iDF weighted TDM even before SVD. 

 Using cosine similarity for pairwise comparisons of predefined terms/documents. 

 Integration of hierarchical clustering and cosine similarity matrix. 

 Using hierarchical clustering and queries in different successions. 

 Clustering terms and documents separately and together for different interpretations. 

 Utilization of simple arithmetic of vectors. 

 Using successive query and retrieval cycles, for explorative search. 

 Comparing LSA and clustering results of two languages separately. 

 Carrying out a cross-language assessment using a single LSA semantic space. 

 Results and discussions for each AEC problem context 

At the end of each investigation, there is a discussion on the results and findings with respect to 
the specific AEC problem context. In this section, discourse is held about the outputs of the LSA 
process, all the post-processing and additional methods employed, and their implications with 
respect to the specific AEC problem context. We cover various combinations of the following: 

 Interpretation of U and V matrices in general 

 Exploration of U and V matrices in terms of the problem case 
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 Understanding the nature of semantic vectors 

 Intuitively interpreting term-document and term-term cosine similarities 

 Effects of different dimensionalities and respective interpretations 

 Considerations to choose the dimensions to retain (for dimensionality reduction) 

 Implication of choosing a cosine similarity threshold for retrieval 

 Design of visualizations and clustering and related interpretations 

 Amount of data needed for sensible inference 

 Successive, iterative query practices enabling knowledge exploration 

 Comparisons between visualizations of different analyses 

 Limitations of the LSA technique in the problem context 

 Dual-language application of LSA 

The discussions following each investigation interpret the results and articulate how the insights 
contribute to the specific AEC problem context, as well as broader underpinning KM perspectives 
and/or the opportunities and limitations arising from the findings. As such, RQ3 and RQ4 are 
addressed extensively in each problem context to motivate whether domain-specific insights can 
indeed be inferred computationally, which otherwise would have been considered to require 
human interpretation or reasoning. The inference of domain-specific insights has direct 
implication on the modelling sense-making processes and contributes to conjectures of tacit 
knowledge, the nature of Ba, and other related topics of knowledge creation. 

6.4 Limitations of the methodology and experimental design 

A fundamental aspect of our methodology and the experimental design is that the validation of the 
results, especially those addressing RQ4 (regarding whether valuable insights can be inferred 
comparable to tacit knowledge), is based on inspection and intuitive interpretation of the LSA 
outputs within each of AEC problem context. These outputs and interpretations include the above-
mentioned discussion points and in-depth interpretations in each investigation, along with the 
respective representations and visualizations. We do not employ quantitative validation for a few 
important reasons, which we would like to reinforce here. 

Datasets sizes are variable in the real-world and our investigations must consider the possibility 
that large datasets are not always available in scenarios of AEC problem contexts. Moreover, we 
have seen that there is a need for capabilities to handle potentially small datasets, as well as texts 
that represent very subjective and contextual scenarios, aside from being domain-specific and rich 
with jargons. Our methodology is designed so that the size of the dataset used in the analysis does 
not attribute to the integrity of the research questions and how they are validated. 
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The characteristic of our methodology and experimental design is that no numerical evaluation 
metrics are used, as would be expected in typical data processing investigations. In those cases, 
the aim of the research is typically different and focusses on validating results of an algorithmic 
processing method with reference to some benchmark dataset or results from other quantitative 
studies, which are lacking upon the premise of our research in the AEC problem contexts. Indeed, 
it is our intention to investigate whether LSA can be used within a variety of different AEC problem 
contexts, given undefined sizes of datasets. Following this, as stated before, the results of the 
analyses of textual data and knowledge modelling in each case are not considered ground truth. 
Thus, the size of the dataset is immaterial to validating whether LSA can give intuitive results. 

It is not our intention to discover knowledge within these textual datasets for the purpose of 
producing universal guidelines in each of the AEC problem contexts, therefore, the LSA outputs 
cannot be utilized as such. Rather, we validate through the discussions, interpretations and post-
processing techniques described in this chapter, whether LSA can infer insights that would 
traditionally have required human work. As such, we look at whether self-evident conceptual and 
logical associations between domain-specific concepts can be induced by LSA. 

Given our setup of the analyses and contextual textual datasets, it is hypothetically possible to 
consider validating our LSA outputs with a large number of expert respondents through 
qualitative interviews or questionnaires regarding their interpretations of the results of LSA. This 
implies eventually using precision and recall metrics (as described in Section 5.4) based on 
qualitative inputs from respondents or user testing investigations, as a matter of numerical 
optimization of LSA. In that case, much larger dataset would be needed for analyses, along with 
large enough respondent/test-user sample groups, representing some definable extent of the AEC 
domain. Still then, the enquiry would still inherently succumb to issues of bias associated with the 
qualitative techniques. Such a methodology, although possible, requires substantial additional 
resources beyond what is practically reasonable within the scope of this thesis. Much of our 
resources are focussed on our goal of investigating several diverse AEC problem contexts 
empirically and addressing the theory-practice gap, as a fundamental challenge in KM research. 

Therefore, it is out of our scope to formulate a separate experimental design for quantitative 
validation of expert respondent or user testing, and to numerically benchmark the performance of 
LSA in distilling insights. 
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 CoP mapping investigation 

7.1 Summary of CoP mapping investigation 

The point of this investigation is to understand how mapping of nuclear knowledge, skills and 
competences (KSCs) corresponds to that of Communities of Practice (CoPs), which play an 
important role in KM. As input data to the LSA, we acquire and prepare a few example texts 
describing KSCs in the nuclear field and determine whether non-obvious domain-specific 
semantic links can be inferred between terms. Furthermore, we use clustering to see whether some 
meaningful visualization (as a “knowledge map”) can be established, based on the semantic 
characterization of the input data. The small set of data used in this investigation is chosen 
deliberately in order to demonstrate and discuss the mechanics of LSA with as much intuitive 
transparency as possible during interpretation. 

The results of this investigation allow us to look in-depth at term-term and term-document query-
retrieval mechanisms, as well as the different artefacts and by-products of the processes. The 
results also demonstrate the validity of hierarchical clustering, visualization, and summarization 
for mapping CoPs semantically and autonomously. Furthermore, we can test and verify the 
underlying implications of the dimensionality reduction on enhancing the semantic 
characterization of the vectors representing KSCs in practice. These are testaments to the amount 
of insights and semantic structures that can be identified using LSA, even with a very small dataset 
chosen for this investigation. 

7.2 Introduction and problem description of CoP mapping 

 Why use the nuclear problem context? 

The nuclear field’s diversity is a suitable comparison to that of the AEC industry. It consists of 
many disciplines, and identifying the transferability of knowledge is crucial, as a means to map 
CoPs across domains and even between academia, research and industry. The heterogeneity of the 
nuclear field is thus a good context for our investigation with the goal of bridging the gaps between 
different CoPs, which can span organizations and sectors. The development and management of 
knowledge, skills and competences (KSCs) are relevant for the future of the AEC field, which may 
specialize and consolidate with other disciplines that are typically considered as peripheral to AEC, 
such as computer science, economics, artistic and aesthetic design, hospitality, tourism, with new 
business models to add to the expanding AEC ecosystem. 
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The nuclear field is a specialized niche area with domain-specific associations between concepts 
that may not be evident in other fields. Non-obvious and non-general links between concepts in 
nuclear domain pose a good investigation context for the induction of connections that 
traditionally would require an expert’s intuition. This trait is shared in the AEC disciplines and 
other expert domains, indicating the broad applicability of semantic linking application across 
CoPs that are not limited by specific formal domains or organizational structures involved. It is 
useful to explore the problems of CoP fragmentation, where personnel from one CoP may not have 
tacit knowledge about another, therefore not knowing whether another CoP could hold relevant 
and transferable KSCs compared to one’s own – a missed opportunity for collaboration. 

Another strong motivation for investigating the nuclear context is our involvement in the 
“PETRUS” project, with this very focus. PETRUS (Project for Education, Training and Research 
for Underground Storage) is a project granted by the European Commission, with the objective to 
promote Education and Training (E&T) in geological disposal of radioactive nuclear waste. Since 
2005, PETRUS coordinates efforts in universities, radioactive waste management organisations, 
training providers and research institutes to develop cooperative approach to nuclear waste 
disposal. The PETRUS Consortium proposes a strategy to ensure the continuation, renewal and 
improvement of professional skills by sharing resources from both academia and industries, and 
includes 21 representatives from 12 different countries around Europe (European Commision, 
2015). As such, our involvement PETRUS enables ample access to real-world resources and 
experts in the nuclear field, providing data, knowledge and validation on research questions with 
practical relevance. Furthermore, the PETRUS agenda deals with the modelling and linking of 
transferable KSCs across different organizations and sectors. This is a sound testbed for 
investigating the mapping of CoPs in the nuclear domain, which is equally portable to 
contributions in the AEC context. 

 KSC management and CoP mapping 

In December 2004, the ministers of 32 European countries, responsible for vocational education 
and training, decided to create a European Qualifications Framework (EQF). The European 
Commission presented a proposal for this framework, which was confirmed in 2008 by the 
European Parliament (Bologna Working Group on Qualifications Frameworks, 2005) with the 
explicit statement that it is applicable not only to vocational education and training, but also to 
general and higher education. In the corresponding documents, it is requested that the different 
levels of qualifications are described in terms of knowledge, skills, and competences (KSCs).  

Since 2009, the European Human Resource Observatory in the Nuclear Energy Sector (EHRON) 
has monitored the situation with the nuclear workforce. It stresses that the competences in critical 
nuclear technologies are becoming difficult to sustain. The demography of those working in the 
industry, research and academia indicates that given the aging workforce profile there is the 
danger of competence being deteriorated and ultimately lost. Strategies must be developed to 
attract young people, retrain staff and attract experts from other industries. For such a strategy 
there is need for knowledge partnerships between government, industry, educational and training 
providers and science and research communities (Matselyukh, Chenel-ramos and Ceclan, 2015). 
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To address the gap in the required expert resources within the nuclear industry sector, improved 
KSC management is cardinal. KSC management in the EU nuclear sector needs to create, test and 
implement the instruments that meet the requirements of multiple domains and stakeholders, 
with emphasis on borderless mobility and transferability of knowledge, thus facilitating the 
compatibility and comparability between different ontologies of KSC representations. Such 
characterization of the KSC problem is reminiscent also in the AEC sector. 

The fundamental challenge arises that the growing number of different frameworks defined for 
different purposes and stakeholders in codifying KSCs make them increasingly difficult to manage. 
Current IT systems based on explicit ontologies rely on human constructed semantic networks 
and association structures, which are time-consuming to create. These problems are related to 
systems’ interoperability and the tacit nature of knowledge embedded in the experts of the 
domain. Management of KSCs in the nuclear context presents a broader view of knowledge 
transferability than the scope of CoPs, which is often within the organization. Nevertheless, 
management of KSCs and CoPs are similar in theory and practice. 

Both the nuclear and AEC industry is knowledge-driven, and their value is created through 
different domain knowledge communities as CoPs, where continual developments in expert 
learning occurs among its members. The CoP perspective was introduced by Lave and Wenger 
(1991) who proposed the situated nature of learning, in which individuals acquire professional 
expertise, leading to membership in a group of people sharing common KSCs. CoPs are inherent 
amid human interactions in organizations and may not even be evident at all to its members, 
because CoPs “need not be reified as such in the discourse of their participants” (Wenger, 1999), 
are not stable or static entities, and evolve over time as new members join and others leave 
(Roberts, 2006). This definition underlines the dynamic nature of CoPs and thus the difficulties 
in mapping them, which is fundamental for assessing the alignment of KSCs between individuals, 
teams, organizations, and even sectors. Challenges in fostering CoPs are rooted in the tacit nature 
of knowledge, that is difficult to manage given its fuzzy and human-orientated nature. Therefore, 
coming up with some typology of organizational KSCs is very difficult. Nevertheless, the CoP 
approach has become increasingly influential within management literature and practice, and is 
currently being used to analyse and facilitate knowledge transfer in a wide range of organizational 
environments (Roberts, 2006).  

This investigation contributes by addressing the fundamental problem of mapping latent and 
dynamic CoPs through the use of textual data mining and the machine learning technique of LSA, 
and subsequent hierarchical clustering, to visualize typologies of CoPs. The nuclear context, 
through PETRUS project, gives us a suitable environment to begin the exploration of KM and LSA 
from a broader KSC management perspective, that is equally applicable to the AEC context. 

7.3 Data collection of KSCs for CoP mapping 

In this investigation, we focus on using a small amount of data to demonstrate the logic of LSA in 
relation to the real-world problems underpinned by the data. This serves as an initial proof of 
concept, from which to deepen in subsequent investigations involving more data. The small 
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dataset lends itself also to test the typical assumption that machine learning can only be effective 
given very large datasets. Addressing this has significant practical implications to the feasibility of 
machine learning utilization in domain-specific applications in real-world scenarios, where data 
are typically limited compared to the big data of the open internet. 

 Preliminary CoP use-case qualitative study  

As a precursor to the collection of data for this investigation, a rudimentary exploratory study was 
done via interviews with PETRUS consortium committee members. Since this is not part of the 
main investigation, but rather an auxiliary/subsidiary discussion on the side line to complement 
the investigation, these results will just be briefly presented here for transparency. 

The preliminary study aims to establish the premise, value and use-cases of CoP mapping with 
respect to the nuclear industry organizations, specifically the practitioner profile. Presumably, the 
mapping of CoPs can improve decision-making capacity on different levels. The value of improved 
discoverability of CoPs may thus be different for different practitioners. According to exploratory 
interviews with PETRUS committee members, the following practitioner profiles and needs 
addressed by the mapping of CoPs can be identified: 

1) Executive board members need to gauge the strategically relevant competences of the 
organization in the long-term, as well as to constantly assess alignment of the existing 
combined competences of all the CoPs, on a high level of abstraction. These, as well as the 
ability to adapt quickly to new emerging competence fields, create the long-term 
competitive advantage of organizations. 

2) Line managers and/or technical directors readily need to make decisions about the 
constituent of their own department/division/unit to ensure profitability. This implies 
drafting appropriate personnel from other departments (as a matter of internal mobility), 
developing existing personnel’s competences, or recruiting new human resources. The 
identification of CoPs allows technical directors to make decisions about building teams 
with the most complementary competences for specific new project tenders. This is 
challenging as teams are often multidisciplinary and located within different 
departments/divisions/units, and some may belong to multiple CoPs. 

3) Project managers cater typically for operational efficiency within project teams and readily 
need to make decisions about subcontracting and/or combining existing teams with others 
in order to achieve the productivity required. Understanding the typology of CoPs is an 
enabler of sound decisions in this regard. The project manager, given the intimacy with 
team members, typically also conduct mentorships/apprenticeships and competence 
development activities. It is thus useful to identify relevant CoPs, in which such 
experiential learning and development can occur, especially in the common case that the 
team itself does not possess all the necessary competences to achieve certain engineering 
objectives. 
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4) Typical technical personnel such as engineers, scientists, researchers, technologists or 
general knowledge workers solve problems and complete tasks on a daily basis according 
to schedules and time-sheets. Often, problems are complex to solve and, in addition to 
immediate personal social acquaintances in the workplace, there needs to be a platform 
where practitioners can accurately identify or discover the existing CoPs within the 
organization, from whom expert experience can be sought. Many engineering problems 
are repetitive and likely to have been experienced, or even solved, by other personnel or 
CoPs at some point in the organization. Each problem solved in this manner is a lesson 
learnt that can be applied further and is a robust method for facilitating a self-learning 
organization on the operational level. 

5) Human resource (HR) personnel cater for the human resource growth of the organization 
and primarily makes the recruitment decisions. HR needs to know which KSCs are lacking 
or desired to be developed further in the organization, matching applicants with such KSC 
requirements. Understanding the CoP constituency helps HR personnel to identify KSC 
gaps, which in turn enables more insight regarding training and development decisions, in 
addition to recruitment. 

6) Individuals from professional industry associations, unions and councils must engage in 
open communication with companies and understand the needs of the industry as a whole, 
as well as the competence landscape embodied by CoPs, which may change with time. The 
associations/unions/councils suggest standards and act as the link between industry and 
education/research institutions in order to lobby for the alignment of KSCs being fostered 
and those in demand by industry. CoPs within organizations are clear indicators of the 
relevant professional KSCs in the industry. 

These preliminary findings show strong alignment to the knowledge-based view of the firm and 
knowledge creation being a dynamic process of interactions through Ba. Many of the practitioner-
profiles also relate to the use of KMSs that are reminiscent to CBR systems and EDMSs, consistent 
with that of the AEC literature. This helps to support the broad conceptual assumptions about 
CoPs in nuclear industry and how they also could translate to practical relevance in AEC. 

 KSC data for LSA analysis 

In this investigation, we take 11 “documents” representing the KSCs of 11 nuclear experts: 

1. “The behaviour of barriers in the geological disposal of spent nuclear fuel” 

2. “Nuclear emergency response planning based on decision analysis” 

3. “Ageing of concrete structures in Finnish rock caverns as application facilities for nuclear 
waste” 

4. “Solute transport modelling of geological multi-barrier disposal system”  

5. “Fire simulation models for radiative heat transfer and probabilistic risk assessment”  
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6. “User interface for supporting operators' awareness in nuclear power plant control rooms” 

7. “Systems usability concept for control room design” 

8. “Interactive multi-criteria decision support - tools for practical applications” 

9. “Fuel performance modelling in nuclear power plant”  

10. “Code for nuclear fuel cycle analysis” 

11. “Nuclear power plant procurement contracting in risky projects” 

As can be seen, these “documents” or sentences are free-form, of different lengths, and each 
describes a specific aspect of nuclear knowledge, which can be descriptors of specific KSCs 
required for certain expert functions in the nuclear field. Such textual material describing KSCs is 
available in abundance in existing organizational documentation attributing to individuals (e.g. 
job profiles, project descriptions, reports and schedules, correspondences etc.), just as they would 
be documented in academia (e.g. course descriptions and materials, assignments etc.), and 
research (department descriptions, scientific articles, reports etc.). 

Traditionally, in qualitative analysis, the experts (as in the PETRUS Consortium) would read 
through texts, such as the 11 documents shown above, and attempt to identify topics, and cluster 
KSCs based on relationships between topics, or upon a separate pre-determined logic, criteria, or 
ontology. This constitutes cognitive sense-making processes, bringing along many challenges of 
subjectivity and laboriousness as discussed previously. KSC descriptors would in reality involve 
much more text than the 11 documents used in this investigation, and are thus likely of a scale that 
may be humanly impractical to manage. In this investigation, we illustrate the logic of the 
proposed LSA technique with a small, albeit real-world, dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness 
and mechanics of the LSA technique. A smaller dataset allows ease of interpretation, as opposed 
to large datasets. We then determine how the automatic, non-supervised LSA technique can 
contribute to semantic mapping of KSCs and thus the CoPs they represent, scalable to larger 
datasets and domains. 

7.4 LSA process 

 Text parsing and filtering for KSC data 

We carry out the parsing using a data science platform tool called RapidMiner 
(https://rapidminer.com/). Since same steps can be carried out in virtually any valid textual 
processing tool, it is trivial which software is used. The first step is to parse the 11 documents by 
converting them all to lower-case and extract unique terms via tokenization. Then, we apply 
morphological stemming to convert the texts to the infinitive forms without 
inflections/conjugations. There are many existing open source stemming algorithms used in 
natural language processing. One of the most widely used is the Snowball stemmer 
(http://snowballstem.org), which we use in our analysis. Stop-word removal is then done to filter 
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out words such as “the”, “of”, “in” etc. This is achieved easily by using pre-determined stop-word 
lists typical in natural language processing. We simply use the standard stop-word list in the 
RapidMiner platform. The above steps are as described in detail Section 4.4 and the resulting 
terms, in their stemmed formats, with respect to each document, are shown in Table 7-1. Note, 
that many of the terms may appear to be strange or erroneous as if the word has been distorted or 
missing some parts (e.g. “emerg”, “decis”, “facil”, “awar” etc.). These terms are indeed deliberately 
kept so for authentic illustration as they are the original raw outputs of the parsing algorithm. 
Here, 58 unique terms are evident in the small dataset. It’s worthy to mention that since this 
research does not aim to investigate the differences between the algorithms used for parsing text 
and how it affects LSA outcomes in our case, if at all significant, the specific details and 
comparisons of different parsing algorithmic processes behind this step of LSA is trivial with 
respect to our enquiry. 

Table 7-1 Short “documents” representing 11 expert KSCs in the nuclear context, and corresponding extracted terms. 

Doc Example “documents” representing nuclear experts’ KSCs Separate “terms” parsed from the documents 

Doc1 The behaviour of barriers in the geological disposal of spent 
nuclear fuel  

behaviour, spent, barrier, dispos, geolog, fuel, 
nuclear 

Doc2 Nuclear emergency response planning based on decision 
analysis 

nuclear, base, emerg, plan, respons, decis, analysi 

Doc3 Ageing of concrete structures in Finnish rock caverns as 
application facilities for nuclear waste  

nuclear, age, cavern, concret, facil, finnish, rock, 
structur, wast, applic 

Doc4 Solute transport modelling of geological multi-barrier disposal 
system  

barrier, dispos, geolog, solut, transport, system, 
multi, model 

Doc5 Fire simulation models for radiative heat transfer and 
probabilistic risk assessment  

model, assess, fire, heat, probabilist, radiat, risk, 
simul, transfer 

Doc6 User interface for supporting operators' awareness in nuclear 
power plant control rooms 

nuclear, awar, interfac, oper, user, control, room, 
support, plant, power 

Doc7 Systems usability concept for control room design control, room, system, concept, design, usabl 

Doc8 Interactive multi-criteria decision support - tools for practical 
applications 

applic, criteria, decis, interact, multi, practic, 
support, tool 

Doc9 Fuel performance modelling in nuclear power plant fuel, model, nuclear, perform, plant, power 
Doc10 Code for nuclear fuel cycle analysis fuel, nuclear, analysi, code, cycl 
Doc11 Nuclear power plant procurement contracting in risky projects nuclear, plant, power, contract, procur, project, riski 

Based on these, the term-document matrix (TDM) is established, consisting of the number of 
occurrences of a specific term in a specific document (as described in Section 4.5). A part of the 
raw occurrence TDM is shown in Figure 7-1 with all the documents and a few of the terms. 
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Figure 7-1 Part of the raw occurrences TDM showing all 11 documents and a few terms. 

 Applying term weighting of KSCs using TF-iDF 

The TF-iDF weighting (as discussed in Section 4.6 equation 4.1) may not be totally intuitive at first 
glance. Let’s use this nuclear KSC case as an illustrative example of its value. The TDM thus far 
(Figure 7-1) contains the raw occurrences of each term in each document, however, it could give a 
warped view of the sematic topical distribution within the corpus based only on the term 
occurrence. The reason is that the terms that occur too often in the corpus are poor to characterize 
the semantic feature of a single document. For instance, a term that occurs in every document of 
corpus does not act as a good descriptor of a specific document. Therefore, the magnitude of 
occurrence of a term in a document is not linear to how it is weighted according to its meaning, 
but depends also on how it occurs throughout the corpus. TF-iDF weighting addresses this by 
discounting the weight of terms that appear often across the corpus, as well as normalizing the 
occurrence of a term within one document. The latter helps to mitigate the problem that long 
documents could have an unfair advantage over shorter documents. In Figure 7-2 we can see how 
TF-iDF weighting changes how much each term contributes to the semantic weight of one 
document, based on how the respective term occurs in the corpus. We use rule-based highlighting, 
in shades of green, to better illustrate the relative quantities in the TDM. 
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Figure 7-2 Comparison between the raw occurrence TDM (same as Figure 7-1) and the TF-iDF weighted TDM. All 11 
documents are shown with only a few terms for illustration. 

It can be clearly seen in Figure 7-2 that TF-iDF introduces nuances to the weighting. For instance, 
documents Doc9 and Doc10 of the raw TDM show that “fuel” and “nuclear” as the same weight, 
while the TF-iDF weighted TDM shows that “fuel” has a much higher weight than “nuclear”. This 
makes sense, because since all the documents in our investigation are in the nuclear context (and 
“nuclear” appear many times across the corpus) its weight should be reduced. Similar observations 
can be made in other documents. For instance, in Doc1, the raw TDM indicates that all the terms 
in that document contribute equally to the document, (having the equal weight of 1.00), while the 
TF-iDF weighted TDM demotes “barrier”, “dispos”, “geolog”, “fuel” and “nuclear” to the degree of 
how they are distributed in the whole corpus. The result is that more unique terms contribute 
more to semantically characterize a specific document. Therefore, the TD-iDF weighting in 
principle mimics the result of when a human underlines/highlights important words within a 
document, reminiscent also to the process of tagging a document with keywords. The difference is 
that with TF-iDF, every single term/word that occurs within a document would be given a weight 
over a continuum, as opposed to a Boolean of whether a word is (or isn’t) a keyword. If we were to 
manually tag the documents in our example above, intuitively “nuclear” should not be 
underlined/highlighted within those documents that it appears, because the whole corpus is 
inherently about nuclear and therefore the term is not an important feature of the documents. 
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This type of reasoning can occur on any level of abstraction in any corpus regarding how topics 
are represented and weighted. 

In this small dataset, the practical output of TF-iDF weighting may not be as meaningful as in a 
larger corpus of natural language text. Nevertheless, the principles are the same and the effects of 
TF-iDF weighting can be illustrated intuitively in our investigation. Taking this aspect into 
consideration can yield much more accurate semantic results down the line. 

 Applying Singular Value Decomposition and dimensionality reduction 

The TF-iDF weighted TDM undergoes singular value decomposition (as in Section 4.7, 
equation 4.3) to yield the U (58 x 58), S (58 x 11) and V (11 x 11) matrices for this example. The 
dimensionality reduction step allows for the semantic relationships to be revealed. This is carried 
out by selecting to keep a certain amount of variance and discarding the rest, thus reducing the 
noise within the dataset. As described previously (Section 4.8), this can be done by inspecting the 
singular values of the S matrix. For each dimensionality (in Table 7-2) we tabulate the singular 
values, their squared counterparts, as well as the cumulative sums and percentages. The 
cumulative percentages of the squared singular values thus represent the percentage of variance 
that is explained by the respective dimensionality (since the sum of the squares of singular values 
is equivalent to the total variance of the data). Dimensionality reduction reduces the 
variance/patterns evident in the original dataset, thereby reducing the noise, to the extent 
indicated by the cumulative percentage. For instance, if one chooses to reduce the dimensionality 
to four (from eleven), one would keep 48% of the variance of the original dataset. 

Table 7-2 Singular values of S matrix and percentage of cumulative variance with each dimensionality 

Dimensionality Singular values Squared singular values Cumulative sum Cumulative % 

1 0.382 0.146 0.146 14% 

2 0.373 0.139 0.285 26% 

3 0.341 0.116 0.401 37% 

4 0.334 0.112 0.513 48% 

5 0.330 0.109 0.622 58% 

6 0.329 0.108 0.730 68% 

7 0.308 0.095 0.825 76% 

8 0.296 0.087 0.913 85% 

9 0.254 0.065 0.977 91% 

10 0.230 0.053 1.030 95% 

11 0.221 0.049 1.079 100% 

Beside choosing the dimensionality to reduce based on the percentage variance to keep, which 
could be very abstract and unintuitive, the other method (described in Section 4.8) is to plot the 
squared singular values against the dimensions, as shown in Figure 7-3 for this dataset. Then, it is 
possible to inspect and determine the dimensionality where the variance or singular value drops 
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substantially, which is a good choice of dimensions to keep. This is described previously as the 
“elbow” of the graph. 

  

Figure 7-3 Square of singular values, and cumulative percentage variance (0% to 100%), plotted per dimensionality 
(1 to 11) 

It is important to bear in mind that depending on the nature of the training data, the amount of 
variance represented by the number of patterns/dimensions will differ. Therefore, the shape of 
the graph may look different. For instance, if there is an input dataset of a thousand documents, 
it’s likely that there will be many more repetitive underlying patterns than the current example of 
merely eleven documents. Cases involving larger training datasets will typically have singular 
value plots resembling the example graph in Figure 4-6 (in Section 4.8), where a much higher 
percentage of variance is explained by a few number of the biggest patterns/dimensions, therefore 
indicating a clear “elbow”. In this analysis, the dataset is so small that the dimensionality reduction 
may not be analytically justified, but is carried out for demonstrating its effects.  

We chose to retain eight dimensions out of the total eleven, thus retaining 85% of the variance of 
the original dataset (Table 7-2), as a basis for comparison and discovering what outputs can be 
obtained. We show later how different dimensionalities affects the analysis results. For now, let’s 
take a look at a few semantic term vectors, i.e. rows in the reduced U’ (58 x 8) and V’ (11 x 8) 
matrices, after dimensionality reduction. Figure 7-4 shows a few of the semantic term vectors with 
eight dimensions. 
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Figure 7-4 Few examples of semantic term vectors each with eight dimensions forming rows of truncated U’ matrix  

The same applies to the document vectors, making up the rows of original V (11 x 11) matrix. The 
dimensionality reduction truncates the length of the document vectors to eight dimensions. Figure 
7-5 shows all eleven document vectors, each represented by eight dimensions, making up the rows 
of the dimensionality reduced V’ (11 x 8) matrix. 

 

Figure 7-5  All eleven semantic document vectors each with eight dimensions forming the rows of V’ matrix 

Therefore, SVD enables us to codify terms and documents in a dimensionality reduced semantic 
vector space with less noise, and at a consistent dimensionality between terms and documents. 
This means that cosine similarity can be used to compute the semantic similarity between any 
term and document, with one another and among themselves. 

 Applying cosine similarity of KSC terms and documents 

Cosine similarity (Section 4.9 equation 4.5) can now by applied to the rows of the reduced U’ and 
V’ matrices to calculate the similarities between any pair of terms and documents respectively. 
Some examples of this is shown in Figure 7-6. 
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Figure 7-6 Example of a few semantic term and document vectors (eight dimensions) and cosine similarity values for 
a few term-term and term-document pairs. 

We discuss in more detail later in this chapter regarding how to interpret the cosine similarities 
between different terms and documents and how the nature of the corpus, as well as the 
dimensionality, affect the quantitative interpretations. For now, it suffices to express that semantic 
similarity can be measured between single terms, as well as between a term and existing multiple-
term documents. 

 Executing query and retrieval of KSCs 

Cosine similarity calculations between semantic vectors can be used to characterize semantic 
similarities between terms and/or documents. It is thus useful for executing semantic retrievals 
with respect a specified query, by ranking all the other vectors by the cosine similarity with the 
query. However, in practice, an ad hoc multiple-term query may be needed that is most unlikely 
to be coincidentally identical to an existing document. This problem is addressed by creating a 
pseudo-document vector from the ad hoc query and folding it into the semantic space before 
carrying out cosine similarity calculations. 

Technically, a new freely defined document vector (e.g. of a new expert KSC profile) is created in 
the explicit space – akin to a new column of the TDM – and weighted with TF-iDF, before the 
vector undergoes transformation to the semantic space by multiplying by the truncated U’ matrix 
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and the inverse of the S’ matrix, as explained algebraically in Section 4.10 (equation 4.6). This 
enables a free open query to be made without the need to recompute the SVD, which could be too 
slow in real-time for an immediate query-retrieval user experience. The new query (e.g. 
representing a nuclear KSC), now in the semantic space with the same dimensionality, can be 
compared to other KSCs by calculating the cosine similarities to those existing vectors. This is 
useful if one would like to know, for instance, to which CoPs a new KSC description (not existing 
explicitly in the corpus) may belong. As such, the cosine similarity is a quantification that also 
allows for clustering and/or classification applications. 

To illustrate how the query and retrieval is brought about, let’s take for instance the query “nuclear 
risk modelling” as shown in Figure 7-7. Firstly, a pseudo-document vector q is created and 
weighted using TF-iDF. It’s then mapped to the semantic space as the qs vector, using qs = qTU’S’-1 
(equation 4.6). Using reduced dimensionality of eight, the cosine similarities of qs to all the 
existing terms and documents can be determined, which can then be sorted in descending order. 
These ranked term/document vectors are regarded the retrieval set. In many cases in application 
it can be useful to select a threshold, below which the results are discarded from the retrieval set. 
We’ll discuss the considerations for a threshold later in this chapter. 

 

Figure 7-7 Creation of the semantic query vector of the query “nuclear risk modelling”. 

In addition to thresholds, retrievals in practice can be enhanced with simple filtering based on 
existing metadata. For instance, as in Figure 7-7, the documents are filtered out of the retrieval 
set, or in many practical applications, metadata like timestamps and locations could be the 
filtering criteria. 

7.5 Post-processing methods of LSA outputs from KSCs 

Essentially, the LSA process has enabled the vectorization of terms and documents in such a way 
that the vectors represent their semantics/meanings respectively. It is thus possible to do some 
additional post-processes to enhance the sense-making of the output. We briefly describe the 
methods here, before presenting more details on their implementation and results in the next 
Section 7.6. 
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We can visualize the data using the cosine similarities between all the pairs of terms and 
documents. This can be done as a cosine similarity matrix (or a distance matrix), where both the 
terms and documents are shown, with the cosine similarity values as entries in the matrix 
corresponding to the respective term and/or document. Naturally the matrix is square and 
symmetrical, and the diagonal values of the matrix are all one, indicating that the respective i and 
j elements are identical. Figure 7-8 shows the cosine similarity matrix (69 x 69) of all 58 terms and 
11 documents. Even with high level inspection, one could start to identify patterns and clusters 
around the diagonal of the matrix, using highlighting according to the cosine similarity values in 
shades of green. 

 

Figure 7-8 Cosine similarity matrix visualization of all 58 terms and 11 documents. 

Furthermore, for easier identification of communities on the basis of the semantic vectors, 
hierarchical clustering can be applied to reorganise the cosine similarity matrix in such a way that 
the most semantically related matrix elements are adjacent to one another. Agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering executes this as a bottom-up approach: each element starts in its own 
cluster, and pairs of clusters are merged as one moves up the hierarchy (as explained in 
Section 6.3.4). We apply the agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm, resulting in an 
arrangement of terms and documents where closest entities are grouped together. Comparing 
Figure 7-9 to the previous, unorganized Figure 7-8, the clusters are now clearer as high similarity 
entities are arranged along the diagonal (observable as large squares). 
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Figure 7-9 Reorganized cosine similarity matrix based on hierarchical clustering. 

In addition to the cosine similarity matrix, a dendrogram visualization may be a better 
representation of the clusters. We apply agglomerative clustering on the terms and documents and 
plot the dendrogram representing their proximities (as explained in Section 6.3.4). Figure 7-10 
shows the dendrogram representing our hierarchically clustered results of all 69 terms and 
documents as leaf nodes. The dendrogram is a simple and intuitive view of the data.  

 

Figure 7-10 Dendrogram representation of hierarchical clustering results, with all 69 terms and documents. 

In this example, many leaf nodes are very semantically similar, almost identical, to one another. 
Therefore, the vertical lines extending upwards from these leaf nodes are virtually negligible, or 
unobservable, on the graph, giving the impression that there are only the horizontal joining lines 
between multiple leaf nodes. Anyways, this representation is very useful when one would like to 
vary the level of abstraction by moving an imaginary horizontal line up or down the graph. Suppose 
a horizontal line is drawn at 0.8 on the Y-axis in Figure 7-10, one can easily inspect that there are 
eight clusters at that level (where the horizontal line is cut by the vertical lines) and easily see all 
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the sub-clusters/nodes hierarchically beneath each cluster. The representations of results in the 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering allow for easy visual inspection of clusters or communities 
on different levels of abstraction. 

Let’s delve into the results in the following sections and discuss the mechanics of the LSA 
technique. We then discuss how LSA contributes to the mapping of nuclear KSCs embedded in 
free-form textual descriptions, representing CoPs. 

7.6 Results and discussions of KSC modelling and CoP mapping 

Now that we’ve gone through the technical steps of LSA and post processing, let’s take a step back 
to understand and deepen the discussion of these steps with respect to the problem context of this 
analysis, that is, mapping of CoPs using nuclear KSCs as an example. Note, that in many of the 
figures and tables presented in this section, the shown terms (in red) and cosine similarities are 
direct outputs of the algorithmic LSA technique. Therefore, some of the terms may appear 
distorted or incomplete. Nevertheless, this is deliberately kept in order to maintain integrity of the 
analysis results, while we may refer to the real words in writing during discussions (e.g. the term 
“usabl” may be referred to as “usability” in our narrative discussions where appropriate). 

 How to interpret KSC term-term cosine similarity? 

It’s clear that semantic vectors, presenting terms and/or documents, can be compared to one 
another using cosine similarity, as a measure of their semantic distance. This capability of LSA 
addresses the computational and automatic handling of KSCs in natural language textual 
descriptions, as an indicator of CoP landscapes within an organization. In practice, an obvious 
use-case of such capability is semantic information retrieval, as query-retrieval cycles. Let’s 
discuss the query-retrieval mechanics in depth by looking at a few example queries and their 
corresponding results. Looking at a few term-term results can give an idea of the nature of the 
semantic inference. 

Taking a few arbitrary query terms: “fuel”, “usability”, “heat”, and “risky”, each query and 
respective term retrievals are shown in Figure 7-11. The retrievals are simply terms with the 
highest cosine similarities to each query at a dimensionality of eight (retaining 85% of the original 
variance). Note that the query terms shown in Figure 7-11 are the stemmed versions of the query, 
therefore the query “usability” is stemmed to “usabl”, and the query “risky” is stemmed to both 
“riski” and “risk”. The single term queries (i.e. “fuel”, “usability”, “heat”) are represented simply 
by the respective semantic term vectors, while the “riski + risk” query vector is generated from a 
new pseudo-document vector of “riski + risk” in the semantic space (described in Section 7.4.5).  
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Figure 7-11 A few query inputs with corresponding returned semantically related terms – all the terms are displayed as 
their stemmed versions as they would as matrix entities. 

For each query the top 15 retrievals are tabulated, essentially based on sorting the terms with the 
highest cosine similarity values with respect to the query in descending order (as described in 
Sections 4.10 and 7.4.5). It’s useful to use these few simple queries and retrievals to illustrate how 
to inspect and interpret the results with reference to Figure 7-11. 

Even for non-experts the semantic relationships between “fuel” and retrieved semantic terms are 
self-evident. Concepts of “fuel performance code”, “fuel cycle”, “nuclear fuel”, “spent fuel” etc.  are 
well-known. The output has also picked up the significance of “fuel behaviour” and “analyses” 
thereof.  

“Usability” retrievals are obvious enough - linked with “concept” as an attribute of the “control 
room” and “systems”. “Usability” is a consequence of sound “design” and thus are semantically 
related. We also see that lower down, the connotations of “user”, “interface” and “operation” are 
inferred, even though those are syntactically different to “usability” it’s intuitive that they are 
conceptually linked. 

Relation between “heat”, “fire”, “radiation” and other highly ranked cosine entities are obvious, 
such as the connotation of “heat” as a “risk” and heat “transfer” as a subject of “simulation”. The 
“probabilistic”, “assessment”, and “modelling” terms indicate the context for the “heat” topic as it 
appears in the corpus. 

Combined “risky + risk” are related to “contracts” and “procurement” contexts within “power 
plants”; as well as “heat” and “fire”. It is interesting to observe that the term “fire” is returned for 
both “heat” and “risky” queries (with cosines of 1.000 and 0.620 respectively). Intuitively, fire is 
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indeed semantically related to heat and risk. Furthermore, it is noteworthy to see that “risk” has 
been characterized with multiple connotations, made possible by both the stemming and LSA. 
Thus, according to the small demonstration corpus, “risk” query has strong “contractual” 
dimensions, while also having a physics dimension through the “fire” retrieval.  

Looking at the way cosines decrease for each query (gradual brightening of the green backgrounds 
in Figure 7-11) also indicates how the topic is distributed across the corpus. For instance, it’s 
apparent that “fuel” and “riski + risk” are distributed broader semantically (showing more gradual 
cosine decrease) than “usability” and “heat” (of which the cosines drop dramatically at one point). 
This is an indication of ambiguity of terms inherent in the corpus. In this case with a small 
illustrative corpus of the eleven documents, the LSA recognizes that “fuel” and “risky” has more 
connotations, that is, more related topics or contexts in which they can be interpreted, while 
“usability” and “heat” are both very specific and clear topics in the corpus. The pattern of the 
decreasing cosine can also be interpreted as a measure of the “semantic coherence” of certain 
queries. The more gradual the cosine reduces relatively, the broader or more ambiguous the query, 
i.e. the more connotations a query has, the more gradual the decreasing cosine values would 
appear. This is the capability to capture fuzziness of how concepts are linked amid natural 
language, expressed quantitatively. 

This makes it possible for LSA to seemingly link terms and documents as if the meanings of the 
texts are considered. Even syntactically unrelated terms can be linked, as long as they have similar 
meaning, that is, based on how they are distributed with respect to all the other terms and 
documents in the corpus through co-occurrences over any number of intermediate links. The 
algorithm captures consistent terms’ co-occurrences over any degree of separation across 
documents, which become difficult for a human to identify when terms are co-occurring on higher 
degrees of separation. 

 How to interpret KSC term-document cosine similarity? 

To enrich the understanding of queries, it’s pertinent to observe the term-term retrievals in 
tandem with term-document retrievals. This helps to illustrate some deeper intuitive logic on how 
the retrievals are done. 

In Figure 7-12, the top five similar documents for each query are shown, along with the explicit 
occurrences of the query terms coloured in red within each document for ease of reference. 
Naturally the top documents for each query will usually be those that explicitly contain the term/s 
of the query. This is intuitive, since if a document contains a specific term, it is assumed to embody 
a semantic concept related to that term. It’s also easy to notice that the top retrieved terms from 
Figure 7-11 usually are found within the same documents together with the query term (as seen in 
Figure 7-12). Therefore, queries and respective top retrieved terms typically co-occur in 
documents of the corpus. 
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Figure 7-12 A few queries with top semantically related documents ranked by their cosine similarity values with respect 
to each query. Explicit occurrences of the query term/s within the document are coloured red for ease of inspection. 

We can interpret Figure 7-12 by looking at each query and the corresponding top retrieved 
documents. Taking, for instance, the “fuel” query, Doc10, Doc9, and Doc1 all contain the term 
“fuel”. However, Doc4 and Doc11 do not, but reflects some, albeit little, correlation to “fuel” based 
on the co-occurrence of other terms. For instance, Doc4 shares “modelling” and “geological” with 
Doc9 and Doc1 respectively, while Doc11 shares “nuclear power plant” with Doc9. One way to 
verbalize this interpretation is that Doc4 is semantically related to fuel, because there is modelling 
involved (although about solute transport) and fuel performance modelling is a strong concept 
within the corpus. Furthermore, since disposal of nuclear fuel (nuclear waste) is in geological 
systems (within this corpus), the fact that Doc4 relates to geological disposal context also implies 
its relation to fuel. Of course, there could be other, less obvious, semantic links that adds to the 
tendency for Doc4 to be retrieved with “fuel” (e.g. perhaps there is a semantic link between 
“behaviour” and “modelling” in Doc1 and Doc4 respectively), this simplified interpretation is 
helpful to intuitively understand the principle rationale behind the retrievals based on LSA. 

The same reasoning is used to interpret the documents returned for other queries. For instance, 
“usability” appears explicitly in Doc7, but Doc6 is also ranked high despite it not containing 
“usability”, primarily because of the “control room” topic, which is share with Doc7.  

For the query “heat” the second ranked Doc9 does not contain “heat” but has “modelling” which 
also occurs in the highest ranked Doc5, containing “heat”. The reason that Doc9 is highly ranked 
can be interpreted to be due to that shared topic, so that heat simulation and fuel performance are 
linked on the basis of them being modelling techniques. 
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For the query “risky” (“riski + risk”), same logic is observed there, but it’s worthy to note that even 
though Doc5 contains “risk” explicitly, Doc9 (without “risk”/”risky”) is still ranked higher than 
Doc5, albeit not by much. This is due to the occurrence of “nuclear power plant” in Doc9, which 
also occurs in the highest ranked Doc11. This shows the reasoning capability of LSA, to codify the 
relevance of retrievals (via cosine similarity) through the occurrence of other related concepts in 
documents of the corpus, rather than just the explicit occurrence of query terms. This feature is 
also the clear differentiator to keyword-based retrieval techniques, which don’t consider the 
semantic distribution of bodies of text, but handles ranking based on text’s explicit occurrences.  

With the small dataset in this analysis, it is easy to observe the behaviour of the LSA technique. 
With larger datasets, even though the same mechanics apply, it would be more difficult to explain 
visually and the layers between input and output of the query-retrieval step may become an 
opaque “black box”. In the case of the latter, however, it’s still possible to infer the semantic 
correlations between terms and or documents intuitively, but sometimes, one may not know 
exactly the reasoning or rationale at first glance, and may then require slight exploration for the 
human to gain understanding. This contributes to the capability of LSA as a recommendation 
system, by which the user, even if not provided the answer, is assisted in formulating questions 
given hints where it may be interesting to launch a probe. 

Looking at all the patterns of decreasing cosines of the queries in Figure 7-12, visualized in shades 
of green, it’s also clearly apparent that the term-term and term-document retrieval results are 
linked. More documents have relevance with respect to “fuel” and “risky” as a topic, than 
“usability” or “heat”. “Fuel” and “risky” retrieves more documents from the corpus, but with lower 
specificity, given the lower and gradually distributed cosine values of the retrieved entities. On the 
other hand, “usability” and “heat” get very few hits, but with very high specificity – high cosine 
scores. In this manner, queries can be tabulated in the same fashion by the user to compare the 
semantic distribution of documents with respect to any query. For instance, it is possible to see 
whether a specific query topic (represented by a term or a number of terms) is more widespread 
and shared by many documents, or otherwise only within few documents. This, along with the 
cosine similarity values and colour visualizations, makes it simple to quickly gauge the semantic 
relevance of documents with respect to a query, in addition, also to understand the nature of the 
topical distributions. Such is the nature of semantic summarization that would typically require 
domain-specific human reasoning to achieve – to read, understand, arrange and consolidate the 
texts. We can now use LSA to distil such insights to aid decision-making and support a variety of 
information retrieval applications underpinning sense-making and knowledge management.  

The current LSA’s “intelligence” is limited to that of the eleven documents of the training set, as if 
that is all that the system “knows”. Thus, it could give unintuitive answers if the training dataset 
does not cover the extent of the knowledge required for the query. For instance, if a query is made 
(using this nuclear KSC dataset as basis) regarding the financial domain, the output would likely 
not return meaningful results since the dataset does not embody financial knowledge, and thus 
doesn’t exhibit the semantic topical relationships evident within the financial domain. Naturally, 
the query potential of the system is limited by the scope of the input training dataset, which must 
thus be sufficiently large, according to the needs of the query use-cases. Despite the apparent 
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limitation, this is, however, also considered a great virtue of LSA to capture contextuality. It is 
fundamental in searching and retrieving relevant knowledge within the subjective nature of 
knowledge, which has been a principal challenge of IT applications in KM. In terms of handling 
nuclear KSCs and attempting to computationally capture semantics, these query-retrieval 
interpretations give the basis upon which further analyses can be done towards mapping of CoPs, 
to the extent that would have required human tacit knowledge to carry out. 

 Utilizing cosine similarity matrix and hierarchical clustering of KSCs 

Since the results of the LSA allow each document and term to be represented as one semantic 
vector of the same dimension, the semantic relationships between them can be determined based 
on their vector similarities. In the specific case of mapping and discovering CoPs of nuclear 
engineering operations, it is of interest to see the relationship between different documents, 
representing the KSC profiles of each expert in relation to another. Visualization as a cosine 
similarity matrix is useful for quick inspection (Figure 7-13) as an overview of all the relationships. 
Let’s look at the cosine similarity matrix of just the eleven KSCs as documents in our corpus. 

 

Figure 7-13 Cosine similarity matrix of all documents with one another, each document representing one expert’s KSC. 

These relationships in Figure 7-13 are not with respect to any particular query and simply indicate 
the semantic similarity between different documents in the corpus. On the matrix we can easily 
see that Doc1 bears close semantic relation to Doc4, and some (albeit little) relation to Doc9. 
Indeed, reading the text confirms intuitively that both Doc1 and Doc4 relates to geological disposal 
of nuclear fuel, while Doc9 is also about fuel, although with a different connotation, that is, 
performance modelling. This can help illustrate the nuances and potential subjectivity of 
determining semantic relationships between different texts even for a human. For instance, Doc9 
and Doc11 are inferred to be very similar, apparently by virtue of the shared “nuclear power plant”, 
while Doc9 and Doc1 is related by virtue of “fuel”. It’s important to note that the induced cosine 
similarity is not only based on the co-occurrence of keywords evident in the documents, but these 
keywords have been weighted and the TDM have undergone SVD, to reveal the deeper latent 
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semantic relationships between different terms through the vector codification and similarity 
measures. 

The hierarchical clustering post-processing (as described in Section 6.3.4) can be useful to get an 
overview of the KSCs on different levels of abstraction, thereby forming a cluster “map” of the 
CoPs embodying the KSCs represented by the documents. Applying agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering of the semantic vectors and plotting them as a dendrogram yields the visualization of 
Figure 7-14 below. 

 

Figure 7-14 Result of KSC hierarchical clustering represented as a dendrogram. Horizontal red broken lines (a), (b), 
and (c) easily indicate the number of clusters (i.e. 2, 8, and 9 respectively) at the specific level of abstraction. 

The vertical axis of the dendrogram indicates the semantic distance between the documents, or 
groups of documents, they connect. The absolute values (numbers) on the vertical axis is not 
particularly meaningful to us and is difficult to interpret intuitively with respect to semantics, so 
we abstain from doing so and focus on the visualization. The dendrogram plot allows easier 
interpretation given the clear visual semantic distances between the documents. For instance, it 
indicates weak (even negligible) relationships between Doc2 and Doc10; Doc3 and Doc8 etc. When 
drawing a horizontal line at a specific level of the dendrogram, the number of times it crosses a 
vertical dendrogram line indicates the number of clusters at that specific level of abstraction. For 
instance, at 0.6 on the dendrogram vertical axis (line (b) in Figure 7-14) eight clusters are evident, 
while at 0.3 on a slightly lower level of abstraction (line (c) in Figure 7-14) nine clusters are evident. 
One may also start the enquiry with a desired number of clusters and inspect which KCSs may 
belong to which cluster. For instance, if one would like to divide the whole corpus into two main 
clusters, one would place the horizontal line at around 1.15 (line (a) in Figure 7-14), and easily 
determine that Doc1 and Doc4 reside in one cluster, while the rest belongs to the other. 

The dendrogram is laid out so that the most similar KSCs (and clusters of KSCs) are closest 
together stepwise hierarchically upwards. Therefore, the order of the leaf nodes in the 
dendrogram, which is the result of hierarchical clustering, can be used as a reference to rearrange 
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of the cosine similarity matrix in Figure 7-13, which has an arbitrary order. The clustered, 
rearranged result is shown in Figure 7-15, which reveals more clearly the possible communities of 
KSCs adjacent to one another, therefore representing the typology of CoPs based on the semantic 
similarity of the textual descriptions of each expert’s KSC. Simple inspection of the rearranged 
cosine similarity matrix can show evident communities (red borders around entries of the matrix 
in Figure 7-15) on the level of abstraction at line (b) on the dendrogram: Doc1 and Doc4; Doc9 and 
Doc11; Doc6 and Doc7. On the same level of abstraction, the rest – Doc2, Doc10, Doc3, Doc8, and 
Doc5 – appear relatively independent. 

 

Figure 7-15 Same cosine similarity matrix as Figure 7-13 rearranged according to hierarchical clustering, side by side 
with the dendrogram of Figure 7-14. The corresponding eight clusters at line (b) are shown also on the matrix. 

When the dataset is very large, and not all the documents can be visualized individually as leaf 
nodes, the dendrogram can therefore show higher level clusters of the corpus. This feature can be 
regarded as a semantic summarization function, consolidating corpus into a more concise 
representation of a large dataset, which would have been difficult to interpret manually. From a 
CoP mapping perspective, this technique is useful in analyzing and visualizing large sets of text 
that could be mined from organizational databases, and automatically summarized to indicate the 
tropical distribution of the KSCs and thus CoPs that may exist on any level of abstraction. 

 Interpretation of KSC clusters with the help of labelling 

When viewing clusters above the level of the leaf nodes (representing individual documents), it’s 
useful to be able to quickly understand the contents of that specific cluster. This can be done 
through labelling the clusters with a certain number of terms, akin to semantically auto-tagging a 
cluster of texts. Using LSA, it is very convenient simply to concatenate all the documents within a 
cluster to be used as a query, as a single pseudo-document vector, and retrieve the top terms to be 
used as labels for that cluster.  
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As an example, the cluster formed by Doc6 and Doc7 can be labelled by using the concatenated 
string of both documents as a single query vector: “user interface for supporting operators' 
awareness in nuclear power plant control rooms” + “systems usability concept for control room 
design”, and retrieve the top three semantic terms and corresponding cosines: “room” (0.95), 
“control” (0,95), and “concept” (0.90). Likewise, a larger cluster on higher level of abstraction, for 
instance Doc5, Doc6, Doc7, Doc9, Doc11, can be labelled in the same way. However, it’s important 
to bear in mind that when the cluster’s contents are too semantically broad at a high level of 
abstraction, the labelling may not be useful. For instance, in our analysis, if the whole corpus 
would be divided into two main clusters, at line (a) in Figure 7-14, the larger cluster (consisting of 
everything beside Doc1 and Doc4) is probably semantically too broad to be represented sensibly 
with a few labels. It is thus important to select the level of abstraction that appropriately represents 
the clusters that are sensible for human interpretation in this specific use-case. 

For further illustration, we can keep with the level of abstraction as in Figure 7-15 line (b), to show 
that the clusters of multiple documents can be used as a query (as a single pseudo-document 
vector) and labelled accordingly. Table 7-3 shows a few examples (three multi-document clusters) 
of how the labels are determined, and Figure 7-16 shows the same KSC dendrogram with same 
cluster labels. Indeed, the labels can also be considered as a shortened or condensed 
representation of the longer piece of text, therefore acting as a summarization function in this 
manner. Of course, single-document clusters can just be labelled the same way through querying 
with that document. 

Table 7-3 Example of labelling three clusters using concatenated documents within each cluster as a query and 
retrieving top terms to be used as cluster labels. 

Multi-doc 
clusters as in 
Figure 7-16 

Documents Query consisting of concatenated documents in each cluster, 
with the labels (top terms) in red text for easy reference. 

Top terms (and 
cosines) as cluster 
labels 

1 Doc1 and 
Doc4 

“The behaviour of barriers in the geological disposal of spent 
nuclear fuel” + “Solute transport modelling of geological multi-
barrier disposal system” 

“geolog”(0.998) 
“dispos” (0.998) 
“barrier” (0.998) 

2 Doc6 and 
Doc7 

“User interface for supporting operators' awareness in nuclear 
power plant control rooms” + “Systems usability concept for control 
room design” 

“control” (0.953) 
“room” (0.953) 
“concept” (0.895) 

3 Doc9 and 
Doc11 

“Fuel performance modelling in nuclear power plant” + “Nuclear 
power plant procurement contracting in risky projects” 

“power” (0.980) 
“plant” (0.980) 
“risk” (0.948) 

It is intuitive that the terms that explicitly occur in the documents within a cluster are typically 
weighted high, and therefore reflected by the highest term retrievals. However, it’s important to 
note that LSA takes into consideration the semantic dimensions of these terms, so that if there are 
synonyms and/or semantically related terms, they would nevertheless be clustered together and 
contribute weight to the label terms that are semantically closest. This feature would be impossible 
in a keyword-based clustering paradigm, which will give a misrepresentation of the semantic 
topical distribution through explicit cluster labels, determined purely based on text occurrence. 
This is because a corpus of natural language text descriptions is filled with synonym usage (which 
can break up the same topic into many different keyword clusters), as well as ambiguous words 
with multiple connotations depending on the context. These are addressed by LSA. 
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Figure 7-16 shows the KSC dendrogram with the labels for the three multiple-document clusters 
as in Table 7-3. This illustrates how the visualizations based on the LSA of personnel KSCs can be 
quickly glanced and the topics understood at any chosen level of abstraction. This can be 
considered a representation of a landscape or map of CoPs. 

 

Figure 7-16 Dendrogram showing the three multiple-document clusters (at abstraction level of 0.6) each with 
automatically tagged/induced labels, as shown in Table 7-3. 

 Is there a need for a cosine threshold for retrievals? 

The LSA technique enables flexible queries to be made and results returned on the basis of the 
complex latent semantic structures inferred from the original dataset. The latent semantic 
structures embody the semantic inter-relationships between all the terms and documents. 
Therefore, the distinction between what is a synonym, as opposed to merely a conceptually related 
word with respect to a query, is not discreet in LSA. Computationally, there is no dividing line 
between a synonym and a semantically related word, which are all presented as a continuum of 
decreasing cosine values. Likewise, the location on a list of decreasing relevant terms, where 
semantically relevant words become irrelevant, is a fuzzy area. 

In many cases, as illustrated thus far, the relative (instead of absolute) semantic similarity with 
respect to a query (indicating how one retrieved entity ranks relative to another) may suffice for 
the use-case. Most use-cases do not require for the cosine similarity to be assessed as an absolute 
value. However, in some applications of query and retrieval, it may not be meaningful to retrieve 
a descending continuum of results as an ongoing ranked list. A cut-off point may be valuable for 
the specific use-case, for instance, if the user would like an indication of how many “hits” there are 
per query to compare different query results or use such metrics as a benchmark. Another example 
could also be that retrieval results are not interesting as single entities, documents, or terms, but 
rather some other aggregated metadata of the relevant results. For instance, consider the case in 
which each expert KSC document has additional metadata of the age of the individual. Then, the 
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LSA retrieval can be used to retrieve a finite set of relevant documents with a threshold or cut-off 
point, and the average age related to a query topic can be determined. This is useful for 
understanding the semantic CoP distribution by topic as well as by age, for example. In that case, 
it would be necessary to have a consistent, albeit approximate, numerical cut-off point. This 
applies to other metadata and use-cases also, whenever some comparison between aggregated 
metadata of the retrieval set is interesting. 

In terms of LSA, choosing a threshold is not systematic and requires some qualitative or empirical 
analysis of the results through user sampling and response. Naturally, the difficulty of this task 
grows with increasing size of the dataset. However, there are some systematic techniques that 
helps with determining the threshold, through optimization. The most widely used is precision 
and recall (as described briefly in Section 5.6). Precision refers to the fraction of retrieved 
documents that is relevant, and is used to measure the percentage of relevant documents in all 
retrieved documents. Recall is defined as the fraction of relevant documents that has been 
retrieved, and is used for measuring the percentage of retrieved documents in all relevant 
documents. Typically, precision and recall are calculated at many different chosen thresholds or 
cut-off points stepwise (delineating what entities are retrieved or not). An optimal threshold can 
thus be determined. However, it needs to be reminded that the calculations for precision and recall 
require some “ground truth” or labelled data as benchmark, to which the relevant vs non-relevant 
retrievals can be discerned. In the case of domain-specific datasets that are considered small in 
comparison with the world wide web, there are typically no existing benchmark datasets with 
which to do the validation. Instead it’s necessary to carry out the testing and benchmarking 
empirically and/or qualitatively using large number of expert user respondents. In practice, the 
users must carry out the cognitively intensive tasks of labelling the relevant vs irrelevant retrievals 
with respect to specific queries. This must be done in large scale to yield some representation of 
an average perception, avoiding personal biases. This humanly constructed “ground truth” is then 
used as the benchmark to determine the performance of the information retrieval system at 
different thresholds, in terms of precision and recall. Therefore, determining the threshold value 
is complex and needs a large number of experiments involving respondents, which is not within 
the scope of this thesis. In addition, our argumentation of LSA value in KM does not depend on 
whether a threshold is evident in our analysis. 

 What are the effects of dimensionality reduction for mapping CoPs? 

Even though the effects of dimensionality reduction in LSA is known and covered in literature, it 
is important for us to interpret these effects empirically within the context of this AEC problem 
investigation i.e. KSC and CoP mapping. This enables us to understand the different mechanics of 
LSA and its implication in practice, given the domain-specific textual dataset. In turn, this allows 
us to properly address our research enquiry of whether, and to what extent, dimensionality 
reduction, as part of the LSA process, can help improve the results given its real-world 
implications within this specific problem context of CoP mapping. 

In practice, dimensionality reduction increases the latent semantic effects of the retrievals. Let’s 
look at the same example queries: “fuel”, “usability”, “heat”, “risky”, at different dimensionalities. 
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In the previous sections, the retrieval results were all based on dimensionality of eight, retaining 
85% of the variance of the original matrix. Now let’s observe also dimensionalities of three, six, 
and eleven, correspondingly retaining 37%, 68% and 100% of the variance respectively. At 
dimensionality of eleven (100% variance retained) there is no noise reduction, and the latent 
semantic effects of the retrievals should be least evident. In these results we would also be able to 
see the effects when the dimensionality may be too low. 

Let’s first look at the “fuel” query and retrievals in Figure 7-17. Results are ranked (sorted from the 
largest cosine) based on the dimensionality of eleven (DIM-11 without dimensionality reduction) 
for comparison with the dimensionality reduced results of DIM-3, DIM-6 and DIM-8 to the left of 
DIM-11. 

 

Figure 7-17 Top 15 retrieved terms of query “fuel” at dimensionality of eleven (DIM-11) with corresponding cosines at 
different lower dimensionalities (DIM-3, DIM-6, and DIM-8). 

There are a few observations in Figure 7-17 that can be made first-hand. The range of the cosine 
values for the dimensionality eleven (DIM-11) are not as large (values not as high or low), as that 
of DIM-8 and DIM-6. The cosine differences between the terms are more contrasting with DIM-8 
and DIM-6 results, than that of DIM-11, of which the cosine decreases much more gradually. 
Therefore, the semantic similarities/differences between entities become clearer as 
dimensionality is reduced. A clear “semantic effect” can be seen with terms like “code”, “cycl”, 
“analysi”, of which the cosine for lower dimensionalities are much higher than DIM-11. In other 
words, the latent semantic links between “fuel” and those terms (“code”, “cycl”, “analysi”) are not 
evident without any dimensionality reduction (at DIM-11) but are revealed, the more 
dimensionality is reduced (DIM-6 and DIM-8).  

In the same Figure 7-17, at DIM-3, some strange results appear to be evident that are not aligned 
with other dimensionalities. Some results of DIM-3 are totally opposite of the semantic similarities 
inferred with other dimensionalities. For instance, in all other dimensionalities, “spent”, 
“behaviour”, “code” and “cycl” are all ranked quite high, while in DIM-3 they are almost null. 
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Furthermore, “nuclear”, “power” and “plant”, are somehow ranked the highest with respect to the 
query “fuel” in the case of DIM-3, which may not be totally intuitive looking at the dataset, where 
“nuclear power plant” only co-occurs once with “fuel” in Doc9 (Figure 7-18). For DIM-3, one can 
conclude that the dimensionality is, in fact, too low. So much so, that even the relevant patterns, 
in addition to the noise, have been removed and therefore the resulting latent semantic structure 
has too few features to give sensible cosine values. 

Deeper understanding of this mechanism can be reached by observing all the documents 
ranked/sorted for the same query “fuel”, at different dimensionalities, as shown in Figure 7-18. 

 

Figure 7-18 Ranked document retrieval results of query “fuel” at dimensionality of eleven (DIM-11), with explicit 
occurrences of the query in red, for ease of reference, and corresponding cosines at DIM-3, DIM-6, and DIM-8 for the 
same documents. 

Let’s first regard DIM-6, DIM-8 and DIM-11 in Figure 7-18. DIM-11 shows clearly that the 
documents explicitly containing the query “fuel” (Doc9, Doc1 and Doc10) are ranked very high, 
after which the cosine drops dramatically, indicating negligible semantic similarity. Indeed, 
similar results can be seen with DIM-6 and DIM-8, both of which ranks the same top 3 documents 
compared to DIM-11. However, we also see that Doc4 has gained higher cosine for DIM-6 and 
DIM-8, even though there are no explicit mentions of “fuel” in Doc4. Inspection of this simple 
dataset lends itself to expose the reasoning behind this, which is that Doc4 shares “geological”, 
“barrier”, “disposal”, and “modelling” with the documents that include “fuel” explicitly (Doc1 and 
Doc9), implying that some conceptual relationships to “fuel” can be inferred, with a reduction of 
noise (i.e. dimensionality). This quantitative characterization of semantics can yield results, which 
give the impression of “machine understanding” of natural language texts and their relationships 
in terms of their meaning and topical links. Furthermore, we also see in Figure 7-18, as with the 
terms in Figure 7-17, that lowering dimensionality enhances the “latent semantic effect”, that is, 
Doc4’s cosine values are -0.239, 0.330, and 0.445 for DIM-11, DIM-8, and DIM-6 respectively in 
Figure 7-18. With a reduction in dimensionality, i.e. noise, comes an augmentation of latent 
semantic links. 

On the other hand, however, quite contradicting results can be seen in Figure 7-18 at DIM-3, 
totally misaligned with the semantic logic of the rest of the other dimensions. The highest 
retrievals of DIM-3, i.e. Doc11 and Doc6, are both among the lowest ranked of the other 
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dimensionalities, and the highest retrievals of DIM-11, DIM-6 and DIM-8 (for instance, Doc9, 
Doc1, and Doc10) are among the lowest of DIM-3. These again can indicate that DIM-3 is too low, 
thus too many dimensions have been removed to the extent that the sought-after semantic logic 
has been distorted or “damaged”. Let’s build on what we’ve learnt thus far with another example 
involving the query “usability”. 

 

Figure 7-19 Top 15 retrieved terms of “usability” at dimensionality of eleven (DIM-11) with corresponding cosines at 
different lower dimensionalities (DIM-3, DIM-6, and DIM-8). 

Looking at the query “usability” (parsed as “usabl”) in Figure 7-19, and comparing DIM-11, DIM-8 
and DIM-6, we see that its semantic similarities to “control”, “room”, and “system” increase with 
decrease in dimensionality. As an additional by-product of this, we can see how the threshold for 
relevant vs irrelevant retrievals can also be made clearer through dimensionality reduction. This 
is intuitive as reduction in noise clarifies the relevance of the data and the relative similarities 
between different entities – akin to pulling apart fuzzy clusters through enhancing the most 
important features of the entities, while reducing the least important features. We see that DIM-8 
and DIM-6 show a clearer verge or a virtual dividing line (i.e. between “system” and “fuel”), where 
results become semantically irrelevant, much more so than at DIM-11. Again, we see that DIM-3 
yields some obvious irrelevant results opposite to the trend of the other dimensionalities. 

One observation to note is why “behaviour” is so irrelevant to the query “usability” for DIM-6, 
DIM-8, and DIM-11? Generally, one would assume that usability concepts are intuitively related 
to user behaviour aspects. This is an important point to discuss. Let’s inspect all eleven documents 
in the corpus – the only place where “behaviour” occurs is in Doc1, where the KSC describes the 
behaviour of radionuclide barriers for nuclear waste. It is evident that the connotation of 
“behaviour” embedded within this corpus is of the physical properties of the geological barrier, 
and not in any connotation related to human behaviour. As such, the LSA vectors in this semantic 
space do not characterize the relationship between “behaviour” and “usability”, as LSA cannot 
codify what’s not represented in the knowledge of the training corpus. Therefore, depending on 
the distribution of topics within the given corpus, biases are inherently evident, which is a double-
edged sword as described earlier with interpreting the query-retrievals. On the one hand, 
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contextuality and subjectivity of knowledge is important to capture domain-specific nuances of 
semantic relationships, but on the other hand, if the biases inherent within the corpus dataset do 
not represent sensible contextuality appropriate for the use-cases, the inferred semantic results 
may be poor or even misleading. 

The ranked/sorted documents for the query “usability” (in Figure 7-20) can be interpreted the 
same way as before. It’s obvious that Doc7 is the only document containing “usability” explicitly 
in the whole corpus, and is agreeably the highest ranked retrieval for DIM-11, DIM-8, and DIM-6. 
However, Doc6, related to “control rooms”, is also latently related to usability concepts, since Doc7 
(the highest retrieval) is also about “control room”. Doc6 is successfully ranked high for DIM-8 
and DIM-6, with dimensionality reduction, as opposed to DIM-11, where the semantic relationship 
of Doc6 is totally disregarded. It can thus be said that the higher the dimensionality, the more 
explicit are the retrievals, and reducing dimensionality reveals the implicit, semantic links within 
the corpus, overlapping conceptually with tacit dimensions of knowledge that would have required 
humans to identify. 

 

Figure 7-20 Ranked document retrieval results of query “usabl” at dimensionality of eleven (DIM-11), with explicit 
occurrences of the query in red, for ease of reference, and corresponding cosines at DIM-3, DIM-6, and DIM-8 for the 
same documents. 

To reinforce the deductions from the above examples, let’s tabulate also the term and document 
retrievals for “risky” (parsed as “riski + risk”) and “heat” queries for DIM-6, DIM-8, and DIM-11, 
shown in Figure 7-21 and Figure 7-22 respectively. We can now disregard DIM-3 as we’ve 
established that it gives erroneous results in the existing examples. 

Same semantic enhancements can be clearly seen with a reduction of dimensionality for the query 
“risky” in Figure 7-21. Specifically, the “risky” query at DIM-11 do not consider Doc6 nor Doc9 to 
be related, while DIM-8 and DIM-6 both capture the semantic relationships of those documents 
with respect to the query. When inspecting Doc6, we see that this is because of the occurrence of 
“nuclear power plant”, which is also evident in Doc11 (top ranked for DIM-11) where the risk of 
nuclear power plant procurement is described. For Doc9, in addition to “nuclear power plant”, the 
topic of “modelling” is also evident, which is described in Doc5 (ranked second for DIM-11) where 
“risk” explicitly occurs. Therefore, through LSA, the system “recognizes” that there are risks 
associated with the nuclear power plant, and that risk is associated with modelling/simulations of 
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both fire and fuel performance. This is a testament to LSA’s ability to infer semantic links even 
with a very small training set or corpus, as long as the latent semantic patterns the data are indeed 
significant. 

 

Figure 7-21 Ranked query results (terms and documents) of “risky” at dimensionality of 11 (DIM-11) with corresponding 
cosines at different dimensionalities (DIM-6, and DIM-8). 

 

Figure 7-22 Ranked query results (terms and documents) of “heat” at dimensionality of 11 (DIM-11) with corresponding 
cosines at different dimensionalities (DIM-6, and DIM-8). 

Figure 7-22 shows less semantic enhancement of dimensionality reduction compared to the other 
examples, because the DIM-6, DIM-8, and DIM-11 don’t differ too much from one another. The 
reason for this is that “heat” has few other related connotations within the corpus. Even though 
there are indeed topics within Doc5 that is related to heat, like “risk” and “modelling”, they do not 
correlate much to other related concepts. The “risk” evident in Doc5, co-occurring with “heat”, is 
now unrelated to the “riski” term from Doc11, as “risk” and “riski” are indexed separately as two 
discrete terms in the LSA spaces. This is the reason why Doc11 does not exhibit any enhancements 
from LSA. Nevertheless, the latent semantic effects are clearly seen with term “model”, in that the 
cosine similarity increases with a decrease in dimensionality, i.e. 0.254, 0.713, and 0.724, for DIM-
11, DIM-8, and DIM-6 respectively. This is also aligned with the slight, but evident, increase in 
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cosine similarity for Doc9 (in DIM-8 and DIM-6), where “modelling” occurs explicitly. This is 
intuitive, because “heat” co-occurs with “model” and therefore has some semantic relationship. 

 Challenges of the LSA technique for mapping CoPs 

From this analysis, some limitations of LSA are evident, many of which would have also been 
commonly remarked in LSA literature. These has some implications on the capability to map CoPs 
described as KSCs in natural language, and thus deserve discussion here. These discussions 
contribute to our investigation goals of understanding the potential of LSA applied specifically in 
this context of mapping CoPs, as opposed to merely remarking on its general limitations. 

The most obvious characteristic of the LSA technique is that the order of how words appear in 
natural language text is not captured. Transitive and/or accusative concepts cannot be discerned, 
for instance, “cat drinks milk” and “milk drinks cat” is indistinguishable for LSA. Related to this, 
since LSA disregards parts of speech (e.g. noun, verb, adjective), thus the morphological 
contributors to the semantics of texts are not captured. In many cases, the morphological 
contribution to the meaning of texts are reduced in LSA due to stemming, where inflections and 
conjugations of texts indicating their parts of speech are removed. In our example, even though 
“risk” (stem of “risk”) and “riski” (stem of “risky”) are parsed and indexed as separate terms, this 
is not an indication that parts of speech have been taken into account. The distinction between 
“risk” and “riski” as separate unique terms is an artefact of the stemming and doesn’t imply that 
the system considers that “risk” is a noun, while “risky” describes or qualifies a noun as an 
adjective. Nevertheless, these by-products of LSA capture some, albeit little, of the morphological 
features of the text. 

Other obvious challenges include how to determine the extent of dimensionality reduction, as it’s 
not an exact science. As seen in the examples in the previous sub-section, removing too many 
dimensions (i.e. removing valuable patterns beyond just the “noise”) can distort the integrity of 
the retrievals. The suggested techniques of using the percentage of variance as an indicator, as well 
as plotting the singular values of the S matrix and identifying the elbow, work in practice. 
Nevertheless, some empirical testing is of course warranted to ensure quality of the retrievals. 
Otherwise, more systematic benchmarking or optimization (e.g. precision and recall) of the 
dimensionality may require an overwhelming amount of human labour to achieve. On a related 
note, even though we also see that dimensionality reduction can make the distinction between 
relevant and irrelevant results clearer, it may still be difficult to determine a threshold below which 
results are discarded per query. This means that practical implementation of LSA for CoP mapping 
may have to forgo the use-cases, in which finite sets of retrievals are needed, which is only 
attainable through applying a threshold. 

One of the important LSA values for CoP mapping is the hierarchical clustering visualization of 
the dendrogram and the auto-tagging of clusters on any level of abstraction appropriate for a 
specific use-case. The issue with semantic auto-tagging or cluster summarization is that using the 
semantic retrievals of terms for labelling could possibly result in a cluster being labelled with a 
term that doesn’t occur in some of the documents within that cluster explicitly. This is because the 
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cluster pseudo-document vector, that is used as a query to retrieve terms for labelling that cluster, 
represents a “semantic centroid” or “average vector” of all the documents in the cluster. The cluster 
pseudo-document query vector will retrieve term vectors that are closest to its centroid (as 
quantified by the cosine similarity values). This can mean that the semantically closest terms may 
not be the most frequently occurring explicit terms from the documents in the cluster, which is 
what normal user expectation typically dictates. It may seem strange to the user that a cluster 
would be labelled terms that may not be the most frequently occurring within that cluster. 
However, for semantic mapping, this is an important feature, as it prevents synonyms from 
diluting a topic when cluster labels are assigned. To illustrate with an ad hoc example with a 
medical theme, a cluster may be labelled “treatment”, but explicitly contain many different 
treatment-related words like “medicine”, “disease”, “hospital”, “doctor” etc. This ensures that the 
topic of “treatment” is not broken up into the different synonyms, as would be the case with 
keyword-based clustering. However, it can also confuse the user if the expectation is that the 
cluster label would be akin to the most occurring explicit keywords within that cluster. 

Lastly, it’s worthwhile to reiterate the subjectivity of the LSA space as a limitation that can create 
substantial problems, if misunderstood. Even though contextuality can be captures in LSA, and is 
indeed an important enabler for domain-specific semantics to be codified, it also holds inherent 
bias. If the corpus used for the LSA doesn’t cover the appropriate domain knowledge for the 
retrieval use-case, the results may be very poor or even misleading. Of course, it also goes without 
saying that the LSA queries cannot consist of terms that are not at all in the corpus. If a term is 
used in the query that is not in the corpus, it will simply be ignored. For KSCs to be characterized 
and CoPs mapped properly, domain-specific conceptual relationships are essential. In practice, it 
is important to ensure that the textual descriptions of KSCs used as the LSA training set are indeed 
the very entities that that are mapped (which should almost always be the case), as opposed to 
using a different corpus for training, other than the texts that needs to be analysed/mapped. 

Having covered all these limitations, LSA as a computational technique, can still alleviate the 
potential inconsistencies of manually determining and clustering, based on human interpretation, 
tagging, classification, grouping etc. At the same time, LSA frees the human from laborious and 
time-consuming tasks of such nature, to devote the valuable cognitive capacity to other tasks. 

7.7 The role of LSA for mapping of KSCs and CoPs 

The challenge of semantically profiling/modelling KSCs of personnel, and subsequently mapping 
CoPs, is largely attributed to the fuzzy, tacit nature of KSCs, which would have traditionally 
required human expert cognition to interpret and manage. Moreover, the CoPs, as a collective 
artefact of human social behaviour, is self-organizing and constantly changing.  

This investigation chapter demonstrates in depth the capabilities and limitations of the LSA 
technique in mapping CoPs semantically, induced from KSC descriptions in abundant natural 
language texts. The observations and interpretations of the results of this investigation improves 
our understanding of how outputs from a small domain-specific textual dataset of personnel KSCs 
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can be codified automatically and mapped, while capturing aspects of semantics that is implicit to 
human interpretation within the respective domain. 

In essence, the theoretical basis underpinning the semantics (cognitive) and the computations 
(systematic), is that semantically related words/terms usually tend to appear together in a body of 
text, and co-occur by some consistent degree of separation. As an example, considering a 
hypothetical training data set consisting of all human literature, a term such as “nuclear” is 
understandably more likely to occur with terms related with nuclear (such as “uranium”), instead 
of a random term like “knife”, which in turn is probably more likely to occur with terms like “fork”, 
“spoon” etc. This complex network of probabilistic relationship structures is identified through 
SVD. Following that, dimensionality reduction removes patterns that are considered noise, which 
introduces eccentricity to the desired semantic structures. This property of LSA is fundamental in 
effectively addressing the fuzziness of natural language descriptions of KSCs attributed to 
individual personnel, from which inferences can be made about the CoPs that they constitute. 

It’s remarkable that even with very little data from this investigation (11 documents and 58 terms), 
the latent semantic patterns can exhibit traits of artificial intelligence (inducing synonyms and 
semantic relationships). This changes the typical assumption of the need for big data to yield such 
results, and in our case a variety of queries can already be made with sensible retrievals. When 
there would be a larger input training dataset, a larger vocabulary of terms would be included. 
Thus, the variety of queries is simply augmented with growth in the training data. In this 
investigation, a small dataset, that can be easily interpreted, is used to demonstrate the in-depth 
mechanisms of LSA. This helps to validate the potential of LSA as an underlying technique for 
different applications related to the management of CoPs, (such as people search, summarization 
of personnel KSCs, identification of gaps in organizational KSCs, visualization and data 
interactions) that enables abstract or strategic decision making, linking and identifying personnel 
KSCs across silos. Above all, the technique is automatic and utilizes existing abundant textual data, 
without the need for manual input and updating of KSC data on some organizational personnel 
profile page, as would typically be required in traditional IT knowledge management portals. 

CoP mapping is largely personnel-centric and deals with tacit knowledge about what people know, 
that is, characterization of KSCs. In the next chapter, we look at another fundamental problem in 
construction through the scope of KM, namely constructability. The complex relationships 
between factors of constructability issues pose great challenges even for humans. Indeed, the tacit 
knowledge required to foresee and manage constructability problems, understanding how they 
may arise and potential secondary effects, still relies heavily on experience gained in practice 
overtime in the domain. We test how LSA can utilize a much larger set of textual data, describing 
practical constructability problems experienced on site, and offer some level of future 
predictability. We investigate the extent that LSA can play a role in inducing constructability 
insights embedded within masses of free-form text.  
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 Constructability investigation 

8.1 Summary of constructability investigation 

The point of this investigation is to deepen the discussion on how the fundamental problems of 
constructability can effectively be viewed as KM problems. Furthermore, we demonstrate how LSA 
can be used to analyse constructability documentation to produce domain-specific topical 
relationships amid natural language descriptions of constructability problems. In this 
investigation, we use a slightly larger dataset (98 documents) than the previous chapter, collected 
from consultant and contractor practitioners. We show the capabilities of the technique based on 
the insights that can be inferred that would have traditionally required a human constructability 
expert, be it through practical experience, or interpretation and deduction from 
reading/internalizing the constructability issues in documentation. 

The results of the investigation indicate that constructability domain conceptual associations can 
be discovered using LSA, even with a limited manually collected dataset. Together with post-
processing and additional methods, such as hierarchical clustering, successive and exploratory 
query methods, and simple arithmetic of semantic vectors, we show that the multidimensional 
and nuanced constructability issues involved can be captured with semantic richness. These can 
be further utilized as insights for improving constructability knowledge management. 

8.2 Introduction and constructability problem description 

 Challenges of constructability 

As we know, AEC suffers from severe knowledge fragmentation leading to designs that are rife 
with constructability problems when executed on site. Concerns on the disparate phases in 
building development were raised as early as the 1960s when a series of studies, such as Emmerson 
and Emmerson (1962) and Banwell (1964), were carried out in the UK. The Construction Industry 
Research and Information Association (CIRIA, 1983) in the UK introduced the concept of 
“buildability”, defined as “the extent to which the design of a building enables ease of construction, 
subject to the overall requirements for the completed building”. Later, the Construction Industry 
Institute (CII, 1986) in the US developed the notion of “constructability”, defined as “the optimum 
integration of construction knowledge and experience in planning, engineering, procurement and 
field operations to achieve overall project objectives”. 
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Constructability has been researched for the last five decades, along with relevant connotations 
such as buildability and constructability programs. Kifokeris and Xenidis (2017) emphasize the 
importance of addressing constructability challenges, as the foundation for confronting the issues 
of industry megatrends: (1) the increasing complexity of construction projects, (2) the vast 
information and big data disseminated and accessed by engineers of different disciplines, and (3) 
the rapid development and increasing impact of tools such as building information models (BIM) 
and collective project management software. What was collectively emphasized in the last fifty 
years of constructability related research was that implementing constructability in various ways 
can improve all aspects of overall project performance, facilitate the optimization of project 
constraints, and introduce a tightly collaborative way of managing the whole project lifecycle. 

Compared to the problems of AEC industry at large, those that face constructability today are 
relatively similar, such as the insufficient partition, communication, and dissemination of the 
enormous amount of chaotic knowledge and information accessed by practitioners (Ganah, 2003; 
Nielson and Erdogan, 2003; Senescu, Aranda-Mena and Haymaker, 2013; Senescu et al., 2014; 
Khan, 2015). These are related to the increasingly flexible, dynamic and social relationships 
between all of the AEC project stakeholders (Tsai and Yang, 2010; Lam and Wong, 2011; Rahmani 
et al., 2013). Therefore, constructability needs to be holistic. In the years since the first proposal 
of this concept, the respective research rarely has shed light on it in a holistic manner. The most 
recent comprehensive review of constructability could be considered as dating back to 2007 by 
Gambatese, Pocock and Dunston (2007), whereas more recent works strive to meet other goals, 
instead of actually reviewing constructability’s theory and practice (Kifokeris and Xenidis, 2017). 

 Significance of KM in constructability 

Research on knowledge and information management, such as Kanapeckiene et al. (2010) and 
Rezgui, Hopfe and Vorakulpipat (2010), has led to the reconceptualization of constructability as a 
holistic approach and not as a mere toolbox used in conjunction with other managerial and 
evaluation methodologies and techniques. Constructability encompasses: 

 methodological and decision-making aspects of indicative planning and operations 
performance (POP) evaluation (Tatum, 1990),  

 value engineering (Green, 1990; Russell et al., 1994),  

 knowledge management (Tatum, 1993; Rezgui, Hopfe and Vorakulpipat, 2010),  

 cost/ benefit analysis, total quality management (Russell et al., 1994; Haider, 2009), 

 hybrid value engineering (Rwelamila and Savile, 1994),  

 object-oriented analysis (Alshawi and Underwood, 1996),  

 concepts of the total building performance (TBP) framework, namely, spatial performance, 
acoustic performance (Low, Liu and Lim, 2008), visual performance, indoor air quality 
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(Low, Liu and Oh, 2008), thermal performance, and building integrity (Pheng, Ying and 
Lock, 2008), and  

 productivity-oriented regression analysis (Jarkas, 2011).  

All of these provide input to constructability in terms of their respective methodologies and tools. 
As such, constructability is an evolving concept that is constantly being redefined over time, and 
formal constructability principles have yet to reach consensus in the professional community.  
Constructability research is becoming increasingly challenging, because megatrends in 
digitalization are changing all these sub-topics, and therefore also their role in practice within a 
constructability programme. 

Evidently, constructability is a diverse and complicated topic field with many relationships to 
peripheral disciplines, methodologies and theoretical foundations. As such, constructability 
knowledge (if such a collective entity indeed can exist) succumbs to much subjectivity and 
contextuality. Because of this, approaches for improving constructability in practice apply social 
techniques involving tacit expert reasoning and experience. The challenge of formalizing 
constructability knowledge is due to its abstract and subjective nature, thus requiring expert tacit 
understandings before improvements can be realized (Wong et al., 2007). On the other hand, 
honouring the holistic nature of constructability, systematic approaches are also of great 
importance. Such approaches involve some level of codification, conceptualization or 
representations of constructability knowledge. 

 Constructability knowledge representation  

Through qualitative representation, researchers have long proposed various guidelines or 
concepts extracted from the knowledge of construction experts. For instance, O’Connor, Rusch 
and Schulz (1987) proposed various constructability concepts for the engineering and 
procurement phase of projects such as standardization for minimizing the number of component 
variations, preassembly engineering for facilitating fabrication, transportation, installation, and 
reviews of specifications. In addition, Hanlon and Sanvido (1995) implemented a constructability 
repository that includes design rules, lessons learned, resource constraints, external constraints, 
and performance. Raviv, Shapira and Sacks (2012) conducted a survey to measure the 
effectiveness of implementing constructability concepts in construction projects. To assess the 
constructability of designs, Ugwu, Anumba and Thorpe (2004) employed rule-based agents to 
create a constructability knowledge framework and ontology-driven solutions to construction 
problems. Bakti et al. (2011) documented constructability factors affecting the constructability of 
seawater structures in Indonesia and created a checklist that assists designers during the review 
of their designs. Likewise, Kannan and Santhi (2013) explored and listed factors affecting the 
constructability of climbing formwork systems in India and compared types of formworks based 
on cost, time, sustainability, safety, and quality indexes. Soemardi (2000) proposed a virtual 
reality-based prototype that designers can use to review the erection process and estimate the 
constructability of their design based on visual observation.  
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Through quantitative representation, designers have typically proposed numerical models for 
evaluating the constructability of building design. For instance, Horn (2015) defined a model for 
lateral deflection and strain energy metrics to assess both the constructability and structural 
performance of designs in the conceptual design stage. The Building and Construction Authority 
(2014) in Singapore developed an assessment model based on adopting various building design 
scores for various structural systems. In addition Lam et al. (2007) conducted expert interviews 
with experienced construction professionals to develop a constructability assessment model that 
encapsulates various building elements such as structural frames, slabs, envelopes, roofs, and 
internal walls. Jarkas (2012) estimated labour productivity based on the impact of constructability 
attributes such as the diameters of rebars, the quantity of reinforcement installed, the thickness 
of walls, the geometry of floors, and the intensity of the wall curvature. 

There is no doubt that KM, however defined or interpreted within the various contexts of 
constructability research, has been an important part of constructability. In our investigation, on 
the other hand, a broader enquiry is posed regarding the role of KM in constructability, in 
particular, concerning the use of machine learning as a means to codify tacit and explicit 
constructability knowledge. Through employing LSA for this purpose, the line between qualitative 
and quantitative is blurred, as LSA is an inherently quantitative technique that induces patterns 
and associations amongst natural language text, that may resemble results of qualitative analyses. 
The advent of machine learning and artificial intelligence applications have enabled such 
capabilities, offering new approaches to existing fundamental problems underpinning 
constructability. 

Constructability is interconnected closely with the variations in the fields of science and 
engineering, and the conditions and practices of the AEC market and industry. It is a theoretical 
and applicational link between various cognitive fields related to the AEC industry (Kifokeris and 
Xenidis, 2017). As such, representations of constructability knowledge, principles, guidelines, best 
practices, lessons learnt etc. succumb to the caveats of the subjectivity of knowledge and hence the 
inadequacy of static set rules, conditions and criteria to gauge and assess constructability. These 
points must be addressed in order to improve constructability holistically. 

8.3 Data collection of constructability issues 

We collect documentation in natural language texts that constitute or describe some 
constructability knowledge to use as input data into LSA. To ensure authenticity and realism of 
the analysis, the input textual data is gathered from a mixed group of consultants and contractors 
with extensive construction experience, spanning a wide variety of projects in different sectors of 
civil engineering. The data constitute ad hoc free-form natural language descriptions of 
constructability problems experienced by the practitioners in the real world that are fresh in their 
memories, representing the type of abundant unstructured textual material accumulated in AEC 
documentation. 

The nature of this analysis does not attribute significance to the sample size, since it is not an 
inquiry to determine overall assessment criteria of constructability problems as ground truths, as 
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most research investigations in constructability would typically be concerned. Thus, instead, in 
our investigation, it is rather of priority to see if the LSA method can automatically induce the links 
between concepts within natural language texts that would otherwise have required intelligent 
reasoning by an individual familiar with the civil engineering domain. As alluded to frequently in 
previous discussions, manual topical analysis of texts can be effective, but is non-scalable and 
often suffer from human subjectivity, leading to the codification of knowledge in data 
models/formats with interoperability issues. Therefore, the goal here is to assess what semantic 
links can be induced from a real-world dataset that would be representative of abundant data 
readily available in the project documentation/archives of AEC organizations. Furthermore, we 
discuss how this addresses constructability knowledge management problems, through the 
inference of constructability insights. 

 Profile of constructability expert data providers 

Even though the document sample set is not of primary importance in this analysis, it’s 
nonetheless pertinent to broadly illustrate the types of constructability knowledge captured in the 
texts collected, by giving an overview of the backgrounds of the practitioners. 

Texts were collected from 28 practitioners, consisting of 11 consultants and 17 contractors, almost 
equally from either background. After a briefing about constructability, to get alignment on its 
broad definition, practitioners were asked to provide a few rich and memorable constructability 
related issues that they have experienced as free text descriptions. Furthermore, these issues 
would need to also have been available in documentation or communication correspondences of 
the respective project in some form i.e. issues that are not confidential and obvious enough not to 
require deep investigation to deduce by the practitioner. 

All the experts have leading roles at their organisations, substantial amounts of professional 
experience in civil engineering and building works. These are defined as “works that are primarily 
concerned with the materials such as steel, concrete, earth and rock and their application in the 
construction, operation, maintenance and management of hydraulic, structural, environmental 
and systems aspects of infrastructure works and services, including water, sewerage, transport, 
urban development and municipal services.” Respondent experts are from organizations that have 
at least an 8.6 Million EUR tender value. 

Anonymity is kept for the respondents. However, we are at liberty to present background details 
to give a better idea of the corresponding knowledge of constructability that they have provided. 
The list of expert data providers along with their job positions and main disciplines are shown in 
Table 8-1. 
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Table 8-1 Profile experts that provided constructability issues. 

 Consultants Contractors 
Number 11 17 
Years of 
experience 

Average: 23 years  
Range: 15 to 36 years 

Average: 21 years  
Range: 5 to 40 years 

Job position  1. Designer 
2. Technical director, senior engineer 
3. Principal structural engineer 
4. Owner 
5. Owner, designer, project manager 
6. Structural engineer 
7. Director 
8. Technical director 
9. Technical director 
10. Principal engineer 
11. Director 

1. Contracts manager 
2. Project manager 
3. Operations director 
4. Contracts director 
5. Alternate contracts director 
6. Engineering manager 
7. (not given) 
8. Site agent 
9. (not given) 
10. Director, production and site construction 
11. Contracts director  
12. Contracts director 
13. Director 
14. Contracts manager 
15. Senior contracts manager 
16. Contracts director 
17. Director of major building works 

Main discipline 1. Building structures 
2. Building structures 
3. Civil and building structures 
4. Design and project management 
5. Buildings 
6. Buildings 
7. Buildings, structural, industrial and 

mines 
8. Buildings 
9. Buildings 
10. Civil and building structures 
11. Buildings 

1. Building and Civil 
2. Building 
3. Building 
4. Civil structures 
5. Civil structures 
6. Civil structures 
7. Civil structures 
8. Civil structures 
9. Precast concrete structures 
10. Precast manufacturer 
11. Civil and roads 
12. Building, civil, roads and earthworks 
13. Building 
14. Building 
15. Roads, buildings, civil structures and mining 
16. Building 
17. Buildings, civil and roads 

 Constructability data collected and general observations 

The corpus of text used in this investigation consists of unstructured written accounts of specific 
constructability issues experienced by expert professionals. A total of 98 problem cases or 
constructability issues are collected, in the form of separate textual passages (documents). The full 
list of these text passages is in Appendix A. Here, we briefly show a few examples to give an 
impression of the collected data in Table 8-2. 

The passages of text collected are input documents or corpus for LSA. These input documents vary 
greatly in length, register, and style – as natural language text would. There is no standard 
labelling or tagging so different words may be used to describe similar concepts and vice versa. 
There could also be spelling mistakes and grammatical, as well as punctuation inconsistencies. 
The corpus, albeit small, captures a wide range of specific constructability problems and issues, 
spanning many different types of design and construction elements and attributes, many of which 
are unrelated. Despite these challenges, the goal is to demonstrate the extent to which meaningful 
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semantic relationships between terms and documents can be inferred from a limited amount of 
such unstructured textual data. 

Table 8-2 Few examples of constructability issues collected as documents. 

Index Constructability issues description 

Doc5 On the majority of projects the information flow to the contractor is late, resulting in delays to the project. 
The design companies are normally not at fault, because they are waiting for details from vendors which 
must first be employed by the client, before they will supply details required by the designer to do the 
foundation designs. The overall design is not done timeously, allowing as little interference to the 
construction works as possible. 

Doc17 Changed the shape and size of pre-cast bridge beams. This was a contractor suggestion. 

Doc20 Fast track project ring beams designed as concrete. Engineer should have specified boxed steel beams 
for speed 

Doc22 Numerous concrete shear walls 
Doc38 Rebar sizes too big or spacing too little for concrete to be vibrated in beams and columns. 

Doc42 Design drawings not showing enough details i.e. sectional details. Especially for structural drawings 

To give a sense of the size of the corpus, the 98 passages of texts were collected, constituting 254 
sentences, 3,671 words, and 23,113 characters. On average each document has around 37 words. 
The natural language texts (few examples of which is shown in Table 8-2) are kept unaltered, thus 
maintaining a realistic representation of typical raw textual data abundant within company 
documentation, such as project meeting minutes, emails, archives, reports etc., and thus are 
readily obtainable to be processed for the LSA analysis.  

8.4 LSA process for constructability investigation 

In the previous chapter relating to the mapping of CoPs (Section 7.4), we went through the steps 
of LSA in detail, demonstrating the workings and capabilities with the help of a small dataset. The 
current investigation involves a larger dataset with more embedded knowledge that we can 
investigate using the same LSA technique. Therefore, the steps of LSA described below will be kept 
short to minimize redundancy of describing the same LSA process, as the same has been described 
in the previous chapter. On the other hand, more will be covered in the post processing and 
discussions of the results to enrich the understanding of the opportunities and limitations of the 
LSA technique given this problem context regarding constructability knowledge management. 

Note that the parsed terms (usually in red) shown in many of the figures and tables in this section 
are direct outputs of the parsing algorithm. As such, many of the terms may look erroneous, 
incomplete or distorted, such as “delai”, “suppli”, “foundat”, “bridg” etc., that are expected results 
of the stemming. It’s important to acknowledge that we present these terms unaltered, as these 
are used in the LSA analysis as they are. When a query is made, that is, when a new pseudo-
document vector is constructed, the appropriate terms are identified that corresponds to the 
natural language text of the query. We often mention the terms in their parsed, stemmed forms 
(e.g. “delai”) in our discussions when we refer to them as discreet terms, but refer to the natural 
language counter parts (e.g. “delay”, “delayed”, “delays” etc.) in narrative, whenever appropriate. 
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 Text parsing and filtering of constructability issues 

The 98 documents are first converted to lower-case, tokenized, and stemmed. Furthermore, stop-
words are removed, as well as tokens consisting of only two letters, numbers, dates, punctuations 
and diacritical marks (as per Section 4.4). This cleans the data from artefacts of natural language 
that are irrelevant in the LSA, or that may cause distortions in the semantic vectors as they 
represent different semantic material. Such artefacts include: 

 Numerical values/units/dimensions e.g. “6m”; “110mm”; “Kg/m3”; “2”; “5m x 10m” etc. 

 Classification of materials e.g. “Y32”; “Y20”; “G7” etc. 

 Symbols e.g. “&”; “%” etc. 

 Dates e.g. “2010” etc. 

Even though these above texts do indeed contribute semantically towards human understanding 
of textual descriptions, their symbolic logic is very different to natural language representation of 
knowledge, and can thus tamper with the semantic codification of LSA. The reason is that 
numerical data has inherent semantics that is not captured through occurrence and co-
occurrences, as is the case with how natural language texts are bestowed their meaning. Therefore, 
using numerical, and/or other data such as the above, alongside texts within LSA will most likely 
introduce more unnecessary noise/inconsistencies and thus distort the semantic vectors. 

In addition to the above filtering/removal, real natural language texts may have other “types” of 
artefacts that require removal during parsing, such as Named Entities. Named Entities are, as the 
term describes, names of things, most commonly observed as proper nouns. These may include 
location names (e.g. countries, cities, continents), and most typically people and company names. 
For removing Named Entities, there are open source Named Entity Recognition algorithms 
available. However, since our collected domain textual data used in the investigation contain 
minimal Named Entities, it is not done, and Named Entity parsing is kept outside of our scope. 

Of course, even if all these parsing and filtering techniques are done, they do not guarantee to 
remove everything that is undesirable. However, these are not a problem since further steps of the 
LSA process, specifically the SVD and noise reduction steps, can address these leftover artefacts 
with relative effectiveness. As a brief illustration of the outputs of the parsing pre-process, Table 
8-3 shows the few examples from Table 8-2 with the resulting terms for each. 
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Table 8-3 A few examples of the terms parsed for each of the constructability documents shown in Table 8-2. 

Index Constructability issues description Terms 
Doc5 On the majority of projects the information flow to the contractor is late, 

resulting in delays to the project. The design companies are normally 
not at fault, because they are waiting for details from vendors which 
must first be employed by the client, before they will supply details 
required by the designer to do the foundation designs. The overall 
design is not done timeously, allowing as little interference to the 
construction works as possible. 

major, project, inform, flow, contractor, 
late, result, delai, project, design, 
company, normal, fault, wait, detail, 
vendor, employ, client, suppli, require, 
foundat, overall, timeous, allow, 
interfere, construct, work 

Doc17 Changed the shape and size of pre-cast bridge beams. This was a 
contractor suggestion. 

chang, shape, size, pre, cast, bridg, 
beam, contractor, suggest 

Doc20 Fast track project ring beams designed as concrete. Engineer should 
have specified boxed steel beams for speed 

fast, track, project, ring, beam, design, 
concret, engine, specifi, box, steel, 
speed 

Doc22 Numerous concrete shear walls numer, concret, shear, wall 
Doc38 Rebar sizes too big or spacing too little for concrete to be vibrated in 

beams and columns. 
rebar, size, big, space, concret, vibrat, 
beam, column 

Doc42 Design drawings not showing enough details i.e. sectional details. 
Especially for structural drawings 

design, draw, show, detail, section, 
especi, structur 

 Constructability term-document matrix and term weighting using TF-iDF 

The dataset of 98 documents are parsed to obtain 727 unique terms. Therefore, a term-document 
matrix (TDM) of 727 x 98 entries is created with terms in the row space and the documents in the 
column space, and the entries are occurrences of term i in document j. Then TF-iDF weighting is 
applied, essentially to normalize the occurrences of terms within a document, and to discount the 
weight of commonly occurring terms across the corpus, while promoting more unique terms. 
These steps are handled in the same way as described in Section 4.6 (equation 4.1) and likewise 
applied to the CoP investigation in Chapter 7 (Section 7.4.2). We tabulate three examples of 
constructability documents to show the effects of the TF-iDF weighting in Figure 8-1. 

 

Figure 8-1 Comparison of three documents’ term occurrence counts and TD-iDF weighted values. 

We note that the codification of the document based only on the raw occurrence count can be 
misleading. For instance, both Doc22 and Doc38 in Figure 8-1 have terms that all occur only once. 
If the occurrence count is used to codify the document, this implies that all the terms have the 
same quantitative weight in characterizing the document’s content. With TF-iDF weighting, 
however, taking into consideration also the distribution of the term across the whole corpus, more 
nuances can be introduced that mimics how a human reader may subconsciously bestow weight 
to specific words in a text passage more so than to other words. For instance, in Doc22, “concrete” 
and “wall” have both been reduced in weight through TF-iDF, because both those terms occur 
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many times across the corpus, and therefore loses the significance in characterizing Doc22 
specifically. Indeed, reading Doc22 intuitively suggests that the constructability issue in that case 
is owing “shear” walls being “numerous”. Therefore, the occurrences of “concrete” and “wall” 
should not contribute as much in explaining this constructability issue, compared to the fact that 
“shear” walls are “numerous”. 

We can use the same interpretation for the other two examples. Words like “design” and 
“structure” (Doc42), and “beam”, “column”, and “concrete” (Doc38), have their weights reduced 
by TF-iDF, as they appear many more times across the corpus than the other terms in the 
respective document. Indeed, intuitively speaking, the fact that constructability problems involve 
“beams” and “columns”, and are associated with the “design” and “structure”, is rather obvious 
and may not be as interesting in representing the topical constitution of a constructability 
issues/document compared to other terms. Therefore, they are appropriately weighed less, given 
the nature of this corpus capturing specific constructability issues. With short documents as in 
Figure 8-1 above, it’s easy to observe the effects of TF-iDF intuitively. The value is that the 
weighting can be applied automatically to all documents, with any length, with the same effect. 

 SVD and dimensionality reduction of the constructability TDM 

The weighted TDM (727 x 98) undergoes Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) as described in 
Section 4.7 (using equation 4.3), decomposing the matrix into U (727 x 727), S (727 x 98), and 
V (98 x 98) matrices. Dimensionality reduction can now be done by selecting the number of 
dimensions to keep (as described in Section 4.8) through inspecting the singular values along the 
diagonals of the S matrix. The sum of the squared singular values represents the total variance of 
the original TDM, therefore calculating the cumulative sum of the squared singular values at each 
dimensionality indicates the percentage of variance kept, corresponding to the dimensionality 
chosen. We also plot the squares of the S matrix singular values to reveal the graph’s “elbow” 
(Figure 8-2), after which the dimensionality is chosen as described previously.  

Compared to the plot of the previous CoP investigation (consisting only of eleven documents 
shown in Section 7.4.3, Figure 7-3), we can see that the graph for this dataset of 98 documents in 
Figure 8-2 much clearly shows the “elbow” of the graph curve, indicating how the patterns 
decrease in significance with increase in each dimensionality. For clarity, we have chosen a few 
points long the graph, for which the cumulative percentage of the squared singular values are 
calculated: we chose 8, 25, 45 (red dots shown in Figure 8-2). The last (forth) red dot on the far 
right is simply for dimensionality of 98 where 100% of the variance is evident. The reasoning for 
choosing these dimensionalities is that 8 is where the “elbow” begins to form, 25 is the apex of the 
curve, and 45 is the end of the curve and where the graph flattens out. The corresponding 
cumulative percentages are 23%, 52%, and 72% for dimensionalities of 8, 25, and 45 respectively 
(orange line in Figure 8-2), indicating the percentage of variance explained by the respective 
dimensionality. 
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Figure 8-2 Square of singular values, and the cumulative percentage variance (0% to 100%), plotted against the number 
of dimensions (1 to 98).The red dots indicate dimensions of 8, 25, 45, and 98. 

For continuing the investigation, we chose the dimensionality of 45, which is an approximate 
dimensionality using the “elbow” technique through inspection (Sidorova et al., 2008) where the 
graph flattens out, thereby retaining 72% of the original variance. This gives the truncated matrices 
of U’ (727 x 45), S’ (45 x 45), and V’T (45 x 98), which can be recombined as products to form the 
approximate TDM with the latent semantic effects evident, given the reduction in the 
dimensionality/noise. 

 Methods for cosine similarity, query and retrieval 

The rows of the U’ and V’ matrices form the semantic vectors of the terms and documents 
respectively. Cosine similarity (Section 4.9, equation 4.5) can thus be used to calculate the 
semantic similarity between any pair of terms and documents. Of course, in practice, it won’t 
suffice to gauge the similarity of specific terms and/or documents as they appear exactly. More 
open ad hoc queries are desirable. This is achieved by creating a pseudo-document vector 
consisting of the ad hoc combination of terms of the query – as a query vector q of 727 dimensions. 
The explicit q vector is weighted using TF-iDF and multiplied by the truncated U’ (727 x 45) 
matrix and the inverse of the S’ (45 x 45) matrix to transform it to the semantic space as qs with 
45 dimensions. This whole process is as explained algebraically in Section 4.10 (equation 4.6) and 
demonstrated in detail in the previous CoP investigation (Section 7.4.5 in Figure 7-7). This qs is 
then compared to all the other semantic term- and document vectors using cosine similarity. 

8.5 Post-processing and additional methods for constructability 

With LSA, we can get the semantic vectors of terms and documents describing constructability 
issues, as well as the capability of combining ad hoc terms as a new pseudo-document to be used 
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as a query. This opens many more opportunities, through which constructability knowledge can 
be discovered from the unstructured textual data. The post-processing steps and additional 
methods are carried out in this investigation to test the extent to which insights can be derived 
given the collected dataset. For clarity, let’s reiterate again the research questions that we address 
for this domain problem context, that is, constructability knowledge. 

RQ3: Can existing, abundant data and/or documentation from AEC industry be utilized for the 
LSA approach? If so, how and with what limitations/opportunities in terms of data? 

RQ4: Can valuable insights, comparable to tacit knowledge, be inferred automatically from 
abundant unstructured AEC documentation and/or data through LSA? If so, how and with what 
limitations/opportunities in terms of insights? 

The rationale for validating these research questions are described in detail in the experimental 
design (Chapter 6) and as applied in the previous investigation (Chapter 7), so we don’t iterate 
them here. It’s however worthy to note again, that we do not aim to derive insights from the corpus 
as absolute findings of the investigation representing constructability “ground truths”. Rather, we 
aim to determine whether intuitive domain knowledge in constructability, that a human would 
have known through experience, can be derived by using the LSA technique from unstructured 
textual data. The post-processing methods are geared towards enhancing the interpretations and 
sense-making of the LSA outputs to address this enquiry. 

In this section, we only describe the rationale of each post-processing method and not the results, 
because many are derivatives of previous methods that are now developed further and require 
some explanation. The implementation and results of these methods with respect to the 
constructability dataset is presented in the following Section 8.6. 

 Method to sum and sort top TF-iDFs of constructability terms 

TF-iDF weighting (Section 4.6 equation 4.1) adds some nuance to the raw occurrence of texts. 
Instead of mere word count or sum of occurrences, one can augment similar indicators by 
summing the TF-iDFs of each term. When combined and sorted, this gives an indication of the 
most important topics that are evident in the dataset, because the TF-iDF sums take into 
consideration the effect that frequently occurring words in a textual corpus tend to “lose their 
meaning”. The summing of the TF-iDFs, and inspection of the sorted terms, gives a first-hand 
overview of the corpus’ general contents, even before any SVD is done. Results of this method 
within the context of constructability are discussed later in Section 8.6.1. 

 Methods for pairwise cosine comparisons of constructability terms 

The semantic vectors arising from the LSA can be easily used in pairwise cosine similarity 
comparisons (using equation 4.5 in Section 4.9). In the context of constructability, it is useful to 
understand the nature of how certain concepts are correlated. As depicted in Figure 8-3 (a), it’s 
possible to choose a topic as a query (“term1”) and simply retrieve the top semantically related 
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terms (“term2” – “term4”), to get an impression of the query term’s connotation, represented by 
the knowledge embedded within the corpus. 

Another way to illustrate how the pairwise comparison of conceptual relationships could be of 
value in practice is to look at a few chosen pairs of terms, as depicted in Figure 8-3 (b). For 
instance, we can choose a query reference term “roof”, in place of “term1” in Figure 8-3 (b). As an 
example, suppose we would like to see what sort of roofs are involved in constructability problems, 
for instance, whether “steel”, “concrete”, “timber”, “precast”, or “glass” roofs are more/less 
preferable. We can simply compare each of these terms (“term5” to “term7” in Figure 8-3) to “roof” 
by gauging their cosine similarities, indicating the semantic relationships between each pair based 
on the corpus. Their cosine similarities thus give an indication of how a particular type of roof may 
have stronger representation in the corpus. Other ways to harness the simple pairwise cosine 
similarity is by testing different qualifiers for “roof”, for instance, whether “heavy” or “light” roofs 
are more evident in the constructability dataset. The possibilities of pairwise queries are thus vast 
and depend on the user’s myriad desired enquiries. In the case that there is an existing 
classification of topics available as an ontology of an existing design workflow, these ontological 
elements could be used in pairwise comparisons to see the semantic associations between them, 
embedded within the unstructured textual corpus. Concrete implementation of this method within 
the context of constructability is discussed later in Section 8.6.2. 

 

Figure 8-3 Diagram depicting a typical (a) query-retrieval use-case, and (b) a pairwise cosine similarity comparison 
process. 

 Successive query-retrieval method for constructability exploration 

Even though the pairwise comparison above can give semantic conceptual associations distilled 
from the corpus, it may still not be totally clear the reasoning behind some of them. Following the 
same “roof” example for instance, one may enquire why are “concrete” roofs preferable over 
“steel” roofs, if so the case, and under what circumstances? Such knowledge is complicated and 
tacit, but are often quite intuitive or self-evident for humans with some experience in the domain, 
or even for non-domain personnel who grasps the implications of the different underpinning 
concepts. However, such enquiries are not simple to handle computationally and require further 
successive queries to answer, or at least assist the user to obtain the answer.  

This can be achieved by successively querying terms and phrases as one discovers conceptual 
associations cyclically, thus, deepening and/or traversing from the starting semantic locality to 
another gradually, as a matter of exploration. This allows the user to broaden the enquiry or 
narrow down the most relevant topics of embedded knowledge, and eventually review the most 
relevant documents that give even deeper insight to the specific constructability issue in its native 
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context. An example of this successive query process is shown in Figure 8-4, depicting the 
exploration, starting with pairwise cosine comparisons, followed by successive queries on the fly. 
Queries and re-query operations are as described previously (e.g. Section 4.10). 

 

Figure 8-4 Diagram depicting the topical exploration process enabled by using cosine similarity comparisons between 
terms (in red), successive ad hoc queries (in purple) and corresponding retrievals of terms (in red). 

Following the “roof” example and referring to Figure 8-4, one may begin the successive query 
exploration with cosine similarity pairs between “roof” (“term1”) and a few other relevant terms 
in context, such as “steel” (“term2”), “concrete” (“term3”), or others (“term4”). Then, suppose it is 
evident that “concrete roof” and “steel roof” are interesting to explore further, as multiple-term 
queries, the respective term retrievals (of queries “steel roof” and “concrete roof”) pose as 
suggestions of additional related topics to explore (“term5”, “term6”, and “term9” to “term11”). 
These related terms can then be included into a following re-query (indicated by the red arrows in 
Figure 8-4), to explore the nuances of connotations of the specific constructability problem case. 
These cycles of query, retrieval, and re-query can help the user narrow, or broaden the search and 
explore related concepts that address the “why” questions, i.e. why do steel roofs have 
constructability issues, and whether they are preferable over concrete roofs given the aggregated 
history of past constructability issues? Therefore, this method helps the practitioner learn and 
gather constructability insights as he/she uses the system for exploration. Implementation of this 
method within the context of constructability is discussed later in Section 8.6.4. 

 Method for clustering and labelling a subset of constructability documents 

In the previous chapter we discussed how hierarchical clustering and cluster labelling methods 
can be used as a summarization feature of the corpus, to get a topical overview of the corpus at any 
desired level of abstraction (Section 7.6.4). We can build upon this technique for the larger dataset 
of this constructability problem context, which is meaningful to cluster and label just a subset of 
the documents of the corpus (as an automatic summary of a retrieval set). For instance, one may 
only like to see sub-clusters for a specific query topic, in which case a query is first made, document 
vectors are retrieved with a chosen threshold or a limit (e.g. top N documents with respect to a 
query) and then clustered and labelled. This allows for a query topic, with a large document 
retrieval set, to be easily visualized on the fly and explored as a small hierarchical structure 
consisting of sub-cluster labels representing sub-topics within the query. This process is depicted 
in Figure 8-5. 
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Figure 8-5 Diagram depicting (a) the documents retrieved with any query and (b) the subsequent clustering and labelling 
of those documents as a summary of the retrieval set. 

Likewise, this clustering can be used to reorder a small cosine similarity matrix consisting of the 
same documents that are retrieved, by using the technique shown in the previous CoP 
investigation (Section 7.6.3, Figure 7-15). Implementation of this method within the context of 
constructability is discussed later in Section 8.6.6. 

 Method for simple arithmetic of semantic vectors in constructability 

The vectors arising from the LSA effectively represent the semantic codification of the documents 
and terms, which can be easily manipulated using simple arithmetic, such as vector addition and 
subtraction. The semantic sum and or difference between single terms may be difficult to interpret 
given the limited size of this corpus. There is also inherent difficulty in interpreting such relations 
meaningfully e.g. the obscurity in interpreting the resulting concept of “precast” minus “contract”, 
or “warehouse” plus “roof”. Even though vector calculations can technically be done, the result 
may be meaningless to interpret. Theoretically, if the size of the corpus is extremely large and 
certain patterns are indeed well represented, it would be possible to determine the abstract 
relationships. For instance, intuitively, the vector arising from subtracting “glass” from “window” 
may be something like “frame”, in which case the difference vector describes physical assemblies 
of sub-elements. It may then also be possible to infer more abstract relationships, for instance, a 
difference vector between “concrete” and “cast”, may describe how the element or material is 
constructed. Therefore, if that same difference vector were to be added to “steel”, one may 
intuitively get a vector like “weld” or “bolt” etc. These remain out of the scope of this research as 
it would at least require much larger datasets, and possibly other sub-methods interfacing with LSA 
to capture such relationships. 

Nevertheless, within the context of this investigation, we can at least demonstrate the practical 
implication of this technique, by calculating the differences between documents, and using the new 
difference vector in a few ways. For instance, subtracting one document from another gives a vector 
that described the difference between the two documents (“DocDiff” in Figure 8-6). This is useful 
when comparing two similar constructability cases to determine what may be different between 
them.  
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Since all these manipulations are in vector space, it’s possible to do queries in succession with such 
additions/subtractions. As per Figure 8-6, for instance, to find out what may be different between 
two documents “DocA” and “DocB”, one can use their difference vector “DocDiff” as a query to 
retrieve the highest terms (“term1” to “term3”) via their cosine similarities. These terms indicate 
the topical differences between two documents. Concrete implementation of this within the 
context of constructability is discussed later in Section 8.6.7. 

 

Figure 8-6 Diagram depicting subtraction of DocB from DocA, obtaining a difference vector DocDiff, which is used as a 
query to retrieve the most similar terms, representing the topical difference between the two documents. 

8.6 Results and discussions of constructability investigation 

Note, that in many of the figures and tables presented in this section, the terms (in red) and cosine 
similarities shown are direct outputs of the algorithmic LSA technique. Therefore, some of the 
terms may appear distorted or incomplete. Nevertheless, these are deliberately kept in order to 
maintain integrity of the analysis results, while we may refer to the real words in narrative during 
discussions (e.g. the “foundat” may be referred to as “foundation” in our discussions where 
appropriate). 

 Top TF-iDF terms as indication of constructability corpus topics 

The preliminary first glance of the topical constituent of the constructability corpus can be 
achieved even before SVD is done, through summing the TF-iDF for each term and sorting them 
from the largest to smallest, as described in Section 8.5.1. 

 

Figure 8-7 Top 10 constructability terms sorted by the sums of corresponding TF-iDF values. 

We can see from Figure 8-7 that the top TF-iDF terms are expectedly what one may intuitively 
assume to be constituent topics of a constructability knowledge base. Indeed, the top ten terms 
almost describe the general definition of constructability, despite the corpus consisting only of 98 
ad hoc utterings of constructability issues. It’s important to mention that we do not claim these 
topics to be ground truth in representing constructability knowledge in general. Instead, our 
intention is merely to test the validity of this method to infer intuitive, albeit rough, indicators of 
topical contents of a constructability textual corpus. 
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To deepen our discourse, let’s compare the terms sorted by TF-iDF sums in Figure 8-7 with that 
of the occurrence count sums, shown in Figure 8-8. The comparison also allows us to consider 
how the TF-iDF weighing addresses some challenges of interpreting the raw occurrence counts. 

 

Figure 8-8 Top 10 constructability terms sorted by the sums of corresponding occurrence count values. 

The reason for using TF-iDF for semantic codification, rather than the raw word count or 
occurrences, is that the terms of the highest occurrences tend to overwhelm the comparison. For 
instance, in this constructability dataset, the highest occurring terms are “design”, “construct”, 
and “structur” – occurring almost twice as often as the next ranked “steel” and onwards. 
Quantitatively, this implies that “design”, “construction”, and “structure” are almost twice as 
significant in representing the constructability corpus than the other subsequent terms. However, 
this is an inaccurate impression as the three terms are so general, that they do not add much 
descriptive value in qualifying the constructability corpus – i.e. claiming that a constructability 
corpus is about “design”, “construction” and “structures” is rather obvious. This is attributed to 
the phenomenon that extremely common terms distributed across the corpus become too general 
and should appropriately be demoted proportionally based on their degree of occurrence across 
the corpus. Indeed, we see that two of the top three terms by occurrence count (Figure 8-8), that 
is, “design” and “construct”, ranked first and second respectively, are demoted in the case of the 
TF-iDF weighted counterparts in Figure 8-7, ranked sixth and seventh respectively. Furthermore, 
the TF-iDF weighted version has smoothened the gradient of the decreasing values, creating more 
nuanced and accurate impression of the general content of the corpus.  

The way to interpret Figure 8-7 theoretically is, for instance, that the constructability knowledge 
of the corpus constitutes more of issues related to “steel” than “concrete”, and more about “walls” 
than “columns”. However, given the low level of detail of these terms and the relatively small size 
of the corpus (compared to a hypothetical corpus containing all of constructability knowledge), we 
should not rely on the sorted terms in presenting general knowledge about constructability. 
Nevertheless, we can use this technique effectively to quickly inspect how different terms compare 
to one another with respect to their importance in the context of the respective dataset, even before 
any SVD is done – thus without any consideration of synonymity or semantic relationships 
between terms still at this point. 
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 Interpreting pairwise comparisons for constructability terms 

We have demonstrated the empirical effects of dimensionality reduction in detail in the previous 
chapter (Section 7.6.6). Let’s now focus little more on interpreting the results in the context of 
constructability issues. We explained briefly in Section 8.5.2 how the pairwise comparisons alone 
could provide useful outputs that we may allude to having characteristics of tacit dimensions of 
knowledge. For ease of illustration, we use a few examples of building elements as the starting 
point: “beam”, “column”, “slab”, “wall”, “foundation”, “roof”, “cantilever”, and “basement”. We can 
simply retrieve the top terms via cosine similarity to give an idea of the semantic characteristics 
embedded in the corpus related to each term as shown in Figure 8-9.  

 

Figure 8-9 Few building elements as query terms shown with the top 15 retrieved semantically related terms and cosine 
values for each. 

Looking at the retrievals first hand, while links between some terms are obvious, it may be difficult 
to understand the links between some other terms, without closer examination of the document 
contexts. For instance, for the query “beam”, it’s obvious to see the connotation of “ring” beams 
being difficult to construct, or “shape”, “size” and “spacing” of the beams and/or its “rebars” 
creating constructability issues, the latter of which is strengthened by the “vibrat” term, hinting to 
the vibration of in situ concrete within beams. The “aesthetics” of the beam also influences 
constructability and the relevance between “beam” and “bridg” is easily assumed, i.e. the concept 
of beam bridges. On the other hand, the connotation of “speed”, “govern”, “increment” may be 
unclear without relating to the documents, in which “speed” would be described in full text. 
Nevertheless, the semantic technique can extract and induce links that may have required human 
reasoning to achieve, resulting in some artefacts of tacit knowledge. For instance, the fact that 
“rebar” “spacing” is related to concrete “vibration” issues is a good example of high-level 
conceptual abstraction that can be inferred. 

Other high-level insights that can be easily derived from these rudimentary results with reference 
to Figure 8-9. We describe them in the points below including the relevant terms in each case in 
quotation marks. 

 “Tall” and “narrow” “columns” are difficult to construct. 
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 “Slip” “forming” construction technique is associated with “columns”. 

 “Rebars” pose issues for both “beams” and “columns”. 

 “Thin” “slabs” are problematic and associated with issues related to the column “heads”. 

 “Penetration” through “slabs” cause difficulties, and there are issues involving “post-
tensioned” and “suspended” “slabs” based on the corpus. 

 “Masonry” “walls” need “chasing” (cutting grooves in walls) for “electrical” services, but 
this affects its “stability”. 

 “Numerous shear walls” cause constructability difficulties. 

 “Raft foundations” on “dolomite” cause constructability issues. 

 “Timber roofs” and “waterproofing” concerns are related. 

 “Cantilever balconies” in “hotels” pose evident constructability issues. 

 “Basement” constructability challenges involve “ground water”, “drainage”, “flooding” and 
“dampness”. 

Note that these points and explanations above are not automatically generated by the algorithm, 
but are our explanations of how to interpret the semantic links between the query and retrieved 
terms (shown in Figure 8-9), which we have indicated in quotation marks. To avoid confusion, we 
reiterate that LSA does not give generative explanatory sentences as the points above, but this 
analysis nevertheless indicates the ability of LSA to infer intuitive domain-specific links between 
concepts within the AEC problem context of constructability. 

Such semantic links of complex and complicated concepts (sometimes needing secondary and 
tertiary associations for a case to make sense) are inferred using the LSA technique. From 
constructability perspective, the associations between the terms, with respect to their cosine 
similarity, capture the semantic patterns evident in the constructability documentations, from 
which the analysis is made. Likewise, document retrievals based on the same semantic 
logic/structure takes into consideration the conceptual links embedded in the domain problem 
context. Even though just blindly interpreting some of these term-pairs are difficult, given that the 
context may not be obvious, it is nevertheless useful in demonstrating how the intuitive semantic 
conceptual links within an expert domain field, like constructability, may be inferred based on 
unstructured documentation. 

The other method described (Section 8.5.2) that may bring more direct value, is to look at a few 
pairwise comparisons between any two specified terms. Let’s take the aforementioned “roof” 
example as an enquiry. Suppose we would like to know what type of roof is more evident as having 
constructability issues based on the corpus. We can choose “roof” as a reference query and specify 
a few types of roofs such as “steel”, “concrete”, “timber”, “precast”, and “glass” as the other terms 
in the pairwise comparison. Figure 8-10 tabulates the results. 
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Figure 8-10 Pairwise comparisons between “roof” and a few specified terms that addresses the enquiry of roof 
constructability. 

We can see that the strongest association, between these chosen terms, is that of “timber” and 
“roof”. Within the context of our corpus, we can thus deduce that most roof related constructability 
problems are relate to “timber” roofs, as opposed to for instance “steel” or “concrete” roofs, both 
of which may have negligible constructability concerns. There is slightly higher association with 
“precast” and “glass”, suggesting that some constructability issues involve these 
elements/configurations. 

Such pairwise queries can quickly give insights to a quantitative, or potentially probabilistic, view 
of constructability issues, given certain parameters/concepts that can be expressed as terms. For 
example, in addition to the types or materials of roofs, we may also select a few qualifiers (like 
“soft”, “heavy” and “light”) of roof arbitrarily to see how they compare.  

 

Figure 8-11 Pairwise comparison between “roof” and a few specified qualifiers of roof. 

From Figure 8-11 we see that “soft” roof represents the option with the highest likelihood of 
constructability complications, given that it’s most prominently associated with “roof” based on 
the corpus. Roofs that are “heavy”, albeit less represented as constructability issues, is still more 
risky than “light” roofs. This type of insight may provide a hint or recommendation to the 
user/practitioner regarding the choices of roof specifications that may be best for constructability, 
through the embedded knowledge in the historical corpus. At the least, these enquiries may reveal 
deeper questions to help the practitioner better understand certain aspects of constructability 
issues. For instance, following these simple outputs, the practitioner may want to know the 
circumstances under which “soft” and/or “timber” roofs have been problematic in the past. The 
“soft roof” is a good example to illustrate too, because it may not be self-evidently clear what 
exactly is a “soft roof”, despite the strong association, and thus requires more exploration to clarify 
this obscurity. We’ll get to this in the following Section 8.6.4 about successive explorative queries. 
Of course, the same logic and process can be applied to any topic in the constructability context 
beyond the “roof” example shown here. 
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At this point, it is important to stress again that we by no means regard these insights as ground 
truth. We do not claim whether the insights can or cannot represent general constructability 
principles, as it is bound to our limited corpus. Whether the corpus represents a large enough 
sample set to represent constructability generally, is out of scope of this research. Instead we 
investigate the LSA’s capability in inferring insights from the given corpus, however biased it may 
be, and gauge whether results are aligned with general intuitive constructability knowledge, as a 
starting point. This highlights one of the limitations of the technique – that the inferred insights 
are confined to the rationality embedded in the input dataset. For instance, regardless of whether 
“light” or “glass” roofs are indeed easier to construct in general (implying fewer related 
constructability issues), we can only claim that our corpus indicates so, and, at most, allude to 
deepen the explanation for this “phenomenon” within this biased context and the specific 
circumstances of the issues described. 

The above captures the essence of subjectivity and contextuality of constructability knowledge. 
One set of factors (e.g. elements, parameters, features), may be consistently causing 
constructability issues under a set of circumstances, while the same factors may not be an issue at 
all in another circumstance. This illustrates the complexity of constructability knowledge 
modelling. There would be so many possible combinations of constructability factors in the real-
world that it may become simply impossible to develop accurate rules/practices to address 
“phenomenon-based” constructability that are applicable in all circumstances. It would require 
the ability to quantitatively model all the factors involved in constructability, including human 
behaviour and ad hoc or other chaotic parameters implicated in all the building lifecycle 
operations. The LSA technique may pose as a different approach to address this, being able to 
distil some useful knowledge from large unstructured textual documentation (supposedly of any 
scale and size), which would have been too time consuming and laborious for a human to study 
and internalize. 

 Interpreting similarity matrix and clustering of constructability terms 

To deepen our view of the constructability insight that can be inferred, we can represent many 
pairwise comparisons efficiently as a cosine similarity matrix. Given that there are 98 documents 
and 727 terms, it may not be effective to visualize everything, instead we have arbitrarily hand-
picked 50 terms spread out across the corpus, making up seven broad categories, which represent 
general aspects of constructability (Table 8-4), for effectively visualizing a cosine similarity matrix, 
as well as clustering on the basis of constructability logic and reasoning. 
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Table 8-4 The 50 hand-picked terms from a few different arbitrary categories related to constructability 

Broad 
categories 

Building 
elements 

Material Construction 
operations 

Functional 
spaces 

Natural/site 
elements 

General 
issues 

Project 
management  

Terms beam 
column 
slab 
wall 
roof 
foundat 
truss 
road 
cantilev 
window 

concret 
steel 
glass 
brick 
timber 
sand 
gravel 

launch 
precast 
situ 
formwork 
scaffold 
erect 
excav 
posttens 

kitchen 
warehous 
parkad 
basement 

rain 
water 
soil 
ground 
temperatur 

access 
safeti 
size 
crack 
shrinkag 

contractor 
architect 
supplier 
client 
schedul 
contract 
chang 
delay 
disput 
cost 
time 

The 50 terms used here are hand-picked and not according to any formal reasoning, ontology or 
data model, but simply through inspection and induction from the terms across the corpus 
(Appendix A), which presents general intuitive aspects of constructability. It’s important to note 
that the point of selecting these terms is only to enable visualization of their semantic clustering, 
that represent some topical coverage of the constructability dataset and embedded knowledge. As 
such, the extent of the topical coverage of these hand-picked terms is immaterial, and therefore it 
is irrelevant whether existing ontologies of constructability (e.g. found or distilled from literature) 
should be better suited for this exercise. The same goes for the broad categories shown for these 
50 selected terms. The categories are only for illustration to give an idea of the topical coverage of 
the terms selected. 

Visualizing these 50 terms is useful to show how cosine similarity matrix and hierarchical 
clustering may be valuable in inducing constructability insights. When we plot the cosine 
similarity pairs of all 50 terms from Table 8-4 in the form of a similarity matrix in Figure 8-12, we 
see that there are no discernible patterns visible given that the order of the terms are arbitrary. 
Even though closer inspection of this matrix can be done to quickly gauge pairwise relationships 
between specific terms, this matrix (Figure 8-12) may not be very useful otherwise in practice. 

We now use hierarchical clustering (as per Section 6.3.4) to rearrange the cosine similarity matrix 
so that the most semantically similar terms are placed adjacent to one another. Figure 8-13 shows 
the rearranged matrix and the corresponding dendrogram representation of the clusters. We are 
now able to see more features along the diagonal of the cosine similarity matrix indicating the 
clusters revealed after rearrangement. Furthermore, we can intuitively see the corresponding 
dendrogram clearly showing the hierarchical representation of the terms’ relationships on 
different levels of abstraction. As an example, at the level of abstraction indicated by red line (a) 
in Figure 8-13, nine clusters (C1-C9) are evident, indicated as red squares on the cosine similarity 
matrix. 
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Figure 8-12 Cosine similarity of 50 terms from Table 8-4 (in the same order from top to bottom and left to right). 

  

Figure 8-13 Rearranged cosine similarity matrix, of the same 50 terms as Figure 8-12, after hierarchical clustering. The 
corresponding dendrogram diagram of the clustering results show nine clusters (C1-C9) at line (a). 

Let’s magnify the dendrogram in Figure 8-13, as shown in Figure 8-14, and interpret the clusters 
C1-C9 at the level of abstraction indicated by red line (a). 
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Figure 8-14 Enlarged dendrogram of the 50 terms as in Figure 8-13 with nine clusters as C1 – C9 at line (a). 

Note that we have deliberately included “precast” twice to illustrate how the clustering and 
dendrogram visualizes identical terms. Once again, also note that these terms are outputs of the 
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parsing algorithm as stemmed versions, and therefore many of them may appear to be erroneous 
or distorted (e.g. “safeti”). However, they are deliberately presented so for accuracy, while we may 
refer to their natural language form (e.g. “safety”) in our discussions in narrative. Let’s discuss 
each of the clusters (C1 –C9) beneath the abstraction, to the left of the red line (a) in Figure 8-14.  

 

Figure 8-15 Cluster C1 of the 50-term constructability dendrogram of Figure 8-14. 

In cluster C1 (Figure 8-15) we see that the repeated term “precast” has expectedly been grouped 
together and indeed is adjacent to one another connect by the line at zero distance, implying they 
are identical. We see that “launching” is associated with “precast”, with respect to the connotation 
of the construction technique of incremental launching, usually involved with pre-fabricated 
elements. “Formwork” and “supplier” show high semantic relationship as the “formwork supplier” 
is significant in the constructability issues corpus. “Truss” seems to be rather independent in this 
cluster, relating only vaguely to the combined “formwork supplier” sub-cluster. 

 

Figure 8-16 Cluster C2 of the 50-term constructability dendrogram of Figure 8-14. 

In C2 (Figure 8-16), the proximity of “column” and “architect” suggests that the architect’s 
decisions contribute significantly to the constructability of columns within the issues embedded 
in the corpus. There appear to be more “steel” columns than “concrete” involved in constructability 
complications. Furthermore, related concepts of “crack” and “shrinkage” are clearly linked, and 
likewise the relationship between the sub-cluster of “shrinkage cracks” and “concrete”. 

 

Figure 8-17 Cluster C3 of the 50-term constructability dendrogram of Figure 8-14. 

Interestingly, in Figure 8-17, constructability issues involving the “foundation” appears to have 
project management factors within the corpus. We see that the relationship between “delay” and 
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“cost” is strong in light of the “foundation”, and the role of the “contractor” in that regard is 
suggested, albeit a weaker link. “Rain” is placed closely to “safety” implying that safety issues 
because of rain are significant in the corpus, while “glass” has weak links to both “rain” and 
“safety”, which may still be obscure to interpret at this point. It may bring to mind glass surfaces 
being slippery with rain. However, this is speculative, and we’ll revisit such vague examples later 
in Section 8.6.5 where we show how document retrievals can help to understand and verify such 
issues in context. 

 

Figure 8-18 Cluster C4 of the 50-term constructability dendrogram of Figure 8-14. 

“Window” and “scaffolding” spears to be closely linked in cluster C4 (Figure 8-18). At this point, 
the reason for this is speculative and may not be clear at first glance (we’ll revisit this in 
Section 8.6.5). Nevertheless, the semantic relationship between “gravel” and “soil” can be clearly 
inferred, while “warehouse” appears to be independent with a very weak link to the rest. 

 

Figure 8-19 Cluster C5 of the 50-term constructability dendrogram of Figure 8-14. 

Cluster C5 (Figure 8-19) constitutes a few separate sub-clusters that are closely linked. For 
instance, the role of “beam size” in facilitating constructability is revealed. The potential of 
“ground water” causing constructability issues in the “basement” is also clearly inferred. It’s, 
however, not known how “situ” and “change” is related in context (we revisit this in Section 8.6.5). 
As an example of how to interpret such obscure links, perhaps we may now speculate that changes 
of in-situ concrete elements cause constructability issues. However, there may also not be real 
links at all (i.e. the link may be merely a circumstantial statistical artefact of the topical distribution 
of the corpus). In that case, it may not be particularly meaningful, and deeper explorations are 
required to clarify this, through successive explorations in the following section. 

 

Figure 8-20 Cluster C6 of the 50-term constructability dendrogram of Figure 8-14. 
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Cluster C6 (Figure 8-20) is a small, tight cluster predominantly covering topics related to project 
management and relationships between “client” and “contractor”, with reference to their strong 
influence on “schedule” and “dispute” as topics and factors of constructability challenges. 

 

Figure 8-21 Cluster C7 of the 50-term constructability dendrogram of Figure 8-14. 

In this cluster C7 (Figure 8-21), two distinct sub-clusters are observable. One relates to the “walls” 
of a “kitchen”, which is made of “brick”, while the other is evidently about “timber roofs” (same 
insight as the previous pairwise comparison in Figure 8-10 previously) and the potential effects of 
“temperature”, however, the relationship of “time” to the “timber roof” may be unclear without 
deeper probe of the context. 

In the interest of reducing redundancy, we’ll leave out clusters C8 and C9 of explicit discussions. 
Anyways, the same method of interpretation as explained here for C1-C7 can be applied to C8 and 
C9 to infer insights and identify opportunities for deeper probes into the specifics of 
constructability, amid the knowledge embedded within the corpus. 

 Examples of successive queries and constructability document retrieval 

We described earlier (Section 8.5.3) that successive queries can be made to deepen and enrich the 
exploration. This is especially useful when other query-retrieval results may appear to be obscure. 
In this section we demonstrate how a successive exploratory process can be implemented. Note, 
that the examples of terms are presented as the native outputs of the algorithm, so some of them 
may appear erroneous (e.g. “riski”, “consum” etc.), but are kept as is. 

From the results of query-retrieval processes and pairwise cosine similarity comparisons, we have 
shown that it’s common to encounter some obscure associations, where the rationale behind the 
conceptual links between terms may not be self-evident first hand. In fact, even if relationships 
between concepts are quite self-evident (e.g. constructability issues of “basement” due to “ground 
water”) one may still like to confirm the exact contexts, in which the issue topic/term associations 
can be fully understood with regards to constructability insights. In both the above cases, iterative 
exploration through successive queries, leading to the eventual retrieval of the most relevant 
documents, can help to achieve understanding efficiently and effectively. 

Let’s revisit the “roof” example from the previous Section 8.6.2 (Figure 8-10), where the 
prominence of “timber” roofs (as opposed to for instance “steel” or “concrete” roofs) are evident 
in the constructability issues corpus. Following the exploratory process previously depicted in 
Section 8.5.3, Figure 8-4, we can continue the enquiry deeper with “roof” and “timber”.  
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Figure 8-22 The process of successive queries to explore and narrow down on most relevant documents. For each 
retrieval set of top terms, the corresponding cosine similarities are shown. 

With reference to Figure 8-22, we take “roof timber” as one ad hoc query (as per method described 
in Section 4.10) and retrieve the top terms in the first retrieval set, which we can inspect. Suppose 
the terms “riski” and “soft” catch our attention, we can then re-query “roof timber riski soft” to 
narrow down and deepen our exploration. We may iterate in this manner a few more times to 
explore the semantic proximity of the initial query. For example, we may see that the second 
retrieval set contains “access”, which seems interesting and thus is used to expand the query even 
more. Eventually, it is appropriate to retrieve the specific documents and read the rich natural 
language texts in context to understand fully. Figure 8-22 illustrates the process described above 
for the “roof” example, and Table 8-5 shows the eventually retrieved documents in the end of the 
process. Note that the textual contents/descriptions of each document shown are unaltered for 
authenticity. Therefore, they may include spelling, grammatical errors or other inconsistencies. 
We highlight the explicit occurrence of query terms in each document for ease of reference.  

As we read the retrieved documents in context in Table 8-5, it becomes clear how the query terms 
make sense within the context of the actual constructability issue described. Doc19 reveals the 
relevance of “access”, which may have been interpreted ambiguously if only looking at the term 
alone. In context, it relates to the difficulties regarding accessibility and working space required to 
construct the timber roof, which is characterized to be soft. Doc19 also clarifies a previous 
uncertainty in Cluster C7 (Figure 8-21 in the previous Section 8.6.3) involving the close 
relationship between “time” and “timber”. It is now clear that the issue relates to the configuration 
of the timber roof construction being “time” consuming. Without the context of the natural 
language document in the end, it may be difficult (perhaps even misleading) for the user in 
understanding the full premise of the specific constructability issue, especially when the pairwise 
comparisons may be obscure or ambiguous. 
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Table 8-5 Top retrieved documents for “roof timber riski soft access” as the final query in Figure 8-22, with query terms 
highlighted for easy reference. 

Retrieved Description 
Doc19 Soft roof (timber roof construction) very time consuming, risky access 
Doc75 In our opinion, the original designers of the timber roof structure chose to solve the "long span" problem in timber. 

A more appropriate and appropriate solution was to design and construct that portion of the roof in structural steel. 
The engineer appointed to rectify the problem did just that. He should have considered this to be a structural problem 
rather than one of timber design. This type of error of judgment is not uncommon in structural engineering. 

Doc76 The timber trusses were standard and relatively simple to install. The problem was that the timber member was not 
of the specified grade and the contract's agent on site did not have the expertise to check the grade of timber used 
in their manufacture. The lesson to be learnt is that professional monitoring and certification of construction is 
necessary to minimize the incidence of such failures. The reason for the use of non-structural grade timber was 
simply that it was unobtainable at the time. 

Doc29 Extremely light structural steel roof structure. This forced the contractor to assemble whole portions of the roof on 
the ground and then hoist it into position. If the structure were heavier the contractor could have used normal 
erection methods to erect the roof. The contractor allowed for bigger lifting equipment in his bid and this escalated 
the costs. 

It goes without saying that the retrieval for either terms or documents can be done in any order at 
any step. We illustrate this process starting from terms and ending with documents, because the 
exploration use-case favours starting from the broad and abstract, before going into the finer 
details. If the documents were retrieved and inspected earlier in process, the amount of texts may 
be overwhelming to read through. In that sense, starting with retrieving the terms for each query 
helps to indicate a broad summary of the contents of the documents that would have been 
retrieved with the same query. In this example, the exploration of the terms coincidentally narrows 
down to a single document, Doc19 (Table 8-5). However, the process could of course also diverge 
from the starting point of the query, if the chosen terms in successive iterative query steps are 
further from the semantic proximity of the original query. Therefore, the extent of any topic, with 
its potentially many other related connotations and nuances, can be traversed using this successive 
query method. It’s also worthy to note that the document retrievals are ranked so that the most 
relevant can be easily inspected along a continuum, to those documents that are quantitatively less 
relevant lower on the list. This also assists with the discoverability of related topics, which 
otherwise would have been missed. For instance, Doc76 (Table 8-5) provides constructability 
knowledge about timber grade and quality assurance of timber trusses, while Doc29 alludes to 
constructability knowledge about steel roofs. Both are related to the query, albeit less, and can 
enrich the user’s internalization of the intertwined, potentially underpinning, factors that 
constitute specific constructability issues. Therefore, this method can act as a recommendation 
function, harnessing domain-specific semantics, which would have required consultation with an 
experienced human expert to achieve. 

As another example, we can now apply the same successive query method to clarify a previous 
assumption arising from the pairwise comparison and clustering analyses, namely the link 
between “launching” and “precast” in cluster C1 Section 8.6.3, in Figure 8-15. For simplicity of 
illustration, we don’t again perform the iterative explorative queries, but simply apply “launching 
precast” as a single query to retrieve the documents. We then tabulate the documents that 
describes the issue involving the query in question in Table 8-6.  
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Table 8-6 Top retrieved documents for the query “launching precast” from cluster C1 (Figure 8-15 in Section 8.6.3), 
with query terms highlighted for easy reference. 

Retrieved Cosine Description 
Doc14 0.560 The precast yard and launching facilities were designed under the supervision of the contractor. Had 

this not being the case, a great deal of re-work would have been required to ensure and effective 
system. 

Doc17 0.541 Changed the shape and size of pre-cast bridge beams. This was a contractor suggestion. 

Doc60 0.531 Structure = Precast concrete perimeter walls (5m x 10m). Constructability issue = Precast panels were 
cast in stacks of 4. No connection to structural steel roof was detailed to be cast in bolt. Impossible to 
use cast in bolts when panels are cast on top of each other. Post fix better solution 

Doc44 0.478 The method of construction specified (incremental launching), governed by the design of the bridge, 
was very expensive and impractical for the length of the bridge. A precast beam solution was viable 
and much cheaper, but dismissed for aesthetic reasons 

Indeed, we can now quickly confirm the link between “precast” and “launching” looking at Table 
8-6. In particular, Doc14 indicates that both “precast” and “launching” facilities are handled by 
one contractor, implying that they are related concepts for improving constructability and 
reducing rework. In addition, Doc17 and Doc44 both indicate that “precast” beams (of bridges) are 
often associated with incremental “launching” construction technique. Another important aspect 
to note here is that explicit occurrences of both query terms (“precast” and “launching”) within the 
document do not automatically rank the document above those that contain only one of the query 
terms or even containing none of the query terms. This is because the ranking is semantic and 
therefore the ranking is not dependant on rule-based explicit text occurrence logic. The highest 
ranked documents are therefore those of which the semantic aggregate of all the terms are closest 
related to the query, regardless of whether explicit query terms are evident, which would be more 
of a “keyword search” logic. Nevertheless, explicit occurrence of query terms within a document 
typically ranks it high for that query. On the other hand, it’s also theoretically possible that the 
highest ranked document may not contain any of the query terms explicitly, but rather containing 
synonyms or related terms of the query. This is the nature of semantic retrieval that can consider 
the meaning of the documents, as an aggregate of semantic terms, as opposed to their explicit 
keywords. 

 Interpreting constructability semantic similarity as per query 

There were clusters in the constructability dendrogram previously (Section 8.6.3) where 
relationships between some term pairs or groups may not be self-evident – even obscure upon 
first glance. We can now use these examples to delve deeper into the nature of semantic similarity 
among documents and discuss how the handling and interpretation of topical and conceptual 
relations can be done appropriately. Below, we present the top retrieved documents for the 
queries: “column architect”, “glass rain safety”, “window scaffolding”, and “situ change” arising 
from clusters in C2 to C5 respectively with reference to Figure 8-14 in Section 8.6.3. Once again, 
note that the textual descriptions of each document shown are unaltered for authenticity, along 
with spelling, grammatical errors or other inconsistencies. We highlight the explicit occurrence of 
query terms in each document for ease of reference and comparison. 
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Table 8-7 Top document retrievals for the query “column architect” from cluster C2 (Figure 8-16 Section 8.6.3), with 
query terms highlighted for easy reference. 

Retrieved Cosine Description 
Doc80 0.777 Outlet pipe through steel tapered column to hide outlet in steel column as per architect's requirements - 

Very difficult detail to install and difficult to maintain. 
Doc54 0.489 The warehouse had very tall and narrow concrete columns with corbles and holding down bolts in some 

parts of the building.  This should have been in steel as most other columns.  These were difficult to 
construct, and had to be braces temporarily until the steel structure was up. 

Doc47 0.456 125 no. RC columns (50m high) were designed in such a way that the reinforcing was more than 
500kg/m3 (with bar lengths up to 13m long), which not only made it very expensive, but also impossible 
to slide (slip form) - the most efficient way to construct these types of columns. A small increase in 
diameter of the columns would have dramatically reduced the reinforcing requirements (increased 
stiffness) as well as the overall cost of these structures. 

Doc78 0.407 I think that the expectations of the architect and the builder (who was also part developer) exceeded their 
appreciation of the difficulty of working 60m high up on a flimsy scaffold. Such work is possible 
where/when high-rise building skills are well established. Regrettably high-rise building construction is 
very cyclical. 

From Table 8-7, it’s clear in Doc80 that the aesthetic requirements of “columns” as specified by 
the “architect” underpins the constructability constraint. It’s interesting to see that the rest of the 
highest retrievals are overwhelmed by “column” related issues, and only further down Doc78 
explicitly include the term “architect”. 

Table 8-8 Top document retrievals for the query “glass rain safety” from cluster C3 (Figure 8-17 Section 8.6.3), with 
query terms highlighted for easy reference. 

Retrieved Cosine Description 
Doc24 0.805 

 
Poorly specified materials that are impractical when it comes to serviceability, in particular the lack of 
attention to design on a glass roof, where workers are again put at risk during the installation and 
cleaners may be at risk once the building is handed over as the glass could fail with people on it. 

Doc43 0.720 The pipeline material used in the design was very expensive and unpractical. Also, the proposed 
alternative material was in line with the core expertise of the contractor. The alternative not only offered 
a financial saving, but also a reduced project risk in terms of schedule, quality and safety. The alternative 
was not considered. 

For this query in Table 8-8, the highest document retrievals do not contain “rain”, but are topically 
inclined towards “glass” and “safety”. This indicates that within the corpus “rain” do not have 
explicit links to “glass” nor “safety”, but may be linked through one or more degrees of separation 
with both “glass” and “safety”.  This makes Doc24 the most relevant to the query, because in 
addition to the explicit mention of “glass” there are also many quite obvious “safety” related terms 
like “fail”, “risk”, “worker” etc. compounded by the semantic effects of “rain”, albeit weak. 

For the “window scaffolding” query retrievals shown in Table 8-9, it’s interesting that Doc78, 
containing only one of the two query terms, is ranked higher than Doc33, in which both query 
terms appear. This can be due to the semantic structure that is evident within the corpus, that the 
combined semantic vector of the query “window scaffolding” turns out to be closer to the weighted 
combined term vectors of Doc78. Evidently the combined topics of “high-rise” construction in 
Doc78 and “scaffolding” provide stronger semantic weight towards the query, while Doc33 include 
topics related to “facades”, “brickwork”, “plastering” and other architectural elements, that dilute 
the semantic weight of Doc33 with respect to the query “window scaffolding”. 
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Table 8-9 Top document retrievals for the query “window scaffolding” from cluster C4 (Figure 8-18 Section 8.6.3), with 
query terms highlighted for easy reference. 

Retrieved Cosine Description 
Doc78 0.877 

 
I think that the expectations of the architect and the builder (who was also part developer) exceeded their 
appreciation of the difficulty of working 60m high up on a flimsy scaffold. Such work is possible 
where/when high-rise building skills are well established. Regrettably high-rise building construction is 
very cyclical. 

Doc33 0.836 On Michealangelo Tower the Facades were very cumbersome to build. It was composite brickwork 
plastered and rendered with lots of windows and moldings surrounds and large architectural copings. 
This had to follow the structure over 36 storeys and be fully scaffolded over the height because of the 
different trades to have access to complete the works. 

Table 8-10 Top document retrievals for the query “situ change” from cluster C5 (Figure 8-19 Section 8.6.3), with query 
terms highlighted for easy reference. 

Retrieved Cosine Description 
Doc15 0.742 

 
The changing of the pre-cast tilt up walls to in-situ slide wall and column combination proved to be a vital 
change in completing the project on time. 

Doc16 0.593 Changed the sequencing of the works, which required the columns to be cast with sheer and moment 
reinforcement at deck level, prior to casting the deck. This was a contractor suggestion. 

The results for the “situ change” query are quite expectable (Table 8-10), ranking Doc15 
(containing both query terms explicitly) on the top, then Doc16. The top document Doc15 
describes the “change” from precast to “in-situ” configuration, which improved the 
constructability of the project, while Doc16 describes “changing” of the sequencing of work 
involving in-situ concrete elements. Even though “situ” doesn’t occur explicitly in Doc16, it 
contains many terms that imply the evidence of in-situ concrete, such as “columns”, 
“reinforcement”, “cast”, hence it’s high rank with respect to the query. This demonstrates and 
reinforces the semantic capability inherent in these retrievals.  

 Clustering and labelling of constructability documents per query 

In Section 8.6.4, we showed how successive term queries can help the user broaden or narrow 
down the exploration of the semantic space, and eventually retrieve the most relevant documents, 
so that the constructability topics and their relationships can be understood fully in context. 
However, it may be useful to make an ad hoc query and retrieve documents, without exploring the 
term retrievals first. Instead of reading the documents directly, which is laborious and time 
consuming, it may be useful to immediately cluster these retrieved documents and label the 
clusters as a summary of the document retrieval space. We showed in Section 7.6.4 the 
summarization technique that allows for hierarchical clusters and sub-clusters to be labelled 
automatically. We can apply the same method here, but for just the documents retrieved for an ad 
hoc query (as described in Section 8.5.4). This is especially useful if the user has in mind a very 
general query, which may be ambiguous and involve different connotations that one would like to 
explore. 

For example, suppose we would like to know about the types of issues that may be related to “fast 
track” projects, we can make a general ad hoc query accordingly. In this case, we retrieve a few 
more documents than before (Figure 8-23) in order to do the clustering and summarization to 
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widen the semantic proximity of the retrieval. The full description for each document is shown in 
Table 8-11, with either of the query terms highlighted in the text for ease of reference. 

 

Figure 8-23 Query “fast track” and retrieve top documents 

Table 8-11 Top document retrievals for the query “fast track” sorted by relevance, with query terms highlighted for easy 
reference. 

Retrieved Cosine Description 
Doc21 0.968 Very complicated structural steel design on a fast track project 

Doc20 
 

0.876 Fast track project ring beams designed as concrete. Engineer should have specified boxed steel beams 
for speed 

Doc26 
 

0.632 Facade design, can have a huge impact on constructability, and designers often only consider the effect 
of the aesthetics of a design, rather than the practicality of implementing it, and have an expectation of 
fast-track construction, on difficult systems which take time. 

Doc25 
 

0.302 Service co-ordination, this is always a problem, systems are designed in isolation and are poorly 
coordinated. This complicates the installation process, delays construction due clashes having to be 
resolved, and also incurs costs. 

Doc5 
 

0.258 On the majority of projects the information flow to the contractor is late, resulting in delays to the project. 
The design companies are normally not at fault, because they are waiting for details from vendors which 
must first be employed by the client, before they will supply details required by the designer to do the 
foundation designs. The overall design is not done timeously, allowing as little interference to the 
construction works as possible. 

Doc27 
 

0.196 Specifying products that are new to our market, on a recent project, our Architect has specified a large 
number of projects that have never been used in our market, or installed by our contractors. This causes 
delays, training that is required, re-work costs, and frustrates people due to their lack of knowledge of the 
systems, maintenance etc. 

Doc6 
 

0.187 Procurement processes would have derailed the project. Client was advised to procure as a design & 
construct option with a high quality score for innovation & construction methodology. A combination of 
precast & cast in situ construction was adopted so that activities could run in parallel. Contract was 
completed 1 month ahead of schedule. 

Doc74 
 

0.168 Issues of design constructability to be resolved by the consultants and the contractor require the timeous 
issue of information by the Client. Few clients understand the complexity of the co-ordination of 
professional services on a project of this nature. When a client chooses to change his mind & brief on a 
regular basis during the design development stages of a project.......disputes between the consultants, 
client, and contractor are inevitable. With on-going changes to the design brief, issues of constructability 
were not assessed at any stage by the contractor. Delay in completion of the contract should have been 
obvious to all concerned. 

Doc15 
 

0.128 The changing of the pre-cast tilt up walls to in-situ slide wall and column combination proved to be a vital 
change in completing the project on time. 

Doc28 0.103 Platform was supplied by others and were constructed out of sand (berea red with building foot print of 
750x250m) - this made the access for both supply of material and equipment very difficult. This type of 
platform is also extremely vulnerable to rain. This ended up costing the contractor a lot of money in rework 
and specialized plant to move material and equipment. The contractor was aware of this and allowed for 
this in his price - if a basic 150mm layer of G5 was provided the final value of the project would have been 
lower and ease and speed of construction would have been better. 

As can be seen, the query “fast track” only explicitly appear in the top three documents, however 
the others are retrieved, because they have similar connotations, that is, about delays, being on 
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time, late information flow, and even a bit further related topics like rework, change, cost, lack of 
knowledge on new products etc. We can take all these documents and apply clustering to this 
subset of the corpus at a level of abstraction we see fit. For labelling a sub-cluster, we simply 
combine all the documents within that sub-cluster to create a pseudo-document vector, with which 
the highest semantic terms can be retrieved. These terms act as appropriate semantic labels for 
each cluster (as described in Section 7.6.4). In Figure 8-24, we choose a level of abstraction of the 
dendrogram that makes three sub-clusters and label them accordingly. 

 

Figure 8-24 The document retrieval set of the query “fast track” hierarchically clustered and labelled at the chosen level 
of abstraction, where three sub-clusters are evident. 

This technique of directly clustering a set of documents retrieved for a query can enrich the user’s 
exploration of broad or generic queries or topics with potentially many different semantic 
connotations. Additionally, the sizes of sub-clusters, their topics, and the documents that 
constitutes each sub-cluster are good indicators to help the user explore a query topic quickly, 
transparently and through simple inspection of the visualization. The user may also thus use this 
method to determine which documents may be most relevant to read and internalize to 
understand the constructability issues in the native context. 

 Utilizing subtraction of vectors for comparing constructability documents  

We described earlier in this chapter (Section 8.5.5) how simple addition and subtraction of 
semantic vectors can be done to computationally determine the topical differences between two 
terms and/or documents as a topical difference vector. An easy way to demonstrate this is to find 
the difference between two documents, thereby addressing the question: what topics does one 
document contain that is not in another document? Of course, a similar effect may be achieved by 
comparing keywords – where the identical words appearing in both documents are simply 
removed. However, given the semantic relationships between words (as synonyms and otherwise) 
and the many inflections/conjugations, which cannot be picked up by keyword matching, the LSA 
vector codification is needed to overcome these challenges. 
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Let’s take a simple example of two documents Doc48 and Doc89. 

Doc48: “Containing of ground water during basement construction.” 

Doc89: “Ground conditions required raft foundations. This meant that services for Ground floor 
shops and restaurants had to be installed at a very stage and could not be changed. This affected 
the programme. Piled foundations could have resolved the issue, but at a greater cost which would 
have meant that the project would not have proceeded.” 

We can tell by manually reading and comparing the documents that both are about some aspects 
of “ground construction”. Intuitively, we see that Doc89 do not address topics such as “water”, 
“basement” (and the topics that are further related to those) which are in Doc48. Therefore, when 
we subtract the vector of Doc89 from that of Doc48 to get a difference vector, we should expect 
the difference vector to represent some topic related to “water” and/or “basement”. We can use 
this difference vector to find the top terms (as per cosine similarity) as shown in Figure 8-25, to 
verify this expectation. Note that Doc48, Doc89 and the difference vector DocDiff48-89 each have 
45 dimensions. The term retrievals with the difference vector are shown and the interpretation is 
that these terms represent Doc48 topics that are not covered by Doc89. Indeed, the top terms 
aligns with our expectations from manual inspection. 

 

Figure 8-25 Using the difference vector (Doc48 subtracted by Doc89) to retrieve top terms representing topics present 
in Doc48 but not in Doc89. 

It is interesting to note that even though “ground” and “construct” are both in Doc89, they are still 
evident in the difference vector. This is because Doc89 is much longer and has many other terms 
that dilute the semantic contribution of terms “ground” and “construct” to that document. This 
implies that Doc89 is quantitatively less about “ground” and “construct” than Doc48 is. This is 
also attributed to the fact that Doc48 is much shorter, and because TF-iDF weighting effectively 
normalizes the term weight with respect to the document, the contribution/weight of each term in 
the short Doc48 is much higher, than a longer document such as Doc89. 

It’s important to observe also that the difference vector not only points to explicit term differences, 
but also infers other related terms. In this case, “damp”, “drain”, and “flood” are not explicitly 
occurring in Doc48, but are evident in the difference vector, because of their strong relationship 
to “basement”, which is explicitly in Doc48. Therefore, it is appropriate that the semantic topics 
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related to terms in Doc48, but are not explicitly occurring in both Doc48 and Doc89, can be seen 
in the difference vector’s topics.  

Let’s take another example, looking at the difference between Doc22 and Doc12, both of which are 
about different issues related to walls. 

Doc22: “Numerous concrete shear walls” 

Doc12: “Electrical boxes. Back to back on 110 mm masonry walls. After chasing, wall destroyed. 
Wall stability compromised. Solution - Elect 1st fix. Place shutter over piping. Cast upstand with 
electrical services boxes in shutter. No chasing. Wall stable.” 

We can intuitively read that both documents are discussing about walls, however, with reference 
to different types of walls and different problem aspects. Doc22 tells about concrete shear walls 
being too many/numerous, creating constructability challenges, while Doc12 describes masonry 
walls that lose stability after chasing (cutting grooves in walls) to accommodate the electric box. 
Figure 8-26 shows the top terms retrieved for the vector arising from Doc22 subtracted by Doc12. 
Indeed, we see that the common topic of wall is not evident in the difference vector, and the Doc22 
topics that are not in Doc12 are represented well (i.e. “shear”, “numer”, “concret”) by this 
difference vector, including those other related topics presumably related to “concrete” further 
down (i.e. “post-tens”, “self”, “compact” etc.), albeit with weak cosine similarities. 

 

Figure 8-26 Using the difference vector (Doc22 subtracted by Doc12) to retrieve top terms representing topics present 
in Doc22 but not in Doc12. 

The difference vector can be inverted (simply multiplied by -1) to get the opposite vector, which in 
this case, represents the topics that are evident in Doc12, but not in Doc22.  Figure 8-27 shows 
these terms. Indeed, we see topics about the lack of “stability” “compromised” by the chasing 
(cutting grooves in the walls), which has “destroyed” the “masonry” wall, and the evidence of the 
“electric” equipment involved in the constructability issue described in Doc22, that are not in 
Doc12. Once again, since “wall” is a shared/common topic between the two documents, it is not 
represented by the difference vector. 
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Figure 8-27 The inverting of the difference vector for Doc22 subtracted by Doc12 (same as the vector of Doc12 
subtracted by Doc22), to retrieve top terms representing topics present in Doc12 but not in Doc22. 

The difference vector is quite a powerful technique in further manipulation of the semantics 
quantitatively. As we have demonstrated how to use the difference vector to retrieve the top terms, 
it may also be used to retrieve the top documents. The latter implies the ability to find documents 
that best match the difference between the first two document vectors. 

In the context of this constructability issues corpus, the value of this sort of vector manipulation 
may not be clearly self-evident. There may, however, be many deliberate use-cases in engineering 
knowledge or document management operations, where differences between two sets of 
documents are valuable to identify automatically and quantitatively. For instance, there may be 
cases where the practitioner would like to create a corpus or case-base of constructability issues 
from many different sources and it is then important to be able to quickly analyse the topical 
intersections/overlaps, as well as topical differences, of multiple textual datasets of varying sizes. 
This enables the practitioner to compile complementary sets of documentation without the need 
to manually read and organize unstructured documents semantically. In other words, the 
constructability information/knowledge manager may use a benchmark corpus to gauge other 
sources of datasets semantically and identify gaps of topics (differences) that need to be filled. 
These gaps can then be quantified as a difference vector (or multiple difference vectors) that can 
be used to query and retrieve complementary documents from another source. 

The codification of textual semantics as vectors is an enabler for many other use-cases beyond 
constructability issues. To name one for illustration, we can allude to the problem context of the 
previous chapter involving to the management of KSCs and CoPs. The “people search” use-case 
reaps obvious benefits from identifying potential gaps quantitatively within a team or CoP and 
finding other personnel to fill the gap, on the basis of their KSCs. Since all KSCs can be represented 
as semantic vectors, the simple arithmetic methods presented in this section offer much potential 
that also considers domain semantic relations between embedded concepts. 

8.7 Role of LSA in discovering insights within constructability textual data 

We began this chapter introducing how constructability literature has evolved overtime and 
highlighting the fundamental challenge of codifying constructability knowledge to capture and 
utilize in practice. The associated difficulties are mostly attributed to the contextuality and 
complicated nature of constructability issues, with many intertwining factors, making quantitative 
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techniques rather limited in their capabilities to foresee and address many constructability 
challenges in unique circumstances. Despite advances in information technology in recent 
decades, the sense-making and management of constructability knowledge are still mostly socially 
driven and require much human tacit knowledge and experience to avoid or mitigate. 

We use LSA to investigate whether unstructured textual documentation about constructability can 
be acquired and automatically analysed, from which useful insights, comparable to artefacts of 
domain tacit knowledge, can be inferred and utilized. Upon our understanding of established 
LSA’s capabilities, we have shown how the technique can indeed identify patterns amid texts that 
would have required domain specific understanding of constructability issues. We align LSA’s 
underpinning mechanisms towards automatically discovering intuitive associations and clusters 
between constructability concepts on different levels of abstraction. Additionally, we describe in 
depth the observations of the results of the post-processing, enabling successive query methods, 
interpreting the semantic similarity of constructability issues, and the empirical implications of 
cluster labelling for constructability knowledge artefacts. We acknowledge that these observations 
are indeed by-products of known mechanisms in information retrieval, semantic similarity 
analysis, clustering and labelling functions. However, our research contributions lie in viewing 
these mechanisms through the lenses of constructability documentation and demonstrating the 
implications of LSA technique, its opportunities and limitations, within the context of 
constructability concerns, among other AEC problems in other investigations. These are 
testaments to our validation of LSA, be it strengths or weaknesses, in addressing our research 
questions of distilling insights as a matter of sense-making and emulation of human cognitive 
reasoning. 

These observations are achieved from a very small, rudimentary dataset of natural language texts 
openly describing ad hoc constructability issues. The complete set of all 98 issues can be found in 
Appendix A. Such textual material can be abundantly found within organizations and, given the 
known capabilities of automatable data mining techniques, possibilities of more intelligent and 
abstract data utilization with tangible results are realistic. In practice, such solutions may work 
well in organizations where textual documentation is abundant in the form of reports, claims, 
requests for information, change/rework documentation, even communication artefacts such as 
emails or other written material, messages and annotations. 

Admittedly, the insights inferred and interpreted in this investigation is the tip of the iceberg for 
constructability knowledge in general. It may never be possible to codify all of constructability 
knowledge for all circumstance that have existed or may exist in future. Nevertheless, we show 
that the employed LSA technique and additional post-processing and manipulation methods can 
adapt to unstructured textual data with embedded constructability knowledge and discover 
abstract conceptual associations. Furthermore, these findings and results attainable with LSA help 
us to better understand the potential of computations and quantitative techniques in managing 
complex information and overcoming some past limitations of tacit knowledge, which has been a 
fundamental challenge in constructability knowledge representation and management. 
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 BIM-based change management investigation 

9.1 Summary of BIM-based change management investigation 

The point of this investigation is to further enrich the results of the last two chapters, relating to 
how LSA contributes to KM in another AEC context, namely, within a BIM-based design change 
management context. We investigate whether it’s possible to extract change cases and requests for 
information (RFIs) as issues stored in BIM Collaboration Format (BCF), within the BIM files. The 
free text descriptions (in native Finnish) of each change request is used as input data to the LSA 
to test whether non-trivial insights can be distilled from the data. In addition to demonstrating 
how the same technique can work in a different AEC problem context than the previous 
investigations, we also test if it works in Finnish directly.  

The findings of the investigation indicate that the texts extracted from BCF can effectively be 
utilized to infer domain-specific semantic links between change management concepts, regardless 
of language. Additionally, we also test whether the cross-language analysis can be done by 
handling both English and Finnish together in the same input matrix to LSA, generating one 
common semantic vector space. This helps us to understand the opportunities of automatic data 
linking across languages, at the same time, as a technical analogy for bridging between different 
ontologies or data-models automatically, without the need for the laborious and time-consuming 
tasks of manually creating the mappings (i.e. translation) between them. We find that the cross-
language capability is effective in enabling “translations”, that is, queries in one language and 
retrievals in the other. The outputs of this investigation address interoperability challenges given 
different data-models. From these findings, we discuss how BIM-based change management can 
be augmented leading to further future possibilities of integrating IFC elements, objects and 
attributes into the semantic inference, in addition to merely texts from BCF. 

9.2 Introduction and BIM-based change management problem description 

 Change issues in AEC 

Change is considered as a modification to an agreement between project participants, and, change 
management is the process to anticipate possible changes, identify changes that have already 
occurred, plan preventive impacts, and coordinate changes across the entire project (Eshtehardian 
and Khodaverdi, 2016). Changes are considered as one of the main sources of project risks 
(Motawa, Anumba and El-Hamalawi, 2006) and a major cause of delay, disruption, and disputes 
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(Motawa et al., 2007). Furthermore, it is hard to predict changes in construction projects, given 
the uniqueness of each project and the limited resources (Hanna et al., 2004). Changes in 
construction projects are very common and likely to occur from different sources, by various 
causes, at any stage of a project, and may have considerable negative impacts (Motawa et al., 
2007). Most researchers distinguish two kinds of change: rework and change order (Huang et al., 
2007).  

 Rework refers to re-doing a process or activity that was incorrectly implemented in the 
first place and is generally caused by quality defects, variance, negligence, poor design and 
on-site management. Rework is usually pure waste and can be improved by an effective 
change management practice.  

 Change order refers to changes that are generated by unanticipated sources, for 
example, scope changes from the owner, design/technological changes from the architect, 
and cost and/or time changes caused by supplier problems or by unsatisfactory site 
conditions. In some sense, since change orders cannot be avoided in any construction 
project, the requirements for change management become the disciplining and 
coordinating of all aspects that relate to change orders, for example, document, drawing, 
process, flow, information, cost, schedule and personnel. 

Indeed, change management is also an important aspect of constructability review procedures, 
which identify project elements that can be modified to mitigate construction difficulties and 
ambiguities, as well as problems in construction knowledge implementation, including change 
orders, disputes, cost overruns, and delays (Gambatese, Pocock and Dunston, 2007). Small 
reworks with only minor impact do not need to go through a formal change process. However, 
changes with noticeable impact, either reworks or change orders, require following a formal 
process in change management. In general, upper-stream changes have a bigger impact. Lu and 
Issa (2005) believe that the most frequent and most costly changes are often related to design, 
such as design changes and design errors. The distribution of costs to different players in the 
process is also a critical issue in this area. There is thus an obvious need to better manage change, 
as well as to garner competence to predict and avoid unnecessary changes early during the design 
stage. 

Change management in construction projects is increasingly becoming an integral part of today’s 
project management proficiency (Eshtehardian and Khodaverdi, 2016). Research done by 
professional institutions such as the Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB), the Construction 
Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA), and the Construction Industry Institute 
(CII), has promoted the development of best practice guides for managing changes. Furthermore, 
considering the digitalization megatrend in many sectors, it is obvious that IT provides an 
excellent opportunity for the professionals to learn from similar past projects and to better control 
project changes and variations (Arain, 2008). Indeed, since the early 2000s onwards, there has 
been an emergent research of so-called change management systems (CMSs), often involving IT 
tools in the broad change management frameworks. One of the most popular change management 
frameworks is by Ibbs, Wong and Kwak (2001), who introduced a general process-oriented change 
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management system. Their CMS has two levels: a level of starting principles and a detailed level 
of management processes. The first level is founded on five principles: (1) promote a balanced 
change culture; (2) recognize change; (3) evaluate change; (4) implement change; and (5) 
continuously improve from lessons learned. Each of these principles works hand-in-hand with one 
another in order to minimize detrimental change and promote beneficial change. This a very 
popular framework, from which many subsequent CMSs are inspired and developed. The five 
principles naturally allude to change case identification, implementation, capturing and feedback 
– not far off from concepts of a CBR and other IT driven improvement cycles as discussed before, 
towards augmentation of change knowledge, and thus prediction capabilities. 

 Change management systems 

A few notable examples can be discussed that relate to, and enrich, the background of our 
investigation. 

Charoenngam, Coquinco and Hadikusumo (2003) suggested an internet-based change 
management system with a change order procedure involving workflows, documents, records 
keeping, and a centralized database. This early work is a testament to the use of a centralized 
EDMS to facilitate the change management, which is very similar to how other problem contexts 
have adopted EDMSs. Later, Motawa, Anumba and El-Hamalawi (2006) presented an fuzzy 
model for predicting change events, based on the available information at the early stages of a 
project. In practice, the goal was to predict change proactively through information retrieval from 
an existing case-base using fuzzy logic reasoning, and evaluate their effects to improve dispute 
resolutions arising from vague perception of a change’s root causes and effects. The 
factors/determinants of the fuzzy logic are based on 1) project characteristics, 2) change causes 
and 3) change effects (and the relationships between them), which form the basis of the data 
structure/model required for the system. Motawa et al. (2007) presented a system that integrates 
a fuzzy logic change prediction model with the system dynamics model to evaluate the negative 
impacts of changes on construction project performance. Around the same time, Chen and Hsu 
(2007) suggested a hybrid AI model to solve potential lawsuit problems caused by change orders 
in construction projects. The model encompasses the inductive feature of the Artificial Neural 
Network approach and the similarity feature of the CBR approach. This analysis is conceptually 
very close to our approach, though the data used for analysis by the authors were cases from 
litigation archives that succumbs to a fixed data structure/format. 

Zhao et al. (2010) proposed a change prediction system using activity-based dependency structure 
matrix to model the process that may occur as a result of changes. This method includes 
identifying the sources of changes and verifying the effectiveness of the dependency structure 
matrix model. Charkhakan and Heravi (2012) presented an approach to identify change formation 
scenarios, based on change occurrence paths by using a dynamic programming method. Later, 
they indicated that the occurrence of changes can be predicted by decomposing change occurrence 
phases and analysing their components’ interrelations. Other examples include the use of 
process/event/network-models, for instance, event tree analysis, to predict changes in 
construction projects (Heravi and Charkhakan, 2014). 
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In a nutshell, all the change management systems and predictive reasoning techniques found 
across literature focuses on the modelling of change processes and events, as well as the 
characterization of change cases/issues based on a fixed predetermined data structure. The full 
contents of change cases/issues, in native natural language articulated by the practitioner, are 
typically not considered in the previous efforts. There is also typically a lack of focus on social or 
CoP driven techniques as a means to address change, despite the evidently fuzzy nature of change 
management competences that typically require human tacit experience to develop overtime in 
order to effectively identify and avoid changes intuitively. We thus see the pertinence to address 
these aspects as an extended KM premise of our research. 

 BIM-based change management 

As we know, BIM is used to produce building models of different aspects of the building: 
architecture, structures, plumbing, heating, air-conditioning, and so on (Eastman et al., 2011). 
BIM-based design change management can be defined as a dynamic process providing 
identification of needs and reasons for changes, implementation of the changes to the model 
(while keeping its integrity and coherence), the flow of information about changes, analysis and 
assessment of the consequences of changes and minimizing the negative effects of changes while 
ensuring interoperability (Juszczyk, Tomana and Bartoszek, 2016).  

The development of BIM has affected the construction projects in all areas and phases. Change 
management in the BIM context has likewise gained attention, however, with still much to be 
desired. The flexibility of BIM tools towards design changes has been studied, and the drawbacks 
of BIM-based change management have been evaluated and disclosed in many studies. It was 
concluded that BIM is efficient in adopting and promoting changes in the model; however, it 
suffers from the inability to produce a comparable design change deviation report, the unreliability 
of bi-directional links between the external analysis software and BIM tools, not having a powerful 
user interface, and lacking capabilities to analyse and offer alternatives to design (Shourangiz et 
al., 2011). There are general assumptions about BIM implementation in construction projects, that 
it will reduce design errors and thus design changes forced by these errors (Eastman et al., 2011). 
However, there has not been evidence that adoption of BIM has significantly reduced design 
changes (Shourangiz et al., 2011). Furthermore, in the traditional approach to design change 
management, the focus has been on the efficiency of the information and document flow, such as 
change requests and design revisions. Emphasis has thus been put on reacting to the need for 
design changes (e.g. issue and revision management solutions), rather than foreseeing and 
avoiding them.  

The reasons above naturally led to the development of predictive capabilities beyond the 
traditional reactive methods in handling change issues. One investigation by Pilehchian Langroodi 
and Staub-French (2012) developed a BIM-based ontology of design changes. The taxonomy 
developed included six classes explaining the nature of design change by its type, changed 
attributes of the altered component, dependencies between the components, the level of change 
effect on other components, timing (stage of the project when the change occurs), and the impact 
on cost and schedule. The authors’ proposed to add one more class, which would help to explain 
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the cause of the change. In the authors’ opinion, the causes of the changes introduced in BIM 
models may be divided into two main subclasses. The first subclass should encompass the changes, 
which occur as a natural consequence of model development, that is, refining the model by the 
design-team, refining the model due to the analyses performed by engineers and consultants, and 
redefining the model due to the client’s requests. The second subclass should encompass the 
changes that are not natural consequences of model development, that is, removal of indefinable 
design errors, corrections due to unforeseen internal constraints of a construction project, and 
corrections due to alterations of external conditions. The application of the taxonomy may provide 
the necessary structured information about the changes made to the model for further analyses 
and use. 

We see that BIM usage in managing change has developed from facilitating an integrated 
information environment towards analytical and inductive reasoning, utilizing the accumulated 
information as change issues. The emergence of ontologies and data models to facilitate this is a 
typical trend within many AEC contexts. As observed here again, these data model based systems 
create fundamental problems of interoperability, limiting the up-scaling of such solutions of 
change issue management. The issues of data linking are well-known in the BIM environment, 
and the uniqueness and complexity of change issues – their causes and effects within different 
circumstance – make the consistent management of change cases very difficult, not the least to 
prescribe a structured ontology to facilitate associated change processes. One may also allude to 
the subjectivity and contextuality of change issues and the vastness of tacit change knowledge that 
is needed through human expert experience to readily identify, avoid and address changes in 
unique circumstances. 

The introduction of the BIM Collaboration Format (BCF), as a separate schema for storing 
additional annotations about BIM objects as free text issues, poses an interesting opportunity for 
the mining and analyses of unstructured natural language descriptions of change issues associated 
with specific BIM elements. The BCF was also intended to allow such issues to be exchanged in 
collaborative work without the need to transfer the whole BIM-model as bulk data. As such, the 
BCF is a separate and light-weight dataset that can be modularly utilized, being underpinned by 
rich knowledge about change cases that accumulate during operations of design change 
solicitations and response. 

9.3 Data Collection of BIM-based change issues 

To recap briefly, we investigate the automatic extraction of natural language information from 
BCF issues as change request cases and processing it using LSA. This is used to demonstrate how 
higher-level semantics and linked data may be inferred automatically from existing unstructured 
texts embodying some level of professional knowledge. The semantics inferred can then be fed 
back to the workflow to augment the knowledge of practitioners in handling future change related 
work. The BIM data acquired for this study is from a large renovation project, thus predominantly 
involving mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) services. Furthermore, the dataset is 
originally in Finnish language, which presents the opportunity to test our proposed LSA technique 
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in a different language other than English, and even across languages, between English and 
Finnish, when using input data in both languages. Through this, we can further discuss cross-
language analyses as a testament to cross-ontology linking or mapping, which can be a valid 
approach for handling data, regardless of data structure. 

 Elephant Quarter heritage complex 

The BIM dataset acquired for this study is from a heritage complex renovation project in 
downtown Helsinki, Finland, called “Elefanttikortteli” (Elephant Quarter), which forms part of a 
larger area of Torikorttelit (Market Quarter). Elefanttikorttelli (Figure 9-1) consists of a few blocks 
of important historical buildings and courtyards, dating from the 18th and 19th centuries. The 17 
million EUR renovation project is part of a development vision of the area south of the Senate 
Square, in the heart of Helsinki, to improve and extend the cultural, commercial, and 
administrative utility of the existing spaces. (City of Helsinki, 2012) 

 

Figure 9-1 Semi-aerial view of “Elefanttikortteli” in Helsinki, Finland. Source: City of Helsinki (2012) 

 Extracting/mining issues from BCF files 

As described in Paasiala et al. (2015), a BCF v2.0 formatted bcfzip file contains a folder for each 
issue recorded. The issues correspond to proposals and change requests in BIM data-models 
(BuildingSMART, 2018). Each folder contains a markup.bcf file that embodies textual 
information about the issue, a viewpoint.bcfv file that specifies the related elements, the 
viewpoint, and the camera angle, and snapshot.png, which are pictures describing the issue. 
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Only markup.bcf files contain human written sentences. In that file, although title and description 
tags can contain clauses, in practice, only comment tags have any content. A small program was 
written in the Java programming language to extract the comments from the files. The full source 
code of the program is available as per Oraskari (2015). When extracting the bcfzip file, the 
program follows the first steps presented in BIMServer (2015). The files are parsed using a JDOM 
XML parser by Hunter and Lear (2015). The document tree of the markup.bcf is traversed 
recursively, and whenever there is a comment tag, the content is copied.  

 Change issues data collected from BCF and initial translation 

A total of 71 passages of text from BCF issues are extracted as natural language descriptions for 
each issue logged by human project practitioners. These form the input corpus to LSA. The full list 
of these BCF text passages is in Appendix B. Here, we show a few examples to give an impression 
of the collected data in Table 9-1. We’ve removed other metadata like author, date, etc. and kept 
the primary data used in the LSA, that is, the comment texts. 

Table 9-1 A few example issues from BCF in natural language comments. 

Tracking ID Picture Issue Comment text (originally in Finnish) 

1 

 

K339. Käytävätila: IV-kanavat törmää ja sähkökeskuksen sisällä. 

3 

 

Valaisimien korko? 

11 

  

Viemäri IV-kanavien sisällä. 

16 

 

F214. ja F216. WC-tila: Lattian ja ovien korko ristiriidassa. 
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Tracking ID Picture Issue Comment text (originally in Finnish) 

28 

 

K054A. Käytävätila: Viemärin linjaus? 

40 

 

K141. Liiketila: Valaisin ja käyttövesiputket kohdakkain. IV-
tuloilmapäätelaitteen korko? 

As can be seen, these BCF issues are originally in Finnish, and indeed this investigation aims to 
carry out the analysis in Finnish natively to determine the transferability of the same technique, 
independent of language. To do this, it is useful to manually translate the Finnish texts to English 
and do the same analysis separately in English to compare the results. In addition, it’s also possible 
to determine cross-language handling in both English and Finnish simultaneously, by combining 
both languages into one LSA semantic vector space for the analysis. Table 9-2 shows the same 
examples of BCF issues in Table 9-1, translated into English respectively. 

Table 9-2 BCF issues from Table 9-1 in Finnish and the respective manual translations in English. 

Issue ID Issue Comment in Finnish (original) Issue Comment in English (translated) 

1 K339. Käytävätila: IV-kanavat törmää ja 
sähkökeskuksen sisällä.  

K339. Corridor area: ventilation piping collides and is 
within the electric panel 

3 Valaisimien korko? Light fixture height? 

11 Viemäri IV-kanavien sisällä. Sewage drainage pipe within the ventilation ducts. 

16 F214. ja F216. WC-tila: Lattian ja ovien korko 
ristiriidassa. 

F214. and F216. Ablution area: Heights of floors and 
doors conflict 

28 K054A. Käytävätila: Viemärin linjaus? K054A. Corridor area: sewage drain alignment? 

40 K141. Liiketila: Valaisin ja käyttövesiputket 
kohdakkain. IV-tuloilmapäätelaitteen korko? 

K141. Commercial area: light fixture and water pipes 
clash. Ventilation supply air terminal height? 

49 K322. Käytävätila: TATE-asennuksia alakaton 
alapuolella. 

K322. Corridor area: MEP installations underneath 
the ceiling 

 Preliminary observations of change issues textual data 

At first glance of the few arbitrary examples of the short BCF issue texts in Table 9-2, one can see 
they describe cases where change is requested and/or RFIs, i.e. the clashes/conflicts between BIM 
elements, and missing information. As with any natural language text, they can be in any form. In 
this case, the issues are generally short, however, are of different lengths and with an arbitrary 
format, many of which starts with indicating the space or area and corresponding codes where the 
issue is identified. There could also be synonyms as a consequence of natural language used in 
general correspondences, and different styles and levels of detail in the comments depending on 
the user/practitioner inputting these comments and annotations to the BIM. 
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Let’s look briefly at the translations of the texts in Finnish and English to illustrate how LSA may 
intuitively be able to map words in one language to the other through inferring patterns in the text, 
without truly “understanding” the languages. Suppose one is provided with both languages 
without any understanding of Finnish, one can still observe the number of terms in each BCF issue 
and whether they occur in different issues, thereby logically deduce what the Finnish words mean. 
For instance, one sees in Table 9-2 that Finnish term “korko” appears in issues 3, 16 and 40, while 
English term “height” appears also in those three issues, one may logically deduce that “korko” 
means height in English. Another example, for instance, one can see that the Finnish term “IV” 
occurs in issues 1, 11 and 40, and since English terms “ventilation” and “pipe” appears also in those 
issues, one may assume that “IV” could be closely related to either “ventilation” or “pipe” or both. 
Through such cross-referencing and eliminating different possibilities with more constraints given 
a large enough corpus in both languages, it is possible to map Finnish to English terms even 
manually, simply using the quantified syntax without any bilingual knowledge. Of course, this 
process described is akin to solving a complex puzzle and may take much effort from human 
cognitive reasoning to deduce. Thus, it is not scalable in practice (if at all possible) and the 
mentioned example is only to illustrate that such patterns of co-occurrence of terms, be it in one 
or multiple languages, exist and can be utilized to determine semantic relations or translations. 
Hopefully, this gives an enforced conceptual understanding of the mechanics of LSA, which takes 
advantage of correlating factors from input data, at the same time considering the inconsistencies 
of co-occurrences of natural language texts through the noise reduction step. 

For the input corpus of this investigation, we only remove the code within the issue comment text 
(e.g. “K339”, “F214” etc.), otherwise the texts are kept unaltered to maintain authenticity of the 
analysis. This gives a total of 634 words (4,444 characters) in English and 393 words (3,805 
characters) in Finnish composing the 71 issues. These numbers illustrate the syntactic differences 
of languages: both languages are describing the same semantic content (one language being the 
translation of the other) but are using quite different number of words as the knowledge 
representation. The fact that Finnish has few words reflects the nature of the language, that it has 
a much higher tendency to concatenate words together into a compound word, where the same 
semantic equivalent in English would have separated the words, e.g. in Issue 49 in Table 9-2, 
“Käytävätila” as one word in Finnish vs “Corridor area” as two words in English. 

9.4 LSA Process for both English and Finnish change issues separately 

For this investigation, we carry out the LSA process as with the previous two other problem 
contexts (Chapters 7 and 8). However, now we do it for a different dataset extracted from BIM-
embedded BCF file, in the Finnish language, as well as the manually translated English equivalent. 
This allows us to determine whether the insights that can be produced from this dataset natively 
in Finnish, are comparable to the English counterpart. Since the same LSA processes are carried 
out, we discuss the LSA steps briefly and focus on new aspects of the investigation not covered 
previously. 
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 Parsing, filtering and the TF-iDF weighted TDM for English and Finnish 

For both Finnish and English, the 71 extracted documents are first converted to lower-case, 
tokenized and stemmed. For the Finnish language, the Snowball stemmer is used 
(http://snowballstem.org) as with previous investigations, which has stemming algorithms in 
multiple languages including Finnish. Then, stop-words are removed using standard stop-word 
lists for both languages. The resulting terms are now used to construct the term-document matrix 
(TDM) consisting of the occurrences of term i in document j. For English, 82 unique terms are 
parsed, while Finnish has 101 unique terms. Therefore, the English TDM is 82 x 71, while the 
Finnish TDM is 101 x 71. Each TDM undergoes TF-iDF weighting (equation 4.1 in Section 4.6). All 
the above operations are as described in Sections 4.3 to 4.6, and demonstrated in context in the 
last two chapters. 

 SVD and dimensionality reduction for both English and Finnish separately 

Both weighted TDMs in English (TDME) and Finnish (TDMF) undergo SVD as follows: 

 TDME (82 x 71) = UE (82 x 82) . SE (82 x 71) . VET (71 x 71) 

 TDMF (101 x 71) = UF (101 x 101) . SF (101 x 71) . VFT (71 x 71) 

Note that for both English and Finnish TDMs, the sizes of the column spaces are the same, as there 
are 71 documents for both corpora. However, the row spaces are different as they correspond to 
the number of unique terms parsed from each corpus. Therefore, the respective U matrices for the 
English (UE) and Finnish (UF) corpora are different in size. The number of singular values of the 
S matrix are the same, because both corpora have the same number of documents, even though 
the singular values themselves are obviously different, since the variance distribution of the texts 
are different. Note that even though the row spaces of the English SE and Finnish SF are different 
(82 and 101 respectively), both has indeed the same number of singular values. Self-evidently, 
since there are 71 documents for both languages, the respective V matrices, representing the 
document space for both English (VE) and Finnish (VF) are the same. 

We plot the singular values of S matrices for both the English (SE) and Finnish (SF) corpora (blue 
line), along with the respective cumulative percentage variance (orange line), against the 
dimensionality, as shown in Figure 9-2 and Figure 9-3 respectively. The rationale for 
dimensionality reduction is clearly explained previously (Section 4.8). 
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Figure 9-2 Square of singular values for English corpus, and the cumulative percentage variance (0% to 100%), plotted 
against number of dimensions (1 to 71). 

  

Figure 9-3 Square of singular values for Finnish corpus, and the cumulative percentage variance (0% to 100%), plotted 
against number of dimensions (1 to 71). 

For the English corpus (Figure 9-2) we inspect arbitrarily that at dimensionalities of 10, 20, and 
30, the percentage variance kept would be 54%, 78% and 91% respectively, while for the Finnish 
corpus (Figure 9-3), it’s 48%, 71% and 85% at those respective dimensionalities.  
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At the same dimensionalities, the percentage variance explained are slightly higher in the English 
corpus, than in the Finnish corpus. This indicates that the Finnish dataset contains more variance 
(has more noise). In case this is not self-evident, the way to intuitively understand this is that the 
singular values of the English SE decrease quicker than that of the Finnish SF, therefore the 
cumulative percentage of variance kept, at any specific dimensionality, is higher for the English 
corpus than the Finnish. Another way to interpret this is that, to preserve the same ratio of 
variance (remove the same ratio of noise) from either dataset, one would need fewer dimensions 
in the English corpus than in the Finnish corpus. Therefore, the amount of noise in the English 
corpus is less than the Finnish corpus. This is a good example of how the same semantic material 
(change requests and issues) is expressed in two different representations (different languages) to 
have slightly different semantic noise and/or structures, albeit with very small differences in our 
case as shown. 

For the rest of the analysis, we employ the approximate “elbow” technique (Sidorova et al., 2008) 
discussed in Section 4.8 and choose a dimensionality of 20, around the apex of the curve, when 
the graph starts to flatten out. Accordingly, 78% and 71% of variance are kept for the English and 
Finnish corpora respectively, and the resulting truncated matrices for the English and Finnish 
with the following dimensions for each: 

 English: UE’ (82 x 20), SE’ (20 x 20), and VE’T (20 x 71) 

 Finnish: UF’ (101 x 20), SF’ (20 x 20), and VF’T (20 x 71) 

 Method for clustering and comparisons between English and Finnish terms 

Here, we describe and explain the rationale of the method for comparing the English and Finnish 
LSA results, in order to determine whether LSA can be effective for the natively Finnish dataset. 
The implementation and output of this method/process with the change issues dataset is covered 
in the results and discussions, specifically Sections 9.6.2 to 9.6.4. 

The rows of the UE’ and VE’ matrices form the semantic vectors of the English terms and 
documents respectively, while UF’ and VF’ rows form that of the Finnish. All the semantic vectors 
have now a dimensionality of 20, after dimensionality reduction. Cosine similarity is thus used as 
a measure of the semantic similarity between any term and document (Section 4.9, equation 4.5). 
Note that it is meaningless to calculate the cosine similarity between the semantic vectors of the 
English corpus and the Finnish corpus, given that they are not in the same semantic space, that is, 
the SVD is applied to two separate and different TDMs (TDME and TDMF respectively), even 
though one is the manual translation of the other. It’s important to acknowledge that the semantic 
vectors for English and Finnish have the same dimensionality of 20 only because of our selection 
of dimensions to keep in this investigation, for sake of comparability between the results of the 
two languages. It’s important to keep this in mind, as it may give the false impression that the 
English and Finnish vectors are comparable and within the same semantic space. 

It is natural to assume, seeing that the English is simply a manual translation of the Finnish 
dataset, that there would be some relationship between the English and Finnish semantic 
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vectors/spaces. Indeed, theoretically the English and Finnish vectors (i.e. U and V matrices of 
each language) should at least be similar, but most likely at a different orientation to each other. 
This implies that a mapping could be done by multiplying the U and V matrices of either language 
by a rotational matrix, to transform them to the semantic space of the other language, with very 
close alignment. Anyway, matrix rotation between languages is out of scope of this research.  

Our method for testing cross-language capabilities is described as follows. For cosine similarity 
assessments, we focus on the comparison between the English and Finnish results separately. We 
do so by selecting English and Finnish terms, for which we know that one is a translation of 
another, and applying hierarchical clustering on them separately (based on cosine similarity) to 
inspect whether the clustering can group together obviously related terms/concepts for one 
language, as well as the other. Then we compare the clusters of English and Finnish terms to 
inspect if consistent alignments are evident between the results of the two languages. The 
hierarchical clustering method is explained clearly in Section 6.3.4, and demonstrated in the last 
two Chapters on data related to CoP mapping and constructability cases. Figure 9-4  depicts the 
analysis process for comparing the results of the LSA technique applied to English and Finnish, to 
determined how well LSA works on Finnish natively. 

 

Figure 9-4 Diagram depicting the comparison between Finnish and English hierarchical clusters as a means to assess 
the quality of the LSA outputs of the Finnish corpus analysed natively. 

Since there is no presumed “ground truth”, a comparison based on empirical inspection is done. 
To devise a formal quantitative technique to measure alignment between the results of the two 
independent clustering analyses is exorbitant. Additionally, given the existing variance in the 
unstructured data, the inherent inconsistency of the translation and non-deterministic 
dimensionality reduction, a quantitative comparison does not add more credibility to the already 
established LSA capabilities. We are simply interested whether obvious parallels can be observed 
between the English and Finnish results, which are process by LSA separately and independently 
of each other. As such, the size of the input corpus or dataset is irrelevant to our validation. 

9.5 Method for cross-language investigation 

Here, we discuss and explain the extended method, based on the basic LSA process, to test if a 
single LSA semantic vector space can be established that is effective in enabling cross-language 
query and retrievals. 
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For the cross-language analysis, we want to see if both English and Finnish can be analysed at the 
same time, so that the semantic vectors of both languages can be compared with one another 
consistently through direct cosine similarity. In this part of the analysis, we want to codify both 
English and Finnish vectors within one semantic space, that is, create interoperability between 
terms (and/or documents) of both languages. This would allow for one language to be used as a 
query and the other language to be retrieved – synonymous to a translation. We test whether the 
technique can deduce the translation between terms of the two languages, when provided 
document samples in both languages as input corpus to the LSA. This is technically comparable 
to the enquiry whether LSA can automatically infer the mapping of data entities between two 
ontologies that capture some common semantic material. 

 Create combined TDM from English and Finnish change issues 

The way to carry out this investigation is to combine the TDMs of both English (TDME) and 
Finnish (TDMF) to form one combined TDMC. Then TDMC undergoes SVD to obtain UC, SC, and 
VCT as shown in the Figure 9-5 with dimensions of each matrix. 

 

Figure 9-5 Diagram depicting how English and Finnish TDMs are combined to form TDMC, to which SVD is applied to 
obtain UC, SC, and VCT for the combined matrix (diagram not according to scale). 

It’s important to note that in this combination, the English and Finnish document sets are not 
separate entities from each other. Thus, this configuration of the combined TDMC is equivalent to 
extending the lexicon or term-set of each document to include another language. Of course, 
mathematically the difference between English and Finnish is not discerned – both are different 
discrete entities and/or terms within the matrices. Therefore, after SVD, the rows of the UC matrix 
represent the semantic vectors of both English and Finnish terms, while that of matrix VC are 
simply semantic vectors of the documents. Specifically, rows 1-82 of UC are the semantic vectors 
of English terms while rows 83-183 are that of Finnish terms. Given these configurations, the rest 
of the analysis can proceed as other single-language examples with the basic LSA process. The 
semantic term vectors for both English and Finnish are a result of SVD upon the same TDMC, 
therefore they are in the same semantic space, enabling semantically meaningful cosine similarity 
calculations between both English and Finnish term vectors. 
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 Plotting singular values of combined corpus and dimensionality reduction 

Naturally, the next step is to plot the squares of the SC matrix singular values, as shown in Figure 
9-6, and decide on the dimensionality to keep. 

 

Figure 9-6 Square of singular values for combined corpus, and the cumulative percentage variance (0% to 100%), 
plotted against number of dimensions (1 to 71). 

Compared to the singular values of the S matrices from the separate English (SE) and Finnish (SF) 
corpora (Figure 9-2 and Figure 9-3 respectively), the combined SC singular values are expectedly 
very similar, being almost identical to the English SE percentage variance per dimensionality. 
Therefore, we also choose dimensionality of 20 (71% variance kept) satisfying the “elbow” 
technique (Sidorova et al., 2008) explained in Section 4.8, to continue this cross-language analysis.  

 Method for cosine similarity and query-retrieval in cross-language analysis 

Here, we explain how to validate whether the cross-language query and retrieval is effective. The 
implementation of the post-LSA cross-language analyses, based on the change issues, are covered 
in the Results and discussions section, specifically Section 9.6.5. 

Since we now have the English and Finnish semantic term vectors in the same semantic space (as 
rows of the UC matrix after SVD of TDMC discussed in the last two sections), we can apply cosine 
similarity on any pair. As before, ad hoc queries can be done also in this case, where a combination 
of more than one term is desired. This is done using a pseudo-document vector consisting of the 
ad hoc combination of terms of the query, as explained algebraically in Section 4.10 using 
equation 4.6. 
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This allows us to query an English term (or multiple terms simultaneously using the pseudo-
document vector technique) and retrieve top Finnish terms, and vice versa. In that case, we can 
assess how well the vectors are indeed codified so that term vectors of the respective topic in the 
opposite language would at least be very highly ranked for each query. Looking at such retrievals 
therefore helps to gauge the capabilities of machine translation and a technical reference for 
automatic linking of data across an ontology, given a small training set. 

We carry out the analysis by selecting a set of English terms to be used as queries. For each English 
query, we retrieve the top Finnish terms and compare the retrievals (in Finnish) to the original 
query (in English). Since we know the bilingual translation inherently, we can assess the quality 
of the cross-language retrievals. This process is graphically depicted in Figure 9-7, and its results 
are discussed later in Section 9.6.5. 

 

Figure 9-7 Diagram depicting the process for cross-language assessment using term-term cosine similarity (red for 
English, green for Finnish) and ad hoc queries (purple). 

9.6 Results and discussions for BIM-based change management context 

 Ontological comparison between English and Finnish change corpora 

The original Finnish text is translated manually to English for the purposes of this investigation, 
so that we can have two different syntactically unrelated codifications of essentially the same 
semantic material/knowledge. Indeed, there are differences between the two codifications that are 
worth discussion to deepen our understanding and improve our intuitive interpretation of how 
our technique handles unrelated syntax/model of data, connected by some abstract level 
knowledge. 

We have alluded to the Finnish corpus having fewer words because of the linguistic tendency of 
Finnish to join multiple words into one, where the English counterpart would have separated the 
words. Furthermore, the textual parsing yields only 82 unique terms for the English corpus, while 
101 unique terms are evident for Finnish. This is mostly due to the linguistic nature of Finnish 
where inflections and conjugations are often quite complex. As a consequence, many words, which 
would have been parsed and stemmed to be a single term in English, may end up being multiple 
different unique terms in Finnish. Therefore, there are more unique terms required to describe 
the same semantics in Finnish representation, than that of the English.  
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Since the Finnish corpus has fewer words and more unique terms than that of English, this is 
already an indication that the noise or variance in the Finnish representation is higher than 
English. Indeed, this is confirmed by inspecting the singular values of the S matrices of both 
corpora (SE for English in Figure 9-2, and SF for Finnish in Figure 9-3), and the corresponding 
percentage variance captured per dimension. In particular, the singular values decrease quicker 
with the English corpus, with an increase in dimensionality, implying that more patterns are 
captured by fewer, more significant dimensions, while the Finnish corpus has comparatively more 
patterns captured by less significant dimensions (singular values decrease slower with increase in 
dimensionality). 

All these observations above contribute to a sound analogy for handling different data 
models/ontologies. For instance, one entity in one data model could be semantically equivalent to 
two or more in another data model, and vice versa. There may thus not be one-to-one mapping 
between data models or ontologies for a variety of reasons in the real world. Additionally, different 
levels of noise/variance could be associated with specific ontologies inherently. We can capture 
these aspects in our analysis, which underpins a fundamental computational challenge in 
interoperability of data. Often, practitioners resort to manually merging (grouping, linking and 
tagging) of entities between ontologies in order to consider these nuances that traditional 
computing is unable to capture. 

Additionally, there are grammatical characteristics that create inconsistencies between English 
and Finnish representations of the same semantics. For instance, Finnish language has no 
prepositions, as in English. Therefore, for the Finnish representation, the meaning/knowledge 
conveyed by English prepositions are capture by inflections and conjugations, as suffixes to 
Finnish words, which are lost through the stemming processes. This illustrates that there would 
most unlikely be a single perfect technique or process that can work equally well for different 
knowledge representations. Different parsing and filtering techniques have different effects, to one 
extent or another, on different data models. We must therefore concede that a single technique 
cannot treat different ontologies equally. Nevertheless, the principles that similar concepts tend 
to share similar features and that related entities tend to appear together in one way or another, 
are still fundamentally common across all languages and knowledge representations. As such, the 
capabilities of LSA in distilling patterns from unstructured data and reducing noise address the 
core, while the variations in different pre- and post-processing or peripheral methods are of minor 
significance in our fundamental enquiry of connecting entities from different ontologies. 

 Comparing semantic terms between English and Finnish  

Inspecting briefly the contents of the 71 documents/issues in Appendix B, we see that these mostly 
relate to some sort of clashing or collision between different elements and/or missing information. 
The semantic codification of the terms allows us to test via cosine similarity whether intuitive 
relationships between terms can be inferred on the basis of change management logic inherent in 
the corpora, that is, addressing what related elements are likely to be affected by a change 
event/issue involving another element. 
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For ease of interpretation of results, we take an ad hoc subset of English terms across the corpus, 
and find related Finnish equivalents. The reason for taking an ad hoc subset is that presenting the 
full set of terms (82 for English and 101 for Finnish) makes inspection difficult. Before we get into 
the analyses, let’s first reflect on the nature of the parsed terms in more detail. Table 9-3 shows 
the English terms, and the corresponding Finnish terms that describe similar things, as well as 
disambiguation for each term. The “Nr” value in the Table is trivial and merely for indicating the 
number of rows – it does not indicate any links between the English terms and Finnish terms. 

Note, that the English and Finnish terms shown in Table 9-3 (in red and green respectively) are 
authentic outputs of the parsing, so there could be terms that look erroneous, warped or 
incomplete. This is especially evident among the Finnish terms, because the diversity of inflections 
is great in the Finnish language, making it more challenging for any automatic parser and stemmer 
to consistently match how a human would have manually processed the texts. The results are quite 
dramatic, nevertheless, we do not alter them for presentation here since they are testaments to the 
capabilities of LSA in handling noise and fuzziness. These can include a variety of unexpected 
artefacts in natural language text, like spelling errors, inconsistent language use etc., in addition 
to parsing/stemming issues. For ease of interpretation of both the English and Finish terms in 
Table 9-3, a “disambiguation” is provided for each to clarify any potential obscurity regarding each 
term’s real-world counterpart. For the Finnish term-set, the English translation is provided, and 
an indication is given where unique terms are evident as a result of spelling errors from the original 
BCF issue comments. 

Table 9-3 English (red) and Finnish (green) change-related terms chosen for clustering analysis, with disambiguation 
of each. 

Nr English terms Disambiguation Nr Finnish terms Disambiguation 
1 air air 1 arkkitehtimal architect model 
2 architect architect 2 kaapelihyllyj cable tray 
3 build building 3 kaapelihyly kaapelihyllyj (spelling error) 
4 cabl cable 4 alakato ceiling 
5 ceil ceiling 5 jäähdytyspatter cooling coil 
6 coil coil 6 jäähdytysputk cooling pipe 
7 cool cool 7 korkeusasem dimensions 
8 dimens dimension 8 ov door 
9 door door 9 ove door 
10 drain drain 10 ovi door 
11 drainag drainage 11 ovikoro door height 
12 duct duct 12 kouru duct 
13 electr electric 13 kanav duct 
14 exhaust exhaust 14 sähkökaap electric cable 
15 fixtur fixture 15 sähkökouru electric duct 
16 floor floor 16 sähkökoru sähkökouru (spelling error) 
17 grill grille 17 sähkökeskuks electric panel 
18 height height 18 sähkökeskus electric panel 
19 hot hot 19 sähkö electric/electricity 
20 instal installation 20 poisto exhaust 
21 light light 21 poistoilmasäleikö exhaust air grille 
22 mep MEP 22 poistoilmaventtiil exhaust air vent 
23 miss missing 23 lat floor 
24 model model 24 latia floor 
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Nr English terms Disambiguation Nr Finnish terms Disambiguation 
25 name name 25 lämmitysputk heating pipes 
26 object object 26 korkeus height 
27 outlet outlet 27 korko height 
28 panel panel 28 koro height 
29 pipe pipe 29 lämminvesiputk hot water pipe 
30 radiat radiator 30 asennuks installations 
31 rail rail 31 asennust installations 
32 rain rain 32 lattiakanav floor duct 
33 roof roof 33 lattiakoro floor height 
34 sewag sewage 34 lattiarasioid floor outlet 
35 stair stair 35 valais light 
36 staircas staircase 36 valaisim light 
37 stairwel stairwell 37 valaisint light fixture 
38 structur structure 38 valaisinkisko light rail 
39 termin terminal 39 tate MEP 
40 tray tray 40 puutu missing 
41 ventil ventilation 41 mallinnetu modelled 
42 water water 42 nimi name 
43 window window 43 patereid radiator 
   44 patter radiator 
   45 pattereid radiator 
   46 sadevesikaivo rain water drain 
   47 kato roof 
   48 vesikato roof 
   49 kattorakenteid roof structure 
   50 vesikattorakent roof structure 
   51 vesikattorakenteid roof structure 
   52 viemär sewage drain 
   53 viemäröint sewage drain 
   54 tilaobjekt space object 
   55 por stair 
   56 portaid staircase 
   57 porrashuon stairwell 
   58 rakent structure 
   59 rakenteid structure 
   60 tuloilmakanav supply air duct 
   61 tuloilmapäätelait supply air terminal 
   62 päätelait terminal 
   63 iv ventilation 
   64 käyttövesiputk water pipes 
   65 vesiputk water pipes 
   66 vesipist water point 
   67 ikkunoid window 

Naturally, the English and Finnish terms are selected so that they represent the same or at least 
similar semantic content. There are many more Finnish terms required to describe the same 
semantic spectrum as that of the English terms. Many aspects mentioned in the previous section 
can be seen in Table 9-3, relating to Finnish having many different complex inflections, which are 
parsed as separate unique Finnish terms, as well as the tendency of concatenating words together 
to form longer compound words, of which the English equivalent would have separated them. As 
such, we now have 43 terms in English, which are describing approximately the same semantic 
material as the 67 terms in Finnish. 
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The syntactic differences between the two languages pose challenges computationally, because the 
nature of the two codifications are so different. As can be seen in Table 9-3, almost none of the 
English terms has a one-to-one mapping to the Finnish. There are almost always more Finnish 
terms for any single English term that describes the same/similar topic. This poses a good premise 
for us to test how LSA performs on such different knowledge representation models, allowing us 
to understand the implications of handling them. We analyse the two languages separately in the 
following sections using these 43 English terms and 67 Finnish terms to interpret the results. 

 Interpreting semantic results of English change related terms 

We analyse the English terms (in Table 9-3), to confirm whether meaningful semantic relations 
can indeed be inferred, based on change management rationality captured in the extracted 
documents/issues. We apply hierarchical clustering (as explained in in Section 6.3.4) upon the 
English semantic term vectors, each with 20 dimensions, forming the rows of the UE’ matrix (from 
Section 9.4.2). The rationale of this analysis is explained in Section 9.4.3. It’s important to bear in 
mind that the 43 English terms used in the clustering analysis are chosen from the total of 82 
parsed from the whole English corpus to enable inspection. Therefore, the clustering and linking 
of different terms are relative only with respect to the 43 used in the analysis. This means that the 
closest linked term to any particular term may not indeed be the closest from the whole corpus, 
but from just the 43 relatively. Nevertheless, the clustering allows us to quickly gauge the integrity 
of the semantic relationships between the terms by inspecting their relative semantic similarity 
with respect to other terms. Figure 9-8 shows the clustering results of the 43 ad hoc terms, which 
are unaltered outputs of the parsing, so they may include terms that appear erroneous, warped or 
incomplete, as they are deliberately kept. 
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Figure 9-8 Dendrogram of hierarchical structure representing the semantic relationships of the arbitrarily chosen 43 
English change-related terms from Table 9-3 in Section 9.6.2. Some clusters are numbered for further reference. 

We highlight some observations of the results, with reference to Figure 9-8.  Many terms that are 
clustered closest to one another seem very obvious, as they are so closely semantically related that 
they are almost intuitive phrases (as per number references in Figure 9-8): 

1. MEP installation  

2. Air exhaust grille 
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3. Sewage drain 

4. Roof structure 

5. Cooling coil 

6. Drainage duct 

7. Light fixture 

8. Electric cable tray 

9. Electric panel 

10. Ventilation piping 

11. Hot water 

Even though these obvious links may not be of particular value in change knowledge management 
at first glance, it’s nevertheless a validation of appropriate semantics captured from the textual 
issues. On a slightly higher level of abstraction, we can see other less obvious links that constitute 
semantic relationships between the elements and/or concepts that can be considered as change 
insights. Examples of these include (as per number references in Figure 9-8): 

12. Issue related to “dimensions” of “staircase” inside the BIM “model” “stairwell”. 

13. “Missing” objects from the “architect’s” BIM “model”. 

14. Clear parametric relationship between “doors” and “floors”. 

15. The “height” of “light” “fixtures” cause change complications. 

16. “Electric” “cable” “tray” and “ventilation” “piping” clash very often. 

Beyond this, higher level clusters become a bit abstract, and require potentially looking at the 
contexts of the specific issues (in the same way that documents are retrieved through explorative, 
iterative/successive queries described previously in Section 8.5.3 and 8.6.4). Note, again, that this 
inference as a result of the hierarchical clustering does not represent the summary of the whole 
corpus of issues, since the terms used in this analysis are an arbitrarily chosen subset of the total, 
for ease of inspecting and demonstrating intuitive clusters as outputs of LSA. 

Even though the dendrogram is very useful in representing many semantic relationships clearly 
and in a compact form that allows easy comparison, there are some shortcomings that are worth 
acknowledging. The hierarchical dendrogram, being effectively one-dimensional with respect to 
listing the terms according to their semantic distances, is unable to accurately represent to the full 
extent all the complex relationships between all the terms with one another. Because there are so 
many pairs of links, there is effectively a “flattening” effect when plotting the dendrogram, so some 
compromises are made in representing the proximity of the terms. For instance, there may be 
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terms in different clusters that have indeed a closer relationship than depicted in the dendrogram, 
but because of the aggregate/combined cluster distances considering the links between all the 
other terms, the resulting dendrogram is optimal overall. Nevertheless, this effect has minor 
significance in our investigation. 

Another challenge with respect to this investigation is the nature of the corpus. It appears that 
there are many relationships between elements mentioned in change issues that are rather 
haphazard and do not succumb to some logic. For instance, many relations between elements by 
virtue of them clashing/colliding could be random and merely a quantitative consequence of the 
corpus, therefore there may not be any specific rationale why an element is more likely to clash 
with one than another. Nevertheless, if there are indeed some underlying logic (e.g. ventilation 
elements are more likely to clash with other MEP elements than, for instance, structural elements 
like floor, door or window), such insights can be inferred if they occur significantly enough within 
the corpus. Indeed, doing a simple pairwise cosine similarity comparison using “ventilation” as a 
query can help us to confirm and visualize this assumption, as shown in Figure 9-9. We see that 
clashes between “ventilation” and “drainage” “ducts”, “sewage” pipes, and “electrical” elements 
are much higher than, for instance, “floor”, “door”, and “window”.  

 

Figure 9-9 A few terms’ relative semantic relationship with “ventilation”, as a result of LSA capturing the underlying logic 
that “ventilation” elements are more likely to clash with MEP elements than structural elements. 

In the context of change requests, if many of the issues/documents relate to haphazard clashing 
of elements (which could also be due to unique circumstances of this project), then the corpus can 
be assumed to have quite high variance. As such, it may not be totally meaningful to quantify our 
current dataset to distil supposed general change knowledge/insights. A much larger dataset may 
be required to infer significant enough patterns that would give the user some generalized change 
recommendation given some elements, capturing more factors that govern the logic of how 
elements are related to one another based on change requests/issues. Currently it’s unclear 
whether the semantic links inferred from this dataset would indeed be valuable as a general 
change/risk recommendation system. Nevertheless, that extends beyond the scope of our 
research, as our goal is not to infer ground truth in these investigations. For us, it’s important to 
validate that intuitive semantic links can indeed be inferred from very limited amount of 
unstructured textual issues extracted from BIM files. Our next step is to look at how the same 
analysis compares using the Finnish corpus natively, as a testament to LSA’s capability to infer 
semantic links independent of language or data representation. 
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 Interpreting semantic results of Finnish terms and comparison to English 

Since we know the Finnish equivalents of the English terms, we can assess the quality of semantic 
retrievals also in Finnish natively. We use the 67 Finnish terms in Table 9-3 to do the clustering 
analysis independently, as with the English terms. We apply hierarchical clustering (as explained 
in Section 6.3.4) upon the Finnish semantic term vectors with 20 dimensions, forming the rows 
of the UF’ matrix (from Section 9.4.2). The rationale of this analysis is explained in Section 9.4.3. 
Figure 9-10 shows the hierarchical clustering of all 67 Finnish terms, with the larger of the two 
main clusters indicated (in the red box). Since there are many more Finnish terms, we look at just 
the larger one of two main clusters of the analysis for ease of interpretation.  

 

Figure 9-10 Dendrogram of hierarchical clustering results of all 67 Finnish terms. We focus on the larger of the two 
main clusters (in red box) with the respective terms shown in Figure 9-11. 

Figure 9-11 shows the left, larger cluster of Figure 9-10 in detail for discussions. Figure 9-11 
includes 42 Finnish terms, for inspection. The Finnish terms shown are unaltered outputs of the 
parsing, so they may include terms that appear erroneous, warped or incomplete as they are 
deliberately kept for authenticity. Additionally, many of the disambiguation texts (English 
translations) appear multiple times, which is due to the Finnish having many variants for the same 
English equivalent. 
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Figure 9-11 Enlarged dendrogram of 43 Finnish change related terms (green) and disambiguation (black) for each, 
composing the larger of the two clusters in Figure 9-10. Some clusters are numbered for further reference. 

It is clearly evident in Figure 9-11 that there are many variants of the same English terms in the 
Finnish set, of which the effect is seen also in the clustering, where many different instances of 
effectively the same English term occurs in different clusters. For instance, there are multiple 
instances of door in Finnish (“ove”, “ov”, “ovi”), each in a different cluster, but with similar related 
elements (like “window”, “floor”) and other compound variants of those elements, near each 
instance of “door”. Despite this, one can see quite intuitive or logical links between closest 
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clustered terms on multiple occasions. Examples of these (as per number references in Figure 
9-11) include: 

1. Door height and floor height (“ovikoro” and “lattiakoro”) are parametrically related. 

2. Electric duct and radiator clashes are common, (“sähkökoru”/“sähkökouru” and 
“patter”/“pattereid”) in two instances. 

3. Doors and windows (“ove” and “ikkunoid”) are related. 

4. The door and floor (“ov”/”ovi” and “lat”/”latia”) are clearly related, in two instances. 

5. Space objects (“tilaobjekt”) are missing (“puutu”) in architect’s model (“arkkitehtimal”). 

6. Dimensions (“korkeusasem”) of the modelled staircase (“mallinnetu” “portaid”) needs 
change. 

7. MEP installation (“tate” “asennuks”/“asennust”) collide often with roof structure 
(“vesikato” “rakent”). 

In addition, what’s interesting to note is that semantically similar terms are clustered together 
regardless of whether they have been indexed separately as discreet terms in the Finnish case. For 
instance, we see that door height and floor height (“ovikoro” and “lattiakoro”) are linked closely 
(box numbered 1. in Figure 9-11), but there are another two instances (two boxes numbered 4. in 
Figure 9-11) where discreet terms of door, floor and height are clustered very closely as triplets 
(“ov”, “latia”, “korkeus”, as well as “ovi”, “lat”, “koro”). Another example is the two instances of 
electric duct (“sähkökoru”/”sähkökouro”) and radiator/radiators (“patter”/ “pattereid”) clustered 
together (two boxes numbered 2. in Figure 9-11). 

Even without explicit comparison yet to the clustered results of English terms as reference, we see 
that intuitive semantic relationships can indeed be inferred from the Finnish representation 
independently. This is a testament to LSA in handling different languages or data-structures alike, 
which is rather unsurprising given what we already know about LSA. However, the possibility of 
using the technique to handle domain-specific insights (in this case, in the context of change 
management) is shown to work on Finnish natively, just as well as English. This indicates 
opportunities of extended applications of intelligent predictive systems augmenting parts of the 
change management work flow, which would have required human reasoning traditionally. 

Of course, it is still most interesting for us to compare the results of the separately analysed English 
and Finnish results. We take the English clustering results from previously (Section 9.6.3 in Figure 
9-8) and inspect the Finnish analysis results (Figure 9-11) to identify parallels for each semantic 
sub-cluster. 
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Figure 9-12 Parallels between term clusters of the English semantic analysis and that of the Finnish, which are 
independently done. This comparison shows all 43 chosen English terms (from Figure 9-8) as reference and the Finnish 
clusters (with disambiguation/translation) that intuitively match the English results.  

We see that the parallels are indeed quite clear comparing results of the two independent analyses. 
For each of the closest linked English terms in the sampled term-set (red in the Figure 9-12), there 
is almost always a Finnish equivalent cluster (green text). This is despite the fact that there is great 
inconsistency between the mapping between the two languages and that the analyses were done 
separately/independently. The obvious parallels and similarities observed by simple comparative 
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inspection indicates that the semantics (the only aspect connecting the two languages) can be 
captured and in a way that codifies the nature of how concepts relate to one another, regardless of 
language, data-model or ontology. Another interesting observation is that many of the English 
terms that makes up evident compound words in Finnish are often clustered together (e.g. “cooling 
coil”, “light fixture” etc.), indicating the effective linking of underlying domain-specific semantics 
of relate concepts, despite the obvious syntactic differences (i.e. those being separate terms in 
English, while single words in Finnish).  

Thus far, we have validated that the same semantic technique can be applied to unstructured 
textual data regardless of the ontology/language, to infer semantic links between concepts that are 
comparable between the languages. However, we have used two separate semantic spaces for 
English and Finnish, carrying out the LSA separately/independently. In the next section, we test 
whether the English and Finnish texts can be combined and analysed together to produce one 
single/shared semantic space, in which term and document vectors for both languages are 
“semantically compatible”. 

 Cross-language analysis within one semantic space for English and Finnish 

We combined the English and Finnish corpora (as described in Section 9.5) to create one single 
TDMC with terms of both languages, before applying SVD. From Section 9.5.1, the combined 
TDMC undergoes SVD and the result is a semantic codification of all the terms in both languages 
within the same semantic space (as rows of UC). This allows us to make comparisons, using cosine 
similarity and extended methods, to assess the potential of cross-language retrievals, in which one 
language is used to retrieve entities in the other language. To demonstrate, we take around a dozen 
arbitrary single English terms as queries and retrieve the highest ranked Finnish terms for each 
using cosine similarity (Section 4.9, equation 4.5), to see whether accurate retrievals can be made. 
For each retrieved Finnish term, we show the corresponding cosine similarity and a 
disambiguation of the Finnish term as an English translation in Figure 9-13. It’s important to 
remember that the English disambiguation is independent of the analysis and does not play any 
part in the inference of links between the English and Finnish terms. The disambiguation is only 
to serve non-Finnish readers in demonstrating how terms of same/similar meaning can be linked 
across languages. Indeed, the links between the English and Finnish terms are not explicit and 
only through their vectors’ cosine similarities. However, the links exist and are latent amid the co-
occurrence of these terms across common documents, containing both languages, as input dataset 
to this analysis. 

Bear in mind again that terms presented in this section are authentic outputs of the LSA. 
Therefore, some terms (especially those of Finnish) appear erroneous, distorted or incomplete, 
due to inherent imperfections of the parsing algorithms, as well as mistakes and inconsistencies 
within the natural language corpora. In addition, note that the query terms shown in this section 
are in human readable linguistic form for ease of interpretation and explanation. In practice, these 
queries, either as single or multiple words, are pre-processed into respective terms for obtaining 
the corresponding semantic vector for cosine similarity analyses. For instance, in Figure 9-13, the 
query “structure” becomes the term “structur”, and the query “ceiling” become the term “ceil”, 
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while in Figure 9-14, the query “cable tray” becomes pseudo-document consisting of “cabl + tray”, 
and the query “cooling coil” becomes “cool + coil”, and so forth. 

 

Figure 9-13 English terms (red) as single-term queries and the corresponding retrieved top Finnish terms (green). For 
each Finnish term, the cosine similarity and disambiguation are shown alongside. 

Results of these cross-language retrievals are quite compelling since almost all the arbitrarily 
chosen English terms in the Figure 9-13 successfully matches the equivalent Finnish terms of the 
top retrievals. One can see, however, that there are different confidence levels (cosines) of the 
retrieval for different terms. For instance, “door” is correctly matched with “ovi” with only 0.69 
cosine similarity, while others like “ceiling”, “window”, “ventilation” retrieve the top results with 
1.00 cosine similarity. This is naturally due to the fuzziness and inconsistencies inherent in the 
unstructured input data. The confidence levels of the links depend on the significance of the 
patterns that govern the semantic vectorization, identified through the LSA. We are thus naturally 
bound to encounter non-perfect matches. For instance, the query “structure” retrieves “rakent” 
(structure) at 0.76 cosine similarity, below “asennust” (installation) and “vesikato” (roof) both at 
0.84 cosine similarity (higher than the correct match of “rakent”). This can be considered an 
incorrect retrieval, and it occurs because the latent patterns inherent in the dataset are not enough 
to enable the codification of those terms in a clearly discernible way, at least not to the extent that 
gives intuitively correct results for a human observer. 

Another notable aspect, in the case where there are many Finnish terms equivalent to the same 
English term, is that the highest ranked Finnish term is not necessarily followed directly by the 
other equivalent terms, albeit in the same semantic neighbourhood. This can be seen with, for 
instance, the query “door”, where another instance of the Finnish term “ove” (door) appears only 
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lower down on the ranking, beneath “lat” (floor), “lattiakoro” (floor height), and “ovikoro” (door 
height). This is often the case when there is one English term (as a single vector in the semantic 
space) that has many equivalent Finnish terms (a cluster of vectors). Therefore, when the single 
English term is used as a query, a set of Finnish terms are retrieved with some level of fuzziness. 

Where there are multiple semantic equivalents of terms in one language with respect to another, 
there will not be a direct one-to-one cross-language mapping. The mapping/linking is inferred and 
is dependent on the patterns inherent within the input corpus. As such, the technique is not 
deterministic, and the quality of the results depend on the variance or noise inherent in the 
dataset. Nevertheless, through inspection we see a rather surprising level of accuracy in the 
capability of the “translation” (cross-language retrieval) in this investigation, given quite limited 
number of input documents in both languages. This investigation’s observations embody a typical 
(yet fundamental) characteristic of handling multiple ontologies. Where one ontology has two or 
more semantic equivalents in another ontology, and vice versa, there cannot be discreet linking 
between data entities and an inductive technique is needed. This puts LSA in a very interesting 
position as a potential approach to address interoperability issues, by linking data entities 
inductively, rather than based on some set of manually defined rules. 

With regards to linking equivalent entities across ontologies, we can also use the current 
investigation to determine whether English multi-term pseudo-document vector queries, which 
we can create flexibly, can indeed retrieve the Finnish terms equivalent to the same English terms. 
The query method is the same as described in Section 4.10 (using equation 4.6), as was 
demonstrated in the previous two Chapters within the CoP mapping and constructability domain 
contexts. Here, we test by using English multi-terms as pseudo-document vector queries, for 
which we know that there are Finnish single-term equivalents. We can thus determine, for each 
query, whether the expected Finnish term can indeed be matched. The results are shown in Figure 
9-14, with the English multi-term queries in purple, and the Finnish retrievals in green ranked by 
their cosine similarities, as well as the disambiguation for each Finnish term alongside. 

Figure 9-14 shows similar quality of matches as with the single-term queries previously in Figure 
9-13. Most of these multi-term queries retrieve the expected/correct Finnish equivalent term. 
Interestingly, despite that these English ad hoc queries are effectively the semantic aggregates 
(weighted combinations of the vectors) of the terms they make up, the pseudo-document vector 
still tends to be very similar to the Finnish single terms even though no explicit (i.e. 
keyword/character-based) matching is done. We see also that there are different confidence levels 
of the match depending on the nature of the patterns in the input dataset. For instance, the English 
multi-term query “cable tray” correctly retrieves the top single Finnish term “kaapelihyly” (cable 
tray) with 0.99 cosine similarity, while the query “sewage drain” correctly retrieves top Finnish 
terms of “viemär” and “viemäröint” (both sewage drain) only at 0.79 and 0.60 respectively. 
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Figure 9-14 English multiple-term (ad hoc) queries (in purple) and the corresponding retrieved top Finnish terms (in 
green). For each Finnish term, the cosine similarity and disambiguation are shown alongside. 

There are cases where retrieved single Finnish terms are equivalent to either one of the English 
terms of the multiple-term query. For instance, for “electric duct”, there are Finnish equivalents 
of either single term i.e. “sähkö” (electric) and “kouru” (duct) in the Finnish term set. However, 
the closest match is still “sähkökouru” (electic duct), as a discreet single Finnish term. This is an 
indication of the validity of semantic codification for both languages alike. Combination of the two 
separate English terms as a single query vector, is able to invoke the correct Finnish single-term 
equivalent with respect to the whole query, rather than merely one of the terms of the English 
multi-term query. However, once again, there are inconsistencies, where the ranked retrievals may 
not be as a human would intuitively assess to be correct. An example of this is the “supply air duct” 
query, where the Finnish equivalent term “tuloilmakanav” (supply air duct) has only a cosine 
similarity of 0.47, and ranked below seemingly irrelevant (or false) terms like “liiketil” 
(commercial area), “tuloilmapäätelait” (supply air terminal), and “jäähdytysputk” (cooling pipe), 
with cosine similarities of 0.55, 0.52, and 0.49 respectively. This retrieval case can be considered 
a failure, however, granted that the cosine values of even the highest ranked is quite low (0.55). 
This indicates that the patterns governing their links are inherently weak for all of them. It can 
thus be argued that the poor retrieval is due to the weak patterns in the corpus governing that 
conceptual link. Another example of a suboptimal translation/cross-language retrieval is the query 
“door height”, where the Finnish equivalent “ovikoro” (door height) is ranked quite low at 0.54, 
below a few others. Nevertheless, we see that even the top retrieval for that query i.e. “ovi” (door) 
has a low cosine value of 0.65, followed by related but not intuitively closer terms like “latia” 
(floor), “ov” (door), “ristiriid” (conflict), “lat” (floor) and “lattiakoro” (floor height). Again, this 
indicates excessive noise that scrambles the clear distinction between those terms semantically. 
This can be due to the many unique terms in Finnish, as many discrete vectors, while they are 
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merely morphological variants of the same word, thus introducing more distortion to the semantic 
space. Typically, such effects can be minimized with larger datasets, where patterns are usually 
clearer, compared to smaller datasets. 

It goes without saying that the same queries can be done using Finnish as the query to retrieve the 
English equivalents, or even mixing both languages in a single query. As before, the pseudo-
document ad hoc queries allow for a query to be of any length. It is thus a very flexible way to link 
data and retrieve (or in this case, translate) terms and/or documents, and in different languages. 
Ad hoc queries enable one to “translate” new phrases that do not previously exist in the original 
corpus, as long as the new query phrases are composed of a combination of the existing terms. 

9.7 Role of LSA in BIM-based change knowledge management insights 

We started this investigation from the outputs of the previous chapter on constructability, where 
we demonstrated the capabilities of LSA in inferring semantic conceptual links between design 
and construction elements and attributes, based on constructability issues. We extend the scope 
of the building lifecycle one step further beyond the design and construction, to encompass the 
operations and maintenance phase in this problem context. This BIM-based renovation context 
gives us a concrete way to test how the LSA approach can contribute to change management, from 
the perspective of knowledge management (KM) and the inference of insights. The literature 
shows a gap in using approaches similar to LSA for change management in general, but specifically 
in the BIM-based environment. Therefore, we address whether LSA for KM can be complementary 
with a BIM-based environment or workflow. BIM has become a cornerstone of digitalization in 
the AEC sector and thus has close ties to KM topics in AEC. This is the basis of our motivation for 
taking BIM into consideration. 

In the context of BIM-based change knowledge management, and with the available BIM files 
from the renovation project of Elephant Quarter in Helsinki, we were able to successfully extract 
and parse texts from BCF files automatically. These texts constitute descriptions of issues, change 
requests, rework, request for information, and can in principle be any textual documentation that 
users of the BIM would be inclined to annotate as per their operational needs. With increasing 
adoption of BIM, and the usage of BCF, it poses a naturally growing repository of valuable 
information and documentation that can be harnessed without the need for active documentation 
and manual information management and maintenance. Furthermore, since LSA is based on 
natural language texts, even if BCFs were to fall out of use, there will be similar sources of textual 
annotations, in tandem with BIM, that can be mined and extracted to be utilized with LSA, without 
the limitation of interoperability problems between data-models. 

We show in this investigation that natively extracted texts from BCF can be used effectively for 
LSA to infer links between data entities that are semantic, domain-specific, and that may have 
traditionally required human manual tagging, summarizing, and organizing to achieve. 
Furthermore, effective results can also be obtained regardless of the language. In our case, we 
demonstrated this using Finnish natively in the analysis to obtain comparable results to that of 
the English. These findings suggest great potential for existing BIM practices to be augmented 
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through semantics and complementary usage of inductive techniques to enrich the existing BIM 
workflows. 

From the perspective of our research, this is a step forward for improving KM. With reference to 
the SECI model, we position BIM as an artefact for knowledge explication (capturing of change 
information), combination (parsing and processing), and assisting internalization (semantic 
inference and recommendation) of past insights, to enable better decision making for practitioners 
in future. Furthermore, we have successfully demonstrated a configuration of LSA usage that can 
semantically codify both English and Finnish corpora in the same semantic vector space. The 
“translation” or data-linking capabilities across English and Finish languages shown in this 
investigation are testaments to addressing interoperability challenges, underpinned by 
incompatibility of different data-models or ontologies. The ability to computationally link data 
inductively holds great value in improving change management systems, creating combined 
aggregated case- and knowledge-bases regardless of ontology, and introduces new opportunities 
in the BIM context as an augmentation approach based on IFC elements, instead of just texts. 

9.8 Extended BIM opportunities with LSA and change management 

Looking towards the future, there are some obvious immediate possibilities to extend the 
capabilities of BIM in light of LSA. For example, it is useful to enrich the textual comments of BCF 
with some further explicit contextual information. They can be added to the BCF in the form of 
discrete keywords, tags or even include ontological entities from IFC schema, that is, properties 
and attributes of IFC objects. The texts would contain not only more information, but also allow 
the machine learning algorithm to use data entities from the BIM models. The BCF specification 
makes it possible to obtain a list of identifiers of IFC entities that are related to a BCF issue. In 
principle, those identifiers can be used to fetch information from the relevant BIM models. This 
can be done either manually, using commercially available BIM tools, or using a programme to 
automate the task. In practice, the relevant identifiers are listed in the viewpoint.bcfv files, the 
corresponding entities can be marked visible (or selected) using tags. The viewpoint.bcfv files 
further specify a camera view inside a BIM model. That makes it possible to use standard 3D 
graphics processing to calculate which parts of the model are visible for the camera. For example, 
ray tracing (Glassner, 1989) can be used to obtain the affected IFC objects. These can enrich the 
issue descriptions, so as to allow these BIM entities to be included in the LSA inference. 

Additionally, if we had a series of changes in the BIM model that has taken place after the BCF is 
time stamped, the BCF can capture and represent changes made to the BIM model overtime. In 
principle, BIM tools could keep track of changes in the model through iterations of model reviews 
and BCF annotations. One way to extract and organize this type of information is to export the 
different BIM model versions, at different points in time, into IFC representation (Pauwels and 
van Deursen, 2012) and use algorithms presented by Oraskari and Törmä (2015) to identify the 
changes made. It makes it possible to deduce the affected objects in the BIM model and the specific 
changes made in each case. The change events identified can be attached to the semantically rich 
textual change requests in BCF issues, therefore enabling semantic retrieval of not only texts of 
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change requests, but also the change actions taken in response to each change request, as well as 
associated IFC elements. 

These potential future developments are not presented in this thesis as they are out of scope of our 
research. Nevertheless, the synergy value between LSA and BIM-based change management is 
clear. Great opportunities reside in the indexing of IFC and BIM entities in LSA, enabling semantic 
information retrieval and intelligent data linking beyond text. In practice, this creates the 
possibility of a semantic CBR system, where cases are extracted and stored automatically based 
on day-to-day activities in BIM-based engineering operations. Practitioners or users can make 
queries in natural language to retrieve similar past issues, including the IFC elements affected 
and/or the nature of the change. If the issues in the case-base also include the chronological 
sequence of change events, these can be further analysed using pattern recognition to establish 
some indication of the likelihood of one issue or event leading to another chronologically. 

These technical possibilities open new avenues for decision-support capabilities, where 
practitioners can be better equipped with insights to respond to future change requests, be it in 
BCF or otherwise. It is especially useful for a novice engineer without substantial experience, who 
may query using building elements, spaces, MEP systems etc. or possible related change issues, 
and be recommended possible actions to be taken in response to the issue, thus catering both for 
the prediction (change avoidance), as well as mitigation (change execution). Furthermore, if there 
are additional metadata like costs, location and other project related tags from existing 
documentation templates, these can be used to further the depth of the insights through 
aggregation of these metadata per retrieval or clustering, or even integrated into the LSA from the 
outset for analyses involving the correlations between these metadata entities. 
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 Implications of results and discussions 

10.1 Summary 

In the last three chapters we presented investigations within different real-world AEC problem 
contexts, to assess the role of LSA in improving the underlying challenges in each AEC problem, 
with references to KM. We have demonstrated that valuable insights, that would have traditionally 
required domain-specific human reasoning to obtain, can indeed be inferred from readily 
accessible documentation in each AEC problem context. In this chapter we continue from our 
findings and extend the discussions beyond the AEC problem contexts on a more abstract level. 
The idea is to regard the results of the last three chapters above and beyond the AEC problem 
contexts and shed light on the implications of our findings with respect to the extended related 
topics discussed in Chapter 5 (Synthesis of literature). These discussions expand slightly beyond 
the direct answers to the principal research questions, addressing further implications. 

One of the biggest criticisms towards KM is that efforts to improve it have been too IT-driven, 
while human and social approaches are overlooked (Garcia-Perez and Ayres, 2010). This goes 
hand in hand with the overwhelming lack of consensus on conceptualizing, and therefore 
measuring, KM in practice. Since our research proposes the use of LSA, an inherently IT-driven 
computational approach for improving KM in AEC, we seem to have positioned our premise 
against the grain. Let’s thus begin deepening this discussion by revisiting the role of IT in KM, 
given our results and findings in the AEC problem contexts. We also discuss the implications of 
our results regarding KM measurement and interoperability, the changing “tacitness” and 
“explicitness” of knowledge, the value towards CBR and EDMS, enhancement of Ba as a 
philosophical concept, and finally the contributions towards each of the SECI processes of 
knowledge creation: socialization, externalization, combination and internalization. 

10.2 IT has a significant role in the future of KM 

The reasoning behind the negativity towards IT-driven KM is largely due to the complexity of KM 
operations. KM artefacts and practices are very nuanced, because of the fuzzy nature of knowledge 
and inherent human interactions, that quantitative approaches have not had substantial success 
in capturing the full picture of the “dynamics” of knowledge transactions and effects. Some may 
argue that quantifying KM may even be misleading and erroneous, as there are so many aspects 
that simply cannot be captured explicitly (Liebowitz and Wright, 1999; Huang, Chen and Yieh, 
2007; Ragab and Arisha, 2013). 
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Nevertheless, there is clear agreement that KM cannot abstain from IT developments, and 
interventions to improve KM must be holistic (Ragab and Arisha, 2013). As such, our goal is 
directed towards enquiries of how the gap between IT- and human-value can, or should, be 
negotiated optimally to be complementary. This holistic principle is equally applicable in all the 
discourse regarding whether success in engineering is a people issue or a technology issue. A well-
known ongoing topic of debate is, for instance, whether success in BIM is people-driven or 
technology-driven. The point of this research has been to discourage from such generalizations as 
social vs technical and investigate the extent to which human-related aspects of engineering 
practice can indeed be modelled and/or quantified. These human related aspects are 
predominantly what we can consider to be embodied in tacit knowledge, thus human reasoning. 
Our investigations within each of the three AEC problem contexts address how, and to what extent, 
we can capture tacit knowledge through LSA. 

From our investigations, we see that we can computationally handle natural language texts with 
embedded knowledge about the domain. We can use LSA to map CoPs, identify latent links 
between elements and attributes underpinned by constructability and renovation domain 
knowledge, of which a large part would have traditionally required human/expert reasoning to 
achieve. In addition, we can also observe the contextuality and subjectivity of the LSA results with 
respect to the human knowledge codified in the documents. Therefore, despite our pro-IT stance 
towards this problem, we do not demote the significance of the human/social dimensions, as KM 
should indeed be holistic. In that sense, our findings from the different AEC problem contexts still 
put human reasoning at the core, since our LSA results are merely an “explicit projection” of the 
human knowledge embodied in the documentation. We merely show the capabilities of the 
inductive technique in producing results that may have required human intuition previously. 
Nevertheless, the human tacit knowledge and behaviours required to produce those texts, be it 
passively or actively, still form an integral part of the process. 

We have enforced the importance of both human and IT, through our discovery and validation of 
the possibilities with LSA. It is through the inductive semantic computations that 
complementarity between social and technical approaches can be capitalized. The accelerated 
developments of machine learning and AI related research in recent years show great promise. 
Indeed, the rapidly expanding capabilities of computations are constantly improving the 
quantification and modelling of fuzzy complex systems (e.g. human behaviour and intuition), 
where the patterns governing these phenomena have traditionally been difficult to identify. 

Even though IT-driven KM efforts have resulted in many failures (Garcia-Perez and Ayres, 2010), 
the past trajectory of IT’s role in KM does not necessarily dictate the future. On the contrary, from 
the results of our investigations, we support the future role of IT developments in augmenting KM 
practices and enabling even higher levels of socio-technical reconciliation in engineering 
operations. 
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10.3 Looking at KM measurement through data interoperability 

Whether KM improvements should be technology- or human-driven relates to the measurability 
of KM endeavours. KM involves substantial cognitive processes by the human and social-cultural 
interactions that is unable to be quantified (Kahneman, 2011) and IT systems that focus on 
codified knowledge ignore people’s valuable tacit knowledge resources (Storey and Barnett, 
2000). The measurability question is exacerbated by the lack of consensus (in both research and 
practice) on what exactly to measure and/or what performance metrics KM should entail. Even 
the concrete implementations of KMSs succumb to disagreements about its processes and 
terminologies (Ragab and Arisha, 2013). Therefore, measurability of KM depends vastly on the 
ability to quantify aspects of human reasoning. 

We argue that measurability of KMS has its roots in one of the fundamental issues of IT 
applications in AEC, that is, data interoperability. The rationale behind this deduction is as 
follows. In order for data entities to be scalably interoperable, there needs to be automated linking 
between elements of multiple ontologies or “world views”. The automatic linking needs to be able 
to generate outputs that are intuitive to human expert reasoning, which is inherently subjective 
and contextual. Attempting to apply one, supposedly overarching, ontology or world-view to all 
contexts – akin to defining one model under which all KMSs should be assessed in all diverse 
contexts – has caused difficulties. As ontologies become more complex and specific – a natural 
path of extending the capabilities of ontologies in practice – they also become less portable or 
transferable with respect to new application contexts. A different approach is needed to achieve 
interoperability consistently, through the capability of modelling aspects of human reasoning and 
quantifying the relationships between data entities. Indeed, the ability to model mechanisms of 
human reasoning, that is, tacit knowledge, is a fundamental piece of the puzzle to measuring KM 
effectively.  Therefore, addressing the interoperability conundrum takes us a step closer to the 
long-term vision of making KM more measurable overall. 

In our investigations we’ve shown that unstructured textual data, regardless of ontology or data 
model, can be extracted, broken down, and analysed semantically to the extent that domain-
specific conceptual relationships between entities/topics/elements can be inferred. We can 
measure relationships between KSCs of nuclear personnel and thereby create maps of CoPs. 
Constructability and change management knowledge can be modelled such that related elements, 
topics and concepts of the domain can be linked inductively. Furthermore, we have also shown 
that the LSA can be ontologically agnostic and can take data from many different sources, formats 
and even languages. These are demonstrated through the three AEC problem contexts, each 
involving different textual data sources/formats: 1) KSCs descriptions of nuclear personnel, 2) 
free-text constructability issue descriptions, and 3) BCF change requests from a BIM-based 
environment. The last investigation also demonstrated feasible cross-language capabilities, as a 
testament to linking related data entities across ontologies. 

The practical implication of addressing interoperability is that it enables organizations to 
aggregate their data and information silos across different ontologies, in a way that makes intuitive 
sense, but also automated. In addition to the value of combined data/information, LSA can also 
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infer further latent patterns from the aggregated data that may have been previously exogenous, 
or otherwise considered as tacit knowledge. This is the starting point toward the longer-term 
vision of sufficiently modelling engineering knowledge and the quantification of KM progressively. 

Improving the measurability of KM has traditionally been focused on the identification of KM 
success and failure factors, gauging usage of KMSs, measurement of KM output and financial 
performance, and other qualitative feedback approaches (Huang, Chen and Yieh, 2007; Goldoni 
and Oliveira, 2010). In our research, we have taken a different logical route towards a similar end 
goal, without directly addressing whether LSA improves traditional KM measurement approaches. 
We argue that KM measurement fundamentally leads back to data interoperability issues. If data 
about all matters of engineering operation and knowledge/information flow can be captured and 
made interoperable between systems, much more can eventually be measured, modelled and 
analysed. Therefore, many challenges of existing measurement approaches can be bypassed. 

10.4 Increasing the “explicitness” of tacit knowledge 

Despite our positive discussions about the promising role of IT and developments towards 
interoperability, we also acknowledge strongly that KM in practice deals vastly with tacit 
knowledge that cannot be captured regardless of the technology. Philosophically, explication of 
tacit knowledge can probably never be absolute in KM practices – one can never capture 
everything. Nevertheless, we can relate the findings in our investigations to further develop the 
basis of the broad tacit-explicit conceptualization of knowledge.  

We discussed previously in Section 5.4 how tacit and explicit dimensions of knowledge are relative 
in their interpretations. Specifically, what may be considered tacit knowledge today may not be 
tacit in the future, depending on techniques of knowledge codification and representation that are 
available and/or implemented. This succumbs to a variety of additional factors and dimensions. 
We thus argued that the dichotomic rationalization of knowledge is an over-simplification of how 
we view knowledge entities – that the bipolar tacit-explicit view may not be enough to provide 
practical KM interventions beyond broad principles. We approach this by shifting the focus to 
explore the extent that LSA can affect the representation of AEC knowledge and therefore change 
the interpreted tacitness and/or explicitness of AEC knowledge in their respective problem 
contexts. 

The results of our investigations in the three AEC problem contexts show that the inferred 
associations between domain specific concepts would have required human expert interpretation 
to obtain. For instance, the deduction that a nuclear engineer with expertise on “fire” likely having 
knowledge about “risk modelling” is an intuitive and tacit association; or that personnel with 
“usability” expertise would be complementary to others handling tasks related to “control room 
design” of power plants. Other aspects of AEC domain knowledge, like how certain structural 
elements (or assemblies thereof in the respective circumstances) are prone to certain 
constructability problems or changes, can be inferred using our proposed LSA computational 
technique upon unstructured textual data. These types of deductions are nuanced and complex, 
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and traditionally based on organic experience, or otherwise significant efforts and time to 
internalize vast amounts of documentation through cognitive sense-making. 

The computational inference of results that would have required domain knowledge implies that 
we address some aspects of tacit knowledge (according to traditional understanding) through 
numerical modelling. Inherently, this changes the very nature of the tacit knowledge by its 
definition, as it is not anymore tacit when it becomes modelled computationally. We used an 
analogy in earlier discussions to illustrate that at one point in time everything must have been tacit 
before an explicit representation was available. Similar trends are evident amid recent 
developments in AI technologies (e.g. speech synthesis, music composition, self-driving vehicles 
etc.), codifying explicit knowledge today that was tacit knowledge previously. In that sense, our 
research furthers the explication of tacit aspects of AEC domain knowledge.  

The implication of this research supports the notion that tacit knowledge, as such, is not a static 
concept and its very existence (as non-codifiable dimensions of knowledge) changes with the 
availability and effectiveness of computational techniques. In addition, inherently tacit processes 
like human socialization that builds heuristic knowledge, can therefore also be computationally 
augmented as more and more data of human social behaviour and reasoning become accumulated 
on digital tools/platforms. Through our research, we contribute to enriching our understanding 
and characterization of tacit knowledge and encourage that epistemological developments of tacit 
knowledge should also involve quantitative/computational approaches in future. 

10.5 Direct value for CBR and EDMS implementation in AEC context 

From an IT perspective in AEC context, the KMS can manifest as an EDMS and CBR system, both 
of which share common issues that are direct problems addressed in our research, that is, data 
linking and interoperability. These information retrieval systems suffer from the fundamental 
problem of data rigidity, which means that data of one system/structure often cannot be combined 
or merged with data from another (or at least with great difficulty). This leads to fragmented data 
silos, compounded by the overload of unstructured heterogenous information that AEC 
practitioners need to interact with regularly. 

The root issue is the rationale behind the linking of data for retrieval. While retrievals based on 
explicit data linking is effective amid data with the same structure (and clear linking rationale), 
this is also where incompatibility occurs between data of different structures. Our proposal of 
using LSA to infer links between concepts/topics within unstructured textual data addresses the 
issue of data linking. In such cases, the rationale for the data linking is not explicit and needs to 
be inferred, that is, based on semantic associations. This sheds light on the symptoms of keyword-
based information retrieval, where matching/linking is made on the basis of explicit rationale, i.e. 
via exact matches, metadata, or other hierarchical relationships. Such information retrieval 
techniques, especially if they combine textual information from different ontologies, often suffer 
from poor accuracy of results, because the relevance of retrievals succumbs to contextual and 
subjective interpretations. The contextuality of whether a match is relevant makes it difficult for 
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explicit linking of heterogenous data to be effective, especially in domain-specific applications, 
where connotations of the same parameters are interpreted differently across domains. 

Our results demonstrate that data linking can indeed be done based on inherent contextual 
semantics captured within the information/document corpus, regardless of ontology or data 
structure, since the input to LSA is unstructured natural language texts. In other words, the 
rationale for data linking is not explicit nor predefined, but is inferred based on the input training 
data, implying that contextual logic is maintained. This is important for domain-specific 
information retrieval, as is the case with EDMS and CBR systems in AEC. The three AEC problem 
contexts of our investigation indicate the variety of scenarios, in which LSA is effective in data 
linking, be it applied as an EDMS or CBR for different use-cases. 

LSA allows us to address the syntactic challenges of keyword-based information retrieval as 
discussed in detail in Section 5.6. Furthermore, we can avoid the need for excessive manual 
maintenance of information/documentation in different data models (i.e. summarization, 
interpretation, tagging etc.), which are needed to facilitate effective information retrieval using 
explicit data linking. Our findings indicate great opportunities for information retrieval in EDMSs 
and CBR systems to be enhanced through semantic computing. In practice, this supports the 
future potential to automatically mine large amounts of ACE data from fragmented databases 
across different systems and integrate them semantically to enable effective information search 
and recommendation for decision-support, with respect to practitioner needs in many use-cases. 

10.6 Enhancing the concept of Ba in KM 

Ba is one of the most important concepts in the knowledge creation theory (Nonaka and Hirose 
Nishihara, 2017) and describes self-organizing, dynamic spaces, platforms, or environments, in 
which knowledge transactions occur between people within a shared understanding or rationality. 
Ba is the matrix in which knowledge creation, via the SECI model, is facilitated. As significant as 
it is in theory, Ba is also quite illusive as a concept and thus difficult to utilize in practical 
interventions of KM improvement in AEC. 

On the basis of Ba’s broad theoretical definition, we interpret that IT platforms can also be 
considered a Ba. Substantial social interaction and knowledge sharing activities in engineering are 
conducted over IT platforms and tools nowadays, just as physical meeting rooms/spaces would 
have done traditionally. Due to the megatrend of mass digitalization, more and more knowledge 
transactions are occurring over digital platforms, which draws our attention to deepen the 
interpretation of Ba through the lenses of IT. This lends itself also to mitigate the theory-practice 
gap rife within KM (Booker, Bontis and Serenko, 2008; Ragab and Arisha, 2013). There are many 
parallels between IT systems and principles of Ba, beyond the obvious role of IT as the physical 
enabler for data transfer. For instance, the issues concerning ontologies and interoperability 
relates closely to Ba, in that an ontology creates a shared rationale – a common way of 
understanding and conceptualizing some knowledge content. The capability for data to be 
exchanged in a meaningful way amongst different systems and ontologies (i.e. interoperability) is 
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equivalent to enabling a new Ba to be created, connecting otherwise “segregated Bas” as siloed, 
fragmented, semantically incompatible pieces of information and knowledge. 

The results of our LSA analyses in the AEC domains can represent a Ba as well, in the sense that 
unstructured textual data is inputted as a corpus and codified in a way that succumbs to one 
semantic vector space for all terms and documents regardless of their original structure. The 
results of the CoP mapping investigation contribute to enhancing Ba indirectly, by enabling linking 
of personnel KSCs and identification of complementary expertise, bringing together otherwise 
separated people to create knowledge together. The mapping of CoPs is akin to creating an 
overarching Ba, within which everyone can be clustered and linked according to their know-how 
under the same shared logic, regardless of their prior existing structures e.g. organizational or 
departmental. The same interpretation can be applied to that of constructability, which is very 
topically diverse and may relate to contractual aspects, just as well as aesthetics, mechanics, 
geotechnical, and everything in between. Our results show that all the terms and documents can 
be brought together, and their underlying semantic structure can be identified to allow consistent 
linking and comparison between all of them. The other compelling, albeit more abstract, 
demonstration of creating a shared environment of understanding is our cross-language handling 
of the change management investigation. We show that the same mechanism can effectively infer 
sensible associations regardless of language and that a single shared semantic space can be created 
to facilitate query and retrieval between two languages, English and Finnish. The two languages 
pose as an example of independent ways of understanding and representing the same knowledge, 
that is, regarding change issues. We are able to achieve a rudimentary automatic translation 
function that bridges the languages, making two different knowledge representations 
interoperable under a shared rationale, akin to bridging separate Bas.  

The LSA technique, as a means to create single shared semantic vector spaces, can therefore be 
considered a catalyst of Ba, as it enables logical compatibility and allows semantic transactions 
between data/information without predefined explicit structures. As such, we suggest that our 
proposed technique is applied to enhance existing Bas, as well as create new Bas to connect 
seemingly independent Bas in AEC knowledge transactions. Introducing a more tangible 
perspective of Ba, based on our quantitative LSA processes and results in AEC cases, is a 
contribution to knowledge creation theory. A broader implication is that we demonstrate the 
potential role of computations to close the theory-practice gap in knowledge creation and KM. 
This goes hand in hand with advancing the understanding of the philosophical entity of Ba in more 
concrete terms in AEC contexts. We hope our findings can enable more concrete developments of 
the concepts in KM theory, well beyond high-abstraction philosophical discourse. 

10.7 Contributions to the SECI knowledge creation model in AEC context 

We discussed in detail in Section 5.8 how the SECI knowledge creation model (Nonaka and Hirose 
Nishihara, 2017) encompasses all the principle elements within our enquiry, be it related to 
tacit/explicit knowledge, subjectivity/contextuality of knowledge, KM measurement, intelligent 
KMSs, interoperability, and information retrieval. Therefore, the SECI model still holds up well as 
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a valid over-arching conceptual framework, by which to regard the results of our research. We also 
discussed (Section 5.9) how sense-making as a cognitive process is integral to knowledge creation, 
and likewise the SECI model with respect to its four processes of socialization, externalization, 
combination and internalization. Indeed, each of the three AEC problem contexts chosen for our 
investigation are aligned with SECI processes. AEC problem contexts are not mutually exclusive, 
and can all be under the umbrella of KM practices within different use-cases of an AEC 
organization. In the following sections, we summarize how our research addresses the SECI model 
with respect to each of the AEC problem contexts, and how the investigation results contribute 
accordingly to each of the SECI processes. 

 Socialization process enhanced by discoverability of who knows what 

Tacit knowledge sharing is the focus in this SECI process, whereby people socialize with one 
another to discuss, reflect and learn. In practical terms of the AEC context, socialization indeed 
plays an important role as engineers rely predominantly on colleagues and oral communication to 
provide relevant information (Hertzum and Pejtersen, 2000). Indeed, similar behaviours are 
observed regarding knowledge sharing practices between clients, contractors and consultants 
(Kuo and Wium, 2013). 

The knowledge creation facilitated by social interactions is an integral part of CoPs, in which 
people develop themselves in teams or communities sharing complementary interests and 
expertise. Socialization drives the sustenance of CoPs and even formation of new ones. It is 
through this process that AEC knowledge, be it regarding constructability, change issues and 
whatever other AEC operations, is shared and cognitively processed through experience. However, 
socialization is limited by the organic social networks of people and their knowledge of who knows 
what, in order to identify complementary individuals/collaborators with whom to socialize and 
create knowledge. 

Our research approaches this through investigating the semantic codification of knowledge 
embedded in unstructured textual documentation, that can be utilized to characterize or profile 
an individual. We explored whether CoPs can be mapped through the accurate characterization of 
personnel’s KSCs from natural language descriptions. Even though this does not directly address 
the effectiveness of human interactions, which is vastly a behavioural and psychological issue, we 
can contribute indirectly to make people more discoverable, by virtue of modelling and mapping 
what they know. Our results indicate that we can profile individuals’ KSCs, identify their topical 
constituents and cluster individuals to create a map of potential CoPs, based on unstructured 
textual material. In this respect, we address socialization through capturing people’s KSCs 
embedded in abundant texts that could be linked to them (e.g. projects, reports, communications, 
and CVs). In practice, this is equivalent to enhancing the “people-finder” KMS functionaries and 
facilitate better matchmaking to assist socialization. Furthermore, the constructability and change 
issue investigations are not mutually exclusive to this. We show in those two cases that domain-
specific knowledge can be codified in the same way to utilize the logic captured within those 
domains. Therefore, such material can also be used to characterize individuals within an 
organization. In practice, this implies that the documentation that can be linked explicitly to any 
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individual (e.g. reports and records of projects that a person has participated in, change requests 
handled, design plans approved etc.) can be utilized to semantically profile individuals and thereby 
enhance their discoverability within an organization for more effective starting points for 
socialization. 

 Externalization process improved through inference of passive data 

In this process, tacit knowledge is transformed to explicit knowledge, implying that fuzzy, 
shapeless thoughts, ideas or experiences from the mind are written down or codified via some 
knowledge representation format. New explicit logical concepts are thus created from fuzzy tacit 
knowledge. 

Externalization is akin to cognitive summarization and sense-making of thoughts to crystalize into 
something more concrete. Beside the tacit knowledge, the intent or purpose has also an effect on 
the externalization process. The same experiences or ideas could be externalized or codified 
differently, depending on the perceived intent of the externalization by the people engaged in the 
process. 

In AEC activities, people need to readily articulate and document what they know. Creation of 
reports and other documentation, such as technical guides, best practices, lessons learnt, and 
standards/codes are common artefacts of externalization. These could be about any domain 
knowledge, including those of constructability and change issues as in our investigations. In line 
with this, personnel are also sometimes obligated to maintain a sort of KSC profile – a summary 
of their know-how and expertise – in order to be searchable and discoverable on existing people-
search KMSs. Traditional and/or existing KMSs, due to the technology limitations, require that 
laborious externalization efforts are carried out in order for the knowledge to be reusable. 

The success of knowledge externalization depends on the ability to represent often abstract and 
deep concepts or messages, thus relating also to the capacity of efficiently utilizing metaphors, 
analogies, cognitive models, or other practical techniques and media. The challenge is that sense-
making and distilling tacit knowledge towards a formal concrete formulation is a cognitively 
demanding and time-consuming task.  This may be compounded by the increasing administrative 
and bureaucratic needs of knowledge-driven firms, demanding additional effort from personnel 
beyond their core technical work, to create documentation. Unsurprisingly, it has been suggested 
that externalization efforts must improve through education and solid motivation (Bratianu and 
Orzea, 2010a), advocating the benefits of externalization for personnel in order to motivate them. 

Our research premise takes a different approach. Instead of improving the externalization process 
directly, we focus on how to reduce the need for laborious and time-consuming manual work 
required in documenting AEC knowledge for different use-cases. We look at whether artefacts that 
would have required tacit knowledge externalization to achieve, can be automated at least in part, 
from abundant textual material. Our investigation results show that we can link concepts and 
topics within a specific domain. We can cluster, label and summarize passively generated 
unstructured textual data, based on their semantic content, encompassing a variety of different 
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use-cases. The CoP mapping would have required substantial externalization efforts to identify 
transferable and complementary KSCs across the organization, and structure them appropriately. 
Likewise, the constructability and change knowledge would have been based on active human 
reasoning, reflection and documentation, before it can be stored and utilized effectively e.g. in CBR 
systems or EDMSs. Our results demonstrate that the LSA technique can utilize passively generated 
unstructured textual content from everyday operations, to automatically capture semantic 
relationships that tacit knowledge would have been required to do. The process of externalization 
can thus be improved or enhanced through leveraging machine learning to reduce manual 
cognitive work needed for externalization and documentation. 

 Combination process enhanced through interoperability  

According to the theory, the combination process only involves explicit knowledge, putting 
together different information sources and creating new structures of explicit knowledge, 
consolidating and summarizing existing explicit knowledge entities. Then this knowledge can be 
shared consistently (Nonaka and Toyama, 2003; Bratianu and Orzea, 2010a). Our research 
premise could have been interpreted to be totally confined to the combination process of the SECI 
model, seeing that the LSA technique is inherently quantitative and data-driven. However, we also 
established how tacit and explicit knowledge are not static concepts, and as discussed, it’s likely 
that more and more of what we consider today as tacit knowledge may be able to be made explicit 
through advances in computations. As such, it’s not absolute that the LSA approach, dealing only 
with explicit data, should only be defined within the combination process of KM. 

In practical AEC contexts, combination is very typical and closely related to traditional IT 
applications, whereby data/information is shared and exchanged. This can entail combining 
explicit documentation about personnel KSCs, or constructability and change issues from different 
databases, and organizing, sorting or structuring them to be usable. It’s clear at this point that the 
line between externalization and combination is slightly blurred. Combination must follow after 
externalization, however, the extent of externalization (covering some organizing or processing of 
externalized knowledge) could also cover parts of the combination process, as traditionally 
defined. One way or another, the end result needs to be data, information, or knowledge that can 
be shared and utilized for a specific AEC use-case. 

As with traditional IT challenges in AEC, the combination process therefore suffers from 
fundamental issues like information overload, excessive heterogenous data and the need to 
mediate between different taxonomies, templates, data-models, or ontologies. These are all 
related to interoperability, which is typically enabled through mapping between different 
ontologies, so that elements within one ontology can be mapped to its equivalent in another. This 
aspect of combination is a heavy cognitive process, which requires extensive manual sense-making 
to achieve, because rule-based mapping between ontologies do not suffice.  

Our research addresses these challenges directly, and the results from our investigations show that 
it’s possible to use LSA to infer semantic links between the unstructured textual documents, 
regardless of any pre-existing ontologies or data-models. We can identify related or equivalent 
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concepts from natural language texts describing domain knowledge, through semantic 
vectorization, clustering and visualization of topical content. These are investigated within the 
contexts of modelling personnel’s KSCs, as well as constructability and change issue descriptions. 
Furthermore, we show how semantically similar terms in English and Finnish can be effectively 
linked with one another, akin to bridging the two ontologies (languages) through an automated 
semantic combination process. We thus automate this important aspect of the combination 
process so that natural language texts in abundant documentation (be it passively or actively 
generated from different sources) can be linked and organized computationally. The resulting 
explicit artefact can then be effectively shared and accessed by personnel for improved knowledge 
reuse. Since these approaches are quantitative, they can also lead to more possibilities of KMS’s 
measurement, as well as further topical analyses of the richer combined data and the nature of the 
operations that have generated them. 

 Internalization assisted by better knowledge presentation and explorability 

During internalization, explicit knowledge is transformed into tacit knowledge. This implies that 
explicit artefacts, be it in documentation or otherwise, is interpreted, understood and even 
applied. The codified knowledge becomes internalized and integrated into one’s tacit mind, 
enabling the utilization of the knowledge through action or intended behaviours, skills, 
capabilities, judgements etc. to make or execute a decision. 

In practical contexts of AEC, domain personnel are often learning new things through existing 
documentation. This can be embodied in simple examples such as the use of codes and guidelines 
in design, adhering to standard procedures/criteria during construction operations, or analysing 
existing documented cases, books or research papers to make a more informed decision. With the 
megatrend of digitalization, the access to new knowledge facilitated by networked computing is 
ever increasingly ubiquitous. Internalization thus entails the pursuit of knowledge and insights 
through explicit, nowadays mostly digital, sources in order to create value. 

AEC practitioners today use connected KMSs, exchanging information over the internet, to search 
and find people, teams, organizations, and all sorts of information in different formats, such as 
textual, numeric, graphical or multimedia. Therefore, the internalization process also vastly 
depends on whether practitioners are able to effectively and accurately find or discover what is 
most relevant, be it consciously or through automatic recommendation. This in turn depends on 
effective information retrieval. However, the problem is that poor precision and recall are common 
in current systems, where explicit keyword-based and/or ontological matching logic is 
predominantly used, as discussed in Section 5.6. This implies that it’s often difficult to search and 
find the most relevant explicit knowledge to be internalized, which is also partly attributed to the 
overload of unstructured heterogenous data/information.  

Our research results show that vectorization of unstructured texts improves retrievals through 
considering the semantic patterns within the texts. This helps with reducing false positives 
(retrieved results that are not relevant) and false negatives (relevant entities that are not retrieved 
in the results set), as well as enabling a recommendation function to suggest semantically similar 
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documents, or their related underpinning topics. Therefore, our research contributes to the 
internalization process by enabling practitioners to more easily and effectively find what they are 
looking for, and improve the discoverability of explicit knowledge, allowing practitioners to 
explore what may be relevant to them without them knowing in the first place. 

There is admittedly much more depth with the internalization challenges even if information 
retrieval problems can be dealt with. Explicit knowledge is often in a form that is time consuming 
to read and requires heavy manual interpretation for it to be valuable in practice, depending on 
the format, configuration or presentation of the data. This is a broader problem linked to other 
fields – such as information visualization, cognitive psychology, pedagogy, software usability, 
learning analytics, or interaction design – that directly addresses how people learn and what 
explicit knowledge formats and interactions are more conducive to internalization. Such enquiries 
are out of scope of our research. Nevertheless, our investigation results touch the surface of these 
aspects through additional clustering, labelling, summarization, similarity matrix visualizations, 
and additional vector manipulations based on outputs of LSA. These further post-processing and 
visualization methods can configure the complex explicit results into a form that is easier to digest. 
Additionally, the complementary successive/iterative query interactions enable the user to quickly 
and accurately explore larger sets of explicit knowledge, that would have taken more time and 
effort otherwise. 
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 Conclusion 

11.1 In a nutshell 

We set out to enquire the role of LSA for KM in the AEC contexts. The research enquiry as a whole, 
can be captured by one “big question”: 

“How can Latent Semantic Analysis be utilized as an intelligent Knowledge Management system 
in the context of AEC problems, and what additional pragmatic and philosophical contributions 
and implications can be derived?” 

This has led us to traverse the topics of knowledge management extensively and identify myriad 
related problems causing poor collective learning, and inability to capture, manage and reuse large 
amounts of potential knowledge generated across organizations and projects. These have 
underpinnings in some practical, as well as philosophical, challenges considering the nature of 
knowledge, resulting in a substantial theory-practice gap. We covered the developments and 
challenges of IT-driven KM in AEC and identified important complementary elements towards 
the problem, such as interoperability, information overload and heterogeneity, domain-specific 
information retrieval, and negligence of social dimensions of technology implementation. Along 
with these problems, we explored the underpinnings of LSA, as a theory of meaning, as well as a 
quantitative semantic approach with deep relations to cognitive psychology and learning. We 
aligned the capabilities of LSA towards KM in AEC and arrived at the intermediate conclusion that 
LSA can have a pertinent role in addressing many of these fundamental problems. 

From there, we formulated an experimental design to test how LSA capabilities can contribute to 
solving the KM challenges in AEC. The experimental design is geared towards answering the four 
principle research questions (summarized in the following sections), as constituents of the “big 
question” above, involving three separate investigations in AEC problem contexts. We wanted to 
avoid the investigations being on a high abstraction level, the results of which can become vague 
and hypothetical. It was important for us to have enquiries unequivocally tied to real-world 
contexts in the AEC sector. The result was an experimental setup where authentic abundant 
natural language texts were collected from industry, and from problem contexts that are well 
validated in terms of their relevance and significance, both in literature as well as practice. We 
ended up with three AEC problem contexts: 1) Mapping of Communities of Practice via modelling 
of knowledge, skills and competences of personnel, 2) Constructability knowledge management 
and inference of domain topical relationships, and 3) Extraction of change issues from BIM-based 
renovation project and inference of semantic links. For all of these, we articulated the respective 
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domain problems through the lenses of KM challenges and aligned LSA to address them. These 
three contexts span different phases of the building lifecycle, as is our desired scope for KM, which 
is non-exclusive to any particular lifecycle phase. 

In principle, our investigation results have demonstrated that valuable insights, traditionally 
dependant on domain-specific human reasoning, can indeed be computationally inferred from 
readily accessible documentation (be it passively or actively generated) in each AEC problem 
context. As such, LSA can help to give quantitative substance to many conceptual KM conjectures 
and contribute to developing both practical and philosophical elements of KM in AEC. We have 
shown that LSA has a clear role in advancing applications of case-based reasoning systems and 
EDMSs, ontological mediation between data models as a matter of interoperability, as well as 
reconciling between the social-technical, the tacit-explicit, the qualitative-quantitative 
relationships of KM in AEC, with finer details discussed in the previous chapter. Furthermore, we 
have shown that the results of our investigations are congruent with the SECI model in the context 
of AEC, and can provide value to each of the SECI processes forming the mechanisms of knowledge 
creation. 

Next, let’s revisit our four research questions that carried us through this research and summarize 
the principle value arising from each. Our findings have enabled us to answer all our research 
questions, with some additional noteworthy considerations. 

11.2 Research Question 1  

Can Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) be used as an Intelligent System to address problems of 
Knowledge Management and Knowledge Creation theory? If so, how? 

We concluded earlier in the thesis that LSA can indeed be used as an intelligent system given its 
semantic inductive capabilities and is able to address many KM challenges within the theoretical 
framework. We’ve also deduced and discussed how LSA creates value from different related 
perspectives through topics like interoperability, KM quantification, the nature of tacit and explicit 
knowledge, concept of Ba, CoPs, KMSs like EDMSs and CBR systems, different query/search 
paradigms and information retrieval. We brought all these topics together by illustrating their 
links to knowledge creation, specifically under the SECI model. 

We established that the process of sense-making is a fundamental part of knowledge creation 
according to the SECI model, relevant in all stages, regardless of whether tacit or explicit 
knowledge is involved. This gives clarity to the role of LSA in augmenting knowledge creation, as 
it is considered a theory of meaning, as well as a practical computational application, and thus an 
apt embodiment of sense-making. Our research confirms that LSA has a pertinent role for 
knowledge creation in AEC. 
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11.3 Research Question 2  

Can various perspectives of AEC problems (i.e. communities of practice, design, construction, 
operation) be formulated from the perspectives of Knowledge Management and Knowledge 
Creation theory? If so, how?  

We can indeed consistently define various AEC problem contexts in different phases of the 
building lifecycle, and attribute them to KM underpinnings. We summarize them briefly below. 

The Community of Practice (CoP) relates closely to the concept of Ba – both being a means to 
facilitating human interactions and knowledge transactions. As such, the socialization process of 
the SECI model, being an integral part of knowledge creation, almost exactly describes the 
activities represented by CoPs. The context of identifying and mapping of CoPs thus attributes 
directly to KM. 

Constructability knowledge dissemination is difficult due to its abstract and subjective nature and 
involves at least both design and construction expertise. Because of this, it requires expert tacit 
understanding before improvements can be realized. Consequently, this limits the capabilities of 
codified constructability guidelines, as they are often unable to cover the myriad unique factors in 
each design and/or construction circumstance. However, it appears that the fuzzy, complex 
reasoning is somehow achievable through the wisdom of experienced domain experts. The 
foresight of specific constructability problems upon design review relies on human cognition and 
understanding, embodied in so-called engineering experience/intuition, which has been a 
fundamental challenge in KM. 

Change issues are very common, where dynamic feedback, due to iterative cycles, are ubiquitous. 
Many of such potential change issues could well have been anticipated in advance and thus 
avoided given the tacit knowledge of experienced designers, and close collaboration between 
different design parties. Therefore, avoiding changes and rework depends on having in-depth 
knowledge about the nature of changes within a certain domain. KM’s role in improvement change 
management is quite self-evident and is not a new concept in both theory and practice. 

11.4 Research Question 3 

Can existing, abundant data and/or documentation from AEC industry be utilized for the LSA 
approach? If so, how and with what limitations/opportunities in terms of data? 

Existing abundant data from our three AEC problem contexts, be it passively or actively created, 
can indeed generally be utilized for LSA, though not without certain conditions or limitations, 
depending on the desired quality of the results. All the data we collected are authentic and 
representative of unstructured natural language texts within the domain of each AEC context. The 
data used for the analyses also represent the fuzzy and noisy nature of abundant data readily 
available from different sources, such as reports, project records, change orders, claims, lessons 
learnt documentation, contracts, incident or safety records, guidelines, and communication 
artefacts like emails, minutes of meetings, online forums, and general annotations. In one case, 
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we demonstrated that textual data from BIM can even be extracted and used without any 
drawbacks. Even with varying amounts of noise within the data (i.e. constituting syntactic 
differences of natural language texts, varying lengths of documents, spelling errors, semantic 
variances like synonyms and text ambiguities etc.), we were indeed able to use it for LSA 
effectively. Furthermore, these datasets used in the investigations are very small and contextual, 
compared to the typical big datasets typically required in machine learning applications. We have 
demonstrated that even small datasets can suffice and have been able to generate intuitive results 
under the respective domain logic, without the need of big datasets, which are typically not 
available in domain-specific AEC (or other) contexts. It’s important to note that we do not use 
quantitative measures to validate this research question, since we do not aim to distil knowledge 
as ground truth from the texts in each of the investigation problem contexts. We interpret and 
gauge the results of the LSA technique to determine whether its output is comparable to intuitive 
conceptual associations that a human would make in the respective AEC contexts. This validation 
is based on self-evident interpretations of the results and thus unperturbed by the variations in 
size of the datasets used in each investigation. In addition, this enables us to gauge the 
effectiveness of LSA to capture contextuality and subjectivity of the unique conditions of the 
specific AEC use-case embedded in each dataset. Based on these, we determine whether existing 
abundant data can indeed be utilized for LSA within the different AEC problem contexts.  

There are some limitations and conditions worth mentioning. For instance, natively numerical 
data do not work in tandem with semantic textual data, because they are of a vastly different 
semantic logic from natural language texts. As such, LSA is unable to process, codify, and capture 
the meaning and implications of natively numerical data. Another fundamental issue is that the 
inference and quality of the semantic capabilities depend on the patterns evident within the input 
corpus/dataset. For domain-specific semantic modelling, it is important that significant enough 
patterns are evident in the corpus for good results. Typically, large input corpora can address this 
issue, but not necessarily, as it depends also on the variance that the corpus represents. The 
selection of the corpus may thus play an important role in the integrity and performance of the 
LSA approach. It is out of scope of our research to develop some quantitative measure for whether 
a corpus is good enough, despite our investigations showing good results for the small noisy 
corpora in all investigation cases. This is in principle made possible by the dimensionality 
reduction capabilities of LSA. 

11.5 Research Question 4  

Can valuable insights, comparable to tacit knowledge, be inferred automatically from abundant 
unstructured AEC documentation and/or data through LSA? If so, how and with what 
limitations/opportunities in terms of insights? 

Valuable insights can indeed be inferred using LSA within the domain context of each 
investigation. We have demonstrated that indications of insights, fundamentally based on 
semantic associations between domain concepts, that would have traditionally been dependant on 
domain-specific human reasoning, can indeed be inferred from readily accessible documentation 
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in each AEC problem context. It has been shown in each case that LSA can link terms and 
documents, that are intuitively related, as well as automatically organize, cluster and visualize 
them on different levels of abstraction, based on domain logic. This enables correlating (or even 
causal) relationships between topics, entities or objects, to be determined through cosine 
similarity, resulting in semantic structures that represent the logic of the specific AEC context. For 
each AEC context investigation, we’ve shown examples of the insights inferred as outputs of the 
LSA. However, while the outputs may be broadly applicable, our goal is not to investigate nor 
discover ground truth knowledge about the AEC problem contexts. Instead, we focus on 
investigating whether the algorithm can make simple, but intuitive deductions based on the corpus 
provided. The outputs are typically of common knowledge with generally intuitive rationale, 
therefore the validation of the outputs can be done empirically. As such, the size of the dataset 
does not pose implications on the integrity of our validation. In addition, we are able to gauge, 
with in-depth interpretation of LSA outputs, how even small datasets can yield intuitive domain-
specific results that represent the subjective logic of respective AEC contexts. 

It is out of our scope to formulate a separate experimental design for quantitative validation of 
expert respondent or user testing, to numerically benchmark the performance of LSA in distilling 
insights. This would require precision and recall measurements (as discussed in Section 5.6) and 
other parametric investigations on LSA, as matters of numerical optimization. In that case, much 
larger corpora would then be needed, along with large enough respondent/test-user sample 
groups. Still then, the enquiry would inherently succumb to issues of respondent bias, associated 
with that methodology. Additionally, the large dataset needed for such enquiries would require 
more effort and time to collect, which would probably limit the range of AEC problem contexts 
that we could have effectively investigated within a single study. It is important for our research 
scope to carry out investigations over a broad range of AEC applications across the building 
lifecycle and thus our focus is on showing how LSA can induce some self-evident knowledge from 
small authentic input datasets, allowing us to intuitively gauge the results from empirical 
examination of various AEC cases. Extending the scope beyond that is a practical challenge within 
this research and is kept for future separate investigations. 

Relating to the nature of insights obtainable through LSA, there are obvious limitations to what 
LSA can do – that is, nothing beyond inferring associations between related concepts within the 
embedded knowledge of the corpus. Our investigations also have been focused on semantic textual 
data, disregarding numerical data. Despite that, we have clearly demonstrated opportunities for 
other data entities to be used as inputs to LSA (e.g. IFC objects and existing ontologies or data 
schemas), opening the leads of further research. The LSA outputs exhibit domain insights through 
data-linking based on computational reasoning. However, there are examples where it is not clear 
first-hand why certain entities are linked. Typically, the reasons behind such uncertain links 
become clear after a few exploratory iterations of query-retrieval cycles, while some instances may 
be simply due to the inherent nature of the corpus and are thus without clear rationale. This can 
be mitigated with larger corpora. Despite the uncertain reasonings of some conceptual links (as 
LSA is non-deterministic), it is still valuable in helping practitioners pose better questions and 
explore/identify relevant enquiries, into which further probes or successive enquiries can be done. 
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Another fundamental point worth reiterating is that, even though we are able to capture the 
contextuality of the domain knowledge through the inductive LSA technique, there is also inherent 
bias (succumbing to the corpus logic). This presents a double-edged sword. The inferred semantic 
space is typically only applicable in use-cases that utilize the domain knowledge captured in the 
corpus. As an example, it’s self-evident that the algorithm trained with, for instance, 
constructability issues limited only to residential buildings, may not be useful at all (and may even 
be misleading) for application use-cases requiring knowledge about water infrastructure – granted 
most AEC domain knowledge are not mutually exclusive and often connected. 

LSA by no means solves all sense-making problems. LSA is not a sentient consciousness that is 
able to read and understand text, and thus obviously is unable to answer abstract enquiries about 
the given corpus and interact with the user as a human mentor would, on a high level of 
abstraction. Nevertheless, LSA can exhibit some traits of “intelligence” that would have required 
tacit knowledge, and on this basis, LSA may be an enabler upon which other more “intelligent” 
systems or interactions can be developed. Our outputs capture relationships between concepts 
within AEC domains, akin to results of human internalization and reasoning of a textual corpus. 
Given the fuzzy nature and limited sizes of collected datasets used in our investigations, the 
seemingly intelligent outputs obtained are remarkable.  

11.6 Additional contributions related to the research outputs 

In addition to answering our research questions, we have gone through numerous peripheral, but 
fundamentally related, topics. As a result, more sub-enquiries arose, to which some specific 
contributions can also be noted. We outline some additional points of what we have achieved in 
this research: 

 Aligned the theoretical elements of the three principle disciplines of KM, LSA, and IT in 
AEC.  

 Formulated associations between philosophical elements of KM and computational 
considerations. 

 Enabled the handling of contextuality of domain-specific knowledge in quantitative 
analyses and taken into consideration that knowledge, as “justified true belief”, is 
subjective with references to quantitative results. 

 Demonstrated an approach that processes small domain datasets with meaningful results, 
without the need for “big data” (e.g. in the order of magnitude comparable to what is 
available on social media), which are typically unavailable in AEC practices. 

 Improved the potential for expert IT applications as decision-support, recommender 
systems, CBR systems and EDMSs, in AEC practice through the lifecycle – be it in context 
of communities of practice, constructability, change knowledge management, or 
otherwise. 
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 Showed the validity of the proposed LSA-based solution in many different AEC problems 
with natural language textual material, including integration with BIM-based work. 

 Addressed the theory-practice gap of KM research in AEC, using real-world contexts and 
authentic input textual data for investigation, as well as proposed a computational 
approach to regard philosophical elements of knowledge creation theory. 

 Proposed a solution that is both adaptable for practical operations within a domain, and 
generalizable for different domains – a fundamental challenge for ontologies and data 
models. 

 Introduced an approach for addressing interoperability, both philosophically and 
pragmatically. 

 Motivated how the fundamental challenge of measurement of KM can eventually be 
improved through addressing interoperability. 

 Addressed the “explicability” of tacit knowledge in AEC domain, thereby motivating the 
role of IT in developing KM and demonstrating opportunities for institutionalizing tacit 
knowledge. 

 Asserted the validity of each of the SECI model processes with respect to different AEC 
problem contexts and demonstrated the corresponding significance and value of LSA. 

11.7 Limitations and further recommendations 

Firstly, it is evident that our literature study do not to exhaustively review all related research 
efforts. Given the multidisciplinary nature of this thesis, an exhaustive review of all related 
research unfortunately proves to be too lengthy. Our literature study is aimed primarily at building 
the definition of the research problems and enabling the reader to understand the concepts and 
rationale of the problematics, and the corresponding argumentations presented. As such, we have 
not discussed research efforts that do not have direct implications on supporting or opposing our 
problem definitions and argumentations. Nevertheless, we would like to acknowledge those with 
valuable research contributions to related topics, but that have not been covered in our literature 
study.  

There are aspects of our research methodology that fundamentally differ from related research in 
distilling insights algorithmically from unstructured data. It is not our intention to discover 
knowledge within datasets for the purpose of producing universal guidelines in each of the AEC 
problem contexts. Therefore, the LSA outputs cannot be utilized as such, even if they seem 
applicable to general situations. There is no quantitative validation to whether the insights arising 
from our investigations in each context represents that of the whole industry in each respective 
domain. There is also no quantitative method for comparison between our LSA results and any 
existing benchmarks, nor additionally collected qualitative measurements (e.g. using precision 
and recall metrics). It is however worth reinforcing here that these are aside from the goals of our 
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research, and the limitations mentioned are natural by-products of our enquiry into other 
fundamental issues that form the contributions of our research – namely to investigate LSA 
capabilities in handling realistic, small and subjective textual datasets from different AEC 
contexts. 

Beyond these limitations, our research has also led to many new questions. These represent gaps 
that delineate the limitations and scope of our research, but also indicate the opportunities for 
future research. The most straight-forward opportunity for future endeavours is to apply the LSA 
processes, as we have shown, with respect to other domains or specific use-cases in AEC not 
covered in our research scope. This may also imply collecting and inputting even larger datasets 
of AEC contexts to be analysed in the same way. Otherwise, the application of LSA with data types 
beyond text (for instance, BIM/IFC entities or other popular ontologies and data-models) can be 
investigated. Following this, enquiries can be launched into hybrid approaches, involving both 
semantic inferences from text, as well as entities of existing ontologies, and in future, even 
numerical metadata, for instance, from project schedules, budget, or existing qualitative scales. As 
an example, the synergy of this research with respect to the field of risk management is high, and 
thus it’s worthy of investigating KM and LSA with respect to risk. Alongside the probability and 
impact quantifications of risk cases, LSA can be used to model semantic and topical distributions 
of risk descriptions and link probability-impact metrics to those semantic patterns respectively. 
These are also closely related to the need for interoperability at large, for instance, merging 
different risk databases. Therefore, future research can also entail dedicated investigations of 
interoperability or ontological mapping activities in various concrete AEC cases.  

Regarding the LSA approach itself, there are many parameters that can be investigated further, as 
matters of optimization. For instance, the changes to TF-iDF weighting may have non-trivial 
effects on the retrievals. Furthermore, noise reduction uncertainties and methods for selection of 
optimal dimensionality (if any) need to be explored in future. This can address whether it is 
possible to determine if a certain corpus may be too noisy to infer useful results, through defining 
indicators, or even developing measurement frameworks, to consistently assess the quality and 
suitability of corpora as training datasets for LSA. These questions were not addressed in our 
research. 

We applied a few post-processing methods using the semantic vectors from LSA to demonstrate 
what insights can be obtained as outputs – such as hierarchical clustering, cosine similarity matrix 
visualizations, semantic vector comparisons and manipulations, summarizing/labelling, and the 
successive explorative query process. However, there is no limit to the extent of these derivative 
techniques to enhance the value of the output of LSA (i.e. semantic vectors), through higher 
abstraction of the outputs. At the least, improvements can be made by investigating different 
parameters of hierarchical clustering, or even other clustering algorithms. Furthermore, different 
data manipulation and visualization techniques can be explored in future research, to investigate 
their possible contributions to enhancing domain-specific knowledge and insights, from the basis 
of semantic vectors as LSA outputs. 
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From the perspective of applied software research, prototype tools can be developed based on LSA, 
with additional usability probes integrated into the design. This can go hand in hand with 
additional visualizations to investigate behavioural and cognitive aspects of internalization 
through a digital interface, or how information retrieval, with respect to practitioner user 
experience, can be improved. These can be done in various use-cases of AEC contexts. 

Following the contributions of this research towards the SECI model processes (socialization, 
externalization, combination and internalization), each of those can be deepened in continuing 
research as separate phenomena. Dedicated investigations can be made to understand and 
characterize the improvements that LSA can have on any of the four processes, through case 
studies with empirical real-world AEC contexts. This relates to the longer-term vision of closing 
the theory-practice gap within KM. LSA is one of many inductive computational techniques that 
can help to enrich our understanding of philosophical concepts in KM, such as the nature of Ba. 
As such, new explorations into other techniques are also pertinent, be it based on natural language 
processing or others (e.g. utilizing methods such as artificial neural networks), with the focus on 
enriching KM and knowledge creation theories. On the basis of our research outputs, we hope that 
KM related conjectures and theoretical claims, especially those in the context of AEC, can be 
complemented and enriched with quantitative references in future. The fundamental idea that 
computational advances can begin to scratch the surface of modelling human behaviour, cognition 
and reasoning, offers great promise for the existing underpinning philosophical basis of KM to be 
validated quantitatively, with increasing measurability of KM implications. Indeed, 
epistemological developments of KM in future, especially in engineering contexts, are filled with 
opportunities to be augmented through artificial intelligence. 

Through our demonstrations of LSA’s capabilities in AEC context, we hope that this research 
opens new perspectives on the role of KM in various AEC applications, and likewise, new 
perspectives in the role of artificial intelligence within KM. 
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Appendix A: 
98 documents describing constructability issues 

 

Nr. Constructability issue description 

Doc1 Generally, the method of construction can be changed to a faster and more cost-effective solution. The problem is normally 
that the construction drawings are issued to the contractor just in time, hence not leaving enough time to change the 
design. 

Doc2 Normally if the contractor wants to change the conforming details, he will have to do the design of the alternate proposal 
and also supply guarantees for the life of the structure. This is not the core business of a typical contractor, and hence 
don’t pursue these issues further. 

Doc3 All formwork suppliers have certain standard dimensions for their formwork systems. By for example making a beam 
450mm wide and not 425mm it makes no significant difference on the design, but makes the construction faster and 
cheaper. In the majority designs these issues are not being considered. 

Doc4 Structures will be designed in a manner that doesn’t make it possible to achieve scheduled milestone dates. For example, 
suspended slabs will be designed not to support the suspended slab above during construction and curing. This then 
requires back propping of the bottom slab, hence delaying the follow on activities on the bottom slab. The problem is that 
the project schedule will not allow for this. If for example the schedule were the most important item, the suspended slabs 
could be constructed using precast beams and planks with composite in situ concrete on top. 

Doc5 On the majority of projects the information flow to the contractor is late, resulting in delays to the project. The design 
companies are normally not at fault, because they are waiting for details from vendors which must first be employed by 
the client, before they will supply details required by the designer to do the foundation designs. The overall design is not 
done timeously, allowing as little interference to the construction works as possible. 

Doc6 Normal procurement processes would have derailed the project. Client was advised to procure as a design & construct 
option with a high quality score for innovation & construction methodology. A combination of precast & cast in situ 
construction was adopted so that activities could run in parallel. Contract was completed 1 month ahead of schedule. 

Doc7 "sound" design was in place, but the tight turnaround schedule could not be met. An alternative design to precast some 
of the elements was adopted which could be done while demolition of the existing line was being carried out. This ensured 
that the schedule was met, but using innovation & the contractor's input. 

Doc8 engineer had scheduled an unrealistic construction period which could not be met. Contractor had to innovate construction 
methods & ultimately a schedule was agreed with client that was 50% longer than the original. 

Doc9 In situ beams changed to precast. Better finish, consistent colouration. Precast moulds - more consistent. Change 
concrete design. E.G. self-compacting, flow for work ability etc. 

Doc10 Small bathrooms – in situ build. (Bricks, mortar, plaster, etc). Changed to pods on site. Plumbing executed in jigs. No 
chasing. (No waste no dust- health & safety, Plumbing executed to a manufactured standard. Testing done off site to a 
working pressure double of the required standard. 

Doc11 Power floating. Not an option in residential builds. (To many services. E.g. conduits, ducts etc) Allowances must be made 
for screeds. If vinyl finish. screeds must be class1 with a pumpable self-levelling screeds to achieve flatness. High gloss 
finish of vinyl shows up even a spec of sand. 

Doc12 Electrical boxes. Back to back on 110 mm masonry walls. After chasing, wall destroyed. Wall stability compromised. 
Solution - Elect 1st fix. Place shutter over piping. Cast upstand with electrical services boxes in shutter. No chasing. Wall 
stable. 

Doc13 Kitchen walls. (230mm or 280mm) Chasing of plumbing, water supply, water waste, Electrical etc. Moving kitchen 
cupboard away from wall by 60mm. Surface mount fixtures. Testing of services. Easy to fix leak. visual. No chasing. No 
waste. Negative. Cupboard requires a backing. 

Doc14 The precast yard and launching facilities were designed under the supervision of the contractor. Had this not being the 
case, a great deal of re-work would have been required to ensure and effective system. 

Doc15 The changing of the pre-cast tilt up walls to in-situ slide wall and column combination proved to be a vital change in 
completing the project on time. 
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Nr. Constructability issue description 

Doc16 Changed the sequencing of the works, which required the columns to be cast with sheer and moment reinforcement at 
deck level, prior to casting the deck. This was a contractor suggestion. 

Doc17 Changed the shape and size of pre-cast bridge beams. This was a contractor suggestion. 

Doc18 Continuously reinforced floors to be constructed to degree of accuracy 1 

Doc19 Soft roof (timber roof construction) very time consuming, risky access 

Doc20 Fast track project ring beams designed as concrete. Engineer should have specified boxed steel beams for speed 

Doc21 Very complicated structural steel design on a fast track project 

Doc22 Numerous concrete shear walls 

Doc23 Safe execution of work. Designers often do not consider how activities take place on site, and prepare a design to safely 
allow activities to take place. An example is the application of polystyrene copings on high parapet walls where materials 
must be hoisted into position, and then rendered. 

Doc24 Poorly specified materials that are impractical when it comes to serviceability, in particular, the lack of attention to design 
on a glass roof, where workers are again put at risk during the installation and cleaners may be at risk once the building 
is handed over as the glass could fail with people on it. 

Doc25 Service co-ordination, this is always a problem, systems are designed in isolation and are poorly coordinated. This 
complicates the installation process, delays construction due clashes having to be resolved, and also incurs costs. 

Doc26 Facade design, can have a huge impact on constructability, and designers often only consider the effect of the aesthetics 
of a design, rather than the practicality of implementing it, and have an expectation of fast-track construction, on difficult 
systems which take time. 

Doc27 Specifying products that are new to our market, on a recent project, our Architect has specified a large number of products 
that have never been used in our market, or installed by our contractors. This causes delays, training that is required, re-
work costs, and frustrates people due to their lack of knowledge of the systems, maintenance etc. 

Doc28 Platform was supplied by others and were constructed out of sand (berea red with building foot print of 750x250m) - this 
made the access for both supply of material and equipment very difficult. This type of platform is also extremely vulnerable 
to rain. This ended up costing the contractor a lot of money in rework and specialized plant to move material and 
equipment. The contractor was aware of this and allowed for this in his price - if a basic 150mm layer of G5 was provided 
the final value of the project would have been lower and ease and speed of construction would have been better. 

Doc29 Extremely light structural steel roof structure. This forced the contractor to assemble whole portions of the roof on the 
ground and then hoist it into position. If the structure were heaver the contractor could have used normal erection methods 
to erect the roof. The contractor allowed for bigger lifting equipment in his bid and this escalated the costs. 

Doc30 6m high composite retaining walls constructed of 2x115mm brick skins and reinforced concrete filled cavity were specified. 
Concrete retaining walls would have been much easier and faster to construct. 

Doc31 Extremely slender and tall columns were specified 

Doc32 Design as the contractor progresses 

Doc33 On Michealangelo Tower the Facades were very cumbersome to build. It was composite brickwork plastered and rendered 
with lots of windows and mouldings surrounds and large architectural copings . This had to follow the structure over 36 
storeys and be fully scaffolded over the height because of the different trades to have access to complete the works. 

Doc34 On the international airport extensions Concrete Structure was very heavy because of huge floor spans - generally 15 
metres, with  700m long road bridge structure and complex  free spanning qautro volume structural steel roof. 

Doc35 The Parking garage at international airport was a very long posttensioned slab building with very heavy and numerous 
concrete facade and internal shear walls. It was designed to match an existing garage which preset the aesthetics of the 
building. 

Doc36 The Hotel on top of the parkade was a flat slab concrete structure traditionally reinforced on top of a 8 floor post tensioned 
slab parkade building with brick and plastered facades. The bathrooms were prefabricated and hoisted and built in position 
to save time. The rendered facades had to be scaffolded and took time with structural challenges. 

Doc37 The shopping centre was single storey with very high intermediate firewalls and the 500m long mall had framed structure 
with up to 8m high brick walls. The entire roof structure was in structural steel and large spans in one direction and too 
small spans in the other directions which made the steel design very heavy. 

Doc38 Rebar sizes too big or spacing too little for concrete to be vibrated in beams and columns. 

Doc39 Drilling and epoxy of bolts in columns/walls for steel brackets to be installed. Holes clashing with rebar. Struggling to get 
all holes drilled when rebar in column/wall is a Y32 or Y20. 

Doc40 Columns in walls to be the same width as the wall for shuttering and better finishing purposes. 

Doc41 Steel designers not considering the yield length of the steel after the steel was bended. Steel is too long and must be cut. 

Doc42 Design drawings not showing enough details i.e. sectional details. Especially for structural drawings. 

Doc43 The pipeline material used in the design was very expensive and unpractical. Also, the proposed alternative material was 
in line with the core expertise of the contractor. The alternative not only offered a financial saving, but also a reduced 
project risk in terms of schedule, quality and safety. The alternative was not considered. 
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Nr. Constructability issue description 

Doc44 The method of construction specified (incremental launching), governed by the design of the bridge, was very expensive 
and impractical for the length of the bridge. A precast beam solution was viable and much cheaper, but dismissed for 
aesthetic reasons 

Doc45 In situ slab with down stand beams was specified. This is always very difficult, time consuming and equipment intensive, 
which makes it very expensive and time consuming. A precast solution or an in-situ solution with permanent soffit formwork 
(QC decking) would have been possible, but was not considered. 

Doc46 Raking columns were designed to be in-situ, with massive cast-in items and very creative shapes. These could easily 
have been pre-cast, which would have yielded much higher quality finish as well as a much cheaper concrete mix design. 
The shape and congestion of the reinforcing, made it almost impossible to pour and compact (vibrate) with conventional 
concrete, thus a self-compacting mix was used, which was not only very expensive in itself, but also pushed up the 
formwork costs tremendously (pressure much higher and water tightness requirements). 

Doc47 125 no. RC columns (50m high) were designed in such a way that the reinforcing was more than 500kg/m3 (with bar 
lengths up to 13m long), which not only made it very expensive, but also impossible to slide (slip form) - the most efficient 
way to construct these types of columns. A small increase in diameter of the columns would have dramatically reduced 
the reinforcing requirements (increased stiffness) as well as the overall cost of these structures. 

Doc48 Containing of ground water during basement construction. 

Doc49 Poor coordination of cervices- especially in hospitals. 

Doc50 Lack of/ insufficient information in construction documentation (drawings, specifications etc). 

Doc51 Accommodation of all services inside in situ RC slabs- no ceiling voids. 

Doc52 The hotel floor specification did not include floor screed, and a Class 2 floor was specifies.  This in conjunction with the 
excessive deflection of the floors resulted in very uneven floors and a lot of remedial work in order to install the floor 
finishes. 

Doc53 The Office Park's parking basement design had a section that was lower than the sub-soil drain.  With the ground water 
levels rising in summer, the lower area of the basement was subjected to floding and damp. 

Doc54 The warehouse had very tall and narrow concrete columns with corbels and holding down bolts in some parts of the 
building.  This should have been in steel as most other columns.  These were difficult to construct, and had to be braced 
temporarily until the steel structure was up. 

Doc55 The bases and holding down bolts of the warehouse was heavily reinforced and this made the very bulky HD bolts 
impossible to install. 

Doc56 The cantilever balconies incorporated into a precast floor system at the Augustus was designed with a kink in the 
reinforcing to accommodate the difference in level. This and the fact that there was very little cover on top of the steel 
resulted in the balconies snapping and breaking of from the building.  They were later supported by a retro fitted steel 
bracket. 

Doc57 Structure = Load bearing brickwork with in situ slabs. Constructability issue = No chasing was allowed on internal walls. 
Major problem with water and electrical reticulation which had a huge cost impact for the client. 

Doc58 Structure = Load bearing brickwork with in situ slabs. Constructability issue = all internal walls were load bearing. This 
resulted in a very inefficient formwork process as formwork for each room had to be constructed individually. Very poor 
design. 

Doc59 Structure = Precast concrete perimeter walls (5m x 10m). Constructability issue = Panels had recesses in them. 
Subcontractor got a lot of the panels wrong. Substantial remedial work required. Lesson = keep precast panels simple 

Doc60 Structure = Precast concrete perimeter walls (5m x 10m). Constructability issue = Precast panels were cast in stacks of 
4. No connection to structural steel roof was detailed to be cast in bolt. Impossible to use cast in bolts when panels are 
cast on top of each other. Post fix better solution 

Doc61 Flat plate galvanized box gutters were detailed. No allowance made for distortion of metal sheets during galvanizing 
process. Result was ponding of water in gutters. 

Doc62 Complex transfer structures, typically at podium level (above basement & below superstructure) 

Doc63 See company profile. We focus on pre-cast structures and therefor any constructability issues thoroughly addressed in 
the planning phase. Any small issues that may arise thereafter is then used to prevent the same mistakes. Experience 
and proper consultation with contractor and site personnel is our opinion is the only in which these issues can be 
prevented. 

Doc64 Cranes in confined city block sites.  Often no place for a crane and stockpiling of materials, mainly in city blocks. Tower 
cranes only option as mobile cranes cannot access the site when columns are in place.   

Doc65 Detailing methods of reinforcing bars. Too heavy column cages for cranes to handle. Also, bars detailed too long to man 
handle on site. Also detail beams with open stirrups where site crane is a problem. Detail cages for pre-assembly off site 

Doc66 Detailing of reinforcement bars for sliding shutters. Bars preferably of smaller diameter and short enough to be handled 
by staff on site on high elevations. 

Doc67 Detailing structural steel without giving attention to splices during design stage. Causes unwanted workshop connections. 
Agree with fabricators up front. Do clear drawings and provide proper details. 

Doc68 Poor soil conditions on site. Specify G7 gravel layers as part of tender for access to building sites in areas of soft wet 
clays. 

Doc69 Parking structure concrete had to be low shrinkage concrete and slabs had to be crack free. 
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Nr. Constructability issue description 

Doc70 Light-weight walls were required in the renovated industrial buildings. 

Doc71 Erection of new steel structure on top of existing building difficult because of access. 

Doc72 In situ concrete structures are slower to build than pre-cast buildings but cheaper. 

Doc73 Change in geotechnical conditions resulting in partial piling of the building. Unforeseen and not expected by geotechnical 
engineers 

Doc74 Issues of design constructability to be resolved by the consultants and the contractor require the timeous issue of 
information by the Client. Few clients understand the complexity of the co-ordination of professional services on a project 
of this nature. When a client chooses to change his mind & brief on a regular basis during the design development stages 
of a project.......disputes between the consultants, client, and contractor are inevitable. With on-going changes to the 
design brief, issues of constructability were not assessed at any stage by the contractor. Delay in completion of the 
contract should have been obvious to all concerned. 

Doc75 In our opinion, the original designers of the timber roof structure chose to solve the "long span" problem in timber. A more 
appropriate and appropriate solution was to design and construct that portion of the roof in structural steel. The engineer 
appointed to rectify the problem did just that. He should have considered this to be a structural problem rather than one 
of timber design. This type of error of judgment is not uncommon in structural engineering. 

Doc76 The timber trusses were standard and relatively simple to install. The problem was that the timber member was not of the 
specified grade and the contract's agent on site did not have the expertise to check the grade of timber used in their 
manufacture. The lesson to be learnt is that professional monitoring and certification of construction is necessary to 
minimize the incidence of such failures. The reason for the use of non-structural grade timber was simply that it was 
unobtainable at the time. 

Doc77 The fixings of traditional and well tested glazing and curtain walling elements to reinforced concrete or steel frames 
incorporate methods of accommodating differential movement sometimes referred to as "compensation channels etc. 
With the very rapid development of new construction products and new materials, some of these considerations are 
overlooked and fall between the functions of the structural engineer, the architect, and the specialist manufacturer. When 
things go wrong they blame the engineer! 

Doc78 I think that the expectations of the architect and the builder (who was also part developer) exceeded their appreciation of 
the difficulty of working 60m high up on a flimsy scaffold. Such work is possible where/when high-rise building skills are 
well established. Regrettably high-rise building construction is very cyclical. 

Doc79 Raft foundation construction due to dolomite requirements. Very few capable raft contractors and limited availability of 
powerful trench diggers. rafts with beams deeper than 900mm requires more powerful trench diggers if soil in which raft 
is constructed are not soft. 

Doc80 Outlet pipe through steel tapered column to hide outlet in steel column as per architect's requirements - Very difficult detail 
to install and difficult to maintain. 

Doc81 Breaking large penetrations through post-tensioned slabs requires detailed back-propping and repair anchor 
specifications. An experienced contractor is required with support from one of the experienced post-tension companies. 

Doc82 Problems with connections between in-situ concrete and structural steel elements. 

Doc83 Problems with fixing of rebar from slabs, columns and post-tension at column heads due to thin slab sections. 

Doc84 Late changes from client effecting structural steelwork as all steelwork is galvanized. 

Doc85 Complex rebar configuration to suit haunches for pre-cast beam supports. 

Doc86 Reservoir: Late change from in-situ roof construction to precast roof created various soft issues such as joints, 
waterproofing, RWDP's. 

Doc87 Heritage issues required that the new structures be built above and around existing buildings. Deep excavations close to 
existing structures were difficult and time consuming. 

Doc88 Heritage issues required that facades of certain existing buildings be retained. This required the demolition of these 
buildings while propping and protecting the from facade. 

Doc89 Ground conditions required raft foundations. This meant that services for Ground floor shops and restaurants had to be 
installed at a very stage and could not be changed. This affected the programme. Piled foundations could have resolved 
the issue, but at a greater cost which would have meant that the project would not have proceeded. 

Doc90 Curved long-span trusses were difficult to splice on the ground and lift. Straight trusses would have been easier and 
quicker, but the architecture required the curve. 

Doc91 The interface between concrete and steel structures often caused problems with fit of steel due to out of tolerance concrete 
structures. One needs to make allowance for this during the design. 

Doc92 The architect requested timber ply shuttering for the off-shutter concrete retaining walls, which were relatively thick. This 
resulted in fine thermal cracks on the external faces. Timber formwork tends to trap heat within the concrete, more so 
than steel, resulting in higher temperature differentials, which in turn led to cracking. This could've been avoided by 
removing the formwork sooner to allow heat to escape, or by using steel formwork. 

Doc93 The roof for the stadium proved to be a constructability challenge. Constructability plays a key role in the planning and 
conceptualization of a long span structural solution. The design is to a large degree dictated by the following: Construction 
sequence, Erection methods, De-propping procedures, Consideration of construction loading, Differential deflections 
during erection that may affect fit, i.e. consideration of theoretical vs deflected shape, Temperature effects, e.g., 
sometimes the last key element of a long-span structure will only fit if the temperature is below a certain value. 
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Doc94 Shifting of structural grids (e.g. where residential occupancy positioned over parking garage) leads to use of transfer 
beams, which has an impact on programme and costs. If possible, better to plan the grids to coincide - this decision is not 
only up to the structural engineer 

Doc95 Grout loss (honey-combing) due to congestion of reinforcement. Use of larger bars more widely spaced often leads to 
better accessibility for poker. 

Doc96 Excessive deflection of metal decking in composite construction due to incorrect methods of concrete placement. 

Doc97 Damage to starter bars at construction joint positions, particularly where follow-on pour is carried out at a much later date; 
e.g. at openings for tower crane which are filled in later - possibly better to use couplers or a specifically detailed joint 
around infill slab, but there would be cost implications for a 'better design' 

Doc98 Stitching in new concrete elements to existing by means of dowelling. Interface often poorly prepared and insufficiently 
saturated (use of wet-to-dry epoxy can be counter-productive if follow-on pour takes place too long after application of 
epoxy). 
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Appendix B: 
71 BCF change issue comments 

ID Issue Comment in Finnish (original)  Issue Comment in English (translated) 

1 Käytävätila: IV-kanavat törmää ja sähkökeskuksen 
sisällä.  

Corridor area: ventilation piping collides and is within the electric 
panel 

2 Toimistotila: Sähkökourujen sijäinti? Patereiden 
lämmitysputket kourun sisällä. 

Office area: Electric duct location. Radiators hot water piping 
within electric duct. 

3 Valaisimien korko? Light fixture height? 

4 Tekninen tila: IV-kanavia osittain kattorakenteiden 
sisällä. 

Technical area: ventilation piping partially within the roof 
structure. 

5 Toimistotila: Sähkökourujen ja valaisinten korko? Office area: Electric duct and light fixture height? 

6 Tekninen tila: Tuloilmakanavan sisällä jäähdytysputkia. 
Osa TATE-asennuksista kattorakenteiden sisällä. 

Technical area: Supply air duct clashes cooling pipes. Some of 
the MEP installations within the roof structure. 

7 Käytävätila: Lämminvesiputket sähkön kaapelihyllyn 
läpi. 

Corridor area: Hot water pipes penetrates through the electric 
cable tray. 

8  Tekninen tila: Sähkön kaapelihylly IV-kanavien sisällä. Technical area: Electric cable tray is within the ventilation pipes 

9 Poistoilmaventtiilit sähkön kaapelihyllyn läpi. Exhaust air pipes penetrates through electric cable tray. 

10 IV-kanava alakaton rakenteiden sisällä. IV-
päätelaitteen suuntaus? 

Ventilation piping is within the ceiling structure. Ventilation 
terminal alignment? 

11 Viemäri IV-kanavien sisällä. Sewage drainage pipe within the ventilation ducts. 

12  Tekninen tila: Sähkökeskus IV-kanavien sisällä. 
Kaapelihylly IV-kanavien sisällä. 

Technical area: Electric panel within ventilation piping. Cable 
tray within ventilation piping. 

13 Tekninen tila: Vesikaton rakenteet TATE-asennusten 
läpi. 

Roof structures penetrates through MEP installations 

14 Porrashuone: Mallinnettujen portaiden 
korkeusasemat? 

Stairwell: modelled staircase elevations dimensions?  

15 Sähkökourut pattereiden läpi. Electric duct penetrates through radiators 

16 WC-tila: Lattian ja ovien korko ristiriidassa. Ablution area: Heights of floors and doors conflict 

17  Kokoustila: IV-kanava ja sähkön lattiakanava 
kohdakkain. 

Conference area: ventilation piping and electric flooring clashes. 

18 Valaisin ja kaapelihylly IV-kanavan sisällä. 
Sähkökeskus vesipisteen kohdalla. Tilan nimi? 

light fixture and cable tray clashes within ventilation piping. 
Electric panel at the water point. Area name? 

19 Porrashuone: IV-päätelaite ja valaisin kohdakkain. Stairwell: ventilation terminal and light fixture clash 

20 Käytävätila: Sähkön kaapelihyllyn läpi 
lämminvesiputket. 

Corridor area: Electric cable tray penetrates through the hot 
water pipe 

21 Poistoilmasäleikön korko? Exhaust air grille height? 

22  Sosiaalitila: Valaisimien sijainti? Social area: light fixture location 

23  Tekninen tila: IV-kanavan sisällä valaisin ja 
kaapelihylly. 

Technical area: Within the ventilation piping are light fixture and 
cable tray 

24  Tekninen tila: Sähkön kaapelihylly IV-kanavien läpi. Technical area: Electric cable tray penetrates through ventilation 
duct 

25 Tekninen tila: IV-poisto katon kannatirakenteiden 
kohdalla.Sähkön kaapelihyllyt kanavien läpi? 

Technical area: Ventilation exhaust in the same point as roof 
load-bearing structure. Electric cable tray through pipes? 
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26 Käyttövesiputket sähkön kaapelihyllyjen kohdalla. IV-
päätelaitteen korko? 

Water piping in the same place as electric cable tray. Ventilation 
terminal height? 

27 Käytävätila: Vapaa korkeus 1883 mm. Corridor area: Free height 1883mm 

28 Käytävätila: Viemärin linjaus? Corridor area: sewage drain alignment? 

29 Kokoustila: Sähkökouru pattereiden läpi. Conference area: Electric duct penetrates through radiators 

30 Näyttelytila: Patterit ikkunoiden ja oven edessä. Exhibition area: Radiators in front of windows and door 

31 Tekninen tila: Rakenteita ja TATE-asennuksia 
kohdakkain. 

Technical area: Structures and MEP installations clash 

32 TORIM. VARASTO: Viemäröinti sähkön kaapelihyllyn 
läpi? 

Storage area: Sewage drain through electric cable tray? 

33 Tekninen tila: Sähkökourut ja IV-kanavat kohdakkain. Technical area: Electric duct and ventilation duct clash 

34 Näyttelytila: Sähkön lattiarasioiden korko? Exhibition area: Electrical floor outlet height 

35 Torim. varasto: Korot, ovi / lattia? Storage area: Heights of door and floor? 

36 Käytävätila: Valaisin IV-kanavan sisällä. Corridor area: light fixture within ventilation pipe 

37 Vesikattorakenteet IV-kanavien läpi. Roof structures penetrates through ventilation piping 

38 Liiketila: Sähkön kaapelihylly IV-kanavan läpi. Commercial area: Electric cable tray penetrates through 
ventilation duct 

39 Liiketila: Sähkön kaapelihyllyn sijainti. Commercial area: Electric cable tray location 

40 Liiketila: Valaisin ja käyttövesiputket kohdakkain. IV-
tuloilmapäätelaitteen korko? 

Commercial area: light fixture and water pipes clash. Ventilation 
supply air terminal height? 

41 Toimistotila: Valaisinkisko ja IV-päätelaite kohdakkain. 
Sähkön kaapelihylly törmää IV-kanaviin ja 
lämminvesiputkiin. 

Office area: Lighting rail collides with ventilation terminal. Electric 
cable tray clashes with ventilation pipe and hot water pipe. 

42 Toimistotila: Sähkökoru ja patteri kohdakkain. Office area: Electric duct and radiator clash 

43 Aputila: IV-kanavat ja viemärit ja sähkön kaapelihyllyt 
törmää. 

Utility area: ventilation piping, sewage drain and electric cable 
tray collide 

44 Aulatila: IV-kanava alakaton otsapinnan kohdalla. Lobby area: ventilation piping in the same place as the front 
surface of the ceiling 

45 Käytävätila: Valaisin IV-kanavan kohdalla? Kanavan 
korko? 

Corridor area: light fixture and ventilation piping in the same 
place. Piping height? 

46 Liiketila: Oviverhokojeen korko? Commercial area: Air curtain unit height? 

47 IV-kanavan sisällä valaisin. Ventilation piping is within the light fixture 

48 Viemäri IV-kanavan läpi. Sewage drain penetrates through ventilation piping 

49 Käytävätila: TATE-asennuksia alakaton alapuolella. Corridor area: MEP installations underneath the ceiling 

50 Sosiaalitila: IV-kanava oven ja käyttövesiputkien 
kohdalla. Lattia puuttuu. 

Social area: ventilation duct at the same point as door and water 
drain. Floor is missing. 

51 Torim. varasto: Lattiakorot / ovikorot. Storage area: Floor height and door height 

52 IV-kanavat vesikattorakenteiden kohdalla. Ventilation duct and roof structure are at the same point. 

53 Ikkunoiden / alakaton korko? Arkkitehtimallin tilaobjekti 
puuttuu. 

Window and ceiling height? Architect model space object is 
missing 

54 IV-kanavat ja -päätelaitteet törmää sähkön ja 
jäähdytysputkien kanssa. Tilaobjekti puuttuu. 

Ventilation duct and ventilation terminal collide with electric duct 
and cooling pipes. Space object is missing 

55 Aputila: Valaisin ja IV-päätelaite kohdakkain. Utility area: light fixture and ventilation pipe clash 

56 Tekninen tila: Glykoliputket IV-kanavan sisällä. Technical area: Glycol pipes within ventilation pipes 

57 WC-tila: Sähkön kaapelihylly alakaton alapuolella. Ablution area: Electric cable tray underneath the ceiling 

58 Porrashuone: Oviverhokojeen korko 
hätäpoistumisreitillä? 

Stairwell area: Air curtain unit height in emergency route 

59 Käytävätila: Korot portaan kohdalla? Kaapelihylly ja 
vesiputket törmää. 

Corridor area: Level and the stair in the same point? Cable tray 
and water pipe collide 

60 WC-tila: Valaisin ja IV-kanava kohdakkain. Ablution area: light fixture and ventilation pipes clash 

61 Torim. varasto: Sadevesikaivon korko? Storage area: Rain water drain height? 

62 Tekninen tila: Sähkökaapin läpi IV-kanava ja IV-
kanavan läpi kaapelihylly. 

Technical area: Electrical box penetrates through ventilation pipe 
and ventilation pipe penetrates through cable tray 
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63 Tekninen tila: Kaapelihyllyjen läpi viemäri. Technical area: Cable tray penetrates through sewage pipe 

64 Sähkön kaapelihylly sadevesikaivon läpi ja TATE-
asennuksia rakenteiden sisällä. 

Electric cable tray penetrates through rain water drain and MEP 
installations is within the building structure. 

65 Aputila: Jäähdytyspatterin läpi IV-kanava ja sähkön 
kaapelihylly. 

Utility area: Cooling coil penetrates ventilation duct and electric 
cable tray 

66 Aputila: Viemärit IV-kanavan sisällä. Utility area: Sewage drains within ventilation pipe 

67 Porrashuone: IV-kanavat alakaton alapuolella ja 
rakenteiden läpi. 

Stairwell: ventilation duct is underneath the ceiling and 
penetrates through the building structure 

68 WC-tila: IV-kanava WC-tilassa rakenteiden läpi. Ablution area: ventilation pipe penetrates through the building 
structure 

69 Liiketila: Viemäri ja valaisin IV-kanavan sisällä. Commercial area: sewage drain and lighting fixture is within the 
ventilation pipe  

70 Tekninen tila: Jäähdytysputki ja sähkön kaapelihylly IV-
kanavan sisällä. 

Technical area: Cooling pipe and electric cable tray is within the 
ventilation duct 

71 IV-kanavat kohdakkain. Ventilation ducts clash 
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